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What we think of as ` new formats' have often been

around for asurprisingly tong time. DVD-Audio and SACD have
been waiting in the wings so long that they've been upstaged —
out in the real world — by MP3. Yet even MP3, the choice of
youth, the music medium of the 21st century, and now the
scourge of the copyright owner, is far from new. It's now nearly
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three years since Keith Howard investigated what already looked
to him like MP3's successor, in `AAC: life after MP3' [ Oct 2000].
Developed in the early 199os, MP3 ( MPEG Layer- 3), is the
most widely- used among many schemes for data- reduced audio.
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DIS). Data reduction schemes (with the partial exception of DIS) work by throwing away a
lot of the data, typically 8o% of it, keeping only what's deemed most necessary to our
perception of the music. This is called ' perceptual coding'. The trick is to throw away the
right (literally) bits, and this is where the differences lie.
'If MP3 is yesterday's solution,' wrote Keith in that October 2000 article, 'then today's is
AAC (Advanced Audio Coding), anew audio compression scheme developed within MPEG...
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efficient at encoding data than its predecessor. In other
words, AAC running at adata rate of128kb/s should
perform as well as MP3 running at 192kb/s.'

retro

Keith Howard's lab tests and blind listening
comparisons against MP3 bore out the superiority of AAC.
Now, with the arrival of Apple's iTunes Music Store [ see
'Sources', page 8] AAC has found its first large-scale
application. It's intriguing that Apple, rather than any of
the major record companies, should be the first to create
an apparently workable means of getting consumers to
pay for music downloads. It's also intriguing that Apple
has shown more interest than any of the record companies
have in delivering better sound quality. It remains to be
seen whether Apple's Music Store service can really
spread from the relatively small pool of Mac users into the
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Data- reduction, or lossy compression' is necessary to reduce the
dense digital data stream of CD to more manageable proportions — allowing music to be
sent down limited-bandwith phone lines, and to be played and stored by ordinary personal
computers. It's also used in Digital Radio, in MiniDisc (ATRAC) and in DVD ( Dolby Digital and
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ocean of the world's PCs. Time will tell.
Of course, even if it improves on MP3, AAC is still a

In contrast to the month

data- reduced format. And despite the continuing

before, July1983 seemed to be a

frustrations, we believe there really is amarket for music
that's recorded without such compromises.

month when everything started

When Ray Brown, the great jazz bassist whose last
recording is touched on all too briefly on page 73, passed

of CD players — the first

away in July 2002, he'd lived, played and recorded through
every music storage format from 78s to SACD and DVDAudio. In fact, his Soular Energy album gave us arare
opportunity to compare DVD-Audio and Super Audio
Compact Disc renditions of the same material. But more of
that next month...
•
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Technics model joining Hitachi,
Marantz, Philips and Sony —
were tested enthusiastically by
Martin Colloms who also found
time to test NAD's famous 5120
'floppy arm' turntable and to
respond to Linn's critique of the
Sony Ft, published in June. On
other pages were absorbing
interviews with Julian Bream and
Andrew Lloyd Webber. Perhaps,
fuelled by the promise of CD, the

Steve Harris
EDITOR

forbidden without permission, in wrting. of the publishers. Distributed by
Marketforce, tel 020 7261 ssns. Typeset

happening again. Awhole bunch

hi-fi scene was coming back to
Life. And looking ahead to
September, HiFi News was

www.hifinews.co.uk

already planning amajor new

www.ayexpo.co.uk

event: the very first Hi Fi Show
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stereo power amplifier
Martin Colloms finds much to praise in this
massive, high-powered European muscle amp
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EVOKE atable radio and Ministry of Sound DRno

Rod took along time to acquire his ultimate

personal radio tested by Andrew Harrison

reference system, but it's been worth waiting for

30

Jadis JPS8 and JA5o
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Ken Kessler on an exotic all-valve combination
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Linn Akiva cartridge

Andrew Harrison on Linn's most expensive m- c

No rough

pick-up yet: can it justify afi.800 price tag?
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Linn's Akiva
Unison Research Unico

valve CD player
Matching the Unico amp, this Italian player has a
triode valve output stage: Ken Kessler tries it
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At the still-crowded £ 2000 point, David Allcock

Eugene Chadbourne, London sax'ist Karl Mellor,

wonders if this could be the new reference

and the latest bunch of Telarc SACD hybrids

50
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Lab Test: Lexicon MC- 8

AV processor/controller
Paul Miller offers an in-depth appraisal of the
latest from the acknowledged leader in this field

Never miss an issue
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entertainment is ever-changing, the fruSic lover 3truggling-to_keep abreast of

c
:
levelopments while steering clear of the ephemeral. Stability is needed:à touhstone. a constant upon which the enthusiast can depend.
For ove
--- r a Quarter- century. Audio
— Research has brought order to the -c aos, responding to every new format, every new layout with a
steady hand, a
— trainec ear, a coo head - applying the wisdom gained-ofierience to every p-oduct bearing the company's name.
Audio Research has always conducted itself in a manner befitting manufacturers of bespoke products of a bygone age, be they handcrafted automobiles,
ne timepieces or hand- stitched shoes. It will not be rushed. At an/ point in its history, Audio Research has
maintained a rank at the tcp of its field, its position held through the change of millennia witi- a series of products truly deserving of the
name '' Reference. The Reference 2 Mk II pre- amplifier a-id Reference Phono, the Reference 600 Mk Ill and 300 Mk II power amplifiers this family of vacuum tube components proves that traditional values such as hand- built co-istruction, superior parts and materials.
intelligent ergonomics and flash- free styling can be applied to the latest zechnologies: the best of the past with the best of the present,
to ready the listener for the futu-e.
But Audio Research does not restrict its expertise to ir:",S flagship models. The company has always employed a '' trickle down" approach,
applying the gains acquired through the development of the Reference models thmughout the

,ange.

Among its latest achievements are

the CD3 Cd player the LS25 Mk II pre- amplifier and VT100 Mk Ill power amplifier, products capable of reproducing sound of a calibre
unknown at their price points.
Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a considerec one.
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Meridian in-wall speakers
Just plug in your CD player to get sound from these active DSP speakers
amplification are handled inside the unit, which itself
is designed to be recessed into awall.

Sennheiser
pro DJ cans
These tough but light HD 280
headphones from Sennheiser are

The DSP42o has separate internal power amps for

designed to be used on the move,

high and low frequencies, both fed directly from their

say, for DJs and personal audio.

own DACs, delivering 65W and 85W respectively into

They deliver loud sound, deep

two127mm bass drivers and a25mm aluminium-domed

bass, and have folding

tweeter. At the heart of the DSP42o is apowerful

sections for storage

woMIPS Motorola DSP engine. It's claimed that the

and transport.

complex electronics can compensate for speaker

All of the parts

location, minimise jitter, aid driver alignment and

are designed to be

integration, and extend bass. Input to the DSP42o is via

easily replaced,

S/PDIF interface, and it accepts up to 24-bit/96kHz

making them

sampling signals, including Meridian MHR Smart Link.

long-lasting.

Using fireproof internal components, and with an
attractive, easily painted frame and grille. the DSP42o

It's claimed that
sound quality

comes with full installation instructions and mounting

isn't compromised and

Meridian has added anew in-wall design to its range

templates. The Meridian DSP42o loudspeaker is

that these floc) units

of active 'digital' loudspeakers. Once installed, the

available for £ 1265 per unit, plus an extra £ 150 for an

deliver excellent performance.

Meridian DSP42o needs only to be connected to a

optional wall- installation box.

Sennheiser, 0800 652 5002

digital source to function, since digital processing and

Meridian, 01480 445678, www.meridian.com

www.sennheiser.co.uk

Parasound's

mono amp

Aragon brand is back in the UK

Parasound has added the 400W JCi

has since been acquired by Klipsch, the largest speaker

monoblock power amp to its Halo

company in the USA after Bose.

range. With balanced/unbalanced

Aragon's most famous product was its two- channel

connections, features include 12V

8008 power amp, resurrected in the form of the 8008

trigger, audio sensitivity trigger and

Mk 2 [ pictured]. This striking dual- mono design delivers

adjustable turn- on delay. At 195 x

200W/ch into 8ohms, 400W into 4ohms, and is priced

440 x5o8mm (hwd) and weighing

at £ 3000. There are also monoblock versions of the

29kg, the JCi costs £ 2600.

8008, the Palladium ik, which cost £3000 each, while

CSE, 01423 359054

the 28K Mk 2pre- amp sells for £15oo.
The centrepiece of anew Aragon home cinema range

www.parasound.com

is the Stage One 5.1/7.1 processor (£4000), supported
American electronics brand Aragon is seeking to

by the zoo series amplifiers. These are available in

re-establish itself (through distributr MDC) in the UK

two-, five- and seven- channel guises with UK prices in

after abreak of over io years. In the 1990s Aragon was

the £ 1500—£3000 range.

asubsidiary of the independent Mondial company, but

MDC, 01992 573030, www.mdc-hifi.co.uk

Lifestyle home cinema:
Marantz Eclipse 36

Linn sets Unidisk
'universal' price

Another Final 'static
Dutch speaker maker Final's new Model 700
electrostatic speaker, part of its flagship

Marantz's Eclipse 36 AV system comprises the PSno,

Linn's universal disc player, first seen

Professional Range. The 700 is said to be

a5x5oW digital amplifier, and the DVno DVD player

at the Las Vegas CES in January, will

suitable for floorstanding or wall- mount use.

with Dolby and DIS decoding. The PSno includes

sell in the UK for £6500. The Unidisk

It comes with asix- input control/distribution

asubwoofer pre-output and aclock timer, while

Li is compatible with two- and multi-

unit to allow easy connection to the amplifier

the DVno uses

channel SACD, CD and DVD (including

and to the mains even for afull surround

a24-bit/192kHz

DVD-A, but excluding DVD-RAM).

configuration. The speaker is claimed to deliver

audio DAC and

Linn, 0500 888909, www.linn.co.uk

output from 45Hz up and is rated at 86dB

plays DVD-V, CD

sensitivity with a4ohm impedance. Each unit

and MP3

stands 1.86m high and weighs less than lokg.

Marantz UK

The Model 700 is available now in the UK

01753 68o868

through distributor UKD at £4000 per pair.

www.marantz.com

UKD, 01753 652668, wymukd.co.uk

—"\f- july 2003
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Apple pips online music rivals
Computer firm's Music Store is arip-roaring success — but so far, only for Mac users in the USA
only available for Mac OS X. Apple

Apple Computer's iTunes Music

day, 200,000 songs were available,

— on home computers; SACD and

Store, launched in the US at the end

and thousands more are to be

DVD-A players have been blocked

has announced plans to make a

of April, launched most successfully.

added. Tracks cost aflat rate of

from providing even CD-quality

Windows-compatible service later

Over one million tracks were

$0.99 (about £0.63) per song and

digital output; and existing Internet

this year but couldn't say when the

legitimately downloaded in the first

complete albums are priced at $9.90

music sites endorsed by the record

service would be available in the UK.

week, making it the largest online

(£6.20). The music is encoded with

industry use heavy-

music service in the world.

the MC codec at 128kbit/s, giving a

handed DRM (Digital

Apple's music shop preserves

more realistic ' near- CD quality' than

Rights Management),

some of the fair- use rights that other

the popular MP3 format at the same

turning away prospective

services have eroded at the behest

bit- rate.

users.

The main limitation built into

of the record industry. There are no

•
Song Name

Existing Internet

11111111.1ïi

subscription fees and purchasers

Apple's system is that Music

music services such

can buy single tracks (rather than an

Store MC tracks can't be directly

as Pressplay require

Radio

entire album). Tracks can be used on

converted to another 'soft' format

monthly membership

Music Store

any iPod player or burnt to CD- R. You

(such as WAV, AIFF or MP3), and

fees and use Microsoft

Purchased Music

can also play a3o- second preview of

can only be played on up to three

Windows Media Player 9,

atrack before you buy it. Music

designated Macs at any time. There

replete with draconian

content has been made available

appears to be no mechanism to

licence terms and

from all the major record labels, who

stop them being re- encoded when

conditons (anyone

they've been burnt to CD- R.

are backing

et Here Without You

g Who Invented

The Wheel

• Bearing Straight
WI One Love

Shared Music

g American

Girls

g Layla
g Let's Fall In Love

Monday Morning

g Remember

ParlY

installing WMP9 agrees to allow

Also from Apple comes news of a

The new service comes as

Microsoft or its agents to remotely

revamped iPod personal player

abreath of fresh air at at time

delete or install any file on their PC

[left]. Slimmer, but with more

when the music industry is using

without notice). When membership

memory (loGB, 15GB or 30GB), this

unauthorised

increasingly desperate tactics

is cancelled, downloaded tracks

MC- compatible iPod works with

legitimate online

IOW

MI

services in an effort
to combat

....

music- swapping

to prevent its customers from

become unplayable until the

Mac or Windows PCs via FireWire or

communities

recopying recorded music: ' Red

subscription is renewed.

USB

such as Kazaa.com.

Book- standard' audio CDs have
been sabotaged without

On Apple
Music

—

Store's launch

warning to prevent
copying — or even playing

Apple's iTunes Music Store is only

2.0.

Prices range from

£250—£400. Original iPods can be

available at present to customers

updated to enable AAC playback.

with aUS billing address, and

www.apple.com/music/

requires Apple's iTunes 4.0 software,

www.kazaa.com

New brand steels limelight Isotek Mini Sub
New speaker manufacturer MonoPulse has

6mm-thick steel plate. Using two offset drive

Isotek — manufacturer of the award-winning

launched arange of speakers in the UK. These

units and sophisticated crossovers, the

SubStation [
HFN Jan ' 02] — has added a £ 500 Mini Sub

solid floorstanders are made from MDF clad in

MonoPulse units are designed to express

mains conditioning and distribution unit to its range.

transient sounds with great accuracy.

Offering six individually filtered and isolated 13A outlets

The 22 speaker (£ 535) is the baby of the
range at 76omm high, while the 32

(£ 700) is

tom high and offers more bass. The 42
(£800) at 1.2m high is designed, with its
94dB sensitivity, for use with low power

it's less upgradeable it's claimed to offer many of the
advantages of the Isotek SubStation for less cash. It

high- power versions of the 32 and 42, and

comes with a25-year guarantee and owners of the £ 300

are priced at £ 900 and fmoo respectively,

Isotek CleanLine can upgrade to the Mini Sub for £ 200.

These flagship models produce amore

Activ, 01635 291357, www.activdistribution.com

Other options include rubber feet or
exposed drive units. Bi wire terminals and
adjustable M8 spikes come as standard.
MonoPutse, 01635 291357
www.monoputse.co.uk

2003 \t—

The 85 x444 x3o5mm (hwd), 4.4kg Mini Sub is
constructed from non-magnetic materials and although

6ohms. The 32H and 42H speakers are

up- front sound and are designed to handle

july

post, loA anti- surge external live fuse, and loA antisurge internal neutral fuse protection.

amps. All have anominal impedance of

amplifier power up to 200W.

8

for mains- powered appliance, has adedicated earth

Dr Alex Moulton
Designer of the Moulton AM7:
Holder of the world unpaced cycling
speed record.
Photograph by Jason Bell
Jason Bell 0 2002

o
CP65 - Pre-amplifier

C4201- Power Amplifier

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is attained by single-mindedly holding on to avision.
Just as Dr Alex Moulton focused his enormous talent on designing abicycle that made history,
we at Classé have harnessed all our expertise in achieving our vision — audio equipment that
offers an unrivalled expression of music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience And that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put our name to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apassion for music and adesire to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of its own, call Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK on
01903 221500 for an audition.
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000.

Classé

vvww.classeaudio.com

Valve and solid state
technology applied in
a manner others can only
seek to achieve. The last
of the big names to remain
dedicated to pure valve
circuits.

Acustica Applicata (DAAD)
Avalon Acoustics
Avalon Music Systems
Benz-Micro
Cardas
conrad-johnson
Esopower
finite elemente
Harmonix
Karan Acoustics

Magnum Dynaab
Magnum Dynalab — pure analogue FM tuners and essential ancillaries. They never fail to
present your favourite radio programme in an entirely natural and highly musical manner.

Kuzma
Magnum Dynalab
McCormack
Muse Electronics
Phonomena
Sonographe
Tri Planar

Distributed
Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS

for the love of music

tfl: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol @audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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Calibrate or ' Exterminate!' shorts
B&O's high-tech BeoLab 5active speaker self- calibrates to exterminate bass boom

Audiofreaks slashed the price

Bang & Olufsen's new flagship

calibrating 'Adaptive Bass Control',

of its Benz- Micro LP moving- coil

active speakers are distinctive not

the BeoLab 5has the ability to

cartridge from £ 2200 to £ 1900

only because of their futuristic

adjust its frequency response to

`Dalek' styling — they incorporate

match the listening environment. A

BADA has welcomed DTS as its

radical technological innovations to

touch button on the top of the

latest associate member

give optimum results when placed

BeoLab 5initiates calibration, the

almost anywhere in the room. The

speaker emiting aseries of pulsed

D&M Holdings, parent of Denon

distinctive outline of the top of the

tones; ameasuring microphone

and Marantz, acquired bankrupt

BeoLab 5's overall cone shape is

(inset picture) automatically

SON ICblue (of RIO MP3 fame), as

due to 'Acoustic Lens Technology'

extends from the speaker to pick up

well as Escient digital hardware

designed to deliver treble and

the signals reflected from the room

midrange ouput with ahorizontal

surfaces. The microphone ' listens'

Greenpark has made the best of

dispersion of 180° in front of the
speaker, providing good stereo

at to positions afew centimetres

Canada's audio books available

apart, allowing an analysis of the

here in the UK. Call 01566 782107

imagery over avery wide listening

room. Inbuilt electronics then adjust

area. And thanks to its unique self-

the output from the bass drivers

18mm tweeter, 76mm mid- range,

1X0.5 IXT6ii is aSCART upgrade

accordingly — for example,

and 165mm and 38omm bass

at £40-50 for up to 3m lengths.

reducing bass boom when the

drivers. The power provided by the

speakers are placed in acorner.

internal amplifiers amounts to no

JVC, the Japanese consumer

less than 2.5kW/ch RMS. Retail

electronics giant, announced a

61kg each and stand nearly im

price is around fio,000/pair.

net operating loss of £ 250

high, with adiameter of o.5 metres.

B&O, on8 9692288,

million for the past 12 months;

They're afour-way design using an

www.bang-olufsen.dk

The BeoLab 5speakers weigh

AAD adds curvy speaker
US speaker manufacturer AAD has

shielded and matching stands and

anew stand- mount model, the Si,

ceiling brackets are available. The

Mid- price
Rotel models

Windows support all DVD Forum-

NAD's new AV receiver is the £400

which is first in its new

Si uses a25mm

Rotel's 10 serles is being trumpeted

SSeries. The curved sides

titanium dome tweeter

as amid- priced emulation of its

are built from MDF

and ai3omm paper

successful budget

laminate, while the front

cone woofer. The

components [
HEN April ' 031. The

02

series of

is asingle 25mm section.

speakers retail in the

two- channel RCD-1072 CD player

The curves and internal

UK for f400/pair.

and the RA- 1062 integrated amplifier

bracing are claimed to

Peach Amber

are each priced at f600. In the RCD-

provide great rigidity.

01327

The Si is magnetically

www.aadsound.com

706560

however, its European consumer
electronics sales remained stable

1072 atoroiaal transformer feeds
separate power supply sections for
transport. decoder, diplay and

TEAC tuner gives Samsung hard
disk/DVD player
DAB/AM/FM

analogue output stages. Asolidly-

The T-H3ooDAB slots into TEAC's

Samsung's DVD R4000 hard disk/

analogue converter. The 60W/ch

built transport is allied with a
'musical' Burr Brown PCM1732
HDCD-cornpatible digital-to-

range of midi- sized components but

DVD recorder (f450) provides up to

1072 integrated amplifier also

can also be used as astandalone. It

12 hours of recording time on a

features atoroidal transformer

offers DAB, AM and FM functions,

DVD-RAM disc and six hours on a

driving separate power, line and

and has S/PDIF and RDI digital, as

DVD-R. It's capable of simultaneous

remote supply circuits. The amplifier

well as analogue outputs.

record and playback and recording

has amoving- magnet phono stage

Measuring 93 x215 x3o5mm , the

modes offer various levels of video

and 4mm speaker terminals. All of

tuner will cost fno in the UK.

compression. Meanwhile, the

the Rotei io series — including the

TEAC UK, 01923, www.teac.co.uk

DVD-LiooW is aportable DVD player

existing RT/o8o tuner (f400) share

with aloin TFT screen. Less than

the same styling, are available in

25mm thick — and it's claimed to be

silver or black, and feature 12V

the world's slimmest DVD player.

triggers for remote operation.

Samsung, 0208 391 0168

Rote, 01903 221500,

www.samsung.com

www.roteLco.uk

Microsoft plans to make
approved recordable DVD formats

742, a50W/Ch version of the T762
NAD's HTR-2 is anew ' universal'
smart remote control costing fo
NAD also has new external
budget phono stage, the PP- 2,
for m- m or m- ccartridges, at f5o
NHT, the US loudspeaker
company, has been acquired by
Rockford Corporation
Russ Andrews sells external PSUs
for the Tivoli radio costing f40-60
Soundation audiophile furniture
will be distributed in the UK by
david@networxgroup.co.uk
Terratec has reduced the price of
the CAR 4000 hard disk recorder
to f600, from f800 previously
The Kinks' 1979 LP Low Budget
is out on SACD from Mobile
Fidelity music (www.mofi.com)
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Floyd release shakes up format war
Dark Side Of The Moon gets SACD-only treatment from EMI/Capitol in UK and US
In the 19705 Pink Floyd's The Dark Side Of The

record companies as greedy. Here's achance

SACD in 5.1 Surround Sound... Plays on both

Moon became the de facto standard for

to change that perception.'

CD and SACD players'. The disc comes with

demonstrating matrix SQ quadraphonic sound.

When launching the Pink Floyd SACD in New

new artwork and a20- page booklet by Pink

Now a5.1 remix of the 1973 classic on hybrid

York, James Guthrie also criticised DVD-A

SACD/CD looks likely to become the new way

because, ' MLP encoding apparently hasn't yet

to show off multi- channel [ see ' Rock', p75].

been optimised. Quick- fix, high- frequency

spokesperson was still unable, or unwilling, to

This will embarrass EMI, whose release policy

filters on the final product, also defeat the

confirm aUK release date or price, or explain

is now split between SACD and DVD-A.

concept of ahigh res format.'

Plans for arelease date of 3March 2003

Bob Stuart, chairman ot Meridian Audio

(03-03-03 = 9, the number of letters in Pink

(which brought Meridian Lossless Packing to

Floyd) were missed and switched to 25 March.

market), responded, ' MLP is highly stable and

Floyd designer Storm Thorgerson.
At the time of going to press, an EMI UK

EMI's release policy that currently favours DVDAfor the Beach Boys and SACD for Pink Floyd.
There's still no word on aDVD-A version of
DSOTM and EMI-Capitol has quietly put back

AUK launch event at Abbey Road was iced.

the launch of arguably the biggest title yet on

Instead Sony and Capitol Records (Pink Floyd's

DVD-A, the Beach Boys' Pet Sounds.

US label) joined forces for areception at the

Last November, EMI/Capitol announced

Hayden Planetarium in New York — where

that Pet Sounds would be released on DVD-A

Floyd- heads smoked dope in the 1970s while

on 25 February... but nothing appeared.

watching ' Laser Floyd' light shows.

Now, while announcing another Beach Boys

About the lack of aDVD-A release Pink Floyd

CD compilation, EMI/Capitol throws in the

producer James Guthrie [ right] said, ' Isupport

mention that Pet Sounds, regarded as one of

anyone with ahigh resolution format but I'm

the greatest pop albums ever, will be released

worried about confusion over DVD-A among

on multi- channel DVD-A on

consumers. The letters ` DVD' probably

22

July 2003.

Industry insiders say that mixing Pet Sounds

shouldn't have been used in the format.

into 5.1 was more difficult than expected.

DVD-A's compatibility with DVD-Video through

Engineer Mark Linett explained why he needs

DTS or Dolby soundtracks is self-defeating,'

to use computer equipment to create virtual

he added. 'They're not high resolution but

multi-track masters, `The original tracks were

compressed. SACD has amore analogue feel.'

recorded on three- or four-track 0.5- inch tape.

Guthrie remixed DSOTM from the original

The band would be recorded and then mixed

16- track analogue Dolby Amaster tapes. These
had surround material not used in the 1973

down to mono on to another multi-track reel.
dependable and has been successfully used to

Then the vocals were overdubbed on to the

release, but he stuck to the original mix,

make the most of the 500- plus DVD-A releases

remaining tracks. For about half of the cuts [ on

working in the analogue domain, rather than

to date. We don't recommend filtering because

Pet Sounds], the second machine was aone-

converting to digital because he felt the sound

MLP is lassless. Mastering engineers may use

inch eight-track recorder at CBS Studios — the

'had to come from analogue'.

different kinds of processing, but that's not a

first studio to install an eight-track machine, in

feature of this format.'

1965. Surf's Up is all 16- track two-inch tape,

The Abbey Road tapes had no alignment
tones for azimuth adjustment because ' EMI

EMI/Capitol and Sony executives have

recorded at the Brother studios, in the

thought they'd never leave their hands'. There

assured the public that in the USA, the Floyd

19705:The job was more difficult because the

were also no time codes, which made it hard

SACD will be sold at the normal CD price in a

two original multi-track reels weren't intended

to compensate for recording speed errors.

jewel box. There are no special SACD markings

to be synchronised together. This had to be

except for asticker that says ' SACD 30th

done by comparing the phase of mono mixes.

Anniversary Edition... Re- issued on Hybrid

Barry Fox

'If SACD is to succeed, it must be sold at CD
prices,' warned Guthrie. ' Consumers perceive

'Bike' Suzuki responds to Forum leak
Following last month's news item ' DVD-

had been disclosed. WG-4 studied the

of hybrid, which bonds two different

Ahybrid in doubt', ' Bike' Suzuki, of

Multi Format [ dual- layer] disc for DVD

discs back-to-back, and that WC

Forum. The study was shared only

JVC's Technology Planning Group and

players and the test results were

proposed the different hybrid.

among voluntary members.

chairman of WG-4, the Audio Working

reported to the management of the

Group of the DVD-Forum, has

DVD Forum. However, the management

did propose apreliminary study.., but

commented on the work in progress to

hasn't made any conclusion yet with

never proposed the concept of the

official discussion has been made on

set astandard for ahybrid DVD/CD:

respect to the Multi- Format Disc.

hybrid to the Forum. The study was

the different Hybrid; with no proposal

'DVD Forum members were very

'Discussion is still going within the

'We have studied this hybrid. JVC

on the hybrid had been made to the

'I'm very sorry that the result of the
study has gone out to the outside. No

only by voluntary member companies

being made to the Forum. Discussion is

surprised that the information, which

DVD Forum Press articles have said

of the Forum and it wasn't reported to

still going on with respect to Multi-

should not be outside the DVD Forum,

that we're [also] trying adifferent kind

the management because ro proposal

Format Disc. Barry Fox
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Over the Top
Music performance and craftsmanship that exceed your expectation in every way

Compass

D

Compass

DANCER

SERIES 1;11SIGN HIGHLIGHTS:

n Carbon-paper woofer cone
n Silk-fabric soft dome tweeter; Castnic type on some models
n Innovative magnet flux design With C'lerriiilLe cooper elements on all drivers,
resulting in significantly reduceird and second harmonic distortions
n Cast aluminum driver frame
• Hand picked, matched-pair

els

• Phase coherent cros
renown master of speaker
est quality and thoroughly tested
components
design
gital-based measuring equipment
n Massive, sonically dead front baffle which places drivers in atime-coherent
physical arrangement
n Multi-chamber reinforced cabinet with solid wood side panels, handcrafted
to the highest furniture grade

Behind the Scene
Dr. Joseph D'Appolito has been working at. consultant for Usher
Audio since early 2000. A world renown authority in audio and
acoustics. Dr. fYAppolito holds BEE, SMEE, EE and Ph.D. degrees
from RN. MIT and the Universit. of Massachusetts, and has
published over 30 journal and conference. papers. His most popular
and influential brain child, however. has to be the MTM loudspeaker
geometry, commonly known as the "D'Appolito Configuration,"
which is now text by dozens of manufacturer'. throughout Europe
and North America.
Dr. D'Appolito designs crossover, specifies cabmet design, and tests
prototype driven; for Usher Audio, all from his private lab in Boulder.
Colorado. Although consulting to acouple of ether companies, Dr.
D'Appolito especially enjoys working with Lsher Audio and always

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67, Kai- Fong Street. Sec.1, Taipei 100, Taiwan

finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represan a

Tel: 886 223816299 Fax: 886 223711053

delightful surprise in today's High Eno audio world.

Web site: www.usheraudio.com E-mail: usher@ms11.hinet.net

BERYLLIUM TWEETER

•

13 ie
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ft fut

Why Beryllium? Beryllium is ideally suited to meet the extended
demands placed on tweeters by new high bandwidth sources. With
arigidity more than seven times higher than aTitanium or Aluminum
dome of identical mass, Beryllium has allowed Focal-JMIab to
create a single tweeter dome with a remarkable five octave flat
response from 1kHz to 40kHz! And eliminating the problems found
when using dedicated "supertweeters".
For further information visit the Focal-JMIab website at www.focal-fr.com
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

Quad book's Show launch events
Aunique and historic hi-fi event will
add to the excitement of this year's
Hi Fi Show & AV Expo, with the
launch of the authorised history of
the UK's most beloved audio brand.
Quad: The Closest Approach will
have its world launch at the Show,
and it's hoped that many of its
distinguished contributors will be in
attendance for the launch party.
Written and edited by HFN's
Senior Contributing Editor Ken

EShow

&AV EXPO 2003
Quad collector Goran Karlsson, and

become akey element of any audio

journalists Pau/ Messenger, Paul

enthusiast's library.

Seydor and Ratph West.

Ken Kessle• will be signing

Kessler, this massive hardbound

Articles and reminiscences tell

copies at the Show on the Show's

book is acompendium of Quad

the story of Quad from its pre-WWII

public opening days, Satuiday, 27

lore, lavishly illustrated with both

roots to the present, along with an

and Sunday, 28 September, and will

new photos and the best of Quad's

'oral history' featuring insiders'

be present along with anumber of

extensive archives - many never

views from Quad's long- serving

his co-contributors at the launch on

seen before.

staff members as we:I as interviews

Saturday 27 September. Quad

with the company's former

plans to give away alimited

Contributors include legendary
audio notables such as Alastair

management, including Ross

number of signed copies in aprize

Robertson-Aikman of SME, former

Walker and Stan Curtis.

draw running throughout the show.

Gramophone stalwarts John

Augmented by reprints of

Sponsored by HiFi News, the

Borwick, Geoffrey Horn and Ivor

important interviews with Peter

Hi Fi Show & AV Expo is held at Le

Humphreys, EAR-Yoshino's Tim de

Walker, milestone articles and

Meridien and Renaissance Hotels,

Paravicini, record producer Tony

hardware reviews, plus photos of

Heathrow, London.
More Show news next month.

Faulkner, Lord Gowrie, Gordon Hill

every Quad product (and some that

of Klipsch, Dr Frank Hirsch of Quad

never escaped from the lab!), Quad:

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo

Musikwiedergabe GmbH, noted

The Closest Approach is set to

www.avexpo corn

Spendor's
centre box

Futureglass furnishings

5-8 JUNE 2003

Home Entertainment 2003, San
Francisco, USA. Contact Lanny
Morris on + 1212 886 3681
29

AUGUST- 3SEPTEMBER 2003

IFA Berlin, Messe Berlin, Germany.
Call Michael Ryan,

020

7886 3102

3-7 SEPTEMBER 2003
CEDIA Global, Indianapolis, USA.
Contact CEDIA on 01462 627377
26-28 SEPTEMBER 2003
The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2003, le
Meridien and Renaissance Hotels,
Heathrow, London. (Trade/press
only on 26th.) Sponsored by HiFi
News. Call 020 8774 0847
2-6 OCTOBER 2003
SMAU 2003, Milan Fair, Italy.
40th International Exhibition
of ICT & Consumer Electronics.
Call +39

02 283131

'Silent PC'
from Hush

Essex- based furniture company

fixed as HFN went to press but

Futureglass showed off the latest

expect to pay around £ 400 for the

The new Spendor C9 is ahigh- end

additions to its range of audio-

lavishly styled combined CD/DVD

centre- channel speaker costing

related products at the Earls

racks. The Gem Hi Fi, Gem Petite,

£1250. It uses technology from the

Court show in May. The new

and Gem Cinema support shelves

German computer firm Hush

SR 5on-wall/surround speaker to

products are CD/DVO racks,

are on sale at prices ranging from

Technologies has launched its new

produce what's claimed to be

complementing the company's

f90-185 per shelf.

silent PC in the UK, the Mini ITX.

excellent wide- axis reproduction.

existing range of audio- support

Futureglass, 01376 330300

This stylish, slimline unit is

furniture. Prices hail yet to be

www.futureglass.co.uk

designed for use in environments

The six- sided cabinet has two
rigid, self- damped enclosures.

where ambient noise is best kept

The centre section houses a4omm

to aminimum, such as living areas

mid- range driver and 25mm soft-

in the home. The units are sold

dome tweeter. Two 165mm bass

without monitor or peripherals and

units occupy the left and right of

are available in arange of colours.

the cabinet. All drivers are fullyshielded and there are mounting

Emitting aminimal amount of
noise in operation, the Mini ITX

points for custom installs. The

uses alow- current processor from

C9 is available in cherry, maple,

Taiwanese company Via and heat

rosenut or black ash veneers.

fins to negate the need for noisy

Spendor, 01 323843474
www.spendoraudio.com

fans. An entry-level system based
around a933MHz Via processor,
with 1.28MB RAM, CD-ROM and
4oGB hard drive costs around
£550 (prices are in euros).
Hush Technologies, 01780 765368,
www.hushiechnol6gies.net

X- balanced Micro-Technology
World's first silent cable

LTEC1

12't

o

silt chcabfès...,
R.T.Services
32 Rawthey Av. Dicicot,Oxfordshire OX11 7XN.Te1.0123 5810455
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barry fox

Setting standards in a

shortage of Forum members who are anxious to assure

hurry always causes trouble.

that although asingle- sided hybrid is now ano- no, the

We're seeing this now with

idea of adouble-sided hybrid is still under test. Several

recordable and hybrid DVDs.

people have popped up and claimed patent rights on the

The original DVD standards

idea of double- sided hybrid, too.

didn't consider the possibility

The key issue is thickness. Bonding a1.2mm CD
back-to-back with ao.6mm half-DVD makes adisc that's

of arecordable disc. That's
why there are so many

1.8mm thick; too thick for some players. Shaving the layers

recordable formats now.

to reduce the thickness might bring the disc within the CD

In Japan the trend is towards
recorders that combine ahard
disk and DVD-RAM recorder,

and DVD standard tolerances (+o.3mm and —o.imm), but it
might upset playback because the transparent disc
material works as part of the laser lens' focus system.

(RAM is the official Forum format). The routine is to record
on to hard-disk and then archive to RAM disc. RAM

Also, there's then less tolerance for manufacturing error.
Makoto lnabayashi, of the DVD Format/Logo Licensing

recorders will also burn to write-once DVD-Rs for playback

Corporation says, 'The DVD FLLC always welcomes any

on older DVD players that can't play DVD-RAM.

new format that'll invigorate the DVD Formats and the
DVD market. However the existing DVD Formats, including

Pioneer competes at the high-end in Japan with its
semi-official DVD-RW, but Philips hasn't pushed its

DVD-A, don't allow disc thickness well beyond 1.2mm, and

unofficial DVD+RW/+R formats there (only outside Japan).

certainly not 1.8mm. Such adisc might even damage
existing drives and players.

So there's aworld split developing, like the old

'In order to introduce the double- sided hybrid disc it's

NTSC/PAL divide, the early dominance of eight-track
cartridge in American cars, the use of Video CD in Japan

necessary to solve the legacy player issue, and review and

and China, the greater success of MiniDisc in Japan, and

change not only the DVD Formats, but also the CD

Japan's failure (so far) to recognise the market

Formats, and co-ordinate DVD/CD licensing issues.'

opportunities for DAB digital radio in Europe.
New Hitachi and Panasonic DVD players play
RAM discs, and both companies sell DVD-RAM/R
recorders. Toshiba backs RAM, too, and will soon
launch acombined hard- disk and RAM/R recorder.
But dig alittle and you find that none of Toshiba's
DVD players plays DVD-RAM.
Try to buy RAM discs on the High Street and you

This creates amajor legal problem. The CD Red Book

Telling consumers they can buy
DVD-RAM blanks off the Internet
is no way to support aformat...

discover they're very hard to find, and expensive. Dealers

standard says that any disc that pretends to be aCD must

just aren't interested in stocking them. Four formats,

be between 1.1-1.5mm thick. The DVD Forum can't meddle

DVD+R and DVD-RW, DVD+R and DVD-R, already take up

with the Philips/Sony Red Book.

too much shelf space. And telling consumers they can buy
blanks off the Internet is no way to support aformat.
The next six months could make or break DVD-RAM

'Unfortunately, the DVD Forum has no right to the CD
format,' says Hideyuki hie of the DVD Forum Secretariat.
'Although the DVD Forum intends studying creation of a

outside Japan. Watch the shop shelves to see whether the

specification to support dual- layer, multi- format for DVD-A,

format has afuture. No-one wants to be the mug who,

there's been no announcement because we've been

along with apile of Betamax tapes, has apile of RAM

discussing several technical aspects of the format,

discs that can only be played on the recorder that

especially its compatibility with the current players.'

recorded them.
The original DVD standards didn't consider ahybrid
DVD/CD either. But, like recordable DVD, the idea of one
disc that plays stereo on aCD player, video with Dolby
Digital and DTS surround on aDVD player, or Advanced

We have now received an official comment from JVC's
'Bike' Suzuki, the chairman of WG-4 [ see the ' Sources'
story in this issue].
The unfortunate and inescapable truth is that although
Philips and Sony set the standard for SACD with hybrid

Resolution MLP on aDVD-Audio player, is very appealing.

playback in mind, the DVD standards were set without any

So the news that Working Group 4of the DVD Forum had

such thought. This is why some DVD players play asingle-

tested and rejected experimental hybrid DVD/CDs pressed

sided, dual- layer hybrid as aCD, some play it as aDVD,

by Warner was abig disappointment [' Sources' June '03].

some won't play it at all.

There was outrage inside the DVD-Forum and WG-4 that
someone had leaked the test results. But why? The results

Unless someone can come up with adisc material that
has such different optical characteristics to normal CD

were unambiguous and no-one in WG-4 complained last

polycarbonate that athin disc works with light in the same

year when the press reported that the idea of ahybrid had

way as athick disc, the double-sided DVD/CD hybrid also

been approved by the DVD-Forum. There's been no

looks likely to remain adream.
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The real cinema
experience has
just come home.

ou've heard home cinema,
now listen to real cinema.
The Chord DSP 8000 AV Processor.
Capable of controlling the most
demanding formats including Dolby
Pro Logic II, DTS, DTS ES and CEQ,
this fully specified 7.1 channel processor
brings real cinema to your home as the
maker intended. After all, Skywalker
Sound use Chord amplification to score
their soundtracks — so what they hear,
you'll hear.
But it doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000
also provides direct analogue pre-amp
control to provide the stunning audio
performance you expect from Chord.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chord.softnet.co.uk, or visit
wwwchordelectronic ,couk

t• CHORD()
Chord Electronics Limited

A couple of trips to vinyl heaven this month with Linn's exquisite Akiva
cartridge, along with the stunning Beliavista turntable — and plenty more

hard
IMlab G

. B

Group Test: Digital T
Jadis JPS8 and JA5o pre-/ power amplifier
Tannoy Sen
Creek Ck C
Bluenonella
Linn Akiva cartridge
Unison Research Uni
AVI Pro- Nine Plus sp
Musical Fidelity A3

ab Test: Lexicon MC-

peaker

OAlab Grande
Utopia Be

Meet the speaker that's
seriously elevated in both
price and dimensions
woRDS_ALVIN

GOLD

111101111111M
PRICE

f46,000/pair

SUPPLIER

Focal-JMlab UK

CONTACT

0121 616 5126

WEBSITE

www.focal-fr.com

power handling and other problems associated with
gentler crossover strategies.

decision is made to build anew loudspeaker with
'Utopian' qualities — to be the best the French
company knows how to make.
In the event, the Grande Utopia turns from

The enclosure is beyond compare. It's constructed
as four separate MDF sections — one per drive unit
— which are strapped together at the sides. These are

flagship of the range. It earns its maker kudos and
brand recognition, and helps establish Focal-JMIab as
aglobal player. Reviewed here is the replacement, the
Grande Utopia Be (for beryllium), designed by ateam
led by Jacques Mahul — founder and CEO of FocalJMIab — and chief engineer, formerly of Tannoy and
one-time HiFi World editor, Dominic Baker,
Superficially, the Grand Utopia Be is very similar to
its predecessor, but in reality it's new from the ground
up. Not one single component has been carried over.

july 2003

down to what you define as acrossover. All remaining
slopes are 4th order (acoustic), to reduce the phase,

It's 1993, Focal JMIab is 13 years old, and the

laboratory prototype to serial production item,

20

The original Utopia was athree-way design, whereas
the current version is somewhere between being
three-and-a-half and four-way. The ambiguity is
because the mid/bass high-pass consists of the unit's
intrinsic second-order mechanical roll-off, so it's all

e

built from acombination of 25mm- and 50mm-thick
MDF panels through the central core. The internal
sides of this core are 25mm and side cheeks of 30mm
are added. There's substantial bracing throughout and
the base is a solid 100mm block with an internal
welded metal frame to carry the threaded inserts for
the spikes. Finishes are ahigh-gloss metallic lacquer
and side cheeks are veneered and hard wood-edged
(with burr ash in the case of the test pair). Fourteen
coats of varnish are applied to the side cheeks, hand
sanded between each coat for an incredibe finish.
Bass is generated by ahuge passive subwoofer with

defineutest

amassively constructed 380mm bass
driver in an enclosure vented with a
full-width laminar flow port at the
front, near ground level. Above
50Hz, the reins are taken over by the
vented 330mm bass unit. Between
the two bass drivers at the top and
bottom of the enclosure is the
central three driver d'Appolito array
consisting of a25mm inverted dome
tweeter, flanked by 165mm cone
mid-range units. The crossover
points are at 250Hz and 2.5kHz.
The four cone units use FocalJMIab's 'W' composite technology,
which consists of an aerospace
structural foam sandwiched by
layers of fibrous glass material,
with different core thicknesses
and numbers of glass layers to
suit the specific application. The
cones are incredibly light, as well
as being rigid and well damped,
and being unusually thick are

claimed to be effective at preventing reflected sounds
from inside passing out through to the outside world.
The clearest break with previous practice is the use
of the new beryllium dome tweeter, of which the
company is immensely proud (see Technology box on
p25). Improvements to the diaphragm and the need to
handle high power levels have forced changes to the
motor system. A problem that Focal-JMIab has
identified with neodymium magnets, the natural
choice for this application, is that they tend to
demagnetise at temperatures that are easily reached,
especially in ahigh-power design like this one with a
nominal 500W power handling. As aresult, Focal has
switched to samarium cobalt magnets, which have a
much higher Curie temperature (825°C, compared
with 319°C for neodymium) above which ferromagnetic materials lose their magnetic properties.
Neodymium is still used to concentrate the magnetic
field in the gap where temperature isn't an issue.
One final twist is the Focus Time construction, in
which the baffles are arranged in an arc that brings the
acoustic centres of the tweeter and midrange units
into time alignment, and ensures that their normal
axes intersect at the designed 3.5-4 metre listening
range. The two bass units are on the same arc too,
reinforcing the strongly dished baffle profile, but since
the acoustic centres at the frequencies concerned are
well behind the voice coils this means the arrangement is purely for cosmetic reasons.
Installing the speakers invol%ed alorry with ahydraulic taillift to drop off the two enormous
wooden crates containing the
loudspeakers, which had to be
decanted in the street, and carried in by six muscle-bound chaps
— 210kg per loudspeaker takes
some carrying.
The rated 92dB sensitivity implies that big amplifiers aren't a
prerequisite, though the speakers
are quite capable of handling all
the power available on tap, with
no hint of compression or
obvious distortion. The speakers
were first used with the dCS and
Halcro [see 'The System' listing,
right] and had I not already
spent some hours with an early
pair in alarge listening room at
Focal-JMIab's HQ in St Etienne
some months earlier (using Mark
Levinson electronics), I would
have been bowled over.
First impression of the
Grande Utopia Be isn't that the
bass is deeper, or the treble
purer or sweeter; it's that the
sound has apresence and vitality
not previously experienced, ever.
The sound is unmistakably upfront and focused, but this isn't

THE SYSTEM
For this review, the
reference system
included: dCS
Verdi CD/SCAD
transport, dCS
Purcell upsampler,
and dCS Elgar Plus
DAC. Also used
were the Mark
Levinson 3905 and
the Krell KPS25sc
CD player/preamp combinations
and aClassé
Omega SACD
player.
Power was
provided by
225W/ch Halcro
dm68, Krell
FBP400cx, CAV180 multi-channel
and Musical
Fidelity kW power
amplifiers.
Power, speaker
and interconnect
cables included
Synergistic
Research
Reference,
Transparent, and
Nordost Valhalla
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CLASSICS
in the making
All Opera loudspeakers are
designed and made in Italy by our
dedicated and select team of
engineers after extensive research
and development. Within the
traditionally crafted hardwood
Mini £395

cabinet of every Opera product
you'll find some of the best drive
units and audiophile components
avoilable. The resu't is a perfect
combination of musical and visual
excelence, ranging from the
entry level Mini to the stunning
new versions of the Operetta and

Operetta £950

SuperPavarotti.
Our range now also includes two
centre channel models and two
subwoofers for a complete Opera
multichannel solution.
Whether your passion is either

SuperPavarotti Mk11£1095

music or movies - or both - the
Opera range will deliver o
performance and build quality
beyond expectation.
For more information on all Opera
products contact UKD.

Sub Basso £ 750

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks SLO 9DA England
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531 info@ukd.co.uk.

www.ukd.co.uk
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Figure

Figurc 1: Response curve
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Freiuency response: as seen here, the response derived
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Impecance plot: the impedance plot looks benign, with

from an impulse response is textbook; indeed, ruler- flat to a

no severe phase angles, and aminimum impedance of

level of surely unique precision. There's no hint of the first

just below 4ohm occurring at 5oHz and, again, in the

tweeter high- frequency resonance, which is said to be

octave above 400Hz, though the rising impedance in the

above 4okHz, and also said to be well damped by the

high frequency is unusual. With arated 92dB/Warn

nature of the dome material. In the bass, output barely dips

sensitivity, the only obvious requirement is for an

below the line even at 2oHz, the lower measurement limit.

ampllifier that's happy driving a4ohm load.
Figure 3 Impulse response

SIrt-jtiut on

supplied by Focal-PAlab
0.025

• Bass extension: to L6Hz (-6dB)

0.020
0.015

• Tweeter: inverted beryllium dome
• Sensitivity: 92dB s

0.010

• Power handling ( nominal): 5oW

o
a.

• Si ze: 174o x500 x78omm ( hwd)

cc

• Weight (each): mokg
• Finishes: natural burr ash/gold burr ash/burgundy,
all with metallic slate- grey lacquer baffles

0.005
-0 000

-0.015
-0.020

2.0

3.

4. 0

Time, ms
Impulse rce.ponse: with an input calibrated to provide a
9odBA output, the MLSSA impulse response seen here
shows minimal overhang, most of what there is vanishing
into noise within about amillisecond. The implication is a
system that is critically damped and in which all four
drivers are effectively time- aligned so that transients are
reproduced simultaneously.

story isn't all about the midband. The bass goes down
forever, with a natural quality of airiness and
tunefulness and surprisingly agile timing for what,
after all, is abig unwieldy box. Time after time, discs

Z.' This speaker
demands the

yielded details of the acoustic they were recorded in
that had previously eluded exploration, though it
tends to do scale better than image focus.

best in sources
amplification,
and cabling to

And yet, at first, not everything was quite as it
should have been. The treble, which sounded
impressively transparent and immaculately integrated
in the listening room at St Etienne, had a clear
presence, an aural fingerprint if you will. This wasn't

achieve its best

the excessive presence sometimes associated (as it
happens) with French speakers because, with certain

resonance, but what 00C guest listener described as a
'smearing of fine detail'. Certainly high frequency

caveats, the Grade Utopia Be is completely neutral
tonally. The midband is perhaps the most accurate, the
most realistically layered and vividly coloured of any
commercial
loudspeaker,
and
this
includes

output was obvious in away it hadn't been back at

electrostatics, which have set the benchmark. But the

room. I had some early concerns about the room.

Focal-JMIab HQ. Still remarkably refined, but
something wasn't quite right.
The finger of blame was pointed at the listening
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1

amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
argento
Our old first generation friend, CD, is already looking decidedly like Old Hat. Super Audio CD and
audible illusions
DVD Audio are with us, assuming you can find the titles you want ( rather than the titles they want
audio physic
you to have) at a record shop near you, or indeed in a record shop anywhere.
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
Music ( and gadget) lovers can revel in the multitude of ways to store and play their (compressed)
carfrae
music, from home or portable hard disk players, hand-held memory card players, or the humble
cartridge man
home computer itself.
cawsey
chord electronics
So why do we fill our adverts (and our shop) with obsolete mechanical machines from a bygone
clearaudio
age to spin huge discs at 33.3 and 45rpm with a sharp diamond on the end of a moving arm to
decca london
read tiny squiggles in the vinyl? How quaint!
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
Brinkmann La Grange inc 10.5
ecs
Tonearm
( cart extra) - £6995.00
es lab
final lab
gamut
graham slee
hadcock
incognito
infinity
Origin Live Aurora (arm &
jbl k2
Amazon Model 3 inc
cart extra) - £997.00
RB250 arm - £995.00
klimo
korato

Digital has truly come of age

We have the largest selection of vinyl
players anywhere in the UK ( and
possibly further afield too) - just a
small selection on this page

Michell Orbe SE (arm & cart extra) - £ 1916.00

Michell Gyro SE ( arm & cart extra) - £ 870.00

More importantly, nobody
assembles and tunes
turntables like we do - to
perfection!

Nottingham Analogue Horizon inc
RB250 arm - £528.75

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
(arm & cart extra) - £889.75
Latest!
*The amazing state of the art JBL K2 speakers on demo now
Shanling CDT- 100 CD player on demo
*Naim Aro tonearm and Armageddon PSU on demo
"Rose and Korato preamps on demo
*At last - the new Michell Engineering Tecnodec - on demo

lavardin
loricraft
lyra
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
Origin Live Resolution (arm & cart
pink triangle
extra) - £ 1979.00
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
rose
shun mook
shanling
shelter
Warning!
sme
sonneteer
We have a huge selection of
spendor
accessories for the vinyl enthusiast
stax
which can be purchased either by
sugden
personal callers to our shop, or by
sumiko
mail order world-wide.
tci cables
Please consult our web site for
tivoli audio
tom evans
product details, and how to order.
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items,
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
*interest free credit available on most items, subject to status *

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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WORDS FROM THE DESIGNER: DOMINIC BAKER
'The new model was only

'Nothing of the original has been

'It has always been adream of

conceived when it was obvious that

retained. Like a19705 Porsche 911

mine to make aberyllium tweeter

the old one could be bettered in

and the 911 you buy today, it's not

— since university — because it's

every single area. It's atrue

an upgrade, it's acompletely new

the ultimate material. It's an

flagship. Aproduct like this isn't
even vaguely commercial, and will

animal from the ground up. We kept

incredibly difficult material to work
with: the tooling glows bright

never directly repay the investment
we've made in machinery, R&D and
production facilities.

which is about 10m long, but only 4m wide, and not
excessively tall. The danger was that the bass would
run out of control — not so.
The balance was alittle lush and slow through the
very bottom of its pass band, which I knew from
previous exposure weren't properties of the speaker,
and but nothing that could be described as troublesome. What appears to have been happening was that
early teeter reflections from side walls and other
obstructions had the effect of 'smearing' the treble.
Strategically placed wall coverings ( bed quilts!)
worsened the sound overall, but had a promising
effect on the treble, so the supposition was justified.
Then something quite unexpected happened. The
dCS/Halcro combination was switched one at atime
for the two Krell components, with startling results.
Now the treble was clearer and sharper; indeed, the
whole demeanour of the system became more open
and alive. Dynamics were expressed better, and the
sound became more transparent. Subsequent listening
has shown that this doesn't reflect atrue ranking of
these amplifiers, and that the story is more complicated, asubject to be addressed in afuture issue.
It wasn't clear whether using the Halcro pre-amp
(on its way at the time of writing) would be afactor in
this equation — time will tell. Certainly the dCS combination sounded excellent, and the Mark Levinson
390S, though different, was equally credible in its
gentler. more refined way, though acombination of
Transparent (speaker) and Nordost ( interconnect)
cables suited the character of the system better than
those from Synergistic Research, which somehow
coarsened some of the subtle ambient information.
The Musical Fidelity kW sounded slightly less

some technologies — Focus Time,
for example — and the overall
styling has been retained to provide

orange and it's so hot that if you
touched it, it wouldn't burn you —

some continuity.'

you'd just keep feeding your arm in.'

comfortable under pressure than the Krell, but there
was no opportunity to use the matching pre-amp, and
the Krell KPS-25 feeding the kW in single-ended form
(the kW doesn't have a balanced input, which is
surprising in an amplifier at this level) might not have
been ideal — which is another loose end.
To put the Grande Utopia Be into context requires
combining evidence from different sources, and
'hearing through' the test listening environment and
other hardware. Even in a10m room, it was clear that
it preferred alonger listening range than
the specified 3.5m. It belongs in large
rooms, well away from room boundaries, which is hardly asurprise. It also
demands a quality system, which is
likely to be costly, not because it's hard
to drive, but because it's so transparent.
But you get back is at least as much
as you put in. The Grade Utopia Be is
an open and vivid transducer. It's
ability to project presence and scale is
remarkable, and tonal colour and
differentiation are in a class of their
own. In this area it performed better in
the test room than in the analytical
room at the factory. There's no exaggeration of music perspectives, tonality
or dynamics. They're all expressed
fully, diminishing the communicating
skills of other good loudspeakers. It's
also supremely detailed, and even at
very low volume levels, the sound
retains its presence and clarity. In
short: aremarkable tour de force. ri

TECHNOLOGY: THE BERYLLIUM INVERTED DOME
Why an inverted dome, and why beryllium? This lightest

the FocallMlab plant, is to form the dome

of all metals is more normally found inside nuclear reactors

from the flat sheets. The process developed

or on rocket nose cones, and is notoriously expensive and

produces domes of variable thickness, with

difficult to work. Previously, the best Focal domes have been

the thinnest section at the centre.
With an inverted configuration, the voice coil

made from titanium. Beryllium offers much superior stiffness
and damping, and transmits sound about three times faster,
but it's hardly lighter than titanium when the domes are

can be attached well inside the outer diameter of the
tweeter, which makes the whole assembly more rigid. The

formed from the usual 40-micron stock.
To address this problem anew process was developed

low moving mass allows afrequency response said to extend
to beyond 4okHz without breakup, which is better than most

by the Ohio-based company which mines the material to

so-called supertweeters. Frequency response is an important
consideration, but the principal quality required was good

form sheets under heat and pressure which are just 25
microns thick. The final stage of the process, carried out at

damping, and beryllium is exceptional in this respect.
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DAB handful
It's five years since the first Digital Radio tuners were launched. Can the
new generation of DAB radios interest either audiophiles or the public?
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS SPlio

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAB3oo

•

PURE DIGITAL DRX-7o2ES
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It

's been over ayear since our last round-up
of Digital Radio tuners. ayear that has brought the
world of DAB radio closer to public recognition.
In Jan '02, the nearest thing to a budget DAB
tuner was VideoLogic's DRX-601, selling then for
£350 in SE form. A portable kitchen radio, the Pure
DRX-601EX, appeared from the same company a

few months later ( by then rebranded as Pure
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Digital). At £500 and 5.25kg, it was hardly apocket
portable for the masses. The breakthrough was the
appearance of the new portable-friendly integrated
digital processors which finally surfaced last year, and
have allowed the essential reduction in weight, power
consumption... and price. The first two points might
not be paramount for mains-powered separates units,
but they're crucial for aportable that must fit into a

grouptest
pocket, and that must have more than just a few
hours' battery life. See the box ' DAB for everyone' on
page 28 for more information on the portable format.
But what about more permanently sited units? Can
they make anything better now of the midfi digital
transmissions now than they could afew years ago?

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS SPuo
Within the clean silver casework of the Acoustic
Solutions SP110 sits aone-stop DAB module solution
from the Frontier Silicon/Imagination Technologies/
TTP troika, this time the FS2020 'Vienna' module.
Larger than those used in the portables, this module
nevertheless only requires afew extra components to
create acomplete DAB radio. Extra features on this
model include aTosLink digital output and a headphone socket with separate volume control; but
otherwise this is very much apared-down DAB tuner.
All three full-size units use almost
the same software and graphical interface, with only minor variations. The
SP110 offers the basic functions
required to receive Digital Radio, with
a few extras like Dynamic Range
Control ( reducing the difference between quiet and
loud parts of a broadcast) and signal strength indicator. DRC is now athree-position control which can

DAB tuners

impression of dynamic compression, giving agreyer
sound overall. It's anice-looking full-size component
but not the best sound of the group.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAB300
Cambridge Audio is Richer Sounds' principal electronics consumer brand, gaining areputation over its
years of Richer ownership for simple, cheap, but welldesigned product, using UK designers and Far East
manufacturing. Looking at construction and box
design, the DAB300 could have come from the same
Chinese factory as the Acoustic Solutions SP110,
except that Audio Partnership — overseer of Richer's
own-brand products — has specified the DAB300
with many more features, starting with a remote
control handset which the Acoustic Solutions lacks.
It offers switchable analogue pass-through,
allowing an external FM tuner to be connected

Looking inside the boxes, there's lots
of unused space, thanks to the use of
portable components in afull-size case

be set to 0 (off), 1 (on) or 1/
2 ( ahalf-way position).
Looking inside the box, there is a lot of unused
space, thanks to the deployment of portable-minded
components in a full-size case. The Vienna DAB
module itself is mounted vertically behind the front
display circuit, leaving just apower supply to occupy
centre stage in the box.
Sound quality was found alittle below that of the
other two full-size units here. There was some dullness in the high frequencies that, while preserving a
listener from the worst excesses of DAB radio HF
grit, did make for amore soporific experience. Given
some intertwined jazz, say, the Acoustic Solutions
tuner passed over too much of the details of the
performance, leaving more of asimplified impression
of the song. Even with DRC set to 0there was aslight

through the same amp input, and achoice of either
RCA coaxial or TosLink digital outputs. Inside lies a
FS2020 DAB module with a24-bit/96kHz DAC from
Wolfson, said to include '4x upsampling', although
`oversampling' might be amore likely term since 4x
48kHz would require a 192kHz-capable chip.
The DAB300 sounds more like a hi-fi product.
giving a sharper-etched sound that appears louder
and clearer when compared to the Acoustic Solutions
model. But despite sounding more brightly lit, it
wasn't as spikey or abrasive as the worst DAB offenders in the past; on the contrary the DAB300 was a
comparatively civilised performer. In the right setting
it could dredge out a fairly large and open• acoustic
soundstage, with reasonable stereo imaging.

PURE DIGITAL DRX-7o2ES
Combining FM and DAB in the same case is aneat
idea, one tried by TAG McLaren at the high-end with
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its £ 300 DAB-equipped T32R tuner, and by the
Japanese with under-promoted models from Panasonic and Sony [
HFN, Sept '00]. Pure's DRX-702ES
has a similar specification and layout to the
HFN Award-winning DRX-701ES, but is acomplete

comforting, fuzzy, compressed sound of FM and the
thinner, brittle sound of DAB.
On the DAB side, the Pure Digital '702 was

warmer and fuller sounding, with some subtle lift in
the upper bass which added a little chest to male
redesign using the portable Diablo DAB module with
spoken voices. It was as open and revealing through
a 24/192 DAC. Unlike the '601, the DRX-702ES is
the midband as the Cambridge Audio model, and
now a dual-band DAB tuner, as well as being a tri- also excelled at the one quality that FM finds difficult
band analogue radio; for the European market
to match — the blackness between notes and voices.
L-Band is needed for digital radio as well as the Band
On the analogue side, Pure has made aperfectly
III VHF used in the UK.
useful RDS FM tuner that while not as sonically

On top of the AM/FM analogue tuner section,
with aPanasonic-sourced RF unit, the DRX-702ES
adds other useful features not seen from the competition. Volume can be controlled from the remote
handset, and XLR balanced outputs are available as
an option, using Burr-Brown op-amps on adaughterboard that attaches to the rear panel. This will be of
interest to pro users for studio monitoring, and to
XLR-equipped audiophiles with a taste for Digital
Radio. This might not be atotal oxymoron, so long as
Radio 3remains at its present ' nearfi' level, and its
FM counterpart still uses Optimod compression.
Sonic voicing of the DRX-702ES was rather
different to the other tuners tested here, almost
certainly steered from the usual thinness by Pure
Digital's use of aproprietary PAC II technique. This
is arevised version of the PsychoAcoustic Compensation circuit first seen in the '601, which attempted
to overcome the soulless sound of DAB through
gentle filtering. The effect on the DRX-702ES
sound, available only through the DAB section's
analogue outputs, is a warmer and more rounded
sound, bridging the gulf that lies between the

PRICE

compelling as the Quad FM4 used for reference, is
capable of showing the intrinsic merit of FM in areas
such as realistic spoken female vocal, where DAB
tends to succumb to aspitting contest.
The XLR balanced output worked very well into
Chord pre-/power amplifiers, and is worth specifying
if balanced-line equipment is available.

CONCLUSION
All these tuners use the same core digital technology,
although the various implementations have made five
distinct products. All the full-size units, and even the
little EVOKE- 1, use the same type of LCD panel too,
which is unfortunate as this is one of the weakest
parts of the final product: even the white/blue version
has poor contrast for reading from more than afew
feet away. Sound quality between units is variable,
but bear in mind that all must work within the lowfi
constraints of the UK DAB service. BBC Radio 3is
still the benchmark of audio quality with its 'elevated'
192kbit/s transmission. Comments for or against
DAB made here are based on this service; other
stations, particularly those that dip below 128kbit/s,

£120

PURE EVOKE-1

Pure Digital

SUPPLIER

Ministry Of Sound

CONTACT

01923 260511

CONTACT

0870 olo 5676

WEBSITE

www.pure-digital.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.ministryofsound.co.uk

cosmetic variation on the first model using a

and owes its existence to the devilishly- small Diablo

white- out-of- blue LCD display and lacquered cherry

processor [ see the Technology box on p29].
silver- painted plastic case about 65 xloo xzomm

auxiliary speaker, and afixed line- level output.
Power comes from awallplug adaptor which plugs

(hwd), and weighs just 735 without its two AA
batteries. The manual quotes abattery life of eight

into a12V DC socket.

hours, and it can also be powered by an external

Using the stereo line out to connect to afullblown reference system via aQED Qunex J2P

specialist units combined. Costing just f99 and
launched in time for last Christmas, the EVOKE- 1

3.5mm-to-phono lead, audio performance was

floo. And thanks to its single drive unit without
tweeter, it doesn't sound as spitty as DAB often does.
It's eminently easy to use via its simple Tune and

ahead of the Acoustic Solutions model, and not far
behind that of the other full-size units. For the
best value from aDigital Radio tuner, look no
further than the EVOKE- 1.

MOS DRoil

Volume controls, with six preset stations to hand.

The Ministry of Sound MOSDRon was one

The single speaker only gives mono but an ST- 1
extension box is available to expand to stereo. A

of the very first pocket portables to appear
(pipped to the post by the Perstel DRzoi,

new version suffixed Elgar is pictured here, a

and now joined by Pure's PocketDAB moo),
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The MOSDRon is acompact design in astyled

connectors — 3.5mm sockets for headphones, the

promote DAB to the public than all the other

provided access to new DAB stations, for any room
in the house, in an attractive package, all for under

£150

SUPPLIER

wood veneer. On the back is auseful selection of

The EVOKE-1radio has probably done more to

PRICE

4.5V DC source. It's easy enough to navigate and set
up from the useful array of buttons,
and the display provides a
clear account of details
such as the

grOUPt.:eSt DAB tuners

C.: Interiors
are not for the
agoraphobic!

-

From left:
Acoustic
Solutions SPno,
Cambridge
Audio's DAB3oo
and Pure's
DRX-7o2ES
Note the FM RF
unit in Pure's
tunerf right],
mounted rear- left

are too fatiguing to listen to for any length of time.
Acoustic Solutions' DAB solution is a smart
product that can blend cosmetically with the
company's other separates such as aCD player and
amplifier. Judged on its own merits, though, it didn't
make agood case for itself. Available for £99 from
Richer Sounds at time of press, it is the cheapest fullsize DAB tuner on the market, but it wasn't as sonically incisive as the identically-priced Pure EVOKE- 1,
which also doubles as a self-sufficient carry-round
kitchen radio. Even more portable is the Ministry Of
Sound pocket-sized device which is an easy to use
product with 'good-enough' sound quality. For
endless music on the move, the portable DAB radio
is an interesting proposition. Expect to see more of

these types of radio in the future.
Whether or not you agree with the idea of jiggling
the EQ of anominally flat response signal to make it
more palatable, Pure Digital's DRX-702ES still
makes agood argument by virtue of its feature list.
Two-band digital and three-band analogue, with USB
connectivity for upgrading via PC, balanced outputs,
and full remote control all combine to make agreat
package for anyone wanting to cover every base.
Sound quality is also among the best, although Irate
the Cambridge Audio aclose second. It's apersonal
call here, depending on whether you prefer the real
sound of DAB from the Cambridge Audio tuner or
the contoured Pure version. The latter might be
enough to sway ears more atuned to FM sound. ri

station name, multiplex,

imagination Technologies, the parent of Pure Digital (formerly

data- rate and even signal

Videologic), has worked with The Technology Partnership and

strength. Consistent
reception remains the
Achilles' heel for portables,

Frontier Silicon to create multi- purpose audio/video processors
that'll lie at the heart of many new and forthcoming Digital

though, as this device once

Radio and dgital terrestrial TV receivers. The aim has been to

again proved. When you're

integrate most of the functions of these devices into compact

sitting still in the open air
there's rarely aproblem, but
once within abuilding or

modules which can then be cheaply mass-produced.
The Venice F52020 module, for example, used in the

vehicle you'll almost

Cambridge Audio tuner, is asingle board measuring just 8x40

certainly encounter quality

xloomm (hwd), and incorporates another unit, the FSioio

drop-outs at one point or
another, manifest as a
disturbing squelchy distortion (also known to those in the know as
'space monkeys').
This phenomenon illustrates the mendacity of describing digital
radio's superiority over FM on the grounds that its binary nature
means it either works or it doesn't. Digital Radio has as
bad — or worse — borderline 'fuzziness' as analogue. With fringe

baseband processor (as used in the Pure tuners), plus aBand Ill
RF front end, Boot Flash and astereo

DIA

converter. In the MoS

radio sits aDiablo F52010 module, which requires only apower
source, display, keypad antenna, boot flash DAC and
headphones to create acomplete working DAB radio. And this
module is only 6.5 x38 x48mm in size!

reception (or just around the house) you'll get intermittent
disturbance that'll make you wish for the comparatively quiet
comfort of FM hiss and multipath distortion.
When working well, though, the MOSDRoti gives the freedom
of clear- sounding music and news on the move. Sound quality is
fair, although the artificiality of DAB sound, especially heard this

New integrated DAB processors

close, direct- injected into the ear, doesn't lend itself to long
listening periods. The supplied earphones were't especially

Lower cost units to help DAB radio take-up

comfortable, but as they also serve as an antenna you must check

Low power consumption for portable solulons

that any substitute quality earphones will work with this unit.
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Jadis JPS8 and JAN
These purist valve amps from France are still something special
PRICE

£5900 & £5890/pair

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

Then, Ihad to come to grips with the nastiest

umbilical are three pairs of XLR balanced

feel of any rotary control I've experienced in 35

outputs and five pairs of inputs. Two of the three

years as an audio addict. It was explained to me

pairs of outputs enable the JPS8 to drive two

— and not without afrisson of Gallic sarcasm —

sets of power amps, while the third bypasses the

that the input selector on the JPS8 is probably

volume controls, so it can be used for tape out

the finest, quietest source selector on earth,

or throughput in amulti- room or home theatre

entirely hand-agsemhled and, as aglimpse

system. Which, given the uber-purist nature of

prejudice. I'm talking not about national, but

under the lid proved, utterly massive. It could

this unit, is highly unlikely ever to happen.

about audio prejudices — mine and yours. Jadis

have passed for one of those over-the- top

has created atruly ' high end' pre-/ power

resistor- ladder volume controls the size of a

porno mag: ten of the glowing, phallic babies

combination of so narrow afocus that we as

hockey puck. But would it have killed Jadis, with

ensuring dual- mono status and absolutely true

audiophiles have to search deep into our hearts

aDNA pool of sybarites, to have damped it in

balanced operation throughout. (I
was even

before even considering reading about them, let

some way? You part with big bucks and you're

warned off using adaptors that convert single-

alone owning them. In other words, go no

treated to arotary control with all the ' feel' of a

ended cables to XLR balanced, hence my

further if you refuse to accept that a

pre-War, pre- synchromesh gearbox.

inability to play vinyl.) The unit contains four

CONTACT

020

8971 3909

Here beginneth alesson in

manufacturer can (and maybe even should)

But despite my wanting to hate it — Ifind, for

Remove the lid, and it's like atube crazy's

EL84s, four ECC82s and two ECC83s, with

impose restrictive behavioural practices upon

example, the fingerprint magnet of apolished

separate gain for each channel's plus and minus,

the end user. Forget universality, market savvy,

stainless steel finish about as practical as apair

output transformers for each channel, that

commercial appeal, user- friendliness, post-

of stiletto heels in amuddy field — the Jadis

massive source selector wired directly to the

remote control era ergonomics: the JPS8 is

simply seduces you. If anthropomorphism were

inputs, countless high-grade bypass capacitors

aimed at out- of-the- closet masochists.
Is Jadis being unreasonable, for example, for
insisting that the system be fully, symmetrically
balanced from start to finish, with no singleended inputs whatsoever, thus eliminating the
possibility of using older sources such as non-

If anthropomorphism were applied, the
Jadis valve pre-/power combination
would be a £5000-a- night French whore

XLR/balanced phono stages, tuners and CD
players? If you say, ' Yes, the company is being

applied, the Jadis package would be af5000-a-

unreasonable,' then you have to level the same

night French whore.

accusation at Naim, Linn, 47 Lab, Croft, Loth X,

source selector, have nicely damped detents.

With its outboard power supply of 140 x355 x
chassis 140

The construction is mouth-watering.
Amore powerful version of the JA3o, the JA5o

B&O and aclutch of others, all of which march to

229mm (hwd) and

their own beat, with their own quirks — the rest

356mm (hwd), the JPS8 pre- amp takes up afair

monoblock is aclassic push-pull amp with an

of the world be damned. You buy into the

bit of space. It's all valve, too, so you don't want

overkill, hand-wound output transformer. Single-

programme, or you look elsewhere.

to crowd it. Iused it in 'open space', sitting on a

ended triode worshippers will run screaming.

Relaxa 3platform, with the power supply on the

Unlike the pre- amp, which arrived with valves in

JA5o monoblocks in their fully balanced forms

floor behind it. The main chassis weighst2kg,

situ, the JA5o needs its tubes installed by the

has not been apiece of cake. True, Ihad to hand

with another 9kg for the power supply. The latter

user. The appropriate spanners are supplied,

three CD players — the Marantz CD12/DA12,

bears only an on/off toggle and apower LED,

and it involves only the removal of acage to

Unison Research Unico CD and Copland CDA822

which glows green when operating. It connects

access the bases for two EL84s, two ECC83s and

— with balanced outputs, but Iwas not able to

to the back of the JPS8 through aprofessional-

two KT9os (or you can specify KT88s or 655os).

Reviewing the Jadis JPS8 pre- amplifier and

a main

and high-grade volume pots which, unlike the

X 450 X

Apart from the Copland, Marantz and Unison

sample vinyl, nor to try the Jadis amps with any

grade, multi- pin umbilical chord. Inside, purists

of my pet single- ended pre- amps, nor the Jadis

will be pleased to note that valve regulation

Research CD players and WATT Puppy System 7

pre- amp with any unbalanced power amps.

means the inclusion of an EF86 valve and —

speakers, the only components used were

mounted horizontally — aKT9o.

Siltech Signature and HiDiamond balanced

Then, there was the little matter of having to
swallow my hatred of dual volume controls, àla

Across the front of the main chassis, in a

interconnects, and Siltech Signature speaker
wire. Comparisons were made with the McIntosh

Croft. Yet again, Icried to the heavens, ' Why

traditional Jadis gold panel, are an LED — which

couldn't they fit asimple mechanism to gang the

glows red, then green after afull six- minute

C22oo/MC2io2 pre-/ power, Musical Fidelity Tri -

two volume pots together for easy level setting?'

warm-up — left and right volume, and the

Vista integrated and vintage Radfords.

It wouldn't affect the purist tendencies, or the

accursed source selector for CD, Tape, Tuner, Aux

sound, or the channel separation. They would
remain in unsullied, dual- mono form. Oh, no, not
Jadis. It wants you to have to count each click if
you're worried about correct channel balance.
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and Aux

2.

(
The CD input is padded down to

11.3dB gain while all others have 14.3dB.
Around the back, all you see beside an
earthing tag and the multi- pin socket for the

Once afew teething troubles were solved by
Absolute Sounds' inestimable Pedro Jorge- Luis,
and I'd allowed along run-in period, Iwas
thrown back to atime when Jadis was aname on
everyone's lips. As the brand now languishes in
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The first time you hear your sound system
with Chord interconnecting cables will be the
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Be warned - the effect can be shattering.
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auditions
semi-obscurity, it's easy to

Z; Demanding: the jadis

plenty). But then there's the treble,

forget that less than adecade

pre- amplifier will accept

that zone where aggravation can be

ago, it was one of the most

only balanced input and

an issue, where softness (as in

desirable of high- end marques,

output connections

many other disciplines) can lead to
disappointment. It's here that we

especially in the USA.
But if Jadis suffered afall

start talking tubeware, an area

from greatness, it deserves a

where solid-state doesn't get a

comeback. Why? Because the

look- in, and it's why valves

product itself never stopped

continue to exist in the 21St

being 'great'. It's baffling only in

Century. The extreme treble is
silky or diaphanous as required,

that it'll sadden those who still
A multi- pin umbilical

believe that asublime product

yet pin- sharp and precise, too. I'm

can transcend fashion, inept

connector links the

distribution, cretinous

pre- amplifier to its separate

and listen to this genius every day.

reviewers, retailers or other

power supply unit

The Jadis handled both his liquid
electric guitar playing and his

non- sonic challenges. It's to the
brand's credit that it continues not only to

currently undergoing aClapton jag

nothing tops agood ol' piano for satisfaction

gutbucket acoustic blues with finesse and

survive despite undeserved tribulations, but to

from asolo instrument, the Jadis could be your

grace, such that Isat through three discs in a

excel in the crowded and competitive field of

vehic le.

cow without even getting up for tea or apee.

high-end valve amp production. Even abrief

For me, Jadis has redefined the concept of

It gets down to this: under duress, I'll

lesson will reveal that the JPS8/JA5o

'intimacy', asession with it being truly àdeux.

acknowledge with gun to temple that there's

combination is so special as to be breathtaking.

You hear the 'air', you almost feel apresence. To

probably no better chocolate than Henriet's

Once the system was warmed up, Isat down

create this sensation, first the jadis has to

Rochers de Biarritz and that the most gorgeous

with some subtle and delicate recordings, mainly

showcase that midband in aconvincing space.

cars of all time were made in France in the 19205

vocal, certainly intimate and — above all —

I've always known Jadis as abrand with a

There was Jadis, producing some of the
most luscious sounds of all, as golden
as the company's preferred trim colour

and 19305 (but by an ex- pat Italian). And the
JPS8 and JA5o combination is one of the most
musical and satisfying pairings I've ever heard,
vying with my permanent short-list entries: the
all-Nagra package, mint Radfords, Marantz's
Project T-1, original Futtermans. Heady company,
which almost makes the prices — £ 5900 for the
JPS8 and £ 5890 for apair of JA5os — sensible.

supremely well- recorded so as not to cause

penchant for and skill in recreating three-

distraction. They were as pure as Icould find,

dimensional soundstages. Whether through the

were mark in the UK or USA.
WORDS KEN KESSLER

But I'd feel awhole helluva lot better if they

given my lack of either aphono stage or an

WATT Puppies or the LS3/5As, the jadis

open- reel tape deck with balanced outputs. The

produced an fabulously deep and enveloping

results weren't merely staggering.., they were

stage which extended in front of ano behind the

revelatory.

speakers in away reminiscent of Dave Wilson's

Behind tie front panel is the power transformer,

overhead drawings (in Fis audio journalist

apair of massive capacitors, then the output

I'm as guilty as any of ignoring jadis; my last
hands-on experience was exactly five years ago,

days!), abig fat oval with the speakers in its

transformer. Next comes the bank of valves and

when Ireviewed the company's ' budget' range,

middle. Feed it achoral group, sans instruments,

two more capacitors, and lastly the rear panel

the Orchestra series. In the interim, I've heard

like Alison Krauss' 'Down To The River To Pray',

win an XLR-only input and two pairs of WBT

some truly luscious sounds from some of the

some King's Singers, the Persuasions, and you

multi-way binding posts to facilitate bi-wiring.

world's most respected manufacturers.

have the basis for experiencing one of those ' I

All of this is housed in asurprising compact

Meanwhile, there was Jadis, producing some of

can't believe it's not butter', in-the- room events.

chassis, occupying only 190 x210

the most luscious of all, asound as golden as

Idug out vintage doo-wop, Simon & Garfunkel,

(hwd) — but don't crowd it as it pumps out afair

the company's preferred trim colour. Now the

loads of Temptations. This package doesn't

bit of heat. Operating in Class A, the JA5o is

lesson has been learned, and I'm deeply

merely handle voices: it caresses them. It's a

rated at 5oW and can drive speakers from 1-16

embarrassed. This stuff should not be

champion of the midband.

ohms. The review pair was set up with the WATT

overlooked.
Take the midband, for starters. You know

But, you're possibly musing, that's Kessler

X 47omm

Puppies in mind, but it also saw time with

saying that the frequency extremes suck. Uh, no.

LS3/5A speakers without problem. Input

damned well that no valve amp, however good it

The bass, while hardly amatch for the Tri Vista

impedance is look ohms, bandwidth is stated as

might be, will ever match the sphincter- tight

or even the McIntosh, was actually more to my

5-29kHz (the pre- amp's is 5-23kHz), and

bass available from big solid-state amps, that

taste; regular readers might know that I'm not

sensitivicy is 85omV RMS for rated output.

Incredible Hulk- grade ' slam' is the province of

obsessed with weapons- grade lower registers.

the transistor. So you think ' horses for courses',

Clearly, Wilson's Puppies were neither taxed nor

and address the prejudices Imentioned in the

threatened. Then again, neither was I

beginning. If you don't like tubes, look

dissatisfied.

elsewhere. If you bang head, ditto. But if you
wallow in vocals — sweet and feminine or

Logic suggests that, should you be so
enamoured of bass that you need something

textured and masculine — and think that strings

'more', you look either to transistors, or to the

are the instruments of the gods and find that

JA8o's bigger brothers (of which there are

SedL:tive, golden sound
Superb treble quality
All- tube design, including PSU regulation
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Tannoy Sensys DC2
Supertweeters and Dual-Concentrics in an affordable package
PRICE

£6o/ pair

SUPPLIER

Tannoy

listens grilles- off and then replaces them to

dynamic range — notes and instruments were

prevent inquisitive fingers poking around.

reproduced in their full splendour whether

The driver complement starts with a

playing quietly or softly. When Miss Jones struck

separately mounted 25mm titanium dome

the piano harder to accent anote or shaded it

supertweeter mounted on top of the cabinet in

with alittle more sustain, the Tannoy revealed

its own discrete housing. This takes over at

the emphasis perfectly. The bass was alittle

16kHz and goes all the way up to 51kHz so will

overpowering even in my 6x4m room, but use

became so synonymous with its product that

certainly entertain any bats that might be

of the port bungs brought aworthwhile

it became ageneric term, in this case for public

resident in your loft. Betweeni.8kHz and 16kHz

improvement and tightened up the sound

address systems. I've no particular interest in

the tweeter element of the Tannoy Dual-

considerably at the expense of alittle low

hoovering, as my wife will doubtless confirm,

Concentric unit holds the fort: its placement at

frequency extension.

but just thought I'd mention it.

the centre of the bass/mid driver is aTannoy

CONTACT

Th e

01236 420199

name Tannoy, like Hoover,

Tannoy's history of loudspeaker manufacture

'Silver Springs' live from Fleetwood Mac's

innovation dating back to the 1950s, aimed at

The Dance album showed the staggering

goes way back to 1926 and the Sensys DC2 is

producing something approaching apoint

spaciousness of sound delivered by the Tannoy

the latest in adistinguished line. But the DC2

source. In this case the tweeter is a25mm

Dual- Concentric design. The sense of hall

incorporates asupertweeter and aTannoy Dual-

titanium dome with neodymium magnet system,

ambience was captured with the aplomb usually

Concentric driver at aprice of only £65o. It's a

while the other part of the Dual- Concentric

reserved for much more expensive speakers.

medium-sized floorstanding loudspeaker

combination is a175mm multi- fibre paper- coned

The DC2 demonstrated less of ahot- seat

fabricated from 15mm MDF. Understandably,

device handling everything between 25oHz and

stereo effect and more of the broad and natural

given the price, the speaker is quite lightweight

1.8kHz. Finally, there's aseparate woofer,

soundstage associated with alive performance.

for its size, but then I've just 'enjoyed' hauling

another paper- coned 175mm unit.

When you listen to designs like aTannoy Dual-

some pretty monstrous beasts around in recent

The speakers were unpacked and levelled

Concentric or KEF's Uni Qyou start to question

reviews so the change was welcome. Tapping the

on the supplied spikes. Tannoy thoughtfully

cabinet vith my knuckles revealed areasonable

provides cups to prevent damage to hardwood

reproduce successfully an accurate and natural

degree of damping. It's reflex- loaded by asmall

floors, but as my floor is carpet on concrete I

soundstage and fill aroom with it. From

rear- mounted port and equipped with gold-

didn't need them. The instruction manual is a

concentric designs like these, music just pours

plated bi-wire terminals. Design and finish were

model of clarity and good advice.

forth into the room, sweeping you up and

the ability of anything else at sensible money to

to avery high standard, with good quality maple

With Tannoy Dual-Concentric and KEF Uni Q

veneer. My only criticism was that the grilles felt

speakers it's important to place them at least one

as though they wouldn't stand up to much

metre away from walls. If your room is narrow

much that Ilet the music play on and ' You

handling if you're the kind of audiophile who

you might struggle to optimise such designs.

Make Lovin' Fun' showed the Tannoy capable of

It's also worth experimenting with positioning

TECHNOLOGY

if you have alarge television set between your

This is atour- way floorstanding speaker

speakers. (When I
eliminated the television from

measuring 966 x210 x293mm ( hwd). Starting

the room by moving over to aprojector, it was

from the *. op, the drivers are a25mm titanium

one of the most significant upgrades I've ever

supertweeter; a125mm Tannoy Dual- Concentric

made in terms of spatial resolution.)

unit ( in which a25mm titanium main tweeter is

The Tannoys were connected to my resident

mounted in the centre of a125mm concentric

Naim NAC 102/Hi-Cap! NAP 250 in single-

paper- cone mid- range unit); and finally a

wired mode and fronted by the superb

separate 175mm paper- coned woofer, reflex-

Gyrodec/Gyropower/Rega

loaded via arear- mounted port. The cabinet is

RB600/Dynavector Dvi7D2 turntable

made from 15mm particleboard, veneered in

combination and aNaim CD player. They

maple and fully shielded for AV use. Sensitivity

were run in over several days before serious

is quoted at 89dB/iW/im and the nominal

listening began. Tannoy thoughtfully supplies

impedance is 8ohms, abenign amplifier load.

foam reflex port bungs to permit use in smaller
rooms or anywhere that bass boom is aproblem.

KEY FEATURES

This has the added benefit that Ididn't have to

Tannoy Dual- Concentric driver

fear finding apair of some of other reviewer's old
smalls bunged up in the port (not that it's

Tannoy supertweeter

happened yet, you understand).

Attrac:ive design

album Come Away With Me. The DC2 delivered a

The first thing Iplayed was Norah Jones's
big and gutsy performance with impressive
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carrying you along on awave of sounds you love.
Iwas enjoying the concert experience so

auditions
maintaining aself-assured grip on rhythm and

the finest loudspeakers available in this price

timing. It doesn't equal sealed- box speakers

range and should be on anyone's auditioning

such as the Linn Ninka or my own Naim SBL in

shortlist. My personal preference is for the

this respect, but with judicious use of the port

Tannoy as I've heard little else that offers such

bung Iwas able to achieve pleasing results.

excellent performance for such amodest outlay.

Ielected to explore the effect of the
supertweeter on the sound as part of this

Now, Imust run the Hoover round.
WOR 3S JONATHAN GORSE

review. Muffling it produced anoticeable change
that defies easy explanation. Iused acouple of
tracks Iknow intimately including ' Landslide' by
Stevie Nicks with its simple arrangement of
Nicks' vocals and Lindsay Buckingham's guitar
on CD. It should be noted that aCD source isn't
classed as atruly wide bandwidth signal: CD
uses brickwall filtering at 2okHz, whereas SACD
and DVD-A do not, but extend to 5okHz or so.
Covering the supertweeter produced aclearly
discernible loss of perceived clarity particularly

O In aDual- Concentric, the tweeter and
its flared horn are built into the centre of
the bass ( mid driver

on plucked acoustic guitar. Ihad, to some
degree, expected that. More surprising was a
genuine feeling of having lost mid- range
presence. The soundstage didn't appear as solid
or tangible and with eyes closed it was harder to
believe Nicks was really in the room.
Further testing showed the effect to be
repeatable and indicates that even with aCD
source the supertweeter is doing something
beneficial to the sound. It's unclear to me
whether that something would be impossible
to engineer with only aconventional tweeter.
In essence, the improved spatial information
revealed by uncovering the supertweeter
merely proves it works in the DC2. That doesn't
mean that my own Naim SBL isn't still ' better'
subjectively at high frequencies, albeit for a
higher price. On the other hand, perhaps adding
asupertweeter to the SBL would enhance it! I
find the technology interesting, but I'd advise
you to evaluate any speaker on its merits and
decide if you like it rather than worry about the
technology decisions made by the designer.
The same, however, can't be said of the DualConcentric driver, such is its effect on the sound.
Concentric speakers produce avery holographic
soundstage that Ilike because it feels more
natural. There isn't much else that sounds like
this and it can take alittle while to get used to.
Developing an urge to explore my Celtic
tendencies Iswitched to Enya's ' Only If You Want
To', which again demonstrated agenuinely
impressive sense of scale as the waves of
synthesisers underpinned the track. Compared
with the Mission m53 at approximately the same
price, the Tannoy offered afar more lifelike
soundstage with a ' walk-in' character but
suffered from aslightly less sparkling top- end.
This could sometimes take the edge off snare
drums, cymbals and plucked guitar strings and
diminish their impact in the process.
Which speaker you prefer will depend on a
range of factors including your room acoustics
and accompanying components. Both are among

Double connectors allow bi-wiring
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Creek CD50 CD player
Under asmart new exterior, Mike Creek has worked his old magic
PRICE

£7oo

it's very easy to react to it positively.

SUPPLIER

Creek Audio

CONTACT

01442 260146

musical involvement, subtleties of reproduction,
and so on, and one can sit and analyse these in

In this business of ours we talk alot about

great detail. Hi-fi and home theatre are both
to one or the other should amount to the same

to Creek's new range is amore conventiona;

thing, but we know that appreciating music on an

appearance with chunky ' brushed' aluminium

emotional level isn't quite the same as enjoying a

front panels. Inside, change is more evolutionary.

movie — not right or wrong, just different. Home

Mike Creek has teamed much about electronic

theatre is more about dynamics, bandwidth and

design over the years; in particular, how to tease

clarity — and it's pretty straightforward to tell if a

superior results out of ordinary components.

system has these or not.

Acase in point is his neat trick of using

e-"

were to tell you the Creek CD5o allows the music

Several small capacity devices are connected in

to reach out to you it might sound abit vague,

parallel to achieve the same capacitance as a

but that's what it does. The manner in which it

single one of larger value. The composite

achieves this is altogether another matter. We're

capacitor is far better in performance than the

used to hearing reports of 'clarity', 'dynamics' or

larger equivalent, having much lower effective

'definition', from equipment, but the CD5o just

series resistance and inductance together with a

gets on with processing the music as if the

higher ripple rating (the AC current it can pass

electronic means weren't there. It's essentially

before expiring). Not only that, this arrangement

something of achameleon, melting into the

is cheaper, as they can be ordered in bulk. The

background, concealing its own character. All of

only drawback is more time spent inserting them

which means it doesn't necessarily ' impress' in

into the printed circuit board, but the ove'all

the conventional sense of the word. But in reality

performance better — awin for the customer
and the manufacturer.
This is just one example of the Creek
design philosophy. Components are tested
to check their performance and are chosen
on basis of true performance and price. It
just takes abit more care in circuit design
and specifying devices.
The Creek CD5o is one of those rare
things, aproduct which sounds ' right'
from the first few bars. In that sense,
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Music reproduction is less tangible, so if I

multiple smoothing capacitors in power supplies.

manufacturing cost is still much lower and sonic

¡tee

essentially about truthful reproduction. Fidelity

Outwardly, the most obvious charge

having little or no character is one of its most
impressive characteristics.
Because no single aspect of performance
stands out above the other, with all areas
sounaing in balance, harmony and proportion, it
might seem contradictory to break sound down
into segments, but here goes. Treble is crisp and
clean, yet pure for CD. There's an uncanny lack of
that typically bright glare, fuzz and haze which
often ruins upper harmonics of strings cymbals,
female voice and so on with so many CD players.
It's smooth, but not in adulled muted fashion

auditions
5375472] showed off not only
the amazing clarity of this
transfer but also The Man's
sultry sax playing to fine effect.
Indeed, the whole album is a
joy. Taking just one classical
example, the finale from
Sibelius' Symphony 5[ BIS CD
Boo], this excellent recording
was reproduced superbly, with a
edges. It can be difficult to reproduce without

fine sense of orchestral textures and perspectives.

sounding harsh or brash and can be difficult to

The finest results were with the best recordings,

sit through with some systems. The Creek CD5o

so the sound wasn't always spot on — even the

handled the whole album in an honest and

Creek can't turn asow's ear into asilk purse —

which robs the listener of detail. No, here we have

trrithful way, bringing awelcome freshness to

(we're talking honesty, not euphony), but it pulls

texture and clarity in equal measure.

Joni's sensitive vocals. Her guitar sounded

out the best sounds wherever it could.

The midband is natural and transparent, not
artificially projected or roughened, with excellent
depth and anatural sense of acoustics when
appropriate. Bass frequencies are there in good
measure, well timed and free from muddle, having
good clarity and weight. In aadition, irstrumental
details are articulated well.
Ifound Iput on one CD after another to
discover piece after piece of enjoyable. listerable

resonant, crisp and bright but also expressive and
never harsh Cr fierce The punishing 'Jungle Line'

The Creek CD5o is awinner musically and
clearly justifies its premium above mass- market

The Creek CD50 player is one of those
rare things: aproduct that sounds ' right'
from when you hear the first bars of music

music, which was not only fatigue- free, but also

from her Hissing Of Summer Lawns album, came

players by awide margin. Don't ask why you

communicated its message freely.

across with no mt.dche or congestion, while alot

should spend the extra, just listen and ask why

of background information not normally so

not. Indeed, compare this to some of the more

forgett:ng to take notes while Iwas listening. Joni

apparent was clearly audible. Playing ' Spanish

expensive players out there and ask why you

Mitchel's Blue album is an eatthy and ragged

Steps', the first track from Van Mcrrisores

should pay more.

production with more than its fair share of rough

remastered Poetic Champions Compose' [
Exile

WORDS_DAVE BERRIMAN

It's abit of acliché but Ireally did keep

TECHNOLOGY
The Crystal CS4396 1- bit Delta Sigma DAC chip

voltage regulators. Why? Because shunt

can be used exactly as the manufacturer spec ifies,

regulation pulls aconstant current from the power

motor servo, and so on. Taking the lid off the

or as Creek does, which apparently involves

supply while maintaining the voltage under

CD5o reveals several regulators, 78 and 79 series,

tweaking the data streams to reduce distortion

varying current demand.

below even the manufacturer's specification.

Series regulators are commonly used, which

different parts of the circuit, analogue, digital,

plus various Darlington transistors and Zener
diodes across the PCBs, so Creek doesn't exactly

Creek claims that some 24- bit chips used for ugh-

maintain the voltage to the circuits served, but

skimp. Sound quality is said to be improved by

resolution audio achieve only 17 bits, even with

allow the current drawn from the supply to

shunt regulation, while build costs are kept down.

high-resolution, high sample- rate discs. So, it one

fluctuate. The regulator delivers astable voltage,

can achieve true 16- bit performance from

but the pulsating current drawn

to everything it makes, and

standard CD replay, it won't be very far behind

causes voltage fluctuations in the

attends to detail by (for

what the latest formats often deliver in reality.

source voltage — which is shared

instance) removing the

True to form, Creek berates those lured by

by any other circuits on the same

original clock from the

claims of 24- bit resolution, when all CD can

power supply — so that aservo

bought- in mechanism,

achieve is 16 bits (putting aside the issues of

motor, for example, even when

replacing it with the

adding sufficient dither during recording to

fed by aregulator, can still

company's own, and re-

resolve audio signal below the lowest bit in the

influence another circuit — say a

clocking the digital data-

ADC — which is quite another matter). Creek uses

DAC, oscillator, or audio stage via

stream on its way around the

a24- bit DAC, not to achieve this resolution, but to

common power lines. The usual

player, to bring jitter down to

recover the full 16 bits with low distortion from

solution is to put in separate and

150 picoseconds. With many

ordinary 16- bit CDs. The Crystal DAC over- samples

costly power supplies or

techniques filtering down

at ahigh frequency, shifting the unwanted

regulators for each critical part of

sidebands from D/A conversion out of harms

the circuit. However, the shunt regulator, with its

and the latest CD53, buyers of the CD5o get the

way above the audible range. The benefit isn't

constant current drain, can't feed fluctuations

benefit of Creek's experience at alower price

'improved resolution' but the elimination of steep

back, thus allowing the use of fewer regulators

point. Creek has been able to take on the big boys

low-pass filtering, which in the case of the CD5o

without performance penalty.

in the marketplace by offering superior

is achieved by amixture of active and gentle
passive filtering.
Another neat Creek trick is to use 'shunt'

Creek uses amixture of shunt and series

Creek applies this value engineering principle

from the higher-spec CD43

performance and good value — and with so much

regulation to get the best of both worlds, coupled

equipment designed, built and packaged in China,

with separate mains transformer windings for

that's no mean teat for aBritish- built product.
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Signature version with Borromeo arm makes a ' beautiful view'
PRICE

figoo/fl000

SUPPtIER

Eminent Audio

CONTACT

01746 769156

askeletal aluminium pulley, whose advantage

matter, Bellavista also has arange of three

over the Delrin component is the possibiNty

matching Villa tonearms, the Borghese, Borromeo

of some fine speed adjustment through its

and Bellaria.

expandable diameter, set by an internal screw
that flares the pulley as it's turned in.
Having tried the Deliin version first,

These are all original uni pivot designs, with
the Borromeo [ tested he-e] featuring an alloy

was

armtube and large brass bell shaped bearing

From Italy comes this distinctive

avery tight and difficult fit, I
wasn't inclined to

record deck, afixed- plinth design using mater:als

wrestle it off again to substitute the grub-scew

is low slung to lower the system's centre of

that have been thoughtfully selected for best

fixed metal pulley. Speed tests with aquartz-

gravity, and cartridge azimuth is adjusted here

performance. The plinth comprises two layers of

locked strobe showed that platter speed was only

by screwing up the counterweight's dangling

zomm acrylic held apart by six gold-plated brass

o.1% fast without load, which is closer to being

screw to the left or right of plumb, forcing the

pillars, with the motor sited on the lower deck,
and the main bearing housing for the platter on
the top deck. The motor is asynchronous AC unit,
alittle larger than the Airpax types which are seen
on many British turntables, and this is hardmounted in the usual rear- left corner, with the
power switch handily situated between the two
plinth 'decks' at the front- left.
The platter is from the Michell/Transcriptors

The platter is from the Michell/Transcriptors
school of spinning, using suspended
counterweights, in this case nine of them
on- speed than many non-adjustable decks.
Underneath, the deck sits on three machined

school of spinning, using suspended

aluminium feet with needle-sharp points in their

counterweights — in this case nine of them —

centre. Afixed mains lead completes the package.

under apolyvinyl composite platter. This is driven

housing with bronze lining. The counterweight

arm tube to sit axially in the correct orientation.
Afully-working lift/lower mechanism is
included, and this worked well for precise needle
positioning. Internally, the Borromeo uses very

Bluenote offers four turntables in the Villa

fine hyperlitz six- nines OFC wire, and aDIN

around its circumference by around- section

range, starting with the standard Bellavista, then

termination on the arm pillar mates with a

rubber belt from one of two motor pulleys. These

the Signature version with its double plinth [ seen

custom-made silver and Teflon external cable.

two pulleys are supplied as an end- user option

here], followed by more ambituous Belvedere ad

Like Rega, Bluenote has opted to use one

for the user: the prefeired choice is one made

Bellagio models which employ forms of spring

channel's ground wire as the tonearm overall

of Delrin, awhite nylon- like plastic that's atight

suspension. To match these decks, or any other

earth, forsaking the usual additional ground wire.

pushfit ever the motor spind:e. The alternative is

that can use astandard Rega fixing hole for that

Anti-skate is set using the simple weight and
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thread principle, although its execution left a

cartridge, Trichord Delphini phono stage, Chord

little to be desired as the fine nylon thread was

CPA 3zoo/SPM 1200C amplifiers and B&W N8o2

inclined to slip from its unsuitable anchor point.

speakers, and this system provided many, many

The designer and the UK distributor suggest using

hours of transported listening. From 19705 prog

the arm without bias compensation.

SOUND QUALITY
This turntable and I
got off to abad start. It
arrived in its shipping box, ready for assembly,

rock to jazz trio to electronica to Russian
orchestral, the Bellavista-led system showed an
uncommon blend of technical excellence and
unforced musicality.
In more specific terms, the turntable and

with the Borromeo tonearm in aseparate

arm were highly dynamic and energetic, able to

package. After unpacking and construction it was

whip i.p the excitement from the groove where

obvious that the deck was wowing badly, afault

required, and providing real transient punch and

traced to the platter weights actually fouling the

weight. There was that rare ability to pull atrack

top surface of the acrylic plinth. This had to be

apart for inspection if desired, or you could let the

corrected by an adjustment to the main bearing

complete work just flow over you. Timing was this

on the underside of the deck, raising the platter

deck's strong point, which Ibelieve was amajor

0 On the Bluenote Bellavista, the

by afew millimetres. While easily rectified, the

contributory factor to its relaxed, addictive ability

on/off switch is elegantly placed

severity of this setup fault is not to be expected

to get on and play tunes.

between the two 'decks' of the plinth

on adeck at this price, and should have been
spotted by manufacturer or distributor.
With machinery now running smoothly,

As along-term listening companion this
turntable combination has few equals in my
experience, acomment referenced by the very

listening began in earnest. It didn't take too long
to realise that the Bluenote Bellavista with

easy, guileless top-end tone of the deck. The

Borromeo tonearm is avery special combination.

certainly aided the hear-through sense of natural

Most listening was done with aSumiko Pear m-c

rendering, where you could relax your ears and

absence of haziness in the upper registers

sensibilities, safe that your chosen cartridge
wasn't about to be fazed by an upcoming
Material science is afactor in any hi-fi product

challenging passage, or astridency that would

design, and the turntable is probably the most

make you unconsciously wince. Bass had

pointed example of what happens when you get

variously the heavy slam of stop-start impact, or

it right — or wrong. Choke of platter material,

easy velvet profundity, dictated only by the record

for example, can be critical, with most designers

content rather than the mores of the record deck.

now erring for amaterial that more closely
matches the mechanical impedance of the vinyl

Side- to-side imaging was first class, as the
Signature/Borromeo allowed the pinpointing of

record itself — hence Bluenote's choice of a

any given image, seemingly in any given register.

polyvinyl polymer here. The Delrin plastic motor

The depth of stage was highly commendable, as
)An expandable alloy pulley ( right of

pulley is said to resist vibration transmission

front- to- back layers were obviously discernible

better than Teflon and has alower slippage

without undue concentration. Smear- free is

coefficient. Teflon has been applied elsewhere,

another way of expressing the deck's spatial —

Delrin one to give fine speed

though, in the bronze main bearing bottom, and

and temporal — reproduction.

adjustment if required

this is adjustable from the underside to allow,

Surface noise level and its quality are more

say the makers, VTA adjustments to be made

often attributed to the cartridge and stylus profile,

here if required! For avirtually frictionless pivot,

but in this instance the deck appeared to subdue

Bluenote suggests removing the Teflon bearing

background noise and warp to lower levels too,

plug and using an optional air pump to suspend

allowing more music to rise from ablacker groove.

the platter spindle on air. Meanwhile, the
plinths are made from acrylic, agood self-

white pulley) can be substituted for the

1,
0%.,«Ienee.

CONCLUSION

damping material. The rounding- off of the

Listening to this turntable allowed me to revise my

corners is said to reduce external and motor

opinion of Italian hi-fi, which in my experience has

vibrations. The motor is a24- pole AC

all to often tended to be, aesthetically-speaking,

synchronous unit, made in Italy, using bronze

ostentatious and showy; and in sound terms,

and Makrolon bearings. Mounted on asandwich

generally finely detailed and beautifully toned,

of brass plates to contain vibration, it runs very

but ultimately lacking in drive and musicality. The

quietly, both mechanically and acoustically.

tonal colour and air were there alright with this
Bluenote turntable, only allied with acommittment

I!
I

o

to asmooth pace and rhythm that I
would expect
Distinctive gloss black and gold finish

from aNaim'd LPiz — Armageddon, Aro et al. The
looks are still alittle too gilded for my taste, but

O On the Borromeo unipivot arm, the

Uni pivot tonearm with bespoke components

with my eyes closed this turntable represents one

cartridge azimuth (' tilt') is set by the

of the most musically addictive record players I've

screw at the rear of the counterweight

Michell-esque carousel platter

had the pleasure of hearing.
WORDS_ANDREW HARRISON

DENON

ready to audition at Musical Images

Famed Denon quality and
value reach new heights with
the combined talents of the
DVD-Al DVD player and
AVC-AlSR hi-fi/AV amplifier.
Audition music and movie
sound without compromise
now at Musical Images.

The finest audiophile names are on
permanent demonstration in luxurious
lounges and with expertise to match.
Don't buy until you've experienced
Musical Images' award-winning service.

Musical Images, the premier hi-end AV destination in London and the South East
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Linn Akiva
Linn's costliest cartridge
ever replaces the Addy
PRICE

£ 1800

SUPPLIER

Linn Audio

CONTACT

0500 888909

It had been rather quiet from Linn
lately on matters other than multi- room hard
disk servers and home cinema products. Then,
like buses, aconvoy of stereo music products
surfaced, including some that celebrate the
company's origins. In other words, Linn has
some new analogue LP replay components.
But first abrief recap on the story so far:
through the late 19705 and 198os Linn was
starting to win the hearts and minds of many
music lovers and reviewers with its source-first
philosophy, and more particularly, with its LP12
turntable. This was convenient for acompany
that grew up in the heyday of the vinyl recoro
TECHNOLOGY
The original Arkiv used an aluminium cantilever,
changed to Boron for the Arkiv Brevision in
1997. Tangible differences between the Arkiv B
and Akiva aren't disclosed by Linn, other than
the use of 'anew and advanced magnetic
assembly structure to produce ahigher output
with noticeably better tracking and even lower

and made
what it felt
was the
most crucial
part of the
record player, the plinth and
motor unit. But an LP12 Sondek alone doesn't a
working turntable make — you need atonearm
and apick-up cartridge too. From the early days
the vaunted companions for the LP12 were often

really articulate and well separated
from any neighbour. Phase and ambience
information was also conveyed superbly, so
that acoustic recordings found their room
reverberation preserved in all directions in the
stereo soundfield, and ambitious stereo steering
in pop and rock material came across in the
larger- than- life manner desired. For example,
where out- of- phase effects are used to broaden
the stereo, the system gave uncanny

as not aGrace arm and aSupex cartridge, and

holographic imaging markedly outside the

when Linn decided to offer acomplete Linnbranded source solution, it turned again to

speaker boundaries.
In the high treble the Akiva deserves credit
for its ability to preserve the life of extended

Japan for atonearm design — the Ittok — and to
Supex for aquality moving-coil cartridge.
The Asak was the first of the line, built by
Supex, as were several Linn m- ccartridges that
followed. In 1992 the Arkiv appeared, anew
top-notch pick-up that, like the flagship Troika

harmonics on cymbals and acoustic piano — the
latter having anatural decay into the noise floor
that continues to remind me why listening to
records is apleasure... and how most digital
audio is wide of the mark. It didn't match the

distortion than previous cartridge products'.

before it, used athree-point fixing that tallied

liquidity of the Transfiguration Temper here, for

Like the Arkiv, the Akiva uses amachined- from-

with Ittok and Ekos arm headshells. This was a

example, or try to out- resolve the merciless

solid alloy for the main carcass, tapped for three
mounting screws. An 'optimally-damped'

design from Scan-Tech, better known as the

high- end Clearauc5o moving-coils, but struck a

creator of Lyra cartridges. It's this same stable to

good balance that had captivating resolution

suspension mechanism holds the hand-wound

which the new Linn Akiva owes its existence.

and musicality.

coils (material not specified) which terminate

Set up on an LP12 Lingo with Ittok LVII, the

In all probablity this is abetter cartridge than

not with pins from the body but flying leads.

Akiva was anatural fit, both mechanically and

the original Arkiv, based on my memory of that

This simplifies connection to Linn tonearms

sonically. The extra fixing bolt simplifies

but means linking pins must be used when
mounting in an tonearm that already has loose
wires, such as those from Naim or Rega.

installation as stylus overhang is impossible to
get far wrong, leaving just the rake angle ('VTA')

cartridge on an LP12, although its improvement
over asimilarly-specified Arkiv Bis less certain.
Regrettably Linn was unable to provide asample
of the Arkiv Bto make comparisons, so it's

The recommended tracking force is between

and tracking force as variables to play with.
This turntable combination was definitely a

1.6g and 1.4 (1.7g was used under test). The

full- range experience, as the Akiva seemed to

associated 5o% increase in price, from Elmo to

stylus is described as aLine Contact type, anc
given output is in the m- cmiddle ground of

dredge out more information from the frequency

£1800, is as much an evolution in retail pricing

extremes than many cartridges even in the

as performance.

o.4mV (ikHz, 3.45cm is).

post- E1000 range. Weight and depth of bass was

In all, Ifound great transparency available

not unnaturally heavy but did come as asurprise

from the Akiva, plus good rhythmic description,

after spending too much time with digital audio,

and an overriding sense of ' rightness', whether

where richness of bass seems one of the first

fixed to the obvious Sondek partner or amore
cerebral deck like the Michell Orbe. For decks

KEY FEATMS
Three-point fixing for Linn tonearms

casualties of the quantisation process. There

possible that the renaming to Akiva and the

Ceramic Boron cantilever

was avery mild recession in the mid-range,
which put vocals alittle further back in the

with Ittok or Ekos tonearms this is amust-try

Line Contact stylus

soundstage but where, thanks to the Akiva's
apparent resolving power, they still sounded

you ever wish for.
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

cartridge that might well be the last cartridge
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SOPHISTICATED SYSTEMS

ELEGANT SOUNDS

1. Avalon Symbol Loudspeaker

2.

The soundstage and imaging that you would

The new integrated from this excellent company.

expect from this manufacturer but in acompact

High qual.ty sound fur its price with good looks

now with us with the sonic improvements bringing

design. The new maple finish at £ 3795

as abonus. Teams well with Triangle and Opera

these popular speakers into an even higher league.

loudspeakers. £25oo

Auditorium £ 17oo, Avatar £ 2700, OBX-R £4000

Pathos Logos amplifier

3. Living Voice loudspeakers
The new improved version of these speakers are

4. Shanling CD — Two player
The amazing, highly flexible CD player with

5. Resolution Audio Opus

This player now has the improved, quiet drive

One of our best selling combinations consistently over

valve output and upsampling. Superb sound and

and the resulting Jplift in sound quality has

the last few years. Afirst class, high- end sound at an

certainly makes astatement with its appearance.

been a!;tonishing. Tremendous value at £ 2850

affordable price. Turntable £ 2644. Tonearm £ 1127.

£165o

21

CD player

6. Unison Research Unico R

7. SME Model io turntable/Series IV tonearm

Cartridge shown is Transfiguration Spirit Mk3. £950

8owpc integraled valve mosfet amplifier £ 750. With
phono stage £ 800. Matching valve CD player also on
demonstation and sounding amazing. £ 1095

Amphion • A.R.T. loudspeakers • Avalon Acoustics • BCD Racks • Benz-Micro • Cardas • Clearaudio • Clearlight Audio RDC
conrad-johnson • EAR/Yoshino • Gamut • IsoTek • Kuzma • Lavardin • Lehman • Living Voice • Lyra • Magnum Dynalab • Nordost
Nottingham Analogue • Opera • Pagode Equipment Supports • Pathos • Resolution. Audio • Rogue Audio • SME • Shanling
Shun Mook • Sugden • Transfiguration • Triangle • Trinity Audio • Tri-Planar • Unison Research • VPI • Wadia

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891

Demonstrations by appointment.
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Ein'o@audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

previously owned equipment listed on our website.
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Unison Research Wilco CD
After the Unico integrated comes this stunning valve CD player
PRICE
SUPPLIER
CONTACT

fiioo
UKD
01753 652669

Why should

Imake you wait until

the last paragraph? Unison Research has done

amplification stage, with true balanced analogue

show the company logo and visual information

output; a24-bit/i92kHz Crystal D/A converter;

such as 'valve warm-up' and countdown when

their own sophisticated microprocessor control;

the Unico CD is first switched on, as well as 'time

aunique, high- quality power supply worthy of

elapsed', ' time remaining' and the usual track

apower amplifier; and the kind of construction

information. Iwas slightly disappointed that the

we're grew to love in the Unico integrated. It

review sample's display wasn't in Italian!

even boasts aserious heat sink on the back...
just like an amplifier.

All of this good stuff wouldn't mean much if
Unison Research had neglected the ergonomics.

Sacchetti and Rossetto tested anumber of

Worry not: this machine is an absolute delight,

universally praised (no, make that adored) Unico

drives before deciding that the only way to go

integrated tube- hybrid amplifier with amatching

was with aCD-ROM mechanism, especially

from the side- mounted On/Off switch to the
luxurious infrared remote. The latter is apiece

CD player. And Idon't mean ' matching' just in

because of the digital output that this type of

of sculpted, solid hardwood [ seen on page 19!]

looks and dimensions: the Unico CD corresponds

transport offers. It required aredesign of the

that stands up, like one of B&O's remotes.

to the integrated in performance and value for

interface between transport and DAC, but this

money, which makes it another world- class

in turn allowed the player's performance to be

contains just the basic transport functions; the
remote covers those plus all minor operations.

what I
thought was impossible: followed the

The front panel of the CD player itself

bargain. It just might be the CD player to buy if

kicked up anotch by inserting a ' re- conversion

you're shopping at around agrand.

circuit' and PLL circuit, resulting in asignificant

It's been pointed out that the remote's legends

It's not just acase of slipping someone
else's sub- assemblies and modules into afancy

reduction in jitter. Additionally, the CD-ROM

are produced using agalvanic print process 'so

enclosure. Somehow, Unison Research has
managed to cram the thing full of designer bits,
radical solutions, acutting- edge transport,
valves and more, but at asane price. When
you read what Unison has done, you can but

Icould only think of the sound as scarily
close resemblance to adecent moving-coil,
playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage

marvel. Even its bare- bones description would
do justice to a £ 2500 machine. So forget

mechanism is more robust, offers superior disc

the colour is absorbed into the metal and won't

anything I've ever told you about settling, circa

reading accuracy, operates with better quality

fade over time'.

2003, for acompromised, sub-fi000 universal

brushless, low- noise synchronous motors, uses

SACD/DVD-A player. This is the way to go until

aglass laser lens instead of aplastic one and

343mm (hwd), dimensions and weight that are

the record industry gets its head out of its ass.

the CD tray runs on lapped metal guides —

accounted for by for the high component

again, not plastic.

content, plus acase made from 1.5mm-thick

As in the past, Ing. Sacchetti has collaborated
with Prof Leopoldo Rossetto of the University of

The Unico CD uses an upgradable Philips

Ahefty unit at iikg, it measures 96 x432 x

sheet steel and a15mm aluminium faceplate.

Padua's Dept of Applied Electronics. The two

64kB Flash memory chip, which also enabled the

The mechanism support is made from 2mm-thick

settled on adesign using: aproper CD-ROM

designers to fit adistinctive and highly legible,

sheet steel and is ' anchored' to the front panel

mechanism; afully balanced, pure triode valve

green- lit, personalised graphic display. It can

for maximum rigidity. It doesn't feel like anything
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auditions
less than ahigh- end player of indisputable
pedigree, not withstanding the plastic tray itself,

0 Both normal and

despite aridiculously low price. (Or maybe

balanced outputs are

everyone else's are ridiculously high...)

provided here

The review sample was one of the first run
without digital output but by the time this sees
print, the Unico CD will have digital output.
Additionally, there'll be user upgrades to activate
the remote for use with the Unico integrated and
to select switchable filters.
Because it has fully balanced capability, Iwas
able to run it alongside the Copland CDA822 and

O Construction and finish are to a

the Marantz CD12/DA12 via XLR into the Jadis

higher standard than you'd expect

11358/ JA5o pre-/ power, acompletely balanced

at this price: this is aplastic tray,

path with wiring courtesy of Siltech, driving a

but it glides on metal runners
Twin triode valves 4,

pair of Wilson WATT Puppy System 7speakers.
However much its price would suggest homes in

are used in abalanced

complete systems below £ 2500 or so, the Unico

analogue output stage

bloody well sang in asystem costing as much as
to Cale only when Ineed to fall asleep. ( His song

the others, but there was

Sheer accident led me to inaugurating the

'Cocaine' is so sluggish you have to wonder if he

atiny sacrifice in the form of

listening with all Cale disc, as Inormally listen

ever tried the drug.) But the music, anew CD of

slightly less detail and

apreviously unreleased 1979 session, came out

precision. This was barely notic eable
on sparse works, such as The Persuasions Sing

aloaded Porsche Boxster.

TECHNOLOGY —
As is Unison Research's practice for its Unico
range, the Unico CD's amplification section is

so languid, so sweet that Icould only think of its

sae › Ille

scarily close resemblance to adecent moving-

The Beatles, but complex, crowded pieces can

coil playing mint vinyl through atube phono

come across as slightly confused.
Elsewhere, the Marantz won hands- down

pure triode valve, while the output stage is

stage. Yes, the Jadis system is the embodiment

solid-state. These stages are all- new — the

of sweetness, but the Unico sounded even silkier

for the scale of the soundstage, and in every

than the other players Itried it against.

dimension, but the Copland was damned close.

Unico CD has been in development for acouple
of years by my reckoning — and use twin

Indeed, the diffeences between all three

In some ways, it was more convincing, 3D being

triodes for each channel in abalanced Class A

were so marked that Iquickly arrived at one of

the Copland's forte. The Unico? Not quite so

circuit. Unison Research chose 5814/A twin

those unsatisfying but inevitable points where

wide as either, but bettered only marginally by

triodes, the military- spec version of the familiar

taste and preference become the arbiters. The

the Marantz for stage depth. All three allow the

ECC82/12AU7 tubes, carefully matching the

Copland, for examp.e, bettered both for bass in

speakers to disappear, while none suffered from

pairs. Another unexpected- at-this- price- point

terms of quantity arid control, especially the

the 2D which plagues certain UK- made players.

bonus is an overkill, proprietary power supply,

snap and slam when tested with Kodo

consisting of six separate, fully independent

percussion and Steve Gadd's magnificent work

level of aggravation caused by the top end. The

For me, the real test of aCD player is the

on the recent live Eric Clapton set, One More Car,

Copland pulls off the natty trick of having fast,

switching regulators. It's built to cope with

One More Rider. The Marantz? Audibly better

cut- glass treble without anasty edge, while the

voltage variations of ± 20%, which accounts for

bass extension. The Unico CD fell in-between —

Marantz makes you swear it has atube output

which is no mean feat for the least expensive

section. The Unico, on the other hand, does have

player in the group.

atube section and isn't afraid to exploit its

sections based on precision linear non-

the heat sink on the rear panel (to dissipate
heat from the stabilisers). The 85W mains power
transformer has been designed and constructed

If you had to brand the players by music type,

ability to dulcify. It doesn't sound as extended as

then the Copland would suit afunk/Jazz/dance/

the Copland, nor is it as lightning quick as the

hip- hop fan, the Marantz (if you could find one)

Marantz, but for all that the Urdu, is unlikely

would be the one to go for with adiet of classical

ever to cause fatigue. The justification for that

music, while the Unico was more even-handed

last statement? Even before I'd run it in, my

and Rossetto selected the Crystal CS4392,

and less genre-dependent. I
think that's what's

initial listening session ran to three hours,

which is able to deliver voltages suitable for use

called a 'compromise';

ending only because it was

with balanced output stages. To satisfy the

for normal people with

after my bed-time.

requirements of the CD-ROM drive's re-

normal budgets and

using grain- oriented cores and low flux
dispersion. Acopper electrostatic screen
separates the analogue and digital windings.
For the digital heart of the Unico CD, Sacchetti

conversion and PLL circuits, they chose the
Crystal CS8414 chip.
KEY FEATURES
Valve output stage
Intelligent ergonomics
Awesome value for money

This player is nothing

normal listening

short of inspired. If your

habits,

budget doesn't stretch to my

and that's a

sub- f2000 favourite, the

recommendation —

Copland CDA822 at £ 1600,

not acriticism.

then the Unico CD at Eno°

On to the crucial

might be your ticket to

midband, and the

happiness. Even if flow is

Unico was warmer and

your absolute ceiling, find

therefore more voice -

that extra Boo. You won't

friendly and less

regret it.

wholly analytical than

WORDS KEN KESSLER
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Is

it

real

No-one

No-one

or is

it a recording

can say for sure.

can explain the Mark

Levinson Reference

System to you.

1:201111

You have to hear it

for

yourself...*

*Heatherdale Audio is the only UK hi.fi dealer with the Mark
Levinson Reference System on permanent demonstration.!

Heatherdale
audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BNI4 OEJ
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com
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MI Pro- Nine Plus
A revised crossover helps set anew standard for AVI's speakers
PRICE
SUPPLIER
CONTACT

taste (I
once met ahi-fi buff who stuck

£ 800/pair

Dymo labelling strips to his Isobariks).

AV International
01 453

AVI counsels against the use of
spaced solid-core cabling, which Ihave

75 26 56

in my DNM-based system. Such
inductive cables, it's suggested, will

The Pro-Nine has been

affect the crossovers. Ican't say that I

revised since Ivor Humphreys' July 'ci review,

experienced any problems with either

with an increase in the enclosure to 12 litres and

DNM power amplification (PAi

aredesigned crossover for which extended bass

monoblocks) or its speaker cable;

and asmoother midband are claimed. At only

however, Russ Andrews kindly supplied

340 x23o x255mm (hwd), and supplied as a

lengths of Kimber 4PR, and Ialso used

mirror- imaged pair, the Pro- Nine Plus would

Chord Odyssey 2, which won an HFN

serve as a, pretty deep, shelf speaker, sitting

2002 Award. Stout binding posts accept

either horizontally or vertically. However, in truth

4mm banana plugs or bare wire. The

it's more like asmall monitor and sounds best

Pro- Nine Plus can't be bi-wired.
AVI maintains that dynamic peaks in

well away from rear walls on adecent stand.
Finished on all six sides in cherry [ pictured] or
black, with other veneers to order, it's a ' plain

music require high current amplification,
and AVI's complementary 200W/ch

Jane' design. The overall look is determined by

Laboratory Series Integrated [
HFN

the choice of stands — AVI recommends Apollo

June '03] was principally used for the

or Atacama, although the more expensive

test. The stands were the Russ Andrews

56omm laths LS3/5A stands [
HFN April '03)

Torlyte type, now custom-made (at a

would complement it handsomely.
The asymmetrical disposition of drive units
and 5omm front port I
would find disturbing to
use without grilles; but for once here's aspeaker

price); small flattened blobs of Blu-Tack

O AVI's revised ported two-way, the Pro- Nine Plus

were applied as an interface. Top- plate

comes in achoice of real wood veneers

spikes aren't recommended.
The Pro- Nine speakers might be set with

that sounds pretty much the same witn them left

tweeters inwards or outwards: apoint that ought

in place. Icould have done without the discreet

to be more fully addressed in the instruction

logo at the base of the grille but that's amatter of

sheet. The company says that when using the

lust as it would in the concert hall; ambient
settings are also accuratety portrayed.
The extraordinary articulacy of the Pro- Nine
Plus depends on its partnering equipment. The

Pro- Nines in smaller rooms the tweeters should

musicality of my DNM shone through, in spite

be innermost to reduce unwanted reflected sound

of its power

An inert enclosure in 15mm MDF veneered on both

from adjacent side walls, but one should certainly

realistic levels, the AVI Integrated added weight

faces, this is abass- reflex design using atoo

experiment — even with 1.5m clearance from the
room corner and with 75omm behind, Ifound

and authority — Pierre- Laurent Aimard's Teldec
recording of Messiaen's Vingt Regards for piano

aflush- mounted Vifa165mm curvilinear doped

having the tweeters innermost added focus and,

contains some real torture tracks.

paper unit, with 25mm voice coil; tweeter is

for some reason, weight to the soundstage.

The women's choir with orchestra (including

Straight from the carton these speakers

bells) in Arvo Part's Como Cierva Sedienta (
ECM

TECHNOLOGY

5omm

K

front- mounted tube part. The main driver is

Scanspeak 28mm viscous damped fabric type.

limitations;

but with, say, piano at

Crossover is second-order Linkwitz Riley (not

showed that AVI has perfected the tonal balance

1795) showed the different effects with Chord and

bi-wirable). Sensitivity is quoted as 88.7dB

(this is abetter design than the larger-volume

Kimber cables: asofter sound with the latter;

(2.83V/1m), with anominal impedance af 6ohm,

Biggatron Red Spot [
HFN April ' me. Running- in

both equal in defining the performing space; but

maximum SPL mcIB at 1m; phase is said to be

is best done — for any new speaker — with the

the Odyssey 2slightly brighter — for example,

better than 1°, and bass extension (--6dB) quoted

cabinets face-to-face and connected with one

with high, loud voices. With, say, harpsichord,

as 55Hz. Amplifier requirement 50-25oW!ch.

channel out of phase; Reference Recordings has

the Odyssey gave amore tangible depth.

asuitable CD burn- in track on RX-i000, but if
KEY FEATURES
Stand- mount for best sound
Excellent soundstage; low coloration
Benefits from use of powerful ampli:r
ier

If there's adownside to the Pro- Nine Plus, it's

you play its digitally edited ' hand clap' track in

that it's unforgiving of poor source material. With

this manner you find the sound almost nulls, so

the (original) Quad Electrostatics in my system

phase-coherent is the Pro Nine Plus.
The phase- coherence, seamless transition

most things sound tolerable, although if
soundstage depth is acriterion they're completely

between drivers, and natural balance mean that

surpassed by the Pro- Nine Plus. This is AVI's best

the Pro- Nine Plus creates deep, sharply defined

speaker to date, by some way, and deserves

soundstages: the instruments 'sit' in space, and

almost unreserved recommendation.

the soft, inner detail registers in orchestral works

WORDS CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308'
24 BIT UPSAMPLING CD PLAYER

o
o
PREVIOu

LANGUAGE

POWER

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Musical Fidelity A3080
The £ 2000 CD player market is acrowded one, so read carefully
state counterpart. The upshot of this is that

PRICE

£2000

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity

CONTACT

the A3o8CR is claimed to deliver 95% of the

020 8900 2866

CD. Throughout the track ' Catch On' there's an
acoustic guitar playing and, while the track gets

Nu-Vista CD player's sound to those whc missed

busy in places, you can always hear not only the

out on the original Nu-Vista production run, and

guitar, but also the guitar's body resonating and

all for just two-thirds of the price. Aclaim that

contributing to the sound of the instrument,

I
nstantly recognisable as aMusical

certainly invited r:gorous testing!
Iplaced the A3o8CR atop my RDC Aspekt rack

exactly as you would if you were listening to the
guitar in your room. On percussion instruments

Fideiity product, with obvious visual similarities

with my usual stack of reference components

to the A3.2 and the entire A3o8 line-up, the

including the Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A

realistically, but the texture and the decay are

A3o8CR's chassis is a ' hewn from solid' example

Signature combination with Monolithic PSU,

weighing 17.5kg, with ribs running down the

also reproduced and fuily fleshed out without

Krell KRC-3 pre-anp, Bryston 7B- ST and 14B- SST

introducing any excessive warmth or unnatural

side of the 145

power amps, MartinLogan SL- 3, Totem Hawk and

X 440 X 375mm

(hwd) chassis.

On the front panel are controls for Play/
Pause, Stop, Open/Close, Next, Previous and

Trident Trinity speakers. These components were
joined by the Musical Fidelity A3o8 integrated

Language (the last of which is used for changing

amplifier [
HFN Sep

the language on CD Text discs together with

to hear the A3o8CR CD with its partnering

power). The blue alphanumeric display has a

integrated. Mains filtration and cabling were

'
021

to give me the chance

vaguely 1980s feel with track number, index

provided by an Isotek SubStation/2K Qube

and track time, and atrack calendar to the right.

combination with Music Works mains

The blue display is very clear and bright and will,

distribution and XL0, Chord and QED speaker

in fact, illuminate the room unless turned off by

cables and interconnects.

the remote control. The remote is identical to

While the A3o8CR has agood sound from

that supplied with the A3.2 series components

cold, once 5o hours had elapsed the sound

and will control the 308 and 3.2 series' tuners,
pre- amps, integrateds and CD players.

quality matured into true excellence. What

The A3o8CR uses the filter and upsampling

you not only hear the attack portrayed

immediately hit me was the power and precision

circuit of the Nu-Vista CD player, with the major

of this player. Starting off with Brenda Russel's
outstanding Paris Rain album [ EK 62138], the

0 'A Nu- Vista without the Nu-Vistas' is
how MF markets the A3o8CR — abold

difference being the circuitry required to use the

speed and resolve of this CD player are truly

claim that its solid-state technology can

Nu-Vista ' tube' has been replaced by asolid-

exceptional, amatch for anything I've heard from

nearly match its valve CD machinery

july
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weight to the sound. The vocals in this track

mixed ' Murder On The Dancefloor' the A3o8CR

musicians was atangible thing, created just in

have avery natural sound, unforced and

was truly outstanding, allowing me to pick out

front, far behind and across the full width of my

seemingly have very little ' interference' from

any bassline and follow it effortlessly.

listening room. In the creation of a3D sound

the production process.
Through the A3o8CR the vocals really

Icould see exactly how the track had been
built up in the studio. This isn't to characterise

stage, this player has only been bettered by the
£20,000 three- box dCS combination.
The quality of the A3.2 CD player [
HFN May

do sound like they're in your room: you can

this player as analytical, just exceptionally

close your eyes and drift into the original

honest. It connected me to the recording directly,

'021didn't made life easy for the designers at

recording space. With the track ' Walking

with no fuss, no sweetening or manipulation in

Musical Fidelity. The A3o8CR had to deliver a

In New York' the playful nature of the

any way. This is avery different approach to the

considerable step up in performance to justify a

musicians and Brenda Russel's vocals are

Shanling CDT- loo, which appeals to your heart

doubling of the retail price. When I
was told that

obvious. Using this CD player you can't
listen to this track without smiling and
moving to the Latin- inspired beat. What the
A3o8CR achieves is something still rare
with CD for me: you not only listen to the
CD, but you're thoroughly enjoying the

You immediately sense that atrack has changed
from guitar bass to synthesised bass from the
way the air in the room is energised differently

experience without wishing it was on vinyl
to truly experience the music.

rather than your mind. This player should be a

this player was 'aNu-Vista CD player without the

compulsory purchase for producers and sound

Nu-Vistas' Ihad my doubts about this bold claim.

highlights how correct is the A3o8CR's balance.

engineers to ensure that what they want to

Against my expectations, that claim has been

The definition and ability to deliver the full sonic

record from amaster tape is exactly what's laid

The work on the cymbals on this track also

envelope and textures of an instrument at high
frequencies is up there with the big
Accuphase players and even the very
highly acclaimed dCS components.

easily achieved: the A3o8CR delivers asound

down on the production CD — it's that honest.

that lets you sit back and be captivated by any

The soundstaging of this player is as

style of music, while still delivering an honest

astonishing as it's portrayal of dynamics.
With the Corrs' in Blue [
Atlantic

representation. From my experience of the
Nu- Vista CD player in several systems Ibelieve

7567833522] , the track ' Radio' is able

that this player's performance surpasses that of

such as Sophie Ellis Bextor's Read

to project an immense lateral stage

the Nu-Vista — for two-thirds of the price. It's a

My Lips [
Polydor 589174-2] and the

that's larger, more seamless and

Move up the pace to dance music

big Bryston's energised the room
under instruction from the A3o8CR.
The dynamics are among the best
I've ever heard from aCD player. You
immediately sense that atrack has
changed from aguitar bass to a

expansive than I've heard in my
room to date from digital. Not
only was the stage far beyond
the outer edges of the SL- 3
speakers, but it was
absolutely stable with no

new benchmark level of CD replay for Emoo.
WORDS_DAVID ALLCOCK

TECHN
The A3o8CR shares the A3.2's transport, display,
remote control, digital filter, upsampler and
DAC. The casework, power supply and analogue

gaps from far right to far

stages of the A3o8CR are, however, totally

the air in the room hasbeen

left. The depth

different. The heavy casework not only prevents

energised differently. One area that

perspective was at least

external vibrations getting in, but also prevents

Ialways scrutinise is aCD player's

equal to the performance of

vibrations generated — as an inevitable effect of

synthesised bass from the way

intelligibility — its ability to allow me

the Perpetual Techenologies

the CD spinning inside — from getting out and

to lock on to athread in the music and listen

combination — no mean feat in itself. The

affecting other equipment in your rack. The dual

closely while still keeping track of what's going

solidity of the performers on the stage was

chokes on the power supply, using independent

on in the whole mix. This is something that

faultless. You weren't listening to opaque

chokes on both positive and negative legs of the

comes naturally to aquality turntable, yet many

mirages in the room, but fully developed

power supply, not only stop mains- borne

CD players have difficulty with. With the densely

performers on astage. The space around

interference affecting the power supply's ability
to deliver pure DC, but prevent noise travelling
from the CD player to the other equipment.
Further chokes are used to isolate the logic,
display, spindle, DAC and analogue circuits from
each other. The 24- bit Delta Sigma, 96kHz
digital signal leaves the digital domain by way
of an analogue output stage which is closely
reminiscent of that of the Nu-Vista. This stage
is capable of delivering 2W to the output RCAs,
allowing it to drive any cable or pre- amp input.
KEY FEATURES
Exceptionally transparent sound

C The chassis of the A3o8CR is pure
Musical Fidelity — it carries that ' hewn

Analogue bypass for 2and 7.1 channel inputs

from solid metal' air about it, weighs a
hefty 17.5kg, and features the distinctive

Power amp upgradable to 6.1 or 7.1 channels

blue alphanumeric display

july 2003
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Lexicon MC-8AV processor
A less costly but still technology- packed eight- channel brother to the big MCi2
WORDS 8. LAB REPORT PAUL MILLER
PRICE

L'poo

SUPPLIER

(
SE

CONTACT

01423 359 054

Premium among

US brands, Lexicon has a
tradition for producing cutting-edge AV, and a
penchant for leveraging off the success of its in-house
software. The proprietary Logic7 decoding algorithm,
which can be used to manipulate two- and 5.1 channel
sources, is licensed to third-party solutions, including
the parent company's Harman range of AV receivers.
This new processor takes its lead from Lexicon's
established MC- 12 model, and though the MC-8is both
slimmer and more affordable, the genetics are unmistakable. There are eight fully configurable inputs,
labelled DVD1/2, Sat, VCR, TV, CD, Tuner and Aux,
which can be used across two independent zones. The
'Main' and 'Zone 2' input selectors are clearly separated on Lexicon's beautifully finished alloy fascia. It
has even managed to fly all the Dolby Digital EX, DTS
ES, DTS 96/24, Logic7, THX Surround EX and THX
Ultra 2 banners with some discretion, allowing the
deep-blue fluorescent display to take centre-stage.
These badges of honour clearly announce the MC-8as
a 'fully loaded' AV processor. Whatever bitstream, the
MC-8is be able to decode it.

PICTURES_ROGER PHILLIPS
Each of these named inputs can be associated with a
source, derived from one of the four coaxial or four
optical digital inputs or, by default, its eight twochannel analogue inputs. Before DVD-A/SACD multichannel sources may be auditioned, the rear panel must
be configured (via the on-screen display) for one or two
groups of 5.1 channel inputs (inputs 3-5 and 6-8).
Unlike the bigger MC- 12, only the remaining twochannel analogue inputs may be routed via aseries of
96kHz/24bit ADC's through the main zone outputs,
following the same path as decoded bitstream inputs
via Lexicon's powerful signal processing 'engine'.
Based around four Analog Devices Sharc 21065L
processors, this DSP factory drives Lexicon's comprehensive bass management/speaker configuration
options, digital tone control and Logic7 processing.
However, and unlike other AV solutions also based
around the Sharc DSP, Lexicon's MC-8relies on supplementary silicon — in this case, the latest 400-series
processor from Crystal — to decode all incoming Dolby
and DTS compressed data formats.
Make no mistake, Lexicon's panoply of input
processing modes and speaker configuration options is
ruthlessly comprehensive, and yet its page-by-page
setup menu is remarkably easy to navigate. Toggle the
menu paddle right to advance through amenu, up or
down to select aparameter, and left to return to the
previous page. The four OSD screenshots [on page 30]

labtest
C: Rear socketry is
comprehensive to
say the least

demonstrate this natural progression from, for
example, the top setup page through to the speaker
setup menus.
Lexicon's approach to speaker configuration and
bass management is similarly elegant. Instead of setting
one or more speakers to ' Large', 'Small' or 'None', for
example, the Custom Setup page enables one of 11
crossover frequencies from 30Hz-120Hz to be independently defined for each of the eight possible channels. So, rather than set aspeaker to 'Small' and then
define acrossover point, the act of setting an HP filter
frequency necessarily defines that channel as feeding a
'Small' or `Small-ish' loudspeaker. Where no crossover
frequency is selected, then the channel is, by default,
full-range or ' Large'.

SOUND QUALITY

Lexicon has
made this complex
product easy to
set-up and use

Lexicon's MC-8was auditioned by apanel of listeners
in my recently completed media room, via a 6.1channel combination of B&W's Nautilus 802, 804,
HTM1 (centre) and 850 (sub) loudspeakers with both
Arcam P7 and EAD PowerMaster 8300 multi-channel
power amplifiers. A Pioneer DV-757Ai universal player provided access to multi-channel 96kHz DVD-A and
SACD software, which was channelled through the

(Underneath) Digitallycontrolled volume and
switching

MC-8in '5.1a bypass mode'. By avoiding aconvoluted
and DSP-ridden digital path, the MC-8clearly gave off
its best, providing agenuinely transparent and spacious
sound that readily escaped the bounds of the loudspeakers.
Certainly, the recent multi-channel SACD release of
Floyd's Dark Side Of The Moon sounded as good as a
digital copy of a 30-year old analogue master might,
despite some loss of warmth and that 'breathy' quality
typically associated with the Waters/Gilmour pairing.
More modern recordings, including Natalie Merchant's
Beloved Wife on DVD-A sounded rather more alive,

Ak4395 24-bit/192kHz
compatible DACs (x5)

I

Video I/O buffering
Crystal CS8414 digital
input receiver

Switch mode
PSU

Crystal CS494002
Dolby Digital/DTS
decoder on edgemount board

Sharc ADSP-210651 (x4)

Central DSP board for bass
management, Logic7 etc
Expansion ports to facilitate
future upgrades

july
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with a sharper, percussive quality to piano and a
stronger vocal presence. The solidly-decoded rear
channels helped drag the centre image from the front
of the room to aposition closer to the listeners. Any
closer and Ms Merchant would have been singing in
our collective laps!
The MC-8is most likely to find itself at the heart of
a costly home cinema installation where its built-in
digital processing can be given free rein. In this guise,
the MC-8 was less compelling, less 'musical'. The
scooter chase scenes from Attack Of The Clones are
very busy-sounding and here the MC8 tends to
emphasis the sound of the effects rather than incidental
music. Sure enough, the scooters rip across the screen
and around the room with impressive intensity, but at

we know to be possible.
Lexicon's own Logic7 processing certainly adds a
more spacious feel to the raw Dolby or DTS 5.1 decode
and will prove particularly useful in 'rescuing' older
multi-channel mixes that are less than competent.
Whether such additional manipulation of awell-engineered 5.1 channel movie soundtrack is desirable will
depend very much on personal taste and system setup.
Suffice it to say that the MC-8, like the MC- 12 before
it, is atweaker's paradise. Back in 'raw' Dolby mode,
where the movie producer's true intent should be most
accurately realised, dislocated spacial clues, or acoustic
ambience, are still well represented by the MC-8.
There are plenty of scenes from Gattaca that are
filmed in high vaulted chambers or hard, unfurnished
rooms where the acoustic is very live
and the MC-8 reflects this in an
atmospheric performance with articulate, central dialogue. Other
effects-driven movies fared equally
well. The Sunday Morning invasion
sequence from Black Hawk Down
was impressively reproduced, the thud of rotor blades
giving the subwoofer aworkout while the spit of gunfire

Lexicon's Logic7 processing adds aspacious
feel to the raw Dolby or DTS 5.1 decode and is
useful for 'rescuing' older multi-channel mixes
the same time the dialogue sounds slightly thin and
pinched, while some of the detail and subtlety in the
music is submerged. The woodblock and bell percussion that forms an aural backdrop to these scenes is a
case in point.
With the highest quality DVD transports, including
EAD's DVDMaster 8000Pro and Arcam's DV88 Plus,
the sound begins to flesh out more convincingly. 'The
detail is all there,' suggested one listener, `but it's still
anchored alittle too closely to the screen.'
The reconstruction scene from the SuperBit, DTSencoded version of The Fifth Element is accompanied
by an intense orchestral score that should be powerfully
engaging rather than fierce. In this case, while the MC8extracts plenty of detail there's not the emotional pull

2

SETUP

had plenty of attack without becoming wearing, almost
regardless of volume.
Nevertheless, the detailed but slightly uninvolving
sound of the MC-8 was, admittedly, a little disappointing for our listeners. Competing processors, from
Arcam and EAD, would flow into the room, genuinely
augmenting the tension and passion of the images. The
MC-8, by contrast, delivered all the detail but pasted it
around the periphery of the room, leaving a 'hole' in
the middle. Its presentation was typically more matterof-fact, encouraging us to continually wind-up the
volume in an attempt to force these disparate channels
to mesh together. Logic7 processing, once again,

SPEAKER SETUP
CUSTOM SETUP
THX SETUP
SPEAKER DISTANCES
LEVELS CALIBRATION

INPUTS
SPEAKERS
REAR PANEL CONFIC
DISPLAYS
VOLUME CONTROLS
TRIGGER
LOCK OPTIONS

7..." Easy setup: These
four shots of pages
from the MC- 8's
on- screen display
demonstrate the
natural progression

3
CUSTOM

4

SETUP

FRONT L/R
CENTER
SIDE L/R
REAR L/R
SUBWOOFER
ULTRA2
BGC
ASA

hily2M3

FULL
FUL,
FULL
NONE
SUB
OFF
N/A
APART

CENTER SPEAKER

from the top setup

FULL
30Hz
40Hz
50Hz
60Hz
70Hz
80Hz
THX 80Hz
100Hz
CROSS OVER SELECTED

speaker setup

page through to the
menus

lab est
the PC used for my test and measurement. The difference is, unlike a PC, an AV processor has to engage

crafted abigger and more ambient soundfield, but the
localisation of voices and some effects was alittle less
distinct. Even with the most sophisticated DSP, there's
still no such thing as afree lunch.

both the mind and emotions of the purchaser, and
while the MC-8 is unquestionably a benchmark in

There's no question that the MC-8remains atour de
force of adaptable digital engineering. But then, so is

flexibility and ease-of-use, our hearts weren't entirely
convinced. elï

LAB REPORT
Measured jitter

distortion on the front/centre channels

To view afull QC Suite report on the Lexicon MC-8 AV processor,

An earlier Lexicon processor was shown

(black, red, green) versus the surrounds

including additional embedded graphics, HFN readers are invited to

to suffer very high levels of jitter and it's

(blue and grey) at the top iodB or so of

visit www.milleraudioresearch.com.

good to see that the MC- 8is

dynamic range. Otherwise, the

significantly improved in this regard.

respective channels track well, giving a

With 44.1kHz/48kHz data, figures of

low < 0.0045% distortion at -3odBFs

-48opsec are good but not state-of-the-

with Dolby Digital. Absolute polarity is

art, aperformance that holds true with

positive and the MC- 8responds

Figure

Jitter spectrum with

HILLER AUDIO
RESEAROI

correctly to all Dialogue Normalisation,

49opsec was recorded. Figure ishows

Compression and DD EX flags.

these are predominantly data- induced
peaks (marked) but also reveals askirt

Speaker configuration

of low- rate, noise- like jitter (1) that

There are no ' Large' or ' Small' speaker

might possibly compromise stereo

configuration modes, rather acustom

imagery in two- channel stereo systems.

crossover frequency is entered from

The effect with multi- channel is less

30-12oHz, yielding various sizes of

certain because any localised imagery'

'Small' speaker. With no crossover

is reinforced by the various discrete or

selected, the Dolby responses are as

steered information channels.

fiat as I've seen (+0.01/-o.o2dB from

Normalised amplitude, dB

THE OE SHUT

96kHz LPCM data where afigure of

35-

(I)

I
J500

MO

7500

2000

configurations typically represents a

(1.45V) is available at the odB volume

-5dB point rather than - 3dB (the green

setting, increasing to +15.3dBV or 5.8V

centre channel in Figure 3has alooHz

at the max 4-12dB volume position. Max

crossover specified). Centre and sub

setting is achieved without digital or

(purple) responses cross ati2oHz/

analogue clipping, and provides enough

-3dB. The dual- mono back (or side) EX

headroom to drive any commercial

channel (dotted) is delivered at -3dB

power amp. Distortion and low-level

below the Dolby reference level.

linearity are textbook, with THD
typically - 0.002% up to 2kHz or so and

Bass management

increasing to just 0.01% at 2okHz with

The table shows the effect of speaker

multi- channel Dolby. With 96kHz/24-bit

config on bass management. Broadly

LPCM data, distortion is just 0.007% at

speaking, the redirection of bass from

2okHz and 0.015% at 45kHz. Similarly,

'small' to full- range front channels is

the 96kHz/24-bit response is just

sensibe, although redirection occurs to

-0.2c1B at 2okHz falling to -0.8dB at

the ( large) front channels rather than

45kHz. Analogue inputs, routed via the

the sub in this instance. More

input ADCs, share this response.

important, Lexicon has engineered
speaker permutations, preventing

shows aslight difference between

excess distort on on any channel.

500

0
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1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

Figure - Dolby Digital distortion vs Level ( Front- L,
Centre, Surround-L, Surrou )

Decreasing digital level ( Dolby Digital 5.0, dBF

Figure

sufficient headroom to accommodate all

absolute level of course, and Figure 2

1000

Increasing distortion, dB

point selected for the various 'small'

With peak level digital inputs, +3.2dBV

1500

Jitter frequency, Hz

20Hz-zokHz) although the crossover
Distortion

Consistency is as important as

8kHz/24-bit & 96kHz/24-bit

digital input data

Dolby Digital EX 7.1 channel responses (
channel showing effect of looHz crossover)
MILLER /01010

100

SLIZAIROI
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Front
Full
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Full
Small
Full
Full
Full
Full

Speaker configuration: measurements at various
Rear/
Relative level ( dB)
Centre
side
Sub
Front
Sub
Full
Full
looHz
o + 10
woHz
Full
looHz + 3.5 + 10
Full
woHz
looHz + 3.5
+ 10
woHz
woHz
300Hz
+5.2
41.0
woHz
woHz
iooHz
-39.0
+ 10
Full
Full
None + 5.3
None
woHz
Full
None + 7.3
Ncne
Full
looHz
None + 7.3
None
woHz
woHz
None + 9.0
None

settings
Distortion (%)
Front
Sub
0.025
0.022
0.019
0.022
0.023

0.020

0.019

0.023

0.720

0.022

0.024
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0.020
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Karan KA S450
An Bokg monster stereo power amp from Belgrade- based designer Milan Karan
WORDS & LAB REPORT MARTIN COLLOMS

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

circuitry and with a higher power rating. All Karan
amps have afive-year warranty.
SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks
Tight specifications are given: for example THD
and IM distortions at no more than 0.03% at or below
CONTACT
ozo 8948 4153
rated power, 8and 4ohms, both channels driven. For
the power spec we have 450W 8ohms, 810W 4ohms
costing more than £ 10,000 are
and 1,500W 2 ohms, 26.53, 26.07 and 25.74dBW
rare, and very high standards are expected. Purchasers
respectively over the 20Hz-20kHz bandwidth and at
demand acombination of horsepower and quality; as
rated distortion. Signal-to-noise ratio is specified at
well as agenerous, effortless dynamic range.
—120dBA for rated output. Input impedance was a
That's not easy to achieve because large speaker
moderate 47k ohm, single-ended and balanced.
systems present difficult load demands, and diffiDamping factor is quoted at 10,000 for 8 ohms.
culties multiply as the amplifier's power increases.
Very powerful supplies are fitted (634 joules per
Like for like, power amplifiers can sound poorer as the
channel) and the massive silent toroidal transformers
power rating increases because internal wiring contribute to the overall weight of 80kg ( 1761b). A
becomes longer and more complex, output stages can
good support is essential for this behemoth: wear
involve paralleling of many transistors, and power supgloves while lifting it to avoid damaging your hands on
plies become massive and heavy. These requirements
the machined alloy sections of the casework.
contradict the purists' philosophy that simple design
Like the stereo KA S270 [
HFN March '03], the KA
means better reproduction. So, the designer of a S450 uses afloating bridged output to achieve its high
300W/ch amp or greater needs to incorporate huge
output for amodest internal supply rail voltage. The
power supplies and very high current, load-tolerant
fitting of higher-current, faster and more linear output
output stages, while keeping the detail to the sound.
devices is then possible, and in larger quantity. In
Karan has been working in this direction for some
theory, a really high current 120W/8 ohm power
years and the company's work has culminated in the
amplifier forms the basis of this design, using two for
£12,500 KA S450. There's also aflagship monoblock each of the two channels. If there's no current
model, the KA M1200, using further upgraded
limitation, then bridge mode provides power on the
PRICE

£ 12,500

Power amps

la btest
The System

square of the available voltage. Thus abridged design
gives twice the output voltage and hence four times
the power into that load, in this case 450W/ch. While
this is asingle-chassis device, it contains two complete
and separate power amplifiers, right down to individual 13A IEC mains connectors.
Karen conveniently offers single-ended and balanced XLR inputs and the use of accessory shorting
plugs linking pin 1and 2of the XLR configures this
model for the single-ended RCA phono input. As with
the big Krells, sound quality is now very compatible
between these two inputs. All sockets are theWBT
gold-plated 'Mid Line' series, the speaker outputs are
fully shrouded, which is wise in view of the available
voltage swing.
Karan states that the KA S270 and KA S450 are
'identical' save for the size of their power supplies and
reservoirs and the number of paralleled output
devices, but this doesn't explain the exceptionally refined sound obtained from the larger model.

SOUND QUALITY
From first installation the Karan sound was somewhat
self-effacing, which by contrast (even if in a rather
subtle manner) made the rival Krell FPB 400cx sound
atouch forceful and up-front in its presence. While
the Karan was running in, recovering stable long-term
operating points for the power supplies and reservoir
capacitors, it really didn't draw attention to itself.
Sure enough this was abig powerful amplifier; in
this respect its fundamental credentials were easy to
verify. Sheer competence shouldn't be an issue at this
price, and this Karan makes the grade irrespective of
speaker load or system matching.
Indeed, it sets such a high standard for inherent
neutrality and control at all frequencies that it became
auseful benchmark against which to explore mild balance errors in other components in the chain. Irecently commented on similar behaviour, still more unusual
in aspeaker, from the Avalon Eidolon [
HFN Feb '03],
and there's an undoubted consonance of neutrality,
and of even temperedness, between this Karan and
the Eidolon.
However, as the systems settled down,
interactions between individual
components, especially cables,
were resolved. The Karan power
amplifier gained an inner glow, an
ability to illuminate both the inner
balance, and the overall scale of a
musical performance. A virtually
complete absence of glare, hardness or
related mid-coloration made the most
of the speaker, helping create very
natural and spacious image perspectives.
It hardly sounded 'solid-state' at all.
While this remarkable power amplifier
was accomplished on rock, its power and drive
up there with the top contenders, it was with
classic cool jazz and classical orchestral material
that it really shone. Its true nature was actually
quite like the legendary Conrad-Johnson Premier

For this review,
sources included
Naim CDS Il and
Marantz CD 7CD
players, with vinyl
replay from aLinn
LPiz/Naim Am/
Audionote lo II and
Audio Note stepup transformer;
loudspeakers were
Avalon Eidolon,
Wilson System 7.
Comparison

8a monoblocks, providing sweeping stereo soundstages, stably focused and structured, finely detailed
into far depth planes, with a near-liquid purity and
grainlessness. Although the Karan had just a shade
less delicacy, it matched the 8a for poise and natural
scale. From this exemplary foundation, the Karan
went on to build a sense of easy, highly-controlled
power — especially in the bass — along with atonal
quality and clarity which remained stable over an
ample dynamic range. Like that found with the best
Krell amps, this unstrained quality inspired confidence and also helpfully contributed to substantially
reduced listener fatigue.
For some listeners, even that sense of mild restraint
shown by the Karan would be seen as wholly correct,
even an antidote to hyped- up recordings and even
strongly present loudspeakers. The Karan was so well
balanced that there was nothing
to give offence. Yet despite this
mildly distant quality, both its
rhythmic and dynamic qualities
were very good by international
standards. By comparison, the
Krell FPB 400cx could sound a
tad pumped-up, even excitable.
In the right system this quality
can be aforce for good; and it's

amplifiers included
Conrad- Johnson
Premier 8a power
amps, Krell FPB
7oocx and Naim
NAP 250. Cables
used included
Transparent XL
Cardas Golden
Reference and
Kimber; stands by
Finite Elemente

nf Fy“,1frImtp

Put The Needle

The following dealers have been chosen
for their exceptionally high standards in
customer service, staff training and
demonstration facilities.
We recommend them
wholeheartedly.
Scotlanc / Ireland / Wales
Glasgow - Glasgow audo 0141 33: 4707
Edinty.g .gh - HiFi Corne 0131 5567'901
Aberdeen - Sevenoaks HiFi 01224 1187070
Ireand - Kronos HiFi ( Dungairicn) 0238r/ 753606
Cardiff - Sevenoaks HiFi 0292 04 72899
Swartea - Sevenoaks HiFi 01792 465777
North East
Hull - Sevenoaks HiFi 0E482 58
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HarraFite - Shadwell HiFi 07165 677238
Newstle - Lintone Audio 019i 460 0993
Newcastle - Global HiFi 0191 230 3600
North West
Darlireon - HiFi Experience 01325 4814 8
Doncaster - The HiFi Stdios 01302 727274
Preston - Sevenoaks HF 01772 32577
.
-Mancheister - Sevenoaks HiFi 016

831 7969

Manchester - Practical HiFi 0161 839 8864
Castlekird - Eric Wiley C1977 5 'it; 774
Leeds

Sevenoaks HiFi C113 2413 2775

Huddersfield - Huddersfield HiE 331 484 544
Chester - Audio Excellence 01244 145576
Warrington - Doug Brady HiFi 01925 8280
Cheadte - Audio Works 0161 428 78E7
Midlands
Bedfori - Richards A/V 01234 365145
Dunstable - Technosound 01582 i'63297
Peterborough - Sevenoaks HiFi
733 89769
Cambridge - The Audiofi-e 01223 368e5

And The Drum Beat

Lencestr. - Leicester HiFi 0116 25 39753
Nctrincham - Sevenoaks HiFi 0115 91; 2;2i
Ashby De-La-Zouch Zcnich audio 01530 414128
Lincoln - sevenoaks HiFi 01522 527197
Learnirrgton Spa - Stratford HiFi 01926 388644
WlIsalf - .Sound Cinergy 01922 457926
Solihull - Music Matters 0121 742 0254
3r -mingham - Music Matters 0121 429 2811
Kiddereinster - Midland Audio 01562 822236
London
i2uston- Kamla electronics 0207 3?.3 2747
Holburn - Sevenoaks HiFi 0207 837 7540
swiss Crittage - Sevenoak. HiFi 0207 722 97
Harrow

Harrow Audio 0208 863 0738

New Maiden - Unilet 0208 942 9567
Fast Sheen • Choice HiFi 0208 392 1959
South West

Goes Like This

Maidenhead

Audio Venue 01628

e34511.5

Reading - Audio T 0118 98 5463
keading B & B HiFi 0118 958 3730
hlewbury - B & B HiFi 01635 62474
Cornwall - Sounds Perfec6on 01326 22137!
Exeter - 1
1
-evenoaks HiFi 01392 2(8295
Oxford - Oxford Audio 0,865 790879
Oxford - Sevenoaks HiFi 01865 24 1773
Bristol - Audio Excellence 0117 926 4975
Bristol

Radford HiFi 0117 924 0878

Yeovil - Mike Manning 01935 479361
Tiverton - Audio Destinatbn 01884 243
Southampton - Phase Three 0238

02
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Salisbury - Salisbury HiFi 03722 322169
alsingsvAe - Audio T 01256 3243:1
South East

Pro-ject,
stunning record playing systems from

Colchester - Grayston S & V 0120E 577682
Brentwood

I15

Audio T 01277 264710

-David Orton NV 01462 -45224-3
Rainham ;Kent) Progressive Audio. '31634 33
'esw,ch -ievenoaks HiFi 01473 2811, 277
Norwich

Distributors: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail info@henleydesigns.co.uk

Sevenoaks HiFi 01603 70605

vVorthinl - Phase Three 01903 245577
ast Griraead - Audio Deigns 01342 314569
Sevenoa1n - Sevenoaks S & V 017:1 459555
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sliding bias technology; it can be left on for long
periods, always ready for use. Few amplifiers of this
size and quality are so cool running.
It proved to be aclean, load tolerant and exceptionally powerful amplifier in the lab, rivalling the
biggest US-built references. Some of the measurements suggested that the manufacturer's spec was a
trifle optimistic, but none of these shortfalls were
prejudicial to either the review or the sound quality.
The proof was in the listening tests where the
Karan delivered a reference class sound, subtlety
different from the crowd. It was distinguished by a
highly neutral tonal quality, held throughout the
audible frequency range. This allowed generation of
first-rate stereo images, with an exceptional sense of
perspective and space. As such, it provides an antidote
to the often over-excited, up-front sounds often heard
today. To achieve the very high score all other
important aspects had to be present to a commensurate standard.
Karan can be justly proud of the KA S450 — this is
alandmark power amplifier for Europe, aligned with
the world's best, it comes highly recommended.

fascinating to observe these subtle difference in character and presentation between such good amplifers.
With careful choice of matching system components, for example, driven in SE mode with Cardas
Golden Reference interconnect, the Karan can be
made to sing readily at the top levels of performance,
smoothly blending with the Eidolon. Interestingly, the
Wilson System 7responded by sounding more lively
and 'out of the box' with the Krell alternatives. Each
speaker can reveal different qualities in asystem —
the Wilson is more responsive to the Krell 'bounce'
while the Avalon more clearly explains the more
classical perspectives and inner calm of this Karan.
Putting all the above in order, on my usual
listening-test marking, this Karan achieved aterrific
score of 80 points for sound quality, in this respect
joining that select band of the best power amplifiers.

CONCLUSION
Build quality and finish were to the best standard —
which is as it should be, bearing in mind the £ 12,500
price tag. On test and in use it ran reasonably cool,
and it had amodest power consumption, thanks to its
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Figure 1: sk sW distortion

was fine at —76.3dB [ Fig 1], improving

didn't quite reach the 450W, 8ohm

to —81.2dB at the lower 1W power

power rating before clipping. For 1%

level [ Fig 2].

clipping it exactly met the 45oW

.40

Frequency, Hz
Figure 2: ik tooW distortion

-40

6o

harmonic spectrum for single tones is

2okHz. Nevetheless, this is avery

extended [ Fig 3], but at looW, the

powerful amp and on, for example, a

spectrum is lower order. When

full 245V supply, it would have just

measured at alow level of 1W, 8

met spec. (UK mains is now officially

ohms ikHz, the harmonics fall to

described as ' 23W', in line with

below 9odB and are just second and

Europe, but with atolerance of + 10%;

third, with the former dominant,

the actual voltages haven't changed

which is agood result.

My power figures for aclipping
point into 8ohms were 435W (2012),

resistance around 0.11 ohms. This
value is larger than the damping

before clip, distortion was typically

factor specified implies.

increasing to —56dB or 0.15% by

6k

Bk

9k

oak

Frequency, Hz
Figure 3: tk 40oW distortion

Ap
dB 4.

2okHz. At lower powers like woW,

measured io6.6dB (single-ended),
which is enough for all but sensitive

or o.m5%. Testing with bursts of

horn- loaded speakers. Channel

music, the 8ohm level reached spec,

balance is accurate while DC offset is

while the 4ohm level fell just short,

held down to afine 2omV for both

and the 2ohm ' 1.5kW' claim resulted

channels.

in alevel of 24.6dBW or 1,154kW
which is still beefy.

'
ak

jk

4k

6k

Frequency, Hz

Bk

lok

For the —o.5dB points the response
was better than iHz to 2o.5kHz with
the —3dB points at better than o.iHz

rating for the relevant test results. As

and 67.5kHz (for a600 ohm source

is usual, the distortion figures were

impedance).

about 6dB worse into 4ohms than for

-80

Icouldn't get the full i2odBA
claimed signal-to-noise ratio, but I

distortion was low at —76dB, 8ohms,

Ichose 40oW as anominal power

-40

Always stable, this low- feedback
amp has amoderate output

44 0W (ik1-12) and 41oW (2okHz). Just
0.08% or alittle better than —6odB,

-Bo

At near full 40oW power the

rating at ikHz, giving amite less at

and are still typically over 240V!)

Ap
dB

Tested at 243V AC mains, the Karan

An input of 95mV is sufficient for

8ohms. Peak current was respectable

1W output and full power clipping

at ±34A, so the load handling is fine.

took 1.82V, so apassive connection to

Tested at full power the high
frequency intermodulation distortion

a ` 2V' CD player wouldn't get quite
the full power for music.
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A3.2 SERIES II
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
MACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY

opinion
John crabbe
Long-term

readers will
know of my early enthusiasm for

new medium's prime protagonists. Others may tell different

surround- sound. It was triggered

foot- dragging Luddities.
Socio economics no doubt played apart in this, as while we

by some tape recordings made

stories, but in my experience we were the avant-garde, not

using afour-square microphone

perfectionists were accustomed to hiving off aserious portion

in

the Boston Symphony Hall,
which had arevelatory musical

of income in favour high-grade 'separates', most people weren't

effect by providing an in-the- hall

Thus, Joe Public had to tolerate years of being fobbed off with
mass-produced stereograms, presented as if aone-piece

impact of uncanny realism which
I'll never forget.
This was well before the quadraphonic disc-encoding

motivated to make such achange in the age before cheap hi-fi.

box-of-tricks could provide the real thing. Indeed, Irecall
writing an editorial [
HFN Dec ' 65] castigating the British Radio

exercises of the 19705, but following that fiasco (and excepting
the ongoing use of L/R difference-signals to simulate ambient

Corporation for promoting aparticularly daft variation on this
theme, where an 84cm-wide cabinet was said to offer a

framing) the surround idea went largely into domestic
abeyance. So it's areal irony that with multi-channel

performance 'equal in every way to that of athe largest and
most expensive stereo equipment'. Readers responded to my

developments now offering the prospect of doing the job

gibes with enthusiasm, but BRC remained glumly silent.
'Silence' was the notional condition recently when I

properly, many hi-fi devotees are inclined to overlook the
musical potential and see he option as little more than an
example of commercially inspired technomania.
Bewailing this some months ago in another magazine, the
product manager of acompany involved with the new
technology likened the present situation to that experienced

suddenly became aware of amoving pattern on the kitchen
wall. This had atremulous wave- like appearance, which proved
to be reflections of sunlight from the surface of some water in a
washing-up bowl. But then it ceased, leaving just astatic patch
of light, and Irealised that vibrations from apassing lorry had

during the transition from nono to stereo. 'Old boys', he
suggested would remembe- that when stereo arrived, 'all hi-fi

been the cause.

buffs thought it was just agimmick'. Asupposedly typical

water were highly sensitive to small waves thereon, confirmed
by tapping my foot on the floor. Then another vehicle passed,

pipe- smoking enthusiast was envisaged ' building his kit amp
and big horn speaker, and bolting an SME onto his Garrard or
Thorens turntable', confident that stereo would never catch on.
From this scenario it was
surmised that history is now
repeating itse:f vis-à-vis opposition
to the shift from stereo to multichannel. But being an old boy
(although never apipe- smoker!)
who followed the above equipment
pattern to aT, and having come
across similar misconceptions

The light beam's angle was such that its reflections from the

barely audible and producing no disturbance on the water that
I
could detect with my naked eye. Yet still there were clear (but

Apipe-smoking enthusiast was envisaged
'building his kit amp and horn speaker, and
bolting an SME onto his Garrard turntable',
confident that stereo would never catch on
much smaller) movements on the wall, so I
was evidently

regarding attitudes to the mono/stereo transition, I
feel
compelled to deny the presumed negative response. Although

witnessing the optical magnification effect whereby tiny

circumstances prevented me from 'going stereo' personally

angular deflections of alight beam can produce large

until 1961, Iremained very much in touch and must say that

transverse shifts at adistance.

sterophony was welcomed, not disdained, by the hi-fi
community.
The subject had been fairly well aired for some years before

Use of this phenomenon for measurement purposes is
nothing new, but here the mechanism comprised just apatch
of sunlight, abowl of water, and aplain wall, which surely

two-channel discs arrived, while in 1955 EMI launched its

means that countless people have met it thus in the raw. But

Stereosonic tapes, featuring Klemperer et al, which keen audio
folk were eager to hear. Of course, we didn't all immediately

despite those wave patterns, the acoustical component was

build stereo amplifiers, but amere sampling of those
recordings in the homes of friends blessed with the
wherewithal was sufficient to generate eager anticipation of
stereo LP's launch in 1958.
It then took awhile for Decca's high cutting standards to be
matched by others (see July '98 ' Sidelines'); but the best discs
fulfilled the stereo promise, and we hi-fi hobbyists became the

disappointing, as the moving shapes were more inclined to
arise from mechanical vibrations than from air- borne sounds.
Yet one could perhaps excite some water by means of an audiodriven vibrator, with coloured lights reflecting off its surface to
produce displays on ascreen. This might prompt manufacture
of anew hi-fi accessory (the 'Aquasone'?), delivering visual
representations of music for those who see conventional AV
as part of adrift to multi-channel perdition.
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Ws are worth splashing out on

MUSt -„
één finporlarit .to
Rod, buNever more so than today. He's finally
been able to put together his reference system —
agreat system by. any standards — and he's really
enjoying it. •
ars ago, Rod was in amotorbike a
ch left him in a wheelchair.
He'd always been a hi-fi nut, and owned some
fine systems. Now, after years of waiting, he's

been able to indulge himself with the equipment you see here.
We had agreat time listening to the system — mainly with the
music from the 1960s and 1970s which Rod loves most — talking,
and eating pasta. ( Rod also loves to cook.) When Ifinally got to
turn my tape recorder on, Istarted by asking him what were his
earliest musical memories.
'Sid Philips, Harry Roy's 'Tiger Rag'... played on an old windup gramophone. We kids used to fight over who would get to wind
up the gramophone next. There was always music in the home.
My first record, on a78 shellac, was 'Teddy Bear' by Elvis; my
second one was 'The Ying Tong Song' by the Goons.'
Later, when every teenager longed to have his or her own
record player, Rod and his mates wanted something more.
'Everyone aspired to aDansette. When Iwas akid, Iused to
do apaper round and marking-up in the morning, work Friday
evenings at a master bakers, and do Saturdays at the greengrocers, to save up for aTelefunken reel-to-reel tape recorder —
the one with the magic-eye recording level meter. In 1958, it was
serious money.'
'I'd worked pretty hard doing all these
jobs, so Itreated myself and went to a
little audio shop. Icame out with this
Telefunken. So now, we could have the
Dansette playing Elvis or whatever, and
we'd be singing into the tape, with the
record player backing us.
'I had the Dansette for quite along time. Then Ihad aflat in
Muswell Hill and got this Decca stereogram which Ithought was
the business. It was about five feet wide, with beautiful dark
lacquered mahogany. It had aGarrard turntable at the front, with
aradio, and at the bottom behind acovering were four bass units.
On either side were these big knurled wheels that you could turn,
and on aspindle there were four tweeter units in aspiral. In my
little studio flat in Muswell Hill, Ithought it was the business.'
It wasn't quite, of course, and it wasn't long before Rod discovered state-of-the-art sound.
'I went over to afriend's place one day and that's when Ifirst
heard aserious system. It was the Quad valve amps and [original]
electrostatics, and we played the Moody Blues, To Our Children's
Children's Children. It was absolutely... Iwas so envious! Then in
the 1970s Itravelled quite alot so Ididn't really have any hi-fi to
speak of. But Ibought aTrio amp (Ican't remember the model
number!). Ieven got a quadraphonic system. I had Griffin
speakers, then Ihad some JR149s... Ibought some Yamaha
equipment from AT Labs at Enfield. Ieven had Gale speakers.
THE SYSTEM
SME Model 20/IA turntable and SME Series Vtonearm
Shun Mook MC Reference cartridge
Wadia 301 CD player
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 Series II phono stage
Conrad-Johnson Premier 161_5 Series Il line pre- amplifier
Conrad-Johnson Premier 12 mono power amplifiers
Avalon Opus loudspeakers
Cardas Golden Cross power cords, interconnects and speaker cables
Kimber mains distribution block and Supersockets
Finite Elemente Pagode HD Master Reference support tables
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'But my first serious bit of kit really was when Ibought the
Quad 33/303. I'd had a Pioneer PL12D turntable, but then I
bought the Fons CQ30, Syrinx arm and Decca Gold cartridge.
Then Igot aHadcock arm, to go with the Decca! Some people
criticised the Hadcock but Ireally liked the combination.'
Rod soon gave up on the Hadcock, going back to the Syrinx.
Then he met one of the most influential hi-fi dealers of that (or
any other) period.
'I met Howard Popeck. Iwent to his house in Palmers Green
and he played me the Linn/Grace/Supex combination. Ican't
remember what he gave me for the Fons. It sounded good, it was
probably more accurate... but Iactually preferred the Fons/
Syrinx/Decca Gold! It was probably not correct but it just seemed
amore exciting sound to me!
'Then the Asak and the Ittok came out, and Ihad to have
those. But Ibecame more and more disappointed with the sound.
Istayed with Quad, but Ichanged from the 303 to the 405 —
which wasn't agreat upgrade, to my ears — but then Iwent to a

'When Ifirst heard aserious
system, it was the Quad valve
amps and electrostatics. It was
absolutely... Iwas so envious!'
hi fi show in Brighton, organised by Jeffries HiFi. The Celestion
SL6 had just come out, and apparently Celestion had used the
Meridian 100 Series to develop the speaker. Iheard it in one of
the rooms and Iwas absolutely wowed. So Iwent back to Howard
and did adeal. Istill hated the Linn/Ittok/Asak and the GyroDec
had come out and so Iasked him if Icould listen to it. Ijust fell
in love with the styling.
'But by then Howard had moved down to Mornington
Crescent and he had alot of seriously exotic gear. He'd shove you
in aroom and say, ' Listen to that!', while he turned the volume
up to ear-bleeding levels! It had changed from working from
home, relaxed, with anice cup of tea...
'In the meantime, though, Idiscovered Audio T in West End
Lane, West Hampstead. It was agood shop, and the lads there
liked music, and that's what it's all about. Iused to go there with
my mate Tony, who was really into equipment rather than music!
Iwas always going there, having coffee and listening to stuff.
Meridian had brought out the 200 Series and Ireally liked that.

system setup
Igot the 200 pre-amp and the 205 power amplifiers. I'd got the
they were better than the 205. But Iwas intrigued by valve gear.
Ittok and Asak on the GyroDec, but then Igot avan den Hul
Stephen brought round acouple of valve pre-amps, which were
Asak, which was better than the standard one. Imessed around
dreadful, didn't work at all. But then he brought the Unison
with van den Hul cables, changed the odd cartridge — back to a Research Mystery One pre-amp, and that sounded really good,
Decca Gold — but that's how it stayed.
really organic. So Idid adeal on that. Ihad to sell my Audiolab
'Then Ihad the accident, and Iwas in hospital for such along
8000Q.'
time, and Ididn't really listen to music, just slumped in front of
Then Harper showed Rod the Golden Tube SEW power
the telly. When Icame out Igot my brother to hook it all up
amplifier. He went for that as apartner to the Mystery One, and
again. Then Idiscovered the Iso Hera phono stage.'
sold the Meridian 505s. 'It was just before Christmas, and I
So now Rod wanted anew pre-amplifier.
hardly lost anything on them,' he says. Before all this, though,
'I went to Audio T again and
they said you can either try the
(..; Rod's SME Model 20/11A
new Meridian 500 pre- or the
turntable: fitted to the SME V
Audiolab 80000, and they
arm is aShun Mook cartridge
loaned it to me. By then I'd
changed the speakers to
Conrad- Johnson's
Spendor 3/1. They thought I'd
Premier 16LS II is used
like the 80000 and Idid.'
with the matching 15 II
When Rod changed the
phono stage
GyroDec for an Orbe, he
traded in the silver-coloured
SME IV tonearm for a black
0 C-JPrem 12 monoblock
SME V. He then also bought an
valves, and the delightful
Ortofon Rottman, the flagship
Wadia 301 CD player
cartridge model named in
honour of the man who had
successfully rebuilt the Danish
company in the 1980s.
'I thought it was quite agood
cartridge. That's what I had
when Imet Stephen Harper. I'd
read in various magazines that
the SME arm cable wasn't very
good considering that's its such
agood arm. So Istarted ringing
«seeellf .ibrh
around dealers. Ispoke to one
who was a bit offhand and
supercilious about it, but then I
rang Audio Consultants and Stephen Harper came the next day
Rod had already changed speakers again, to the Jamo Concert
with the Cardas arm cable.
11. 'They had too much bass for this room,' he admits. 'But at
'It made ahuge difference. Ileft it at that for awhile. In the
around that time Ihad apayout from the building society! And
meantime I'd changed from the 205 monoblocics to the 505, and
Iimmediately went out and bought loads of Mana stands. Of
course, it made ahuge difference. Iregarded it as afreebie from
the building society...
oorplan atruly outstanding system
'But then Idiscovered the Pagode furniture — asingle tier,
because Ididn't have monoblocks then, just the single stereo
power amp. But that made ahuge difference again. And that's
what Ilived with. Then Itried the Cardas Cross interconnects,
and Igot hold of van den Hul Revelation.'
Then came the great day when Rod threw caution to the
winds and ordered the equipment he really wanted, the
system you see here. Along with aConrad-Johnson Premier
16LS pre-amp and Premier 12 power amps to drive the
gorgeous Avalon Opus speakers, he treated himself to an
SME 20 turntable and Wadia CD player.
'I had to wait for the Wadia 301 because they had production problems. Itried the Gryphon player, which was beautifully
built — but for me the Wadia just shaded it, there was just alittle
bit more life to it. So Iwas patient.'
'I should have been dead nine years ago, the accident should
have killed me. If people say to me, what's your indulgence? I
say, it's audio equipment. It's not to impress. It's for me.'
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MartinLogan's
Gayle force
Gayle Sanders can take much of the credit for designing usable
electrostatics — and he made them beautiful too

W

e thought MartinLogan's 21st anniversary year was a
good time to interview the founder and driving force of this
renowned loudspeaker company. Gayle Martin Sanders — an
urbane 55-year-old architecture graduate with an English wife
— is CEO of Kansas-based MartinLogan.
New models are currently being rolled out, taking the doyen
of electrostatics in some unexpected directions. Before too long
the range might include an on-wall electret or magnetic film
speaker series (it hasn't been decided which) for the plasma TVequipped home, at prices lower than those of pure electrostatics.
A longer term prospect is areplacement for the classic CIS fullrange electrostatic, aproject close to Gayle's heart.
In historical terms, MartinLogan still looks like the greenhorn, producing its first loudspeaker — an electrostatic hybrid
— more than two decades after Quad introduced its first fullrange electrostatic in 1957. However, this late entry gave
MartinLogan a critical advantage in the materials and

development programme, and about the synergy or otherwise
between electrostatic and moving-coil drive units.
'I was university educated, studying architecture' Gayle
explains, 'but Ihad also been amusician from the age of 13. I
should have gone into architecture, but Idiscovered that Ididn't
like the profession, which seemed to be mostly about drafting
and not much about design.
'But Iloved building things... I'd always been heavily into
music, and had long been an inveterate twiddler. Ibuilt my own
electric guitar, even hand-winding my own pickups, cutting the
rosewood, and mounting the frets individually. I also loved
speaker design, and in the late 1960s built all kinds of turntable
cabinets and speaker enclosures — anything from ducted port to
acoustic suspension and transmission line. That's how Ilanded
in the audio industry, for the first eight years on the retail side.
'I became totally enamoured with electrostatics. In the late
1970s Istarted researching electrostatic technology, haunting
the Kansas University engineering library in 1978-9,
turning myself into a guru of electrostatic
technology. By this time the Quad ELS was already
20 years old!
'In those days electrostatics were best known for
blowing up, and for arcing and sparking. They were
large, had virtually no bass, and were very directional
so that only one listener could experience full-spectrum listening
at any one time. And it got worse: amplifiers didn't like them
and they were very unstable — if you could get them to work a.
all, they started to deteriorate very rapidly. Apart from all that
they were great. But as Ibecame more deeply involved, I
realised that the shortcomings could be resolved by good
engineering.
'At this point Ron Logan Sutherland (MartinLogan's cofounder, who left when the company was about three years old)
became involved. Ihad the mechanical engineering expertise,
and had the physics, dynamics and statics more or less under
control, but Ineeded someone else to design the electronics, in
particular the power supplies and the transformers.
'Within six months, we had our first electrostatic loudspeaker,
and it was something to behold. It looked like an ugly screen
door — with glue all over it, and sprayed with Rid-Arc, that red
varnish that used to be sprayed all over valve amps to stop them
from arcing. Ihad put together atransducer with some very thin
poly film and rubbed graphite across it to make it conductive. I
used Lexan strips and an epoxy frame, and obtained some

'Our first electrostatic loudspeaker was
something to behold. It looked like an
ugly screen door, with glue all over it'
technologies available. This is especially true of the very stable
diaphragm materials and molecule-thin high-resistivity aerospace coatings, and the high standard of insulation that can now
be applied to the perforated stators in front of and behind the
diaphragms.
It's no accident that MartinLogan electrostatic panels don't
need to be protected by layers of insulation and dust sheets to
keep them safe and street legal; and it's not surprising that some
of the transparency of MartinLogan speakers comes from their
ability to be used naked.
Readers can take a view on the relative performance
attributes of the only two significant electrostatic speaker brands
in existence, but there's no argument that in the last decade or
more it's the US company that has driven the technology harder
— much harder. The different insulation requirements are just
one example, and the curvilinear diaphragm geometry and
refined hybrid technology give most of MartinLogan's products
amore elegant and consumer-friendly appearance.
We talked alittle about the history of the brand, and alot
about the key technologies that drive MartinLogan's innovative
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perforated metal sheets for the front and back stators. By the
mid- 1980, the power supplies had been completed. Ihooked it
up in my living room to aHafler DH200 amplifier — hand-built
with high silver content solder. The test piece was Joni Mitchell
Both Sides Now — appropriate for dipole!
'From the very first moment it played perfect music — it was
just amazing. Now, saying that, there wasn't much bass and it
was very directional, but the detail and the resolution were phenomenal. We turned the volume up, and it instantly turned into a
charred wreck. But the bug had well and truly bitten me.
'During this period Ron and Ihad day jobs. Iwas managing
Kiefs Gramophone Shop in Laurence, Kansas. As its name
implies, it had started off as a record shop, with the entire
Polydor and DGG catalogue — an extensive selection. Istarted
astereo hardware shop within the store. It was my project, and
Ibought in quality brands. We had awonderful combination of
software and hardware in auniversity town at atime when hi-fi
was the ultimate technology for the home.
'One of the problems with electrostatics was dispersion, a
traditional weakness of planar speakers. You have adiaphragm
and you have astator at the back and one at the front. How you
achieve dispersion is by delaying the off-axis signal from on-axis.
That was the concept behind the Quad ESL63, which uses delay
lines to produce annular regions on the diaphragm that give
progressively delayed outputs. The net effect is that you're
looking at awindow on apoint source. That's what Beveridge
was doing too, by other means — and by curving the diaphragm
that's what we do.
'In our case, the off-axis information is delayed mechanically
from the on-axis info'. By bending the diaphragm back, we create
asmooth continuum of delays. The curvilinear diaphragm is very
simple and elegant and doesn't compromise music.
'If the idea is simple, its execution was not, and to make it
work we had to develop adiaphragm tensioning system, unique
to MartinLogan. Itook my inspiration from the instrument I
played — guitar. We had to forget about treating the diaphragm
as amembrane, and think of it as an axially-orientated material.
The material is stretched only in the longitudinal plane, like a
0 Here, aclassic MartinLogan
full-range electrostatic, the CLS
Z Page 67, the Statement
C Page 65, the Prodigy
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series of guitar strings above afretboard..
'It's not atrivial solution, but an elegantly simple one. It took
me amonth to figure it out. Ron and Ihad been working for 18
months before Irealised that curving the diaphragm would
accomplish the same thing as aother techniques for delaying the
off-axis sound — delay lines or baffles, for example.
'It then took acouple of months, and atotal rethink of the
structural mechanism to work out how to make one, but in the
end the results were splendid. We get auniform and controlled
sound field which looks like a pie-shaped wedge of sound
radiating into the room. Anyone inside the soundfield up, down
or across gets more or less the same sound. The pattern doesn't
invite nearfield reflections, and you get anear full null each side.
'One problem that arose is that the tension on a 1.2m diaphragm isn't enough to offset the electrostatic forces, which tend
to make the diaphragm collapse towards the nearest stator
before the music gets going. The solution is to divide the
diaphragms with aseries of irregularly spaced spars to hold them
in place, which counters any nodal resonances.
'Another problem was the perception back in the 1980s that
you can have aplanar speaker or amoving-coil dynamic speaker,
but that the two don't mix because the dispersion patterns are
too different. All this became very clear to me after developing
the CLS [afull-range electrostatic, and MartinLogan's second
loudspeaker] which was possibly one of the most accurate
transducers in the world.
'It also became clear to me early on that even audiophiles
aren't willing to embrace aproduct that's inefficient, hard to set
up, and lacks bass — even though it might have avery accurate
sound. They want something that's smaller, has bass, and plays
loud — even if it's less accurate overall. This trend continues to
this day. It was especially true in the US; the UK is amore openminded market, and the CLS was very successful over here.
'We went to work on hybrids, along with others like Apogee,
Quad, Acoustat, Magneplanar — all of which were in the planar
field, and had same physical challenge; namely, to generate a15metre waveform with a1.2-metre diaphragm.
'The challenge is doomed, the diaphragm output won't
couple into aroom, which is something that asealed enclosure
and amoving-coil driver can do extremely well, though not as
accurately. So we started to look at properties of the initial
wavelaunch with different drive units. We found that although
there's aproblem blending the respective outputs of the two
technologies — electrostatic wavelauch is abit different — room
interactions are 10 to 20 times more important than the
wavelaunch, and the differences are quickly swamped. What's
important are the other distinguishing features of the two technologies. Electrostatics start to show up the inadequacies in
dynamic drivers even if you cross over as low as 100Hz. They're
just slow. Well not slow exactly, they're not as resolute, and their
distortion levels aren't as low as those of electrostatics.
'This started a whole line of research during which we
abandoned the idea of measuring at one watt at one metre, a
historical standard that was largely set to the limitations of the
measuring equipment and the anechoic chambers around at the
time. Unless you had areally big space, you'd be listening more
to the room than to the loudspeaker. We decided that we wanted
to get information from disc to ear in as pure aform as possible,
and it's that arrival signal that we should be measuring, taking
into account the effect of the room.
'Once we began testing that way, we discovered that the launch
characteristics aren't that great aproblem. When any speaker

theinterview

generates information, the room generates so much energy in
response that it dramatically affects the sound. This settled the
argument, and resolved us on the path of developing hybrid
(electrostatic/moving coil) loudspeakers.
'The next stage was ForceForward, which consisted of adualdriver moving-coil bass section, with asmaller front-facing unit
working up to, say, 200Hz, and alarger rear-facing driver, one of
whose functions was to add reinforcement below 100Hz. In a
room with awoofer generating an LF signal, the wavelengths are
very long, and reflections from the rear wall arrive in phase at
some critical frequency, and out of phase around an octave
higher, causing sharp peaks and troughs in the output. You can
attempt to take the effect out with equalisation in the crossover
but it doesn't work very well. Try and correct the response too
much, and the sound goes to hell in a handbasket. All loudspeakers are plagued with this.
'With ForceForward [for which MartinLogan holds the
patent] there are two woofers, back to back, with a halfwavelength spacing between them. This gives the crossover
something to work with. In the forward domain you create a
filter that just plugs the output peaks and troughs, while from
behind much of the output is cancelled.
Careful tuning of the distances and filtering
isn't easy, but it works.
'If you stand behind the Prodigy speaker
almost everything below 100Hz is at least 20Hz
down. It sounds very coherent in the forward
domain, and the reduced rear output strongly
reduces the influence of the room, and the rear-speaker-to-wall
spacing is almost immaterial. We were quite shocked that noone had used this technique before.
Another challenge is the transformer, which really must be
high resolution. We use every trick in book to make them work.
The copper is very high quality, and the laminations finely
interleaved to get very tight coupling and a good frequency
response. And they have to be insulated to withstand huge
voltages, upwards of 10,000V on the secondary. They're
immersed in avacuum and the air is evacuated before being
dipped in atank of epoxy, which penetrates everywhere. There

moves sound the sides of the back of
the panel, which decouples from room.
The result is that the output begins to
roll off below 200Hz, initially at
6dB/octave, and eventually at 18dB/
octave. To achieve a frequency response extending to 60Hz, you need
approximately 10dB of equalisation.
The way to tackle this is to apply gain within the transformer. As
the output frequency drops, we use adifferent turns ratio. So
whereas we might use 50:1 at HF, it progressively increases to
200:1 at LE This can introduce group delay, but it's mibd, and if
it's addressed correctly — as it is in the CLS — we can counter
and neutralise the existing group delay.
'Things don't stand still. Much as Ihave mixed emotions
about home theatre, it's quite obvious that it isn't a fad, and
we're working hard on solutions that are sometimes counterintuitive. For example, we fit amoving-coil tweeter to our centre
speakers, which gives broader dispersion so it's less of a 'hot seat'
design and locks the image to the screen better.
'The other challenge for us is the trend towards smaller

'We had to think of the diaphragm as an
axially-orientated material. The material
is stretched only in the longitudinal plane'

are no air gaps, so it's absolutely mechanically rigid.
'Yet another problem is sustaining the LP response of the
panel with afull-range panel speaker like the CLS. With this
speaker, which has no hybrid moving-coil reinforcement, the air

products. This means integrating speakers with subwoofers,
and building speakers into walls, which will become more
important as plasmas increase in popularity. If you can control
the back radiation from an electrostatic, there are advantage to
mounting it on a wall — the lack of relayed reflections, for
example — and this is an area we're addressing now.
'We're also expanding our subwoofer range. There are no
unique technologies here, but we're unique in the combination
of ideas that they inckide, including servo control using position
sensors on the cone and comparator circuitry, Class-D
amplification and Balanced Force [in which multiple drivers
operate mutually in antiphase, eliminating the net mechanical
moment on the enclosures). We use quality stepped controls,
high-quality low-pass filtering, and the results are powerfulyet
refined and compact. Our approach is an audiophile one.'
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Aimez-vous Aimard? • Hahn: at last, the Mendelssohn • Puccini's fugues
and chrysanthemums • Jazz and Rock • Music DVDs for audiophiles

classical

revising the filler here (1921-32), Summer
Music, opaquely Delian. Into The Twilight
(1908) was the prologue to an abandoned
opera, one of his early pieces with ' a

ISBACH

definitely Celtic curve'. Okay, Iadmit I

The Well- Tempered Clavier —
Book

enjoyed its smoky rapture — as Ido

2

Tintagel (
perhaps Vernon Handley will

Rosalyn Tureck

include that in his proposed Bax series for
Chandos). David Lloyd-Jones brings his

BBC Legends 4116-2

customary dedication to these bold-

3CDS, 153m 155

sounding Glasgow productions. CB

A:1 A

Priced as two discs, this set complements
the Book iset reviewed in February and is

BEETHOVEN

compiled from six groups of Preludes and

Piano Concertos 1-5

Fugues taped for the BBC in 1976; it

Pierre- Laurent Aimard, Chamber

includes an interview with the late Michael

Orchestra of Europe/Nikolaus

Oliver, in which Tureck says agreat deal

Harnoncourt

about Bach — on whatever instrument —

O Hilary

in their allotted 6m timespan. Her clarity of

Eminor Concerto and Shostakovich's First Concerto

Hahn has recorded the Mendelssohn

thought and direct, authoritative manner
not surprisingly transfer to her playing.

Tetdec o92747334-2

3CDs, 183m 235

It needs time to come to terms with these
abstractions awaken the sensibilities (and

interpretations, recorded live in Graz and

Many pianists start the day with excerpts

fingers): listeners might do the same, and,

(No.2) Vienna, as on first play- through one

from The Well- Tempered Clavier, whose

well- recorded, these versions could well

might be tempted to reject them out of

make first claim. CB A—Ba* •

hand. Pierre- Laurent Aimard has secured

ratings
Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording

A: I

Good
Moderate
Poor

B:

his reputation in contemporary music and

BAX
Very good

2 Good

C : 3 Moderate

D:y

Poor

H: H

Historical

perhaps comes to Beethoven from anew

Symphony 6 • Into the Twilight •

perspective. Harnoncourt seems to be in

Summer Music

demonstrative mood in these

RSNO/David Lloyd- Jones
Naxos 8557144

performances, too, fiercely accenting the
57m 295

music here and there. The dry string tone
engaged in the dialogue of the Fourth

'Now come on: why do you think Bax's

Concerto (second movement) sounds more

music should go into Room loi?' Ican just

'in period' than in either the EMI set

hear Paul Merton's voice as Istruggle with

conducted by Norrington or, on Oiseau -

A ' star' denotes outstanding quality. Ratings

another Naxos Bax CD. Come back Andrew

Lyre, Hogwood!

also show disc price codings: • full price

Achenbach, we need you here! lust to

Between them, Harnoncourt and

• mid price • budget price • special price.

catch afleeting quotation from Tapiola

Aimard don't find much of Beethoven's

Historical, eg. 78rpm

• Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.

II All discs reviewed are available from the
CD Service: tel 01234 745152 for details.
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS
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(Bax and Sibelius admired each other's

humour. What we do have is some

music) scarcely entices me to the gloomy

wonderfully responsive playing from the

morass of his Sixth Symphony, generally

COE and apianist seemingly incapable of

rated his most substantial achievement in

making an ugly sound. But in, for example,

the form and dedicated to Adrian Boult. It

the second movement of the Emperor,

fits into the decade between writing and

Aimard's stresses and slowings tend to put

musicchoice
abarrier up for the listener (as with many
of Glenn Gould's gestures), suggesting
that he is not anatural Beethoven
interpreter. There's also something
uncomfortably ' hesitant' about his first
entry in the Second Concerto (where
Harnoncourt makes the lyrical exposition
subject unusually sweet and unhurried).
MARCO BORGGREVE/WARNER MUSIC

In the First Concerto one misses the wit
of Serkin, Schnabel or Kempff, although I
enjoyed Aimard's soft flourishes before the
coda to the finale. In the first movement,
at 5m ois, he plays Ffor the F- sharp heard
in most other recordings. The Third is
perhaps the most obviously satisfying
performance here but the rest certainly
makes you think. The sound is beautifully
clear and well balanced. CB A-A*:1*-2 •

O Pierre- Laurent Aimard with ( right) Nikolaus Harnoncourt:

BEETHOVEN

Beethoven's five piano concertos ' live' with the COE

Piano Sonatas - in E, Opaot3 •
in A Flat, Op.uo • in C Minor,

recordings with the Concertgebouw. It is a

HOIST

Op.m

more expansive account, by almost foul

Suite - The Planets

minutes, than the 1975 Seventh, scor ng

LSO and Cnorus/Sir Colin Davis

musically in the greater depth of feeling in

LSO Live LSO 0029

Rudolf Serkin
Retrospective RET 027

68m 14s

5om 175

the slow movement and in sound quality:

Rudolf Serkin's centenary year is marked

better than ir the two LSO Live Bruckner

by anew biography (OUP) which includes

symphony productions although less good

Sir Colin's 1988 Planets with the Berlin
Philharmonic (Philips) was rot, perhaps. a

an interesting CD, some re- issues from his

than in the DSD Hoist Planets reviewed

front-runner. This one, produced :ast June

late DG recordings and, here, the last three

below. CB A-B:i

at The Barbican, is very close in movement
timings, apart from ' Saturn': longer here

Beethoven sonatas recorded in 1976/New
York, 196o/Marlboro and 1967/NY, and

HERSCHEL

only approved posthumously by the

6 Symphonies

pianist's son Peter. The cover claim that

London Mozart Players/Matthias

unexpectedly fast principal tempo for

these are ' previously unpublished

Bamert

'Mars'. In matters of detail his two versions

recordings ... first time on CD' is incorrect:

Chandos CHSA 5035

1994 Sony set with apreface
by producer Thomas Frost.
Still, that collection is deleted

68m 235 hybrid CD/SACD

DON HUNSTEIN/SONY

this was the third disc in a

by 475 — astubbornly held tempo!
Ifind more convincing Sir Colin's still

are much alike; however, interesting
though their phrasing may be, the
Berliners didn't sound at one with the

Go to the museum at the top of Greenwich

idiom — unlike the LSO. And the balance

to find out more about William Herschel:

has greater integrity here: the

as well as acomposer, he was the

Philharmonie is more resonant but there's

astronomer who discovered aplanet,

aconfusion of distance and closeness in

capturing Serkin's gnarled

naming it Georgium Sidus (
later Uranus)

that recording. Iparticularly like the

piano sound effectively.

after the king of his adopted country —

placing of women's voices in ' Neptune',

he first came to England in 1756, posted

which creates the correct ethereality.

and Retrospective's transfers
are similar, the tapes

You need to read the

as amember of the Hannover Guards.

biography to discover why he

LSO Live promises next anew Davis

might have withheld approval, for Ican't

O Rudolf

To judge from these symphonies (chosen

Harold In Italy with Tabea Zimmermann: in

think of any other pianist who has come

Serkin: late

from atotal of 24) he wasn't aprofound

August Mariss Jansons will be represen:ed

closer to the truth of these sonatas than

Beethoven

musician, but something of acraftsman,

on the label in Mahler's Sixth Symphony.

Serkin; everything he does is with that

reissued on

orchestrating thoughtfully for small forces

CB

unselfish aim. CB Ba

Retrospective with continuo, and using the fast-slowfast form. The Adagio from Symphony 17,

MAHLER

DVORAK

anocturnal picture, has agreat deal of

Des Knaben Winderhorn

Symphony 7

charm, and outer movements bustle along

Barbara Bonney, Sara Fulgoni,

LSO/Sir Colin Davis

elsewhere. But the real pleasure to be had

Matthias Goerne, Giista Winbergh,

LSO Live LSO 0014

from Bamert's latest disc is in the high

RCO/Riccardo Chailly

standard of playing by the London Mozart

Decca 467 348-2

40m 14s

At the beginning of this label series we had
Dvorak's Eighth and Ninth Symphonies;

66m es

Players.
This is Chandos's first release, not from

Four singers? This . sDes Knaben

the Seventh (from Barbican performances

back- catalogue, in hybrid SACD form,

Wunderhorn with adifference. In his note,

given in March 2001) makes atrilogy to

sounding well from the conventiona! Cl)

Donald Mitchell argues that Mahler's

rival Sir Colin's acclaimed earlier Philips

layer. CB A:1* •

songs with orchestra meant small groups,

.1,1-717
11y- 2003

69

•

SASHA GUSOV/DECCA

reviews
Fischer-Dieskau or Prey; and we're more

Brain, better accompanied by Rosbaud

accustomed to awoman's voice for ' Das

than by Karajan in the acclaimed HMV

irdische Leben'), although he produces

studio set, and playing with unruffled

more colour and variety than the opening

confidence. CB C:1 •

phrases of ' Der Schildwache Nachtlied'

MYAS KOVS KY

might lead one to expect.
Valery

Voices Ijudge to be marginally too

Violin Concerto in D minor

Gergiev:

forward in this production. Full texts are

TCHAIKOVSKY Violin Concerto

anew

included. In all, the Abbado/DG remains

Vadim Repin, Kirov Orchestra/

Prokofiev

first choice. CB A—Ba*-2 •

Valery Gergiev

disc for
2003: the

Philips 473 343-2

MOZART

rim 485

50th year

Horn Concerto in Eflat, K447 •

Repin and Vengerov (both tutored by

after the

Violin Concerto in D, K218 •

Zakhar Bron) came to prominence at the

composer's

Piano Concerto in A, K488 •

same time, the one recording for Erato, the

death

Recitative and aria K5o5

other Teldec. Ihave always believed Repin

Dennis Brain, Arthur Grumiaux,

was the violinist with more to say. He's

with the instrumentation reconceived for

Friedrich Gulda, Suzanne Danco, SWR

already recorded the Tchaikovsky — 1996,

each and written with avoice- type in mind

Orch/Hans Rosbaud, Ernest Bour

with LSO/Krivine — and sadly the new

('Revelge' was the only song for tenor,

Hânssler Classic CD 93.064

version suggests aloss of innocence. Even

although always recorded with baritone

74M 235

until now); performances would have

mono

were it not the case that he is balanced
too forwardly (and the orchestral sound

taken place in quite small halls. What

The appeal of these Mozart performances

is murky — what happened to the fine

Mitchell deplores especially — 'crass' is

with four different soloists, taken from

tube equipment used for earlier Gergiev

One would have more of Sara

SWR archives, is rather limited by sound

sessions, such as Nutcracker?) much of

quality. The tapes (from 1953-62) all

Repin's phrasing is far too mannered and

appear to be mono overlaid with varying

self-indulgent to encourage more than one

degreees of reverberation. The best

or two hearings. But his Philips coupling is

sound comes in the Danco track;

ararity. Myaskovsky's concerto was written

Arthur Grumiaux's tone is unpleasantly

in 1938 and premièred by David Oistrakh

brightened. Gulda is in austere mood,

(who else?); it's apiece steeped in Russian

Fulgoni than just 'Met, alittle
less of Matthias Goerne...
the word he uses — is the modern practice

declining to fill in Mozart's barest text with

romanticism, more like the Glazunov than,

(for example, in the classic EMI recording

decoration — we've had amore modern

say, Stravinsky's Violin Concerto from 1931.

with Schwarzkopf, Fscher-Dieskau and

K488 he made with Harnoncourt (Teldec).

The partnership works more persuasively

SzeII and the three versions with Bernstein

Imention the disc principally because

conducting or at the piano) of sharing the
Mahler's singers, says Mitchell, woLld
have been expected to act w.th their
voices; and at this. Goerne is more
effective than Bonney — whose German
diction isn't that clear for much of the time
either. Nor is her flat delivery apt for the

THOMAS MÜLLER/ERATO

three songs where dialogue is implicit.

it gives us an alternative K447 with Dennis

here — so is half aloaf better than no
bread? CB B—C:1/3 •

PROKOF I
EV
Alexander Nevsky • Scythian
Suite
Olga Borodina, Kirov Orchestra and
Chorus/Valery Gergiev
Philips 473 600-2

humour of the ass judging the singing of
cuckoo and nightingale. Bonney's loveliest

59m 33s

There can't be many works so recognisable

contribution comes in ' Wo die schiinen

— almost as soon as the opening chord

Trompeten blasen'.

starts — as Prokofiev's score for the

The sequence is dose to Bernstein's

Eisenstein film Alexander Nevsky.

live Concertgebouw set with Popp/Schmidt

Gergiev's reading is fairly imaginative (this

but very different from that in the superb

item is ' live') and has the advantage of

BPO/Abbado performance with von

authentic voices — not to say Borodina's

Otter/Quasthoff (DG 459 646.2). Chailly

presence. But both ' The Battle On The Ice'

alone adds ' Das himmlische Leben', which

and 'The Field Of The Dead' tend to sag.

became the finale of Symphony 4. He takes

Put on Abbado's LSO recording (same

it at quite afast terbpo; the scoring

coupling plus Lieutenant Kijé: DG 447

appears to be unchanged.

419-2; mid- price), where the difference

The orchestral playing here is vividly

is immediately apparent; that 1979

characterful; the allocation to the singers

production has Elena Obraztsova, no

not wholly satisfying — one would have

less fine asoloist, in the sixth section.

more of Fulgoni than just ' Llrl .chr, alittle
less of Goerne ( he doesn't sing with the
smile in the voice we sometimes had with

70
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Prokofiev's tiresome Scythian Suite

Myaskovsky's 1938
Violin Concerto with the Kirov Orchestra
O Vadim Repin:

(1915) gets alaboured account with some
puzzlingly slow tempi: again, no match for

musicchoice
Abbado's. Also with the LSO, in a1957
Mercury recording, Antal Dorati is more
electrifying still. CB B:1-2 •

RIES
Symphonies

and 6

Zurich Chamber Orchestra/Howard
Griffiths
CPO 999 836-2

64m 34s

Ferdinand Ries was, of course, Beethoven's
pupil and assistant; they kept in touch
when Ries moved to London (1813);
indeed, he negotiated with the
Philharmonic Society on Beethoven's
behalf and sought English publishers for
his works. He too was asuccessful pianist
and composer, on alesser scale, and these
two examples suggest an adventurous
nature: specifically in the bold slow
introduction to Symphony 4, with its

Quartetto
David:
music for
string
quartet by
Puccini and
Verdi

evocative horncalls, from which the
opening allegro erupts — more like Weber

Shostakovich is the real purpose of

here but the `buzz' of the fairground, the

this release, awonderful account where

menace of the Moor are muted. The

than Beethoven, perhaps. The Sixth has

you can sense Hahn thinking in long

engineering (with plenty of impact from

minuet and Larghetto reversed from the

paragraphs, able to make much more

bass drum) recreates the depth and width

norm, the former strutting out with a

use of colour and weight. She is well

of soundstage well enough, but the sound

martial air (but does it not remind us of

supported by , anowski and the Oslo PO,

doesn't tip the balance to make a

the third movement in Mozart's Gminor?);

and this is superior to the recent Gringolts

recommendation. CB A.:2/ 2* •

there's some pretty interplay with wind

(DG) version.

voices in its trio section. Revising the

Only last year Sony issued Joshua Bell's

VERDI
String Quartet

symphony in 1826, Ries added Turkish

second account of the Mendelssohn (with

percussion to his finale (which, at the end,

Sir Roger Norrington). That has rather

PUCCINI Crisantem , • 3Fuguee •

changes without warning to aPresto),

more thoughtful playing, more spacious

Scherzo • 3Minuets • Tempo di

perhaps thinking of Beethoven's example

tempi, although, not unjustifiably, Bell

Quartetto

in the Ninth, which he had conducted the

replaces the familiar first- movement

Quartetto David

year before.

cadenza with one of his own.

BIS CD-loc6

The Zurich Orchestra, playing for its

55m

225

Record of the Morth. CB Au •
Works for string quartet by two Italian

English founder- conductor, makes out the
best case for two works that are more

STRAVINSKY

composers renowned as opera compose-s.

intriguing than satisfying; but amore dry

Petrouchka • Firebird Suite

The Verdi — most recently heard in

recording acoustic would have suited them

•Scherzo àla Russe

Previn's DG recording with the strings of

better. CB A—B:i •

Cincinnati SO/Paavo Jârvi

the Vienna Philharmonic (Toscanini's

Tear( CD- 80587

SHOSTAKOVICH

59m 425

adaptation) — has been familiar to
collectors at least since the early 1960s.

Violin Concerto a

If only the two ballet scores went with the

Even the short pieces by Puccini have been

MENDELSSOHN Violin Concerto

swing and panache of the four- minute

done before (ASV). The programme is

In EMinor'

Scherzo àla Russe; but in Petrouchka (
in

introduced in the highly informal booklet

Hilary Hahn, Oslo Philharmonic/

the 1947 revised scoring) and the Firebird

note by the David's leader Mauro

Marek Janowski, iHugh Wolff

Suite it's acase of the whole being less

Loguercio. "

Sony Classical SK 89921

than the sum of parts. As earlier Telarc CDs

63m 505

'All in the same key...' he says of the

have shown, the Cincinnati isn't the most

Minuets, ' little chocolates not to be overindulged in, otherwise they really will

Produced last year in Oslo's principal

opulent of orchestras and Paavo lârvi

concert hall, this is Hilary Hahn's fourth

concentrates on the

Sony CD to couple aclassical concerto

he can achieve with them. Sweep and

with one from the 20th Century. Unlike

tonal splendour — especially necessary

here — lovely recorded sound too —

many young violinists, she didn't make her

in Firebird — are at apremium. The most

there's no likelihood of that.

recision and balance

make for boredom.' But with playing of
such expressive warmth and cantabile as

recording debut in the Mendelssohn; and

extreme comparison one could make

Chrysanthemums (
1890 and later quoted in

this one is rather like the aperitif before

would be with Bernstein's 1957 New York

Manon Lescaut) is alovely piece, although

the main course. It's very enjoyable, very

recording of this st.ite: in ` Katschei's

the Quartetto David tends, as occasionally

fast too in the outer- movement allegros

Dance' wild and approximate, ludicrously

in the Verdi, to gild the lily — if you listen

— the finale flies by — but always musical,

balanced, but so exciting! Stravinsky's

on, however, the three short fugues will

always technically secure. But the

mechanical oigan is fastidiously created

cleanse the palate. CB A:2 •

--eV
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jazz

pedigree and so betrays it, Cenaté's
tortured heart flickers with jazz's
multi- faceted history: afiery gem.
BW Aa* •

BOSETTI/DONEDA/RAINEY

KARL MELLOR

Placés Dans L'Air
Potlatch P1o3 CD

Karlsax Online

401 39 5

Karlsax 001

4611116S

Although Alessandro Bosetti, Michael
Doneda and Bhob Rainey all play soprano

Karl Mellor has recently been

saxophones, Placés Dans L'Air is no

wowing packed Camden Jazz Café

squealfest. The individual players don't

'Sunday Jam' audiences with his

attempt to keep up astream of soloistic

monster tenor solos, bursting with
blues licks and lingering sentiments.

ideas; instead, they pursue an ambient
ensemble music of purrs, clicks and phuts.

0 Soprano

into future science. Eric Rosenthal's

Me lor is aFalklands War veteran who

sax player,

contrasting timbres is immaculate. He also

'gave up his machine gun' for asax. He's

musical. Pierre- Olivier Boulant is credited

Michael

knows when to stomp with the bass drum,

long been an opponent of war and

with ' subjective stereophonic recording', a

Doneda

recalling Thelonious Monk's appeals to

imperialism and recent political activity

sheer rowdiness.

galvanised his playing. This was recorded

The structuring tension is highly

technique we shall no doubt hear more of

back in September ' 99 with Leo Azevedo

On ' Monk's Mood', Bynum refers to

now that digital recorders are hand- sized
and battery life stretches into hours. This

the New Orleans bravado that comes so

(guitar), Dave Lagnado (bass) and Jeremy

brings cubist perspectival relativism and

Heoger (drums). Some of the playing here

surrealist close- listening into play, making

naturally to the trumet, and illuminates
one of Monk's many sources. ' Chelsea

for astill more eventful listen. BW Aa •

Bridge' has rarely sounded so poignant.

'Loverman') will twang your heart strings

Where much of today's jazz flaunts its

like no-one since Stan Getz. BW Aa* •

('Gir! From Ipanema', ' Blues For Boswell',

EUGENE CHADBOURNE
Bach: German Country & Western
Volatile

73m 35 5

Telarc SACDs rejoice in familiar sounds
toned, urgent jazz guitar of Russell Malone. This

Bach has long been afavourite composer

MONTY ALEXANDER

rhythmic yet drumless trio is right in the tradition

for jazz musician and Chadbourne began

My America

of Tatum, Cole and Peterson, and there are some

playing Bach's violin sonatas —

Telarc SACD 63552

62m 07S

time while on tour. The fruits are here:
Sonata # 1and Partita # 1in their full glory.
The banjo suggests an African

BROWN/ALEXANDER/MALONE

Tierney Sutton — who gives Brown a 'special

Brown, Alexander & Malone

thanks' credit in her sleeve notes — uses a

Telarc SACD 63562

pentatonic drone or ahillbilly whoop- up, a

fantastic moments. An •
Meanwhile, the agile and accomplished singer

transposing to his banjo — to use up dead

59m 205

piano/bass/drums trio line-up as she slides and
smooches through aset of standards including

million miles from Bach's eloquently

TIERNEY SUTTON

'Comes Love' and 'The Best Is Yet To Come', with all

argued key- changes. Nevertheless,

Something Cool

the archness of Peggy Lee. A:1 •

Chadbourne's focused musicality means

Telarc SACD 63548

that each transposition receives due

64m 59s

Then, from Telarc's subsidiary Heads Up comes
at least the umpteenth helping of Spyro Gyra

attention. We hang on every note as

SPYRO GYRA

'usion, predictable but as well- crafted as ever, with

Chadbourne's banjo unpicks the stitching

Original Cinema

founder members Beckenstein, Schuman and

and finds abizarre charm in the frazzled

Heads Up HUSA 9374

threads. Bach becomes quaint, loopy and

6201 30S

intimate. To hear extended musical

It's mainly familiar names here, adding to Telarc's

thoughts played on bendy notes recalls

burgeoning catalogue of jazz and blues SACD

the ragas and taals of Indian classical

hybrids — and the new ones are all multi- channel.

music. Bach has never been made to
sound so interesting. BW Aa* •

Fernandez doing what they've been doing best
since 1973. SH A:2 •

Jamaican- born Monty Alexander was still a
child when he arrived in the USA in 1961. My
America is a12-track tribute to the pianist's

HO BYNUM/ROSENTHAL

adopted land, covering tunes made famous by his

Cenèté

childhood American heroes, from Roy Rogers

Cadence Jazz CJRzuliCD

5om 57s

('Don't Fence Me In') to James Brown (`Sex
Machine). Guest vocals from Freddy Cole (on

This trumpet/percussion duo playing jazz

brother Nat's ' Straighten Up And Fly Right'), Kevin

standards is aspecial release. Recorded by

Mahogany (on Ray Charles' Hallelujah I
lust Love

Rosenthal at Rocky Nook Studios, Boston,

Her So') and John Pizzarelli (covering Sinatra on

between November ' oo and February

'Summer Wind') are highspots. A:2 •

sound quality is excellent.
Taylor Ho Bynum's muted whispers are

There's more jazz appeal in the tr.o disc, with
the late, great bassist Ray Brown and the warm-

lovely, the breath of Miles Davis distilled

july 2003
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Multi-channel SACD of Floyd's ' Dark Side...'

CANNED HEAT

PINK FLOYD

Friends In The Can

The Dark Side Of The Moon

RUF Records RUF1o66CD

58m 205

EMI nu 5821362 I

43m

OS

When aband survives several deaths, four

Reworking this classic into surround sound ought

decades and innumerable line-up changes,

to have been simple, given that it was one of the

it's not unreasonable to expect that all the

few albums to embrace quadraphonic sound soon

life has been kicked out of it along the
way. But in the case of Canned Heat,

after its 1973 stereo LP release (reflecting the
band's innovative use of spatial sound and steered

despite boasting not one original member

tape effects in concert). However, unlike the recent

(drummer Fito de la Parra, who joined in

Tubular Bells SACD release (issued directly from its

1968, is the longest- lasting player), blues

original quad tapes), this multi-channel 5.1 SACD

fans will still find much to savour.

version was given aground- up remastering, using

This set, nicely packed in asuitably

original source 16-track tape by the band's trusted
the room; footsteps in ' On The Run' shift between

antique- looking tin, features guest

mixman, lames Guthrie. Also on the hybrid disc is

contributions from the band's original

the familiar stereo version in two- channel SACD,

rear left and right channels; and Gilmour's echoed

guitarist, Henry Vestine, his replacement

and aconventional CD layer.

‘,voros from ` Us & Them' take on rearward panning.

Harvey Mandel and their classic- period

For the most part, though, the additional

Given Pink Floyd's reputation for breaking new

bassist Larry Taylor, not to mention their

ground with recording techniques, it wouldn't have

channels merely extend the sound bubble

long-time collaborator, the legendary John

surprised to find some unusual sound- steering in

backward, as if matrixed through aPro Logic

Lee Hooker, plus Taj Mahal, Walter Trout

this remix. But, those looking for acomplete 3D

decoder. Sound quality is very good, allowing us

and Roy Rogers.

rewrite may be disappointed as this 30th

to hear, for example, the unaccountable ' Ticket To

In their current vocalist, Stanley
Behrens, the band has found aman who

Ride' snatch after ' Eclipse', previously buried in

anniversary SACD is arather conservative affair.

the noise floor. In shiny new 5.1 SACD form, it's a

True, it now features the important surround

sounds remarkably like their original

ideas that were intended for the work: ' Money'

safe — yet compelling — high-fidelity first-class

singer Bob ' The Bear' Hite, and who also

with its cash registers jangling from each corner of

ray dream. AH Aa* •

writes tasty little blues- steeped tunes such
as ' It Doesn't Matter' that easily stand

production values or arrangements, but

comparison with classics like Wilbert

none of this matters when the songs are so

Harrison's ' Let's Work Together', which is

instantly forgettable.

featured here in two versions.
Now that it crosses my mind, thinking

O Has
Madge lost

the mainstream in her sound.
The innovative David Kosten, of
Faultline fame, handles most of the

Perhaps to compensate for the lyric. of

production chores but acouple of more

'Nothing Fails', which plumbs depths of

AOR-friendly producers, Guy Chambers
and Marius de Vries, have been drafted in,

back to Canned Heat's debut album, this

touch with

ersatz spirituality that even Chris de Burgh

doesn't just stand comparison — it's

American

would find embarrassing, Madge and

helping to deliver several lushly produced

infinitely superior. IB A:s •

Life?

Ahmadzai try hard elsewhere to make the

tracks that should prove equally at home

music 'contemporary', throwing in afeebly

on BBC Radios iand 2, black music

rapped apology for her former lifestyle in

stations, classic rock formats and virtually

the title track and, on ' Nobody Knows Me',

all stops in between.

trying out the Cher vocal distortion
technique that was so lucrative on Believe'.
Madonna's continued wholesale

Tracks like ' You've Made Your Bed' or
'As Long As That's True' have sacrir.ced
little in terms of emotional intensity, sonic

renunciation of her previous ' Material Girl'

imagination or lyrical directness to achieve

persona doesn't really wash either. The

that broader appeal. Skin is still probably

whole thing is dreary and will probably sell

the most powerful and versatile female

millions. IB

vocalist in the UK, if not the world, and this

A:2 •

is adebut she can be proud of. IB A:1* •
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49m 395
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Unlike Madonna, Skin's former band Skunk

MI All CDs, other discs and vinyl LPs reviewed

Anansie was celebrated for its angry

in this issue, or known to be currently

honesty, no- holds- barred sincerity, and a

available, may be ordered through the
CD Service ( see Accessories Club page).

American Life continues Madonna's

political commitment to ideals that

collaborations with French keyboard and

embraced the richness of human potential.

CD prices: • £ 12.44 • £ 8.519 • £ 4.99 V
POA. Postage: add sop per disc up to a

production wiz Mirwais Ahmadzai who

None of this has been lost in Skin's

maximum cd £ 1.50 for three discs or more.

worked on her last album, Music. It's

transition from band vocalist to solo artist,

• Tel

difficult to fault the performances,

although there's adefinite move towards

012 34

741 152 for further details.
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visuals. Those of you who have taken
pleasure in his work for Opus 3will find
much to enjoy here: acoustic sessions

— is certainly one of the seminal acts for
Z., Classic
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The Who,
Hendrix,
Joplin,

recorded in anightclub in Sydney in 2002
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atmosphere reproduced in multi-channel.
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guitarists Eric

pioneers, but alive disc recorded in

Clapton, Jeff Beck
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concert at Brighton during their 2002 tour.

and Jimmy Page,
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that recorded

viewing; however, his latest is as good as

psychedelia performed with aspirit which

primal ragga-rock,

it gets: both informal and majestic,

denies the passage of three decades- plus.
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unplugged and electric. He plays alongside

All the hits, ataste of their ' Mass In F

psychedelia, gothic,

astaggering band (Steve Gadd and Billy
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folk rock and heavy
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metal — all before

including aclip on the making of their first

1968 — and then
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Elvis in terms of merit, yet rubbing

making video agenre unto itself. Every

Wonderful! The blues revivalist in concert,
just for the music, should you tire of the

certainly not ranking with the Beatles or
shoulders with them amongst collectors
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with the kind of DVD that you could play

Digital stereo for the extras.) Although the
clips are abit dated, Queen — aband

latest tour
album gets
the DVD
treatment,
to fine
effect
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recordings in 34 years. KK Au •
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booklet and interviews explaining all — it's

More Rider with the ' bonus disc', well...
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gets. Oh, and the sound is wa-a-y better
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sound excess. EInterestingly, this double

than the source suggests. KK Be •
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Phase contrast
Although we're quite used to seeing distortion spectra in hi-fi reviews that show the relative
amplitude of each harmonic, these tell only half the Miry. To characterise distortion behaviour
properly you also need to measure the phase of each harmonic. Even small differences in the
pattern of these phases can make big differences to how an amplifier behaves
WORDS

KEITH HOWARD

Isearched hard in

the Oxford Dictionary of Modem
Quotations but Icouldn't find anything appropriate; however,
someone, somewhere, at some time must have said something
pithy to the effect that 'if you want to learn something new, first
re-examine what you think you know already'.
That's what this article is about, in effect: are-examination of
a topic Ithought Iunderstood pretty well, namely non-linear
distortion. All active audio products produce it and from the
earliest years of sound reproduction, it has been aprime focus of
evaluations of fidelity.
I've been reading about it, in one form or another, since
contracting audiophilia in my early teens. Yet I've never seen
written down what I'm about to describe, and Iguess you
probably won't have either. Iwould almost call it obvious (and to
some readers it might appear exactly that) — but then I'd have to
explain why it has taken all of 35 years to dawn on me.
The story begins three years or so ago with the writing of a
computer program. Ihad decided Iwanted to settle, to my own
satisfaction at least, the lingering contention that certain patterns
of non-linear behaviour are more acceptable to the human ear
than others. The easiest way to confirm or refute these, I
reckoned, was to write apiece of software that could impose any
specified pattern of non-linearity on an arbitrary music
waveform, so Iset about writing a program which could do
exactly that to any WAV file at which it was pointed.
As anyone familiar with trigonometric equalities will
appreciate, this is much simpler than it sounds. Essentially, it's a
matter of exploiting sxpressions of the form:
COS 2X = 2 COS' X - 1

The only stumbling block, since I'd set myself the task of
including non-linearities up to the 20th order, was working out
the cosine expansion % up to cos 20x, which Ibegan slogging
through by hand. OirlY when I'd completed up to cos 8x and was
becoming thoroughly bored with the whole process did it dawn
on me that Mathcad should be able to do the hard work — which
it could with little more effort than acouple of mouse clicks.
The resulting distortion program — pragmatically if
prosaically entitled AddDistortion — worked by asking the user
to specify the relative amplitude of each harmonic from 2to 20,
as you might read them from adistortion spectrum in aproduct
review. The assumption was that this represented the full-scale
distortion content, as would result if the WAV file to be
processed contained a sinusoidal signal of amplitude OdBFS.
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Using these harmonic amplitudes the program calculated the
matching transfer characteristic — the relationship between
input signal and output signal amplitudes — and thereby a
lookup table that specified the equivalent output sample value
for every input value from —32,768 to + 32,767 ( the range of a
16-bit WAV file). This lookup table was then used to create the
distorted file directly from the specified input file. A small gain
reduction might be needed to prevent clipping, and if so was
automatically applied. Otherwise that was about it.
My intention had always been to use the program to
apply different patterns of distortion to aselection of
music excerpts to assess the results subjectively. But I
took the trouble to include afew lines of code that
would generate an output file from which the
resulting transfer characteristic could be graphed. As
much as anything this was by way of insurance: a
means of checking that the program was generating
credible results.

WHAT'S UP TC?
For those unfamiliar with the concept of atransfer characteristic
(which is not the same thing, by the way, as atransfer function),
a brief explanation. The transfer characteristic is a simple
graphical means of relating the input to adevice to its output
wherein the input amplitude is plotted along the horizontal axis
and the equivalent output amplitude along the vertical axis.
In the ideal case the result would be aperfectly straight line,
indicating that the output was an exact recreation of the input
(albeit amplified or whatever), with nothing added or subtracted.
In practice this never occurs because, to a greater or lesser
extent, the gain of the device under consideration will always vary
according to the signal amplitude. This signal-dependent gain
variation gives rise to kinks in the transfer characteristic and
results in non-linear distortion (harmonic and intermodulation
distortions) being added to the output. In the best modern audio
equipment the kinks are tiny and the distortion products are a
very small fraction of the signal amplitude, but if you look hard
enough they're always there.
Having got my distortion program up and running, I
immediately lost interest — afamiliar symptom of abutterfly
mind. But Iwas inspired to revisit it after reading the section in
Doug Self's Audio Powe Amplifier Design Handbook, which
investigates the supposed non-monotonicity of crossover
distortion. (A monotonic distortion is one whose amplitude
relative to the signal decreases as the signal's amplitude itself

thefeature

decreases. Non-monotonic distortions such as crossover
distortion don't behave in this way and are considered
'unnatural' as aresult.)
Recalling that there was an old Audio Engineering Society
paper on crossover distortion written by James Moir' which
included measured spectra of different severities, Ihunted it out
and plugged the numbers into AddDistortion. When Ichecked
the resulting transfer characteristic graph, though, it didn't look
right at all: of crossover distortion's characteristic kink around
the zero-crossing point there was no sign whatsoever.
Having pored over the code again and convinced myself it
was correct, Ifaced up to the fact that something was missing.
Realisation dawned that it was the phase of the harmonics.
Any single-line transfer characteristic — je, one which follows
the same path whether the signal amplitude is increasing or
decreasing — requires there to be one-to-one mapping between
input voltage and output voltage. This is equivalent to saying that
if you pass a sine wave or any other time-symmetrical signal

Fig la: Input

through the system, the distorted output waveform must also
display mirror-plane time symmetry as illustrated in Figure 1. If
this is not the case then no single-line transfer characteristic can
relate the input to the output. (This situation might occur, for
instance, due to hysteresis effects — something you're likely to
encounter in analogue tape recorders, loudspeakers with
ferromagnetic inductor cores or transformer-coupled circuits
such as most valve power amplifiers — or because there's
sufficient phase shift subsequent to the non-linear process to
alter the phase relationships between the fundamental and
harmonics.)
This symmetry requirement is equivalent to saying that the
cosine phase of each harmonic must be either 0or 1800 relative
to the fundamental. In other words, the fundamental and the
harmonic must be either exactly in (cosine) phase or exactly in
(cosine) anti-phase with one another, as shown in Figure 2 [next
page]. (This insistence on cosine phase is important since the
requirements are different, and a little more complex, if sine

Fig lb Transfer characteristic

Fig IC: Output
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Figs 2a & 2b: If input signal is sinusoidal then time symmetry requirement
of Fig ican only be met if harmonics in output have one of two phases:
either in cosine phase with harmonic, or cosine antiphase. Red trace is
fundamental, orange third harmonic and blue trace their combination

phase is considered instead.)
The practical upshot of this realisation was arefinement to the
AddDistortion code that allowed the cosine polarity of each
harmonic (+ or —) to be specified in addition to its amplitude.
With this change effected, Ibegan experimenting with different
patterns of harmonic polarity to attempt to generate atransfer
characteristic from the Moir data that was, as it should be, kinked
about the zero crossing point.
It soon transpired that to create this kink it was sufficient to
alternate the polarities of the odd harmonics. Figure 3shows the
spectrum from the Moir paper for alevel of crossover distortion
classified as 'unacceptable', with the harmonic amplitudes that I
read from it listed in Table 1. This extreme level of crossover
distortion was chosen because the higher harmonic amplitudes
give rise to amore obviously 'bent' transfer characteristic, which
makes its features more easily visible.
Figures 4a and 4b show the transfer characteristic, calculated
using AddDistortion, which results if all the harmonics of Figure
3are specified as being in antiphase with the fundamental, while
Figures 5a and 513 show the quite different transfer characteristic
which results if harmonics 3, 7, 11, 15 and 19 are specified as
being in phase.
As the accompanying full-scale sine waves show, the transfer
characteristic of Figure 4 is a most improbable result whereas
that of Figure 5, while it also behaves a little oddly at the
extremes, otherwise looks very much as it ought to, with its most
obvious departure from linearity around zero crossing.
I'm not by any means claiming, Ishould emphasise, to be the

16

ha monk

Fig 3: The ` unacceptable' crossover spectrum
from Moir's AES paper [ see Reference]. Table
shows harmonic amplitudes read from this graph

first to appreciate that the alternation of odd harmonic polarity
is what distinguishes crossover distortion from other forms of
non-linearity. If you visit http:11cnyaelc.homestead.coml
fileslafourselfscross.htm, for example, you'll find an applet that
displays the spectrum of a cosine wave subject to crossover
distortion and in this the harmonic polarities very clearly
alternate as described. Nonetheless, it came as news to me since
I've never seen this explicitly described in any textbook or paper
that touches on non-linear distortion, and down the years I've
read agreat many.
It's important to appreciate that this matter of harmonic phase
is not an example of academic nit-picking but an issue that goes
right to the heart of a device's distortion behaviour. Because
harmonic phase is intimately bound up with the shape of the
transfer characteristic, it's no less intimately related to fundamental aspects of distortion behaviour such as non-monotonicity
— the defining characteristic of crossover distortion that has led
to it being considered the bête noire of amplifier distortions and
widely credited with causing the harsh, unmusical 'transistor
sound' of early solid-state audio amps.
The distortion spectra reproduced in Figure 6serve to drive
home this point. All were generated by subjecting asine wave
signal to the ministrations of AddDistortion, using the harmonic
amplitudes listed in Table 1. The only difference between the two
spectra on the left and their equivalents on the right is that the
former result from setting all the harmonics to be in cosine
antiphase with the fundamental, whereas the latter imitate
crossover distortion by setting harmonics 3, 7, 11, 15 and 19 to be
in-phase.
Put another way, these are the distortion spectra
that result from the transfer characteristics depicted
in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The top spectra in
both cases are for an input sine wave at OdBFS and
are, as they should be, identical. The bottom spectra
are for an input sine wave at —20dBFS and are, as you
can see, substantially different.
Amplitudes of the third and fifth harmonics are
considerably increased in the crossover case, as you
would expect of a distortion condition known to
exhibit non-monotonic behaviour. The harmonic
amplitudes of Table 1aren't sufficient in themselves to

Figs 4a&4b: Transfer characteristic and full-scale sine wave output waveform

distinguish these two very different outcomes; to

for the distortion spectrum of Table 1, assuming all the harmonics are in
cosine antiphase with the fundamental

complete the picture you need also to know the
harmonic phases.
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harmonic phase as well as harmonic amplitude allows
distortion-versus-level performance to be accurately
predicted, principally because circumstances brought this
article forward in my intended schedule. But provided care
is taken to determine the harmonic amplitudes as precisely
as possible (preferably using coherent FFT analysis) then
there's no good reason that Ican see why the technique's

Figs 5a & 5b: As for Figs 4a and 4b, but this time with harmonics 3, 7,
11, 15 and 19 in- phase with the fundamental

NEW POSSIBILITIES
Relieved as Iam to have this clear in my own mind at long last,
the purpose of this article isn't to celebrate my belated
enlightenment. More importantly, the realisation that the
amplitude and polarity of a device's harmonic distortion
products, taken together, allow its transfer characteristic to be
calculated is one that opens up interesting possibilities.
If you can calculate adevice's transfer characteristic from this
one measurement then it should be possible to predict the

accuracy shouldn't be of ahigh order in many cases, and in
due course Iintend to verify this.
Isay 'in many cases' because it has to be understood that
there are certain types of amplifier (and other items,
particularly A/D and D/A converters) with which this
technique is likely to give unreliable results. Amplifier
circuits displaying significant hysteresis
are one example to which I've already
alluded. This almost certainly means it
won't work well with transformercoupled valve amplifiers, particularly
when measured at low frequencies.
Amplifier
circuits
having
a
discontinuous transfer characteristic are
also unsuited. A badly under-biased
class B amplifier would fall into this
category, as might class G 'commutating' amplifiers which switch between
power rails. Likewise any amplifier
having a switching (class D) output
stage, which precludes the new generation of PWM and digital amplifiers.
Sliding bias amplifiers, which change

distortion content at any arbitrary output level, thereby obviating
the need for further measurements. For instance, it should be
possible to construct agraph of apower amplifier's distortion
versus power level from asingle distortion measurement rather
than from many. It's also feasible to use the results to pre-distort
a WAV file in such a way as to cancel a particular device's
distortion contribution, although this is complicated in practice
by the fact that non-linear behaviour is often, for avariety of
reasons, afunction of frequency.
I can't claim to have verified in practice that measuring

Table 1:
Harmonic Level (dBr)
2
-68
-25
3
-62.5
4
5
6
7
8

-3
2
-57.5
-36
-57-5

9
10

-41
-58

11

-44

12

-6o

13

-47 ,
5

14

15

-6o
-52.5

16
-62.5
their output stage operating point
-6o
17
according to signal level, are contra-62.5
18
indicated also.
19
-67.5
Class B amplifiers with poor
-65
20
temperature compensation of their
output stage bias are an unintentional
subset of this category (which means it might be possible to
quantify this aspect of performance by the

6b

6á

disparity between measurement and prediction).
All of this still leaves a substantial majority of
hi-fi amplifiers to which the technique ought to
be applicable with acceptable precision.
Having flown off at this unexpected tangent, I
never did get around to listening to different

-••

distortion patterns as Ioriginally intended. But
the possibilities opened up by determining a
enty..11.

device's transfer characteristic as I've described
have prompted me to begin writing aWindows

1,•••••«%....

6d

program that'll allow anyone to determine the
amplitude and polarity of a device's distortion
harmonics, and to experiment with imposing
different patterns of non-linearity, measured or
imagined, to their heart's content. As soon as it's

14eietlivittliwooPoilmoMoleollOOPIW
-•••

.5

a•

treq•••qt

Figs 6a, 6b, 6c & 6d: Output spectra for aikHz sine input to the transfer
characteristics of Fig 4a and Fig 5a. The top two spectra show the result for a
full-scale input: they are identical. The bottom two spectra show the result for a
-2odBFS input: now the odd- order harmonic amplitudes are significantly different

finished I'll make it available, together with a
growing list of other items, on my web site:
www.audiosignatco.uk. Please do let me know
what you discover from using it.
REFERENCE
I. JMoir; 'Crossover Distortion in Class AB Amplifiers:.
Audio Engineering Society 50th Convention, 1975
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"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

The music,
the whole music,
and nothing but the music.
It is a fact of physics that amplifier distortion is responsible for creat eg ghost
notes. For e ample; when two notes are played simultaneously, say E in one
octave and

Ç.

in the octave above, the distortion of an ampfrfer will create a

third note, , in the octave below that of E. Within harmonically coreplex music,
distortion cl

ers the signal with exaggerated, harsh and confusing sounds.

Halcro's circUitry has been designed to virtually eliminate these
intrinsic nonlinear effects. Total Harmonic Distortion is less
than 1000 prts per billion at full power (20kHz). A fraction of
that of otherl amplifiers.
If you want t1e clearest possible
if you want

bsolute

musicality,

if you want recorded music
sounding like the real thing
you must listen to Halcro.

UK Distribution:
01252 702705
email: info©audioreference.co.uk

udio Reference
Website: www.audioreference.co.uk
www.halcro.com

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
uww.hne.co.uk
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write to: views, Hi Fi News, I
PC Media, Focus House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA • e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Remember good old NICAM?
How refreshing to read of

autoreverse to record opera on Radio 3; now I
just switch on once. My impression is that any

someone else who's dubious about the rush to

NICAM VCR will do this if it has an 'audio in' set

multi- speaker home cinema [' Strictly vinyl', the
March ' 03 ' System Setup' feature].

of inputs often on the front. If not you can buy

What seems to have been missed by all the
hype over the past few years is just how much

you this. It's abit like discovering there's a

aSCART-to-phono plug adaptor which will give
Ferrograph inside afairly ordinary looking

you can improve things just by buying afairly
basic NICAM video and wiring it up properly. The

domestic video machine. Iregularly record the

NICAM stereo VCR is really now the Cinderella of

whole of Radio 3's ` CD Review' on Saturday
mornings because Ineed to do the normal

hi-fi — some might say not hi-fi at all. However, if

things — such as seeing family and shopping
— that need to be got through at the weekend.

all you want to do is have rather better TV sound
the effect of wiring it into aspare input on your

It does seem as though no-one wants to

amplifier is amazing. Don't try and place the
machine under the telly las in 99% of
households) but stack it with your sound units
and then have along run of coaxial or SCART

0 Don't junk that old NICAM stereo VHS
recorder yet — it can record music too!

publicise this middle way. Imay be paranoid,
but is this because in most ways it costs
nothing? All you are doing is integrating

cable plus the aerial. There are various ways of

broadcasts like the recent ' Magic Flute from

components that are lying around many

disguising this — like putting it under the edge

Covent Garden' on BBC2 is agreat assest and ;

people's homes already. As for DVD, what does

of the carpet or my case behind the shelf 04 top

wouldn't thank anyone for bouncing it around the

it actually give you except asharper picture?

of the mantelpiece — but you really don't want

room with extra speakers.

And agreed that's initially impressive, but

long interconnects which will degrade the sound.
As an opera fan the ability to record, play

is it's ability to record sound and particularly FM

back and keep the rare out treasonable opera

radio. Iused to fiddle around with cassettes and

through my eyes.
Richard Thomas, Leicestershire

learning more about the ASM and the Pavek

also should provide me with avery good

Museum can browse to www.visi.com/—asm or

stereo- audio perfomance. ( By the way: is

effect ['Views'. May ' o3] are almost plausable

www.pavekmuseum.org for more information.

this areasonable option in your opinion?).

until he shoots himself in the foot with his final

Any UK audiophiles traveling to the Minnesota

comments regarding amodem connection speed

area should drop anote in our web page e-mail.

amplifiers in your Hot too pages, perhaps in the

of ' twice the 56k limit'. 1he actual speed being

We'd be happy to show them the sights, time

form of their own new chapter.

reported in this case is the Data Terminal

permitting. Great magazine.., been reading it

Equipment (DTE) speed or comouter-to-modem

since 1977.

Kimber and modem speed
Fred Mak's comments regarding the Kimber

However the hidden secret of the NICAM VCR

Gene Lyle, Audio Society of Minnesota

speed rather than the modem- to ISP-connection

Therefore Ialso hope you will enlist AV

Ernest Schwerdt, Amsterdam, Netherlands
• We rounded up abunch of six reasonably
serious AV amplifiers for Paul Miller's March'o3

speed. Typically, the cause of this is an incorrect
or outdated modem information (INF) file.

surely real life is never that sharp at least

•

... or drop aline to: Gene Lyle, Secretary,

Group Test, and assessed them with stereo and

Audio Society of Minnesota, PO Box 19260,

multi-channel music, as well as in their movie

actual connection speed being displayed, Mr

Minneapolis, MN 55419, USA

roles. Look out for more later in the year.

Mak may be able to make amore educated
judgement regarding the benefits of the fine

Choosing multi- channel

Armstrong identified

range of products available from Russ Andrews.

In the last two years I've been getting more

Inoticed on page 5of the May ' o3 issue that you

interested in the combination of sound and

show and comment on the front cover of the May

image in home cinema, which for me is now as

'73 issue. The room in the photo is the living

important as plain audio. To my disappontment,1

room of Barry Hope. He was then the sales

What atreat it was to open the March ' 03 issue

have the impression that AV ampifiers/receivers

director of Armstrong Audio. The books are real

and find Ken Kessler's article on the Pavek

aren't reviewed often in our beautiful magazine.

— the Gauguin is fake, though.

Broadcast Museum. iwas in attendance at the

Hope for more reviews of this kind, think they

Audio Society of Minnesota meeting when he

belong in the present episode of audio- history.

and Gayle Sanders of MartinLogan entertained
us and Ican tell you they were agreat hit. Great

intend to replace my AV and audio- amplifiers

Barry is also abit of 'tidy and perfect' fanatic, so

job, Ken and Gayle. Readers interested in

now in use by one new, good AV amplifier, which

might not have actually wanted it to get di -hi!

Perhaps with the correct INF file and thus the

Mark Wilkinson, Yeovil, Somerset

Pavek Museum treat

At some time, one or two years from now, I

Idon't know if the Mamod steam engine was
ever used. Barry does have ason who would
have been about the right age at the time, but

HFN reserves the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting
and at our discretion, but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fl. We cannot answer readers' queries over the telephone.
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THE
G'YPHON
The
New
Bullet Plug
RCA Connector - improves the
performance of interconnects,
digital and video cables...
dramatically!
If your high-tech cables are
terminated with standard
RCA plugs you may not
be getting maximum
performance.
At last! A new and better
RCA plug has been borr.
return pin directs
Introducing the Bullet !lug
electron flow to/frorn the side
wall or RCA sockets.
connector - abreakthrough
in RCA plug technology - and the closest approach
to no plug at all.

The State
of
The Heart

NOW AVAILABLE FROM HI-FI RETAILERS
THROUGHOUT THE UK.
UK Distribution - Redline Scotland Ltd
Unit 11b/72 Newhaven Road
Edinburgh EH6 5CIG
Phone 0131 555 3922
Email: martinsedline@virgin.net
Read the full story at www.bulletplug.com

"The Bullet Plug has,
overnight, leapfrogged the
performance available
from existing phono plugs,
and disappeared over the
horizon. The benefits are
huge, HUGE! They
transfoim the
performance of affordable
cables, and I
can't wait to
hear them on serious
leads"
Roy Gregory Editor HiFi Plus Issue 12
July/August 2001
"My best guess is that
once word gets out how
good these are, DIY guys
from around the world
will be swearing by
them "
Steven R. Rochlin wwwenjoythensusic.com

WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

Audio Consultants
7Comet House, Aldermaston, Berks.
Tel: 0118 981 9891
Audio Salon
5Crown Terrace, Glasgow
Tel: 0141 357 5700
Sight & Sound
High Street, Epping
Tel: 0199 257 1879
Midland Audio X-chanciP

PRODUCTS
INCLUDE:Power Amplifiers 30-250W,
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables,
Capacitors,
Resistors,
Semiconductors,
Transformers,
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

181 France Road, Kidderminster, Worcs.
Tel: 0156 282 2236
Distribution UK:
Gryphon Audi'Tel: +45 8689 1200 Fax: + 45 8689 1277
sales@gryphon-audio.dk

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW
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http://www.wnaudio.com
Email:- david.white38e ntlworld.com

Tel:- 0141-942-2460 (
until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377
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views
The Revox in the picture was the one

II Whether aspeaker sounds better bi-wired

Arnstrong used at their audio show

depends on the crossover design, but few

appearances.
Jim LeSurf, e-mail

amplifier manufacturers today dare deprive
their dealers and customers of the option.

Rogers' BBC heritage

An early adopter writes...
I
thought you might be interested in an early-

This question is intended for Ken Kessler,

adopter's thoughts on SACD and DVD-A.

if he's available at this address, or anyone

In zool SACD looked the best bet because of

else there sufficiently knowledgeable on

CD compatibility. The way DVD sales are this is

the subject. Iown an old pair of Rogers

no longer obvious. It's likely both formats will die

Studio .
1speakers, and I'm curious about

because of (1) the format war; (2) areluctance to

whether their provenance has anything to
do with the BBC, and whether these

C: This rather

issue software; (3) aperception that CD is good

speakers have any family relationship to

murky print from

enough; (4) kids conditioned to steal their music

other British monitor speakers of similar

the HFN picture

rather than buy it.

vintage and physical dimension, in

archive shows

particular the Spendor

the Rogers

but Ionly want the improved stereo. To reduce

BC- 1and SPi.

Studio One

risk, I've bought amulti- format Pioneer DV-656,

drive units

and will stick mainly to SACD hybrids for now. My

Ihaven't found much of anything on

The main selling point is multi- channel sound,

experience is limited to three hybrids, one SACD

the web, which isn't surprising since the
Rogers have been out of production for a
time and the company as such is no longer in

and two DVD-As.

business. I
thought perhaps someone
knowledgeable on the subject could point me in

years Ican't think of an occasion when Ihave

The Pioneer isn't quite as good as my
previous Linn Genki (or its Quad predecessor) on

needed more that three inputs on an amp, Three

CD, but both SACD and DVD-A are significantly

the right direction.

inputs take care of source including phono and

better — alive but not bright. I
wouldn't like to

CD leaving one for tuner. Having done astraw

favour one format over the other on sound

poll amongst friends, lot one of them records

quality. The ability of DVD-A to have on- screen

Ted Sims, e-mail

Ffrst, having owned separates hi-fi for many

• Ken Kessler responds: I'm fairly certain that

any mcre. so there's no need for tape input and

lyrics, photos and so on adds value — and if you

the Studio Iwas derived from the BBC

output either. When Isee astereo amp loaded

don't want it turn the TV off.

philosophy. Andy Whittle of Exposure, who

with inputs I
wonder why? Surely the money

worked at Rogers, regards them as 'generically

saved on those inputs could be put towards

made: specifically on to do with the packaging

connected', but they 'wouldn't be signed off

higher quality components. Also, while thinking

and pricing. Some SACD packaging is good, but

officially as BBC-approved, though they might

about it why on earth do we need two sets of

not in the case of the otherwise excellent Stones

have been used in some BBC studios'.

speaker terminals, I've never needed them!

re- issues — the plastic goes on the outside of

Please can someone tell me why they so

the paper, guys.

According to Trevor Attewell's August '81
review, the Studio Iwas developed from the
Rogers Export Monito, and thus related to the

desperately need them?
Second, for years I've looked at the HNE

There are some points that I've seldom seen

SACD cases are CD- sized, which risks
confusion. DVD-A cases are odd- sized, which aids

BBC's own LS3/6 design. Spencer Hughes, who

advertisements and wondered how on earth the

recognition but means they won't fit CD racks.

founded Spendor after leaving the BBC, based
his Spendor BC1 [ reviewed by Ralph West in

designers manage to suspend abehemoth of a
CD player like the Wadia from beneath the table

There's more choice on SACD but I
see more I

March '72] on earlier BBC design work.

top on their equipment support. If it's BluTack

actually want to buy on DVD-A.

then it must be of the super- strength variety.

Unnecessary inputs

There, I've got it off my chest. Ican look

DVD-A software is cheaper — this matters.

Iam definitely coming round from SACD to
DVD-A. If CD/DVD-A hybrids appear we'll have
the product everyone wants: compatibility with

Hello, firstly the sycophant bit. Love the

forward to my advancing years (I'm 40 this year)

magazine, daaarlings! Now then, two things

and the Bide- a-wee retirement home for hapless

both CD and DVD, and SACD will be dead in the

that over the years have got to me and, like a

audiophiles! All the best.

water. What do the rest of you think?

particularly irritating itch, need to be scratched!

Ian Dixon, e-mail

Angus Lang, e-mail

Save £ 1.05 on every issue
Pay only £ 7.33/quarter when you subscribe using direct debit
Call the subscriptions hotline

01622 778778
and quote code: 26W

subscribe
now and

save
30%

Offer open to new UK subscribers paying by direct debit only
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WE

LOVE

TO

Oxford
Audio

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to
your listening and viewing pleasure.

Consultants
Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,

C ince Oxford Audio Consultants
were established in 1988, we have

Monday Saturday.

built a reputation as one of the
leading specialists in audio, home
cinema, audio-visual and multimedia installations.

Oxford Audio

We are constantly striving to find and

Consultants.

stock
the
best equipment
in
established and new technologies

Cantay House,

ranging from record-decks and valve
amplifiers to digital radio tuners,
internet-connected

multi-room

systems,
state-of-the-art
home
cinemas and fully computerised
lighting and ' smart-home' controls.
Our equipment and installations
range from the ' modest' to the
'magnificent' but no matter what

your parchase is, we provide .1 ide
range of solutions that are both
imaginative and of the highest
quality.
Our staff are knowledgeable, frank
and friendly and will assist you
with your parchase: they will be
able to advise you on everything

where you will be able to experience
the best projector, plasma and TV
based systems. We have awide range
of décor and invisible loudspeakers
throughout our store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a
ful; range of custom installation
services tor the home as well as hotel

and commercial premises, we can
even provide outdoor loudspeakers

Park End Street,

for your garden that look like stones
and sound magical! We are happy to

Oxford OX1 1JD

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote

for

commercial

most

domestic

applications.

and
Our

installalions range horn the invisible
to the dramatic, but no matter what
you choose we aim to provide
something that is beautiful fix- both
the eye and the ear!

Tel: 01865 790879
Fax: 01865 791665
Email: oxford.audio@
btinternet.com

front the replacement stylus for
your turntable to the installation of
a multi-roone audio and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a
wide range ef equipment in one of

Website:

our dame listening rooms, raie for

www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

small ' lifestyle
audio
and
surround sound systems, one for
audio, and one for home cinema

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All 1E11

feel the
force

V-01727 855577
VX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGAFtDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH * ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOTTS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * 'fEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
*VERDIER
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
I11 I1?L'i.

â. LI LICILVT

PMC OB1
111,
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Win! £2300 of Monitor Audio speakers!
Enjoy the ' new Gold standard' with this British maker's new upmarket range

The new Gold Reference Series, says Monitor Audio, marks
the famous brand's ' return to the audiophile high ground'. MA's goal was to hit new
highs for appearance, quality and, of course, sound quality. Among the advanced
features of the Gold Reference Series are cast aluminium/magnesium alloy drive units
with Rigid Surface Techriology (RST), auniquely dimpled alloy driver cone surface that
eliminates bending, increases stiffness and lowers mass. The new Puresound
crossover (Gold 20 and 60) dispenses with series capacitors in the mid- range filters,
for unprecedented midband clarity. And that pure, clear delivery extends beyond
3okHz thanks to the new specially developed gold C- CAM tweeter. The C- CAM alloy
diaphragm is only o.o3mm thick and weighs afraction of agram — yet possesses
tremendous strength when formed into the dome shape and
treated with aceramic coating.
Each cabinet is hand-crafted from 22mm-thick MDF at
Monitor Audio's own factory in Rayleigh, Essex. Painstaking
care is lavished on the build and finish and only perfect mirrormatched veneers are used. Along with the three ' main'
models, there's aGold Reference centre channel, with the
same tonal signature and balance to integrate ' invisibly' with
any speakers in the Series. Flagship of the range is the £ 2230
Gold Reference 6o, ano-compromise full bandwidth design:
two RST bass units and one RST mid- range unit work into
three separate cavities tuned to differential frequency points.
Compact but still packing amassive punch and sharing much of the advanced
technology of the Gold Reference 6o model is the floorstanding Gold Reference 20
— our First Prize in this competition — retailing at fisoo/pair. Its unique dual- cavity
cabinet design is avariant of that used in the larger '6o, while the Puresound
crossover gives stunning clarity and purity right across the audio spectrum, allied to
superb integration and musical presentation.
Our Second Prize winner will receive apair of reference class stand- mounting
speakers, the acio Gold Reference to. This design uses one RST bass/mid driver,
again with agold C-CAM tweeter to deliver inspiring reproduction.
As Monitor Audio puts it, ' Gold Reference elevates Monitor Audio's trademark
fusion of technology, craftsmanship and innovative design to anew level. We believe
that, in every respect, these are the best speakers we have ever made.'
Don't miss your chance to own apair! Post your entry today.

LI

NOW TO ENTER

RULES

Just complete the entry form and post to Monitor Audio Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 5.
0,

1) This competition is open to UK
readers only. Photocopied entry forms

Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 18 JULY 2003. The questions:

1) What is the thickness of

2) Which mid- range crossover

3) How far does the treble range

Monitor Audio's C- CAM alloy

element is eliminated by the

of the Monitor Audio C- CAM

tweeter diaphragm?

Puresound crossver design?

tweeter extend?

0.03 in

series inductance

to below 2okHz

o.o3mm

resistance

to 25kHz

0.003FT1

series capacitor

to above 3okHz

0.003 in

parallel capacitor

to 28kHz

name

address

are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of Monitor Audio, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter. 4) Entries must
be received by first post on Friday, 18
luly 2003. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post; the winner's name will
be published in HiFi News, November

daytime tel no
e-mail

post code

IPC Media Limited, pablisher of Hi Fi News, and IPC Electric
Limited will collect your personal information to process your
entry and to gain obetter understanding of our magazine
readership. We may send you details on our magazines and
,
services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC

We may pass on your details to other reputable companies whose
products and services may be of interest to you. Please bck here if
you prefer not to receive such offers.

2003 issue. The Editor's decision will be
final and binding and no correspondence
will be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed to
indicate acceptance of the rules.

july 2003
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aren
lo, Arcam, Beyerdynamic, Castle,
n Kardon, JBL, Linn Classik,
Naim, Ortofon, ProAc,
Spendor, Sound Style,
harfedale

We are anew independent
dczler special: in ' nthe best
Itfi equipment meilable
throughouz the world.
Selected producrs from
Acoustic Researl,,A.udio No
Avantegarde, C,h•Did, Heart,
JM Lab.:, LiYing Voice,
Merlin, Michell, Drtofon,
PM C, ProAc, Pnaject, Pure,
Quad, Rega, Rinunaz, Rose,
Shanling, SME, Something
solid, Talk 2,Iectronics,
Tmnoy and niati>
We slso stock .0we range of
actes tortes, stands and -;:ables to
suit every. sy.u,rti.
Notewordly % aclio
313 BuckingLan Street,
AylesEur.,
Buckinghamlice
11P20 2111
Tel: 01296 422224
infoenoteworeyaudia.co.uk
www.notewortlrya

OPENING SALE NOW ON
AVID.

AVID

The most complete & thoroughly integrated solution to quality vinyl replay.
AC UT US

HUI

•

VOLVERE SEQUEL

VOLVERE

magazine
,

twID irir • •

ir'"4411111f111

At AVID we build turntables for
pure sound quality not pedigree.
Our AVID distributors allet you compare any of our AVID

the AV Lounge v••••10201 375 3691 nOetnitise Audio rw•••••1« 0115 973 3222

turntables to any other brand. The difference yrilt amaze you!

Loud & Clear

(AVID)
ID)

88

15.1and)

• • •
Doug Brady Hifi rerrmv.v, 01925 828009 > Hazelmere Audio .o..) 01494 865829 nCronos HiFi dived) 02887 753606

0131 555 3963 nM.A.X. er.reamk 01562 821236 ePremier Audio lbw.« 01924255045W Progressive Audio re« 01834389004e Sounds Perfection um.) 01326 221372

Unit 52. 137 North Gate, Alconbury Airbeid. Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE28 4WK • Tel: 01480 457300 Fax: 01480 457057 • Email: infoetavidhifi.co.uk • Web: www.avidhifi.co.uk
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The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot loo puts together the loo
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

IB Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.
• Want the full review? Just contact HFN

Mission M53

Audio Research CD3

Back Issues on 0870 756 0000

Linn Sondek CD12
o
( \ —I
10)

NAME
Arcam CD23 Text

PRICE

REVIEWED

SUPPI IFR

02/02 [AH]

01223 203200

Haim CD5

f.45e

um Awards out; up»

f1960

7/02 [AH]

01612

721444

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully- sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer
memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
dCS Purcell/Delius

f5000/65oo 12/99 [AH]

01799 531999

Elam

Naim CDS II

£8285

4/01 [AH]

oug 3•7 77n

01722 332288

www.naim-audio.com

1/99 [ MCI

01722 332288

wvivi.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures.
Perpetual PlA/P-3A Snoo/800 11/01 IDA]

+ 1303 543 7500

WWW.aV123.COM

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive OSP unit (P- 1A) and DAC (P- 3A) that do something
special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real musicians.
The P- 1A is the killer, used as asoftware- based interpolating upsampler, but with
capability for room or speaker EQ correction too. Mail order only in the UK.
Pdasare Dyi.a £15oo

f195o

12/oo [ AG]

wfflv.dcsltd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aD/D converte; that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and pro- grade electronics — allied witn sublime sound quality. After feeding
them the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs sound wholly believable at
last. Provision is also made for DSD conversion when astandard is agreed.
Lin. Mend

[
CB/SHI 0141307 7777 www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The CD 5can't play CD-RW discs or give a
digital output; disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results
indifferent — but musically, it's in aclass of its own for the
price, imbuing arichness and life that CD frequently lacks.
Unsophisticated in some ways, it has asolid, 3D quality and
superb dynamics. It has amagic sense of timing too, naturally.

wwearcamcomk

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound- deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player with well-balanced performance retailing at the right price.
Chord DAC64

/9 9

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard, CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution
and organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the music.
Arum DIVA C072

8

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left 'with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD12 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through presenting more information rather than less. But note that the
CDtz now uses amodern 24/96-type DAC instead of the original multi- bit

CD players
f1200

£12,000

6/99 [AGI

01423 359054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism but with Primare-tweaked
software to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to shock that results, there is
new decoupling and amagnetic clamp. Conversion is by eight-times oversampled
Burr- Brown 1702 20- bit D/A converters. The balance between ability and smoothness in
the D3o.2 is about as good as it comes.

rmw.linn.co.uk
Rotel RCD-02 £380

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi- size case is Linn's smooth all- metal three- motor
disc mechanism, a24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, and an HF switch- mode power
supply. It offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual instruments
easily, yet is more relaxed in treble focus, with plenty of articulation of fine detail.
Connection options include XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBIJ digital outputs.

2002

Awards 01903 221500

wwvi.rotel.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Rotel is well- respected for its UK-designed and Far East- built
budget players, which can make some claim to the 'audiophile' tag. While many are
knocking out DVD players and AV receivers, this company is sticking to its CD/twochannel ethos. If you're on atight budget this little beauty is well worth an audition.
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the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMI DT26. ¡Tice other Arcams, the
DT131 has comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested
enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively
impartial but accurate receiver.

DVD/SACD players

Creek Te3
MAME

PRICE

REVIEWED

SUPFLI ER

Arcam DV88 Plus

firm

02/03 MG]

01223

203203

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circJit design,
including separate clocks and power sopplies for audio and video, and apair of
Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and
sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 75E from awell-built, and
ergonomically satisfying design.
Denon DVD-3800 £ 900

2002 Awards 01753 888447

£400

Elm

11/02 [ PM]

01753 68o868

Magnum Dynatab

140102 £2200

HOW WE RATE IT Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player,
the Pioneer DV- 747A, but with added Marantz touches such as HDAM (hyper- dynamic
amplifier module) output stages and aheavier build. Awarded the EISA Award in
2002; however, nowadays there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Onkyo DV-SP800 £ 1200

02/03 [ PM]

01788 573100

w‘vw.onkyo.net

HOW WE RATE IT Based on atried- and- tested Pioneer chassis. the Onkyo features
Dolby Digital and DTS decoding with THX Ultra approval; DVD-A, SACD and CD
playback in two- and multi- channel modes; stacks of connectivity options; remote
control and an on- screen display. PM said, ' The Onkyo carves out apowerful and
atmospheric performance... the best of the first- generation models.'
Philips SACIh000

f1300

o6/oi [AG]

Mane ST-17

E600

10/02 [ PM]

12/02 [ PM]

01753 789789

fgoo

04/03 [ PM]

01753 789789

www.pioneer.co.uk

01923 233166

www.yamaha-audio.co.uk

MOW WE RATE IT Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this universal DVD-A/SACD/
CD player is one of the best of the new breed. SACD performance is the pick of the
formats, with stereo OVO Anot far behind. Multi- channel playback is impressive too.

TAG McLaren 132R

PRICE
£650

REVIEWED
olioa [A111

july

2003

01753 68o868

www.marantz.co.uk

f2300

07/00 [AH]

0800 783 Boo7 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

Turntables
NAME
PRICE
REVIEWED SUPPLIER
Clearaudio Champion from floao 03/01 [AH] 01252 702705

www.audioreference.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 3D image stability and arich, colourful
sound; although midband sounded alittle recessed. It showed fine rhythmic 'groove'
and pace to make extended listening apleasure. It looks good with its 19mm thick
shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's no dust cover. Speed
change to 45 is by shifting the belt on the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.
Uno I12

from £m75 10/97 DM]

0141 pum

www.Unn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better PSUs. Various versions still in production, using Basik,
Valhalla or Lingo power supplies, and Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference deck.
Michell Gyro SE

¡Br

05/99 [AH]

020 8953 0771 mvw.michell-engineering.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the Gyro of the 19805, itself
descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References.
SE has less Perspex, lower price and better sound. Unique
merry-go-round appearance distracts the eye but the ear isn't
tr, fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great sound at a
reasonable price. Can be upgraded with QC PSU (£ 440) and a
clamp. New version uses DC motor for even clearer sound.

SUPPLIER
01223 203203

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT For the most part, DAB is still far short of the ' hi-fi' category, but the
current pick of the crop is the Arcam DT8i. With better controls than previous models,

90

09/01 [ IH]

HOW WE RATE IT High-quality £ 1600 AM/FM analogue tuner with an optional f7oo
DAB module. Luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this
ahighly desirable unit. Sound quality tips the balance entirely in its favour. The I
32R
has more warmth and body through the midband, compared to the Arcam DRTio, and
aless digital- sounding treble. AH called it, ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Analogue/DAB Tuners
NAME
Arcam DTI

4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT It plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V discs and CDs. It also has an
i
Link digital interface (IEEE 1394 or FireVVire), adigital output for high- resolution
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently just the Pioneer
VSA AXioi receiver). Congratulations due for such aforward- looking product
Yamaha DVD-S2300

020 8948

0870 goo 9070 wvAv.philips.co.uk

NOW WE RATE IT It took amanufacturer with no vested interests ta produce the first
universal player, the DV- 747A... and what afollow-up: the DV- 656A delivers every
format to astandard that single- format players costing twice as much can't achieve.
Pioneer DVisiAl &foe

02/01 [AG]

HOW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and RDS; sound is 'cool, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image'. Tonal balance
is alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully conceived,
sounds superb, makes the best of weak sigt ,als and exudes quiet confidence'.

HOW WE RATE IT Also aDVD-V player, but no DVD-A. SACD replay had apoise and
clarity beyond CD; the ambience of multi- channel SACO brought something close to
real- life. For two-channel use, there's aseparate pair of outputs.
Pioneer DV-656A £400

www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was to
cassette deck expertise. This all- analogue FM only tuner has an
optional emote control, for fine-tuning and switcning of five
presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any otner tuner
that I've heard, including DAB. In every respect it's nothing less
than stunning'.

www.denon.co.uk

www.marantz.com

01442 260146

HOW WE RAH IT The T43 is asimple fuss- free FM tuner with excellent sound quality.
FM, MW and LW are available on atotal of 64 presets. Signal strength and multi- path
distortion are shown on apanel display. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's
nicely articulated and stable. It can only enhance Creek's reputation for producing
high- quality products at acompetitive price', for this little unit is excellent value.'

HOW WE RATE IT The heavyweight construction reflects its sophisticated circuitry.
It's ahighly developed video player with the full range of outputs and well- conceived
controls. Audio performance is striking, enabling DVD Adiscs (no SACO) to deliver the
promise of multi- channel audio, sounding powerfuL richly detailed and transparent.
Maranta DV83oo

09/01 [ IH]

Pro-ject Debut

£120

07/00 [ TB]

01235 511166

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed, belt- drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and

Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp and
lively sound,' commented TB. Add the Phono Box cartridge pre- amplifier, in m- m or
m- cform for an extra £4o, and you have an incredible vinyl- playing front-end.

light- controlled shunt resistor. The remote- controlled Ultimate is still top of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps at four times the price.
BAT VK-5oSE/V1(-60

Pro-ject RPMfour

f35o

01/01 [TB]

01235 511166

f6125

07/00 [ AG]

01892 539595

www.balanced.com

ynvw.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Comes complete with an Ortofon 5io cartridge (if bought
separately, £45) and aPro je( t9tonearm (nominally £ 25o). The clear acrylic cover
attracted comment, reminiscent of 'ajelly mould or blender'. Change to 45rpm is by
shifting the belt, which means first removing the platter. Sound quality was rated as
good; but achange of stylus (to Ortofon MC3o Supreme) brought the unit alive.

HOW WE RATE IT Full remote control pre- amp and 6o watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. It combines the dynamics and consistency from load variations of solidstate, but with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Performance is well
into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not asingle- ended design! It's
sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
Chord CPA 3200/5PM 1200C £4040/4210 1/99 [AH] 01622 722444 www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand It

E5oo/Er5o

o6/o2 [TB]

01235 521166 (see above)

HOW WE RATE IT The cheaper model, Kontrapunkt A (£ 500), has aFine tile stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atight, rhythmic bass, with no
brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B (£75o), with nude Fritz Gyger 80 stylus on a
solid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and detail. Both
were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.

HOW WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering.
The SPMizooC uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair ' have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to power amp out.
Conrad-Johnson MV6oSE £3000

SME Model io

£ 4255

12/99 [ KK]

01903 814321

02/03 [ MC]

020 8948 4153 ww‘v.audiofreaks.co.uk

www.sme.ltd.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet for
the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians just
because it's so damned quiet. The Model io let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

HOW WL RATE IT A55W stereo power amplifier from US, originally using to pairs of
Svetlana EL34 output valves but now uprated to ' SE' status with 6550 tubes instead.
Despite the ' MV' prefix, this model shows an unmistakable vein of the excellence
which distinguishes the C- IPremier range of valve power amplifiers. Anicely-tuned
upbeat delivery was also noted, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Conrad-johnson Premier 171.5 £ 4900 12/01 [ MC] 020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk
HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of C-I's megabucks flagship ART have been trickled down
to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank
of tremendously expensive capacitors. Although for C-1the ' MV' prefix designates a
lower-cost range, the MV6o stereo power amp is aworthy partner.

Amplifiers
NAME
Arum FMJ A32

PRICE
fame

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/02 [ AG] 01223 203203

Creek P43R/A52SE

HOW WE RATE IT This top-of-the- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of looW/ch. Pre- amp is revised too. giving astill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features include tone controls. AG found it sounding confidently
in charge, making the most of the speakers it was used with. An unusual degree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance.
05/01 [ AH]

01223 203203

03/03 [ DB]

08/01 [
MC]

02/00 [ KKI

01746 769156

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

020 8971 3909 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT The ARC Reference Two recalls the JS valve
specialist's earlier achievements — tor example, SPio II.
Despite broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled
design, sound quality was top notch as well. It joins the
reference class of pre- amplifier controllers with amarvellously
balanced sound, in amix that defines true performance. ' It
comes close to being, or it really is astate-of.the-art piece of
audio engineering,' said MC.

AS Passion Ultimate f1300

Eno

HOW WE RATE IT Aclassic hard- wired pre- amp, true to the minimalist ideal. Sounding
vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and grain, the Vitale nods
to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's enough low-level
noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of ' no transistors'. It's
still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre- amp. Quieter than aNu- Vista? Er, no.
ESLab DX-S4

Mum

020 8361 4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This 75 watts per channel integrated
amplifier with passive pre- amplifier stage sounds good
enough to worry more expensive combinations. Its sound had
all the right elements in place, in tune, in time. Imaging held
instruments rock steady in awide believable space. Remote
control of source and volume as standard: phono stage is an
optional extra. ' SE' model with uprated components also
available.
Croft Vitale

03/00 [ MC]

02/01 [ AH]

020 8971 39 09 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT With no less than eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in
push-pull pairs) this highe - power version of the VS5o gives the sound of classic
valves in spades. As DB reported, there's warmth. texture, muscularity and deep
bass aplenty, coupled with restrained yet subtly realistic detail: ' it combines brawn,
brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Audio Research Ref Two fio,000

f7oo

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 85W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DC- coupled,
bi-polar transistors ( no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the
power amplifier. Aclean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music. You also
get microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility
(to equalise levels of sources). It rates as today's finest integrated amplifiel at the
price.
Audio Research VS12o fy000

020 8361 4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Creek's inexpensive remote- control, line- level preamplifier gives an
easy- to-listen- to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and
deep bass. You can add ' standard' or 'special' m- m phono stages (£49 and £ 79), and
low- and high- sensitivity m- cboards for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE power amplifier.
Creek 5350

flu

Arcam A85

f350/E600 5/00 [ TB]

www.arcam.co.uk

01159 224138

wmv.audiosynthesis.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to

bp°

Wei PHI

00903 84608

wenteslakce.rk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much an amplifier as adigital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of 20oW was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, 'everything about asoundstage
and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable
regardless of volume or transient requirements'. IH found
nothing to fault in performance.
EAR 86e

Wm)

01/00 [ KK]

01480 453791

www.ear-yoshino.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre-amp to satisfy audiophiles and studio
professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
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improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five years operation.
Krell KAVlooll. £3900

to/o1 [ KK]

020 8971 3909 wwvi.krellonline.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked up iohm Apogee Scintilla speakers of mid-'8os
vintage, and found ' the KAV-3ooiL produced the very best sound Ihave ever heard
from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue...1 would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp Ican name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Linn Kolektor

f500

4/99 [ AH]

0141 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LKL4o power amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an m- m phono input, one of io in total which can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.
McCormack

f.2590

2o/oc [A6]

oaoll 948 9153 www.mccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain with two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
Musical Fidelity X-Ploo/X-AStoo f800/8clo

2/99 8, Woo [AG/AH]

020 8900 2866

HOW WE RATE IT Musical Fidelity's X-Pioo pre- amp substitutes solid-state devices
for nuvistor miniature valves. The X-ASL000, aloci W/ch solid-state design, is
housed in similar stretched cylinder canister. While the pre- amp is the star, the
power amp is relatively transparent, and the combination is clean and musical with
bags of power.
Musical Fidelity A3oo £ 1400

03/00 [ IH]

020 8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful yet compact 150W/channel amplifier, with five line
inputs, m-m/m-c and tape monitor, the remote controlled A3oo is essentially
transparent to the signal. ' There is a ' rightness' here,' said IH, ' which soon had me
re- appraising current CD favourites and rediscovering others'.
Musical Fidelity AC3CR Elmo

o6/oo [ D13]

10 loo [
DB]

020 8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Arevision of the Ai amp in the stretched cylindrical- cased X- Series:
you can see the X-A2 either as astripped down, remote control- free version of the XAlooR, or an enhanced X- M, with the superior transformer of the X-ALooR, and power
increased from 5o to 75 W/ch. Deciding whether it improved on the X-Ai was, as DB
put it, a ' no brainer', thanks to asurprisingly powerful bass, with superior separation
and articulation, while voices are clearer, and music is more convincing.
Magra VPA

£350

4/99 [ KM

01235 810455

wmv.nagra.com

HOW WE RATE IT Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 50 watt
into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push-pull design, fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.
Maim MAC ma/NAP no

E625/ £ 50

03/02 [AH]

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Pleasant to use, apart from those archaic DIN sockets. With
partnering 50W/ch NAP 15o power amp, it did deliver the famous ' Naim sound' with an
obvious freedom from artifice. AH said it showed ' little of the unnatural glare and haze
that afflicts some products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity'.
Difficult to trump in terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical satisfaction'.
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july zoo3

£8o°

02/01 [ AH]

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 30W me measured 36W), but still adynamic
performer. Smooth and musical sound, with avery convincing decay to treble notes
and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going amp that didn't fatigue after
continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit as some, but rhythm and timing
were its real strengths. For more volume, just look to the 112/150 pre/power.
Maim NAP 500

fio,000

8/00 [ MC]

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP 5oo is the largest Naim amp, in astylish sci-fi case. It
features an impressive outboard PSU and uses new Semelab output devices so
powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is
internally bridged to give i4oW/8 ohm (or double that into 4), with prodigious current
output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.
Pass Labs X35o

£9950

02/00 [ AG]

01892 539595

www.passlabs.com

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 35o watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it alower
than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thic k, short cables. There is alevel of detail,
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.
Pathos TT RR

£3250

8/99 [ KM

01753 652669

www.ukd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote control pure Class A, single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/12XA7. The downside is relative
inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that ' this is one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare A30.1

Ego°

6/99 [AGI

03423 359054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A30.1 bipolar amplifier, rated at moW/channel, looks like
amillion dollars, and is remote- controllable. The volume control is afine 10o- stepladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout
its range. Atruly powerful amp, even taking the power rating into account.
Quad QC 24/II-forty

from

ii/oo [ 1(KI

01480 447700

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HCW WE RATE IT This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/II
valve amps is larger than the originals, and lacks filters and
tilt/tone controls. Only available only as apair, using KT- 88 to
give twice the power of the KT- 66 original; it's conservatively
rated at 40W/ch. The pre-amp lac ks the noise floor of the
origina4, and has anew smoothness and precision.

020 8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Choke Regulation power supply configuration employs an extra
inductive component to block higher mains harmonics and RF noise. Additional
capacitance is used after the chokes to reduce the AC impedance as seen by the
output stage. This pre/power combination has arare sense of ' rightness'. The
excellent low-level musical resolution and subtle articulation work well with SACD.
Musical Fidelity X-A2 f500

Haim NAIT 5

Rotel RA-oi/RA-02

f250/E350 04/03 [ TB]

01903 221500

www.rotet.com

HOW WE RATE IT Quality doesn't always break the bank as Rotel ably demonstrates
with the latest of its budget systems. The RA-oi and oz differ only by the fact that
the latter has aremote and costs more; whereas they share the same 40W/channel
(8 ohms) output, six line- level inputs, and asound that TB described as 'smooth
and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but be pleasantly surprised.
SI pcaloo/ppaloo £4600

04/00 [ IH]

0141 810 2820 www.sjaudio.com

.HOW WE RATE .. TStyling and attention to detail in this remote control pre-/ power
amp combination (£ 22oo;£2400) are exceptional, although much of the complex
circuitry is related to the power supply. The power amp takes the reduction of residual
noise and interchannel crosstalk to near- obsessive lengths. IH has rarely been so
impressed with an amp combination — in all key respects it performed flawlessly.
TAG McLaren DPA32R £1500

10/00 [ MC]

0800 783 My vivAv.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has an A/D-D/A interface, which means it can operate as adigital
encoder and decoder and as aD/A converter for digital sources. It can also accept
the company's DAB radio module internally (af5oo option) and can be connected
to other TAG Mclaren components using aproprietary system bus. It offers asolid
performance at afair price, and above-average sound quality.
Unison Research Unico

475

7/02 [ KK]

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch
MOSFET output stages, with excellent build and finish plus remote volume control. Its

midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region replicated at these price points only by
all- tube amps of which there are precious few, and which would probably not have
this amplifier's smooth and generous power delivery.' There's a £ 50 phono option.

the rest. Treble can get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly
overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
88W Nautilus 8.2 £6000

PRICE
flow)

RI
03/00 [ AG]

020 8642

4436

www.alr.de

HOW WE RATE IT Large, oval, rearfacing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium mid- range
driver. Tuning allows you to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
ATC SCIA7oLE

£13,860

11/99 [AG]

01285 760561

Dynaudio Contour 12.5 £ 2460

05/00 [ 511]

osiot [ IFI]

01 453

752656

vnev.avihifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x2o5mm)
two-way update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter
and 127mm Vifa pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. Aconsistent
impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The Ill version retains, or
even builds on, its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy, and levels of detail.
07/00 [AH]

once; 260033

¡goo

Om PIK]

Energy Encore 2

£75 0

os/os [ AG]

00903 750750

www.bwspeakers.com

01903 750750

Ege

12/01 [AG]

551551

wvAv.elac.com

01903 750750

£68o

03/00 [AG]

01494

551551

vAvw.etac.com

Eiso

a / 01 [AG]

01473 240205

wvnv.energy-speakers.com

Egoo

2001

Awards 01442 260146

www.epos-acoustics.com

HOW WE RATE IT Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid- driver,
with acarefully- profiled moulded cone allowing the use of asimple crossover. With a
cabinet designed for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel, and screwed- in front
baffle, it gives an open, lively and exciting sound. Avery fine speaker for the money.
Harbeth Compact 7ES Etgoo

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of £ 200 bookshelf monitors, the 303 was the only
model to acquit itself ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG.
Utilitarian rear ported cabinet includes glass- fibre cone driver and tapered-tube
tweeter. It sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than

6/99 [ MC]

oligiti 235566

www.harbeth.com

HOW WE RATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then- equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/SP1. Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by barn- door
standards. Thin-wall enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, with natural vocals; easy to recommend.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This smallest member of the CDM series has now been upgraded
with aversion of the Nautilus tweeter with its extended damped rear cavity, married
to afront-vented 165mm Kevlar cone bass unit. Avery grown-up loudspeaker which
manages astrong, large-scale sound and its bass is also more tuneful and expressive
than many rivals'. Treble quality is not quite as good, but it remains powerful.
88W DM3o3

01 494

HOW NE RATE IT This sub/sat system's satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an aluminium dome tweeter and synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusually low (2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a150W MOSFET amp in charge of the zoomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce the subtle sound of solo instrumental play.ng
and full-scale orchestral recording at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology into this 49omm-tall stand mounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug for
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and deserves adecent amplifier in the 25-100W
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals 'sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'.
B&W COM 1NT

12/00 [AG]

vrww.minipod.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has asmall Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit and soft- dome tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can even err on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
88W 6o2 53

44o

HOW WE RATE IT Acompact, vented all- aluminium enclosure using aluminium cones
and domes. One for the 'stripped pine and chrome' set, this title model has sharp
reflexes and is bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock and jazz, it's an
loudspeaker. What it lacks in sophistication is made for up in panache.

Epos Mu
Btueroom Minipod £260

vAwd.dynaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Elac's speakers mostly use aluminium enclosures and ribbon
tweeters, but this is made of wood and uses adome tweeter. The aluminium composite
bass dome is retained, however, and so is the unusual ability to deliver volume levels
with negligible compression or distortion that would defeat most others. Basslines are
particularly well projected, and the sound overall is extremely well integrated.
Etac 3101 JET

¡goo

01732 45 193 8

01895 833099 www.avantgarde-acoustic.de

HOW WE RATE 1,T Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker stands
1.44m high, has horn- loaded mid- range and tweeter, and a
self- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system sensitivity of
toodB/watt. SH noted that it gave immediacy, impact, emotional
communication — but without the coloration that has spoiled
other horn loudspeakers. The Uno more than stood up to box
speaker competition available at the price (paint finish included).
AVI Neutron III

o8/oo [ KR]

HOW WE RATE IT Amagnetically- shielded AV design, although it would benefit from
an additional subwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour T2.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging. and above average depth.
Mac C1.8a Mk II

£735o

www.bwspeakers.com

www.atc.gb.net

HOW WE RATE IT ATC's Studio Control Monitor (1200 x405 x465mm; hwd) is an
monolithic 70- litre fully active three-way design and includes 350 watt of on- board
power amplification and electronic crossovers, and an external pre- amp, the SCA2
(f2600). Musically it has bold dynamics, apowerful bass reach, but slightly vague
imagery and amarginal loss of HF detail and sweetness. An effective communicator.
Avantgarde Uno

01903 750750

HOW WE RATE IT Third in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one
of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers. It carries the authority and
finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces
where the 8o1 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass.
midrange darity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to
mention killer looks lead to atruly great speaker, recommended
withoLt hesitation.

Loudspeakers
NAPA ,
:
AIR Jordan Note 3

9/01 [AH]

Jamo 1:183o

£15oo

05/02 [AG]

01788 556777

www.mmospeakers.cu.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet provide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can
be forward. Monitorlike incision can give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its 'astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities'.
Jamo £8go

Egoo

03/01 [TB]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW W1 RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
contain two 200MM cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm soft,
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dome tweetei. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
PAlab Cobalt 815

f86o

05/01 [ AG]

0121 616 5126

www.focaltm.fr

HOW WE RATE IT This French floorstander uses an inverted- dome Focal tweeter plus
two itiomm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. Sensitivity
measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder than this
implies. It had asomewhat bright treble, but this is aspeaker which starts and stops
when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all Kinds of music.
Linn Katan

£635

Wei [AH]

ono 30yrm

www.Unn.co.nk

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AH.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the Katan from single- wire mode to bi-wire/bi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
MartinLogan Prodigy £8970

08/00 [ MC] 020 8471 3909 www.martmlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impart, this ML may be the one for you.
Mirage MRM-1 £ 2200

oy/oo [
AG]

01473 240205

silk dome driver that takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but
the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only the last ounce of
detail Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Sonus Faber Cremona f5000

bi

11/02 [AG]

01480 451777

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The mi has grown up! Areal find in our Nov 'o2 Group Test, this
Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more
extension to the low- frequencies. Quite simply asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll
work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz. Expect the usual Mission
standards of excellence for the aesthetics and build quality.
Mission ha-AY

£800

Woo [AG]

01480 awn

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo- channel sub- sat system), the
f52-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
whir hcan be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The f52-AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.
Quad ESL- 989

41
Ruark Etude

£4000

07/00 [KM

01480 agyoo wanv.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth robe on the ESL- 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' y'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifier- breaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.
£5oci

05/02 [ AG]

01702 601410

www.ruark.com

HOW WE !RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
detailed, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links. An easy
8ohm load with reasonable sensitivity for its size (86dB).
Ruark Prologue R

f950

10/00 [AG]

tom 601410

HOW WE RATE IT Another expensive but beautiful
floorstanding loudspeaker from the Italian masters. Fabulous
build quality, imposing style and magnificent finish —
to say nothing of its sonic ability: ' The sound has soul: it's
vibrant and bold,' HFN said in our 2002 Awards issue. You
shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the more expensive
Amati, but for the money this speaker is extraordinarily gocd.

Snell E.5 Tower £ 1520

6/99 [AG]

01233 813111

www.snell.com

hOW WE RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall- damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink
— which one review described as ' European- sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially
US- flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy
quality which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.
Tannoy Dimension TDi2 £6500

4/12 [ MC]

01236 420199

www.tannoy.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn- loaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass'rnid unit. As MC noted, you may need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated-driver array; in
tact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynamics and expression normally associated with much higher
prices. It remains clear and natural up to really high sound levels.
Totem Ano

£550

020 8971 3909 wvoi.sonusfaber.com

wwemiragespeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This miniature two-way has asuperb two- layer enclosure, with a
steel lining and aCorlan machinable- polymer naffle. Demands alot of power, but
lacks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asuPwoofer.
Mission m53

9/02 [ KK]

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood-veneered enclosure is supplied
in mirror- image pairs, and uses two small i4omm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm

£96o

egg [AH]

teem o6o16 winv.totern.coin

HOW ME RATE IT Aslim floorstander, the diminutive Arro is thin enough to slip into
the smallest of listening rooms and it's adesign that does have an outstanding ability
to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers. Integration between
the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the
fluid midband. Despite the limitations of power/ low frequency handling, AH found
himself quite taken by these delicate, pole- like loudspeakers.
Wharfedale Diamond pi

f120

9/01 & 12/01

0845

4580011

www.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Definitely ar opinion divide. KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will 'astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds... astonishing
clarity, top-to- bottom cohesion, more than plentiful bass and amidband naturalness
that recalled the Quad ESL'. AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an
uneven balance that did no favours except with the most well behaved and
straightforward recordings'. Probably best suited to low volumes in small rooms.
Wilson Benesch ACT 2 £ 000

lotee [AG]

0114 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously- constructed teardrop
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbonloaded Tactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
similar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery Ewa oltios [Alt] 01142 852656

www.wilsonbenesch.coaik

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an integral stand, and uses tour drivers per box. Ar)omm
Tactic mid ' bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face forward, in an inverted
configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass drivers in an isobarik
clamshell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery
remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.
Wilson WATT/Puppy £ 8700/9700 04/00 [ MC] 020 8971 3909 www.wilsonaudio.com
HOW WE RATE IT The System 6is the latest iteration of the Wilson Audio WATT,
Puppy combination. System 6includes re-engineering of both units and now provides
superior dynamic range. Although relatively compact, it can take on the world's largest
power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo imaging was good
and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more expensive units.

july
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accessoriesclub
Magnetic racks float equipment on air

In the light of KK's enthusiasm for
the new Relaxa 3+ equipment

• : ::::

support [
HFN May '031, it seemed

::

: ::
•:

:

::

MAD PPs: Phono stage, m- m

£4 0

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£27.50 El

LP preservative

remiss of us not to include the

£27.50

Record cleaner

delightful device in our offerings.

£15 12

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

The Relaxa 3+ is the latest in a

£22.50 E

Stylus cleaner

..11111

unique range of equipment supports
from Italian company SAP. Larger,

£12.50 E

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (
Rega)

•
.• .

1.2111

kit

£115 E

(Rega) 1.2m installed

and designed to carry heavier loads

£129

(Universal) 1.2m installed £165 D

than it's predecessor — the Relaxa 1

AESTHETIX ABCD-i cartridge demagnitiser

— the new version has atempered

£200 D

KAB Speedstrobe

glass top- plate (56o x44omm)
mounted on four adjustable

0 The Relaxa

magnetic levitation systems to provide excellent system stability

capacity of 3okg, it's ideal for heavy

3+

[
above] and Relaxa Iboth use intriguing

Physically, the Relaxa magnetic

equipment susceptible to vibration
The assembly sits on an elegant
X-shaped metal sub- frame, and is a

D

CD CARE & PROTECTION
CD 'JEWEL' CASES

greater 'snap'.

system has an almost universal

such as power and valve amplifiers.

£75 D

MICHEL Unicover

magnetic ' pistons'. With aload

One word of warning: the 3+

impact. Its magnetic levitation

has such powerful magnets that

system is so obviously different.

it it shouldn't be used under any

Standard 5" complete

pack of io £6.50 E

Maxi- single slimline

pack of lo £6.50 11

Slim double

pack of 5 £6.50 O

Standard double

pack of 3 £6.50 11

5" PVC protective sleeves

pack of 30 £6.50

perfect complement to the Relaxa 1,

'Levitation' is very much the right

form of tape recorder or turntable,

which is slightly smaller at 500 x

word. Sonically, KK noted agreater

unlike the Relaxa 1which has been

38omm, alittle less rugged, having

'quietness' to silent passages,

specifically designed for turntables.

DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser

an acrylic top plate, and carrying a

amore solid bass, and atreble

RELAXA

£365 E

STEROPHILE Test CD1

£13

little less load, 2oKg.

imparted with more precision and

RELAXA 3+

£5oo

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£

o
£10 o
£15

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

24 D

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION

BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

001

FLUXDUMPER '
Magic Brick' for valve amps

£25 E

HFN

002

TEST LP '
The Producer's Cut'

£25 D

MkI Kit

£225 _
r I

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving-coil transformer

£70 D

MkI 1

£45 0

Mk11 Kit

£255

Mk11 Pro

£500

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE MkI

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8xM6 spikes for wood/steel
012

STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2-divider, 36o(h) x340(d)

f8o D

CD Store: i6o-CD, 4- shelf, 72o(h) x165(1)

£99 D

CD Base: 160-CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)
HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HEN on SORBOTHANE Damping sheet isoxisox3n.m

£4 00

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID ilitre

£99 D
f7o

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 5o

£13 11

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 5o
DECCA Mk III Record- cleaning brush

£12 D

ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 0

SHURE SFG-2 STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE

£18 O

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, o.00zg

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 12

£8 0

Digital level

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

£80

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of

12

33oMk11 XLR Ringmat

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE' SERIES

Anniversary 330 Ringmat

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
4kVA Customised

£Call

ikVA 230/230V
11(VA Adjustable output

£450 D
f530 D

ikVA

f5oo

120/230V, 23o/12«

IkVA Intl adjustable output

£580 D

5ooVA 230/230V
5ooVA Adjustable output

£345 D
£425 D

5ooVA Int'l 120/230V, 23o/12W

£395 D

5ooVA Intl adjustable output
RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
H/D, per metre
RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£475 12
£4.5 0 D
£6.5o

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£45 D
£60

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

f5o

RF earth choke, kit

£35 0

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT z- way
6-way
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR
PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way
METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, lo-way

£99
£159 D
£99 D
£95 0
£85 O

32A mains distribution, 4-way

£70 O

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit
PHONES in HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit
Assembled

Small, per 3

£80

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS
Small, 6mm

per pair £ 12 D

Large (12mm)

per pair £ 14

£20 '

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 E

£200 I

DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

£14 D

£200 .

PROGOLD Gold contact cleaner

£14 D

£35 EI

AYRE System Enhancement CD

£5o

ROTH WELL Attenuator

£70 LE

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

£145

£16 0
per pair £ 39 E
£ 75.0 O

AUDIO ONE XLR / phono adaptor (specify in or out), per pair £16

•Visit www. hi fi accessories club.com

tine orders welcome

accessories,. ub order form
Name
Address

Postcode

Tel

Cheque/postal order enclosed for
'HFN

Accessories Club'

£

(pounds sterling) made payable to:

or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)*

Card Number

Expires (date)

Signature

£15 O
£22 0
£33o D

Assembled

Support system full sparer set, blue

£80

£145 0

32A mains distribution, 6-way
SUPR LORAD Mains chord, per metre

I

per 4

£12 D

£37.50

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

£37.50 D

MICHELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

£13

Eso D

LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£18 .45 0

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIL

£20

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

HEN 023

£18 0

RINGMAT Statmat MkIICDi

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

£35

£5

£15

Statmat CDi, blue

£15

5litres

£12.50 D

SID Sound improvement disc

HFN

HFN

D

£399
£218 O
£299 0

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

£50

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME

£15 0

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box zoo, Bedford MK4o I'M, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: salesOhiflaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include
postage and packing for all items, whatever their size.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Au
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel 01562 822236

lb
Densen

B-400

PLUS

The new PLUS DAC based on the acclaimed XS DAC, the PLUS DAC features new analog stage based
on an advanced Class A amplifier stage completely without feedback circuit, completely re-designed
24 Bit D to A converter circuit with 1ppm precision in the reception of datastream.

Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike lining
Yeovil
Tel 01
479361)
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
01425 461230

Soundwise, the B/400 PLUS represents a giant step forward compared to the B-400, and we are proud of
being able to present such qualities.

Progressive Au
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

Current owners of B-400 can upgrade their B-400 to a B-400 PLUS. The upgrade is a COMPLETE upgrade,
meaning there will be NO difference between a,B-400 upgraded to B-400 PLUS, and a factory manufactured B-400 PLUS

Ractfords
Bath
Tel 01225 446245

If the PLUS upgrade has your interest, contact your Densen dealer who will be happy to help you.
Upgrade to a B-400 XS is also possible, more information from your dealer....

Ractfords
Bristol
Tel. 01179 441010

Even the frontplate on your B-400 will be upgraded to a new frontplate with the PLUS logo!
Our main focus is to achieve the best possible " airguitar factor"; only when your equipment sounds so
good that it makes you want to stand up and play the airguitar or become an "air- conductor" - only
then have we achieved what we wanted: to create musical experiences so great that you forget
everything and focus 100% on the music.

Densen • Randersvej 28 • 6700 Esbjerg • Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.cik

Signals
Ipswich
Tel. 01473 655171
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel 01482 587397
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to advertise call 0208 774 0790

BUCKS

NORTHERN IRELAND

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
BIGGER BETTER RANGES
AND FACILITIES
HIFI, HOME CINEMA,

N OTEWORTHY

MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS

A UDIO

LARGEST PRODUCT

3E 3uckingham Street Aylesoury, Bucks, HP20 2L11

www.noteworthyaucio.co.uk

RANGE IN IRELAND

01296 4,22 224

FANTASTIC SPECIAL

Opel 9.30 to 5.30 TLeuday

YORKSHIRE

-me

Now demonstrating
Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius Cl) Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Si!tech
Cables, Isotek Sub Suwon, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Acto, Audio Synthists, Ka-aPre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isola Sul Station PIS
Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audis ,Ario - Absolute Sounds
-Korn - Plinio,.- Siltech

Arcici

RDA - Pink Triangle

.
st Turntables - Project - Onoton - Van den Hull - Mirage

wekome Ifortie dernonsrrariun

OPENING OFFERS
8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 028 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 3006
E-mail. David@kronosHi-Fi co.uk
Web Site. http://vnvw.KronosHi-Fi.co.ak

VINYL

Premier Audio
2

to Saturday

goodme.crion cl-Silfand

We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30
Wakefield 01924 255045 — Colin

Tel :

siee

Grundy

THE DIRECT DISC

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

s.

VINYL VINYL VINYL

NORFOLK

Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

_• ,

Extensive search service for wanted! albums.
Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50

•••

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Or visit our website on
w.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn.
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

NOTTINGHAM

Stax, Teac, and others

LONDON

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, ALdio Research, Meridior Addio ( inc lull digital thodrel,
88W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Soma Ember, Sony Projection, DN M,

Creek, Myrycid,
michell,S.M.E, Rd, Rotel, Dunce (IT Products

Crimson, Audion, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber, C.R.D.L. Epos,

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Meridian Digital Active speakers
Rosewood - boxed
(es darn £4,540 £3:50
Martin Logan Aeon speakers,
light ook,laoxed ( es dem) £3,148 £2,675
Sonus Faber Concherto speakers
(Mkl-Bi wire) Walnut, boxed
s/h £ 1,000 £495
Meridian 501 remote control preornp, boxed
s/h £700 £395
Magnum A20 preamp, boxed lblock/chrorn
s/h
£295
Magnum A200 power amp ( black) boxed
s/h
£425
Meridian 506 CD player 20 bit, boxed ( s/h) £ 1,100
£485
Pink '
A' LFT T/T block gloss top plate,
regs 250 arm, New PSU ¡ ust fitted by
Chanty Audio, no box
s/h £795 £375
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chaatryaudia.com
NB. All Ex Dern items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminirnum of 2years and up In 5
years, depending upon the product.
..****** .....
Moil Order Available .,**********

www.basicallysound.com

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES it LEMONS
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARCM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CRE IIs
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT Ph1C
QED RLGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

020 7924 2040

61/63 WEBRS ROAD, SWI I
website: www.oandlhifi.co.uk

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

ste,i

www

.si

SURREY

•MICROMEGA • \ 11‘1 II PIO • NEAT. REGA • ROTEL
•RO1 I/ • SII MIINI • lIti • Utt % II
MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street, Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames.
Surrey KTI al3A Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tun - Frt 10.30em 7.00prieSat 10am - 13pm

çj

email:engtjesignals,u1,corn

0,3

Is

uk

con

Audio Destination
a step

into the future

Free advice on the audio visual systems to suit you
w.. can also advise you on the
most effective upgrade path for
yoe system giving you continued performance enhancement

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and alee

si • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE

655171

(01473)

DEVON

FREE PARKING

16-1 8A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101 777) 870372 Focsinaile 1017771 87043;

Stockists of: ARC.% 1 • Ill \

Ipswich

fax : 01473) 655.72

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

GREATER LONDON

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI.
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeatea. Also agents for Croft. Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

tMON
ROUs
HOME
LIAONSTRATU
OLI - OF HOUR'.
APPOINTMENT
elLOS PLAY
AREA

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

Mud to high end components/
systems to suit all budgets
Stockists of
KUARK, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
PROJECT, NAD, ROKSAN,
NORDOST, CHORD, PARASOUND,
PRIMARE, MONITOR AUDIO,
CREEK, EPOS, TUBE
TECHNOLOGY, TRINITY AUDIO,
1507E14 DALI, WHARFEDALE
PLUS MANY MORE

CALL IN FOR ACHAT + GOOD OLD FASHIONED SERVICE WITH ASMILE.
MIKE

CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

Tel: 01884 243584 • FaX 01884 258887
328 Bamplun Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
n..:O.Uk
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WEST MIDLANDS

F

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

04 IS/N. 1.
1/\

r—
e

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, lamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD.

9MARKET STREET,

APR 0% Written details on request.

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL.

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

Licensed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, 1
£73 5TD

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

NTEREST FREE CREDIT

ON SELECTED ITEMS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

LONDON
MARTIN
LOGS'
ASICEN

»

O'Brien Hi-Fiee

•AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF
•DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO
•NAD • NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • PATHOS • PROJECT • OED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE
•SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

.51 -D10 ANALOGUE

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 (Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 June 10

Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dent)
Audio Analogue Puccini SE amplifier ( ex dem)
Creek CD53 CD Player flew)
Exposure 2020 tuner ( nevi
Final 3EiectrostatK speakers reir demi

WAS
£
495
£
635
£1150

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
1161 Krell KAV30011. texidem) £ 698 EMS SAID (91194) turntable ( new)
£720 £179 Regale
£11 Krell SPB64 DAC
£51 Linn LK 100
£175 Mani, Logan Ascent (
ex deml

f099 LIB Michell Argo Hera ( ail
£1495 £55 Nonio Asty ST 150 Watts e, dun,

£495 £
251

t9000 t2195 NAD 155 DUD/CD player (new)

£
499 twa Tandberg T0D310 3motor cassede deck ( sal)
£325 Ore< CD33 CD player-PNIhps CDM9 laser (s)16 MOO £251
.
125 Theta Data 11
£4499 t3149 Onkyo 14211 tuner 114fidei vases oADS 4e91 )2170 1
L. nap Unison ReSearCA SRI ( ex demi
as £
195 Parasound MC3500
0450 1350 Repa Planet CD
£215 Unison Research S2K amplifier ( ex riern)

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SIN20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: shopeobrienhifIcom

COPLAND

Dda £ 125

£1250 DM

f.

E13601 0196

•

I
.

UK WIDE

YORKSHIRE
M ADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH

THE

2e4*v

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.
•

r........e-11.10u

é, P•elet/1.11

Tr.
AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms
for electronics, turntables de Speakers (excellent reviews)
NATURAL RHYTHMS Equipment Rack System
with unique cable isolation System. Floor standing
Loudspeakers, all hand crafted in our workshops
in avariety of real wood veneers.
Custom sizes and finishes undertaken.
Interconnect cables, solid silver, dr copper fitted with bullet plug ,
Quality Mains Power Cords €4995 Credit Cards Taken,
Tel: VOW/9 on 01643 822128, voodootek@hotmail.com

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE

seas
S

Solen Fast Caps

Zs\ Skaaning
loudspeakers

Perspex lift off covers, Major credit cards.

Tel: 01643 841244
graham@southwestanaloguelsnet.co.uk

STAFFORDSHIRE

Acoustic Energy Audio Synthesis Audion
Bib Chord Co ECM Furutech Goldring
Grado GSP AUdio GutVVire LAT Lyra NAD
Nordost Pioneer Profigold PURE-Digital
QED Royd Shakti Sennhesier Soundstyle
Sound Organisation Shun Mook Shure
Shunyata Research Sunfire Supra Stax
TAOC Thorens Tivoli Zerdost ZYX

AUDIO Atmosphere

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 35A
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

Solen Inductors

Fostex

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANYZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

UK WIDE

DianiŒU
ACOUSTIC PANELS

Have all V11equipment on demonstration along
with SMETUBE TECHNOLOGY-MICHELL
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE LORICRAFT/GARRARD
CROFT - various cartridges, ORTOFON, VDH
Second hand equipment, Record cleaners/cleaning service.

morel:

._

v il: c

furless

NÔÉDOST

best sounding Amps, preamps,
tuners, CD players and speakers
you will hear.

Lr

Find out more quickly!

e

HON
scanspeaK

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
.
,,, .
,--;',..,1,sound corn

7- admound corn

A VINTERNATIONAL

AVI design and build some of the

et

www.avihifi.co.uk
or telephone 01453 752656

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality HiFi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933
free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

Penkridge Staffordshire 01785 711232

www.audioatmosphere.com

To advertise in this section Call
020

100 july 2003

\
t.

•

KRELL 30011.

0% Instant Finance Available Written details on request

Isolation j Systems

•

8774 0790
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Audio

SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL DEFERS
Advantage PI/A300 Pre Power Amps (used) .. £2,300.00
Audio Research LS2/2 Pre Amplifier . (used) .. £ 1,600.00
Audio Research LS9 Per Amplifier (used) .. £ 1,300.00
Audiolab 8000 CD Transport/Dax (used)._ £895.00
Copland CSA 28 Amplifier
(used).... £795.00
Cyrus 7Amplifier (used).... £495.00
Cyrus 3Amplifier
(used). ... £295.00
Cyrus PSX-R Power Supply (used). ... £250.00
Dynaudio 1.3/2 Speakers/Stands (used)._ £795.00
Krell KAV300CD Player
(used) .. £ 1,995.00
Krell KSL Per Amp ( MM/MC)
(used) .. £ 1,200.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers
( used).... £300.00
Lumley REF ST70 Power Amp
(used) .. £ 1,295.00
Meridian 561 Processor (used) .. £ 1,700.00
Meridian 500 Transport
(used). ... £795.00
Michell Argo HR/Electro Power Amps (used) .. £ 1,895.00
Musical Fidelity Studio T Power Amplifier(used).... £500.00
Musical Fidelity MVX Per Amplifier . (used) .. £ 1,000.00
Naim CD3 CD Player (used).... £450.00
Naim NAP 140 Power Amp
(ex-dem).... £550.00
(used)._ £295.00
Naim Nail 2Amplifier
Naim NAP 140 Power Amplifier
(used)._ £395.00
(used).... £750.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
Nakamichi DR ICassette Deck
(used).... £495.00
(used)._ £500.00
Project Perspective T/Table
(used) .. £ 1,400.00
Proac Response 2.5 Speakers
(used)
£80.00
Quad FM3 Tuner
Roksan Ojan Loudspeakers
( used)._ £695.00
Unison Research
stery One Pre Amp (used).... £995.00

£21g.

Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
arch LS12 - Preamp.

£3494.00
£1343.00,

arch CA50 - Integrated Amp.

£2043.0Q;

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier

CS Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier

r-o

Audio Research REF600 Pair Mono Amp

£25
£21
£15

California Audio Alpha - DAC
£3

California Audio DX1-CD Player

£899.00,

Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD

£1240.00

Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier

£720.00

£730

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier

£1

Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Ampiller

£1

Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner
Jadis Orchestra - CO Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
Krell KSA150 - Power amplifier
Krell KSL- Preamplifier
PS Audio 6.1 - Preamplifier

£1200.e:
£21

PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
,
PS Audio Reference Link - Digitil Preamp

E
£1

Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers

£429.00"

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers
Theta Digital Carmen - CD/DVD
Theta Digital Pro Prime II - DAC

£1133.00

Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5 ch amp

£4629.00

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver

£2900.00
£1850.00

Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer

STOCK'S 1511F S1151. NIERIDIAN, CYRUS, ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY. BAT,
B&W. AID 11 . 51 \ RII\ OGAN. ARCAM. MK% MARAN12, DENON ETC.

Website: www.lintone.co.uk Emaibinfoelintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, 'Fyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES

Reference

SR- 60
SR- 80

£104
£152
£199

SR 125
SR- 225
SR- 325
RS 1
RS- 2

AT 110E

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

1006

£76

£ 62

GEX

£52

1012 GX

£95

£ 76

GEX

£67

£124 £ 100

GEX

£ 86

GEX

£ 100

£495

Eroica LX/H

£133 £ 109

GEX

ee

Elite

£232 £ 190

GEX

N/tel

Grado
£ 30

Two-way unit for series switching

Prestige Gold
Ortofon

£ 25

Headphone Volume Control for
Switching Unit to share single pair of
speakers with two systems

£ 32

CC126

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no. £ 8.00

OUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
£22

to 2phone plugs
OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect

£22

1metre pair c/w phono plugs

!!

(
1-10

Prestige Black

Shure
Sumiko

510

£40

N/A

£ 27

£110

N/A

£ 73

£34

N/A

£ 22

MC 15 Super II

£130 £ 110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227 £ 193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452 £ 385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643 £ 548

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£837 £742

EX

M 97 XE

tel

01482 891375

www.theaudiaroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a rn -6p m.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

Wilson WATT/Puppy System 6
POA
Krell KPS-28c CD
£6,500
Krell KAV-280CD
£2,500
Krell KAV-300i integrated
£1,300
Sonus faber Signum
£780
Sonus faber Solo centre £240
Krell KAV-500i Integrated
£2,500
GM equipment supports
call
Various Transparent cables
call
Tel: Pinewood Music
01460 54322

N/A

£143 £ 114

Two-way Unit for parallel switching

MAIL ORDER

EX

1042

conection to amp not equipped £ 38
MA19

£330 £ 280

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

£16

1022 OX

two pair of speakers to one amp
MA 18

N/A

£294
£641

two pair of speakers to one amp
MA17

£28

'inn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
mark levinson
unison research
audio analogue
pathos
balm
spendor
revel
jm lab

STYLUS

Audio

QED SPEAKER SWITCHING
MA15

EXCHANGE

CARTRIDGE SELECTION

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

YORKSHIRE

Lintone Audio
£2

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier

to advertise call 0208 774 0790

N/A

£95

N/A

£ 58

V 15 V XMR

£304

N/A

£ 204

Bue Point Special

£265 £237

EX

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5 EUROPE

AND UP TO £ 12 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( H FN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Upgrade to SuperStereo with Dynavector's Adp-2 amplifier,

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Component
or Systems
ALSO

Accessories or Literature
(

Good-HiFi

0845 644 3340

MUSICAL CABLE CO
RELAY
To promote our new interconnect cable
(RELAY) we are offering afree mains block
and cable with each pair sold.
This new cable will cause astorm
for its musicality & sonic signature.
and of course its affordability at £45.00.
Stocks are limited so 1st come 1st served.
Don't miss out on the free mains block.
Contact Don Swain 01902 764747
Midland Hi-Fi 01902 380083

an easy addition to your existing system.Once you've heard how good your CD's
and records sound in SuperStereo you will never be content with ordinary stereo.
HiFi+ Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
"Extraordinarily convincing"."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular two-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger HiFi Choice
DV Adp-2 amplifier £845 & details direct from:
Tel/fax: ( 01202) 767873

Dynavector (SuperStereo)
E-mail: dynavectter@onetel.netuk Web:http://web.onetelnet.uk/-dynatector

QUAD II
South West HiFi can upgrade your working Quad 11,
giving up to 103dB S/N ratio with greatly improved
transient response. Phono sockets are also fitted,
enabling high end interconnects to be
South West Hi-F1
01752 779933
southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
www.southwesthifi.co.uk
-1V
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FOR SALE
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WILSON AUDIO Xi Mk Ill Grand Slamm, black

15ft speaker cable, £ 2795 ono, all with 2.5 years

lacquer, mint condition, original crest, new price less

warranty remaining. Tel: 07811 872966 anytime. [ 1(2057]

UNISON RESEARCH Simply 4P integrated valve

50%, as from 7pm please call oo 49 40 229 65

amplifier (pentode version), complete new set of valves

(Germany) [ 1(2585]

70

KRELL 250 CD player, demo model, in perfect condition,
only £ 1620 ono, Tel: 3531 839 0242 [ 1(2082]

fitted recently by UKD, superb condition, boxed with

KRELL reference audio standard pair of monoblocks,

BOW XL integrated amp, iyear old, mint boxed, cost

manual and receipts £625, Tel: 01384

400W at 8ohm, pure class A. mint condition, original

£2500, £895 ono bargain, Tel: 01206 298836 Mobile:

397290.

[ K2570]

PAIR OF CURA caso floorstanders, light oak 14 months

packing, new price less 60%, as from 7pm please call

07870 840425 [ K2593]

old, as new, cost £ 1850, sell f65o ovno; check review on

oo 49 40 229 65 70 (Germany) [ 1(2586]

TURNTABLES, Tonearms and analogue accessories:

www.audiorevievv.com Tel: 01656 720815 [ K2571]

TRANSPARENT reference XL interconnect cable, XLR,

Ariston, Alphason, image, Rega, Linn, systemdek, Voyd,

TACT 2.0 Room Correction pre- amp, digital room-

fully balanced, ABT. 30 inches, new price less 6o%, as

SME, Helius, Michell, Transcriptors, Thorens, Garrard,

correction! £ 1200 inc DAC. (new about £ 3000), Aerial

from 7pm please call oo 49 40

Micro-Seiki, NVA,113E, Grace, Logic, etc. Also Griffin and

Acoustic SW12 400W active remote subwoofer with

[K2587]

equaliser (maple) £ 2400 (new £ 5200), Tel:

SONY EL- 7mint £ 15o no offers, 140 new Elcasets £ 3

Quad items. 01455 613489. [ 1(2594]?
B&W Nautilus 802 speakers, 18 months old, mint

6445 [ 1(2572]

each, EL- 5spares buyer collects, Nakamichi 700-2, vgc

condition with cherry colour, low usage, £ 3750 (£6o0o),

B&W Matrix ASW800 subwoofer, B&W THX SCM8

£375, Luxman 5K5o Laboratory Reference Series

buyer to collect. Tel:

dipoles, Pink Triangle PT2 GTI, Roksan Tabriz/Corus

cassette f35o, KEF Q35.2 mint £ 200, Musical Fidelity X-

763043 (mobile). West Bromwich ] K2595]?

020

7405

Black plus spares, Marantz CD941I, needs attention,

229 65

70 (Germany)

XCANS, XPSU £ 75 each, Tel: 020 8878 9918 or

0121

525

7442

(home), 07802

AUDIO SPECTRUM Hermes transmission- line

have service manual, all mint, boxed, offers, Tel: 07713

07720 432164 [ K2588]

loudspeakers, very deep clean bass, very clean mid and

149343. [ K2573]
MODWRIGHT Pioneer DV656A, full level 2transport

WILSON BENESCH Orators, dark cherry, boxed

top, immaculate deep cherry £ 1250, Tel: Hartley 01872

£1500, Rega P9, Exact Cartridge £975, all items as new,

262398 [ K25961?

mods (see www.modwright.com for details) mint, boxed,

one owner, details Tel: Len, 01702 558557 Leigh- on- Sea,

BRYSTON 14st power amp, 18 months old, excellent

3months old, priced to include Audience Au24 digital

Essex [ K2589]

condition, cost £ 5000 plus, £ 275o ono, Sonus Faber

RCA/RCA £475, Tel: 01844 212615 (Thame) [ K2574)

TURNTABLES, Tonearms and Analogue Accessories:

Amita 2plus stone wood stands, boxed mint £ 1800, Bow

TAG MCLAREN AUDIO Fi stereo speakers, dark grey,

Ariston, Alphason, Image, Rega, Linn, Systemdek, Voyd,

XL integrated io months old, boxed, mint condition, cost

2years old, boxed, absolute mint condition, property

SME, Helius, Michell, Transcriptors, Thorens, Garrard,

£2500, £895 ono, Tel: 01206 298836, mobile: 07870

purchase forces sale. Offers! Tel: 07703 577339,

Micro-Seiki, NVA,113E, Grace, Logic, etc. Also Griffin and

840425 [ 1(2597P
TEAC VRDS-7 CD player, superb VRDS transport £ 285,

or

email: sale@dangoodwin.co.uk [ K2575]

Quad items. 01455 613489. [ K2590]

REGA Jura speakers, floorstanders, pair finished in

Marantz CD63SE CD player £ 200, Rotel RA840BX11

Sonneteer Sedley phono stage (m-m/m-c) £ 260, both

cherry wood, hi-fi excellence, please call lames, Tel:

amplifier £ 50, TDL RTL2 floorstanding speakers £ 200, all

excellent, boxed, virtually unused, Leak moo ' Classic'

0115 9820682 (Nottingham) or email: james@

mint, one owner, original packing, Warwickshire. Tel:

receiver, teak cased, 35W, M/M, FM/MW/LW, £40. Tel:

hendersonstewart.freeserve.co.uk [ K2576]

01926 812767. [ K2591]

01273 541462 (Brighton) [ K2598]?

STAX SR- Omega Ear Speakers & SRM-TIS tube

NORDOST-sounding tom Synergy interconnects by

MARANTZ CD7 limited edition CD player, mint

energiser, boxed, only used twice, '... it truly justifies the

Brilliance £ 50, sonic characteristics very similar to

condition £ 2650, Mark Levinson 380 pre- amp, mint

tag Reference Quality' Ken Kessler, £ 2400 (£ 3000),

Nordost, outstanding clarity and detail. Tel: evenings

condition f3000, Tel: 01843 58403o [ 1(25991

Triangle TE60 Amplifier £ 200(549), Tel: 020 8546 7025

07768 307157 or email: mike.head@ntlworld.com

LINN LP12 turntable, Audio Technica, Grace arm £275

[1(2577]

[K2592]

IMF speakers on stands £ 113o pair, Aurex SC Mi5 power

REL Stentor Ill subwoofer, less than iyr old, black ash

KRELL FPB-300 Class A, great condition £4300, also

amp/pre-amp/tuner/tape £ 120, all ovno, Tel: 01803

finish, excellent condition, £ 1500 ono (£ 2500), Tel:

Krell KRC-3 pre-amp £ 1900, Transparent reference music

865443 After 8pm [ K2600]?

Steve

wave 8h speaker cable £ 1200 ono, Tel: 07919

WALKER C155 T/Table with Linn Basik Varm, boxed

020

7991 8023 (day) 07813 788420 (eve) [ K2578]

211332 or

SONUS FABER Amati Homage (£8200), Cardas Golden

email: peterroy@btconnect.com [ F(2653]?

£100, Pioneer CD PDS9oi, boxed £ 50, one Epos ESn

Cross speaker cables, bi-wired, 2.5m (£995), Pagode

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN stereo equaliser, 40 sliders per

walnut £ 5o, central Scotland, Tel: 0157 850228 [ 1(26011

HD01-55HD supports x2 (£ 725 each), all unblemished,

channel plus additional other control facilities used in

ATC SCM10, boxed £450, AVi

little use, original packaging, re- advertised due to

major US studios, cost £ 1200, £350 ono, Kraus AM/FM

S2000 monoblock power amps, in mint condition, boxed

bizarre time- wasters, Tel: Paul 01858 433677 (leave

stereo digital turner, £300 superb specs and built from

£noo, Mission stand £ 50, Tel: 01977 559903 (W.

message). [ 1(25791

Germany, emigration hence selling, Tel: 01895 635251.

Yorkshire) 11(2603]

MERIDIAN

£900, 557 fl000, B&W

52000

pre- amp plus

[K1854]?

AUDIO RESEARCH amp Di25 £ 1495, CD Copland 288

CDMiSE £ 300 inc stands, Kimber interconnects, speaker

KRELL KPS25sc brand new/unused with all original

£850, KEF Reference 105/3 rosewood £950, speaker

cable and power kords/mains block. Tel: 01296 385709

packaging and accessories, very latest specification and

cables, mint 750 shotgun 8- foot pair, offers, all excellent

for full details. [ K2580]

cosmetics (not an upgraded unit), £9345 obo (£ 25,000),

WILSON BENESCH Acti loudspeakers in cherry,

Tel: Andrew 07767 478056 (London). [ K20481?

condition. Tel: Mike 01494 873024 [ 1(26041?
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS modules 3a pre-amplifier, world

boxed and perfect, (ScanSpeak upgradable to Tactic)

KRELL 7oocx in absolutely mint condition including

class two box phono/line-stage valve pre-amplifier, dual-

£1995 (£6400), Chord SPM1000B boxed and perfect

custom Mana stand £8495 obo (£ 15,000) and as

mono, stepped attenuators, separate power supply,

£1350 (£ 2648), Tel: Simon 078m-82274o (Fulham)

new/unused Krell CAST interconnect iom (35ft). £495

included £ 300 of amperex and tungsram valves, mint

[K2581]

obo (£ 1000), Call Andrew: 07767 478056 (London).

boxed with manual, retail £ 2500, asking f1695 no offers.

KI/ABER KCTG phono interconnects 05m £ 125 (£375),

[K2049]

Tel: 07789 480942 [ 1(26051?

506.20 f750, 502

tom £ 225 (£620) boxed and perfect, KCTG has double

EAR 549 pair £4000, EAR 864 £ 1000, B&W Nautilus 802

PROCEED PDT2/PDP2 CD player, 1992 two unit by

the conductors and performance of KCAG, KCAG phono

£4000, Naim oi tuner ficioo Audio Synthesis Dax 2 &

Madrigal, superb build quality, big, smooth, musical

Yadaptor £90 (£ 260), Tel: 07801 822740 [ K2582]

Transcend £ 1500 all boxed in perfect condition. Tel:

presentation, more analogue and engaging than many

KIMBER Select 3035 speaker cable loft £ 1850

01606 860244 (Cheshire) [ 1(2670]

modern players, included £ 350 reference balanced

(£3735), 1030 phono interconnect tom £495 (£ 1091).

APOGEE caliper signature £ 1250, SME IV £675, Orbe

digital link, vgc, boxed with manuals, retail £4500,

Audion Sterling Mki power amplifier won at hi-fi show

DC/VC (unused), RB3oo £ 1650, Thorens TD124 Plinth

asking £995 for quick sale, no offers. Tel: 07789 480942

£395 (£900), Tel: Simon 078in-82274o (Fulham)

SME 300g- imp £ 525, Garrard 401 SME 3oog SME Plinth

11(2606]

[K2583]

£375 Grace 707-11 (unused) £ 275, Tel: 0117 955 6555

B&W pair CM1/CM2 speakers, rosewood finish,

SNELL Type 1/11 loudspeakers, walnut finish with

[K2119]

excellent condition £ 250, Tel: 01483

loaded stands, in excellent condition, bi-wireable,

QUAD ESL- 57 electrostatic speakers, good condition,

300657

sensitivity is 92dB, great for low- powered valve amps,

£425 ono for the pair, also Leak FM Trough Line 3tuner,

MERIDIAN 24/96 DSP5000 digital speakers, rosewood,

stands are very heavy, recommend collection £400, Tel:

good condition £70 ono, Tel: 01625 616618 [ K1929]

boxed £ 2500, 562-control unit mint £450. Meridian 500

on8 988 5858 (evening), 07984 419524 (mobile)

MARK LEVINSON 334 £3595. Mark Levinson 39
£3195, Revel studio (Blue) 6095, Transparent reference

01295 258884; 2min 111 M4o [ K2608]

[1(25841
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564327 or 07785

(Guilford) [ 1(2607]

transport, mint £400, remote, all boxed, manuals, Tel:

News readers to buy or sell equipment and accessories
SPECTRAL DMA- 18o series 2 reference power amplifier,
200W/channel, superb and highly detailed sound, very
fast, incredible dynamics and soundstaging, as new,
boxed, £ 3995, (£ 12,000), let: 01453 887954 [ X2609]
GRYPHON Orestes limited edition m-c/m-m, phono
pre- amplifier (now produced as the Gryphon Legato),
fully- balanced design, selectable input impedance,
highly revealing, boxed, as new, £ 2195 (£6000), Tel:
01453 887954 IK26101
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8Mk 2pre-amplifier, pure
class Acircuit design, outperforms acclaimed Audio
Research 1315, providing superb resolution of musical
detail, as new, £895 (£ 50o), Tel: 01453 887954 IK2611]
AUDIO RESEARCH VT15ose monoblock power
amplifier £ 5500, Tel: Roy 020 8861 1778 (weekdays
9am-4.30pm). [ K26131
UNIQUE Cymbal CDP12, HDCD, Onyx 0A21 amp,
precious metals cables and interconnect, MordauntShort bi-wire speakers, Apollo stand, excellent condition,
boxed, sell as system £ 160o ono, Tel: 07790 907261
Richard, Newbury, Berks. [ K26141?
SONY 5A CD X84o £ 200 Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk 2
plus stands, 2months old £ 300, Copland CSA14 amp
£400, Tel: 0121 246 0486 [ K26161?
SUGDEN Masterclass pre- amp £ 1250 (£ 2100), power
£1950 (£ 3150), CD £ 1500 (£ 2500), all Al condition
boxed, Tel: 07973 500274 or 01502 513940 after 7P 171 [K2617]
SONY WM-D6 Pro Walkman, mint boxed £ 180 ono,
Target R2 stands 4- pillar £170 ono, Tel: Peter 07970
620981 or 020 8941 4599 eves. [ K2618]
VALVE pre- amp, David Manley tanard line phono (new
£350) £ m, Sony SCD-XE67o SACD player, unused,
boxed (£ 300 new) £ 120, Sony small monitors ssial
model, BBC LS/5A copy, fast, accurate powerful bass,
real wood (oak), wide soundstage, new £460, £ 15o, Tel:
01702 612588 Southend, Essex. [ K2619]
ECOSSE award-winning M52.3 reference speaker cable,
io metre pair with bananas and Naim plugs, £460 new,
mint condition, just burnt in, only one year old, accept
£250, Tel: 01503 262624 [ K262o]
REVOX 877 Mk2, two-track with NAB adaptors and
Plexiglas dust cover, as new £ 350, 15 xloin tapes Ampex
and Revox £ 100 or £400 for all. Tel: 01263 584238,
Norwich. [ K2621]
SUGDEN AziA power amp mint, boxed £450, Rothwell
Indus passive pre- amp, boxed £ 350, Creek P42 power,
boxed £135, Technics SLio deck M.0 instruction £ 350,
any audition on all listed, delighted or refund, private
sale, prices include delivery, Tel: 01202 481386 Mike
(Dorset) [ K2622]
KRELL 3ooi £1250, boxed in excellent condition, for

MARK LEVINSON 334 amplifier as new £ 3500, offers
considered, Sonus Faber Amati Homage wanted, must be
in mint condition, Tel: 01273 464449 (day), 01273 441151
(evenings) [ K2628]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion Ultimate line pre-amp
and Desire Decade power amp, £ 2200 the pair, as new,
also Tom Evans Micro Groove phono stage £450, Tel:
020 8460 4130 [ K2630]

GRYPHON Callisto 2200 integrated amplifier, best
integrated ever made, bought new Sept 2002, mint, box,
manuals, guarantee, new £ 6000, sell £ 3100, Tel:
Francisco 07979 240 977,
email: francisco@churtichaga.com [ K2631]
SPENDOR SP1/2E speakers fi5oo ovno, afew months
old mint, special burr walnut finish and Atacama stands,
boxes, cost £ 2400 new, Tel: Salisbury area 01980 611682
[K2632]
AUDIO PHYSIC Tempo 2Special Edition, £1250 ono
(£2700 new), genuine high-end bargain, rare model
incorporating tweeter from Caldera, amazing sound
quality, much better than standard Tempo 2and current
Tempo 3 (£ 2199), Tel: 07710 132 837 [ K2633]
LINN Classik integrated CD/tuner/amp, very successful
with my Keilidhs, f650, Trichord Dino phono stage £ 150.
Sound organisation turntable stand £ 30, all as new and
demo- able in Northwood, Middlesex, Tel: Charles 01923
827914 eve. ( K26341?
KEF Concerto nspeakers, immaculate condition,
excellent sound, manuals, boxed, upgrade forces sale.
Ei5o, Tel: 07719 798041or
email: pendragon352003@yahoo.com [ K26351?
REVEL Ultimate Studio loudspeakers; black lacquer

with rosewood side panels, absolutely mint,
meticulously cared for, purchased October 2001,
complete with original packaging and documentation,
forced sale £ 5950 ovno, Tel: John 07776 301106.
[K2636]
KIMBER Kable, Select & Acoustic Zen, various cables
for sale at very good prices, please email: cablemaile
speedpost.net for further information if interested.
(Thomas) [ K26391
MANLEY 3oob neo-classic monoblocks in stainless
steel, switchable SE/PP and adjustable feedback, fitted
NOS/11 3006 tubes and excellent condition/boxed £ 3500
(new f7000), Tel: 020 8879 0364 (answerphone) [ K2640]
KILLER TRANSPORT TEAC P- 3o, one of the best CD
transports ever made, full disc clamp, you'll be amazed
what adifference agood transport makes £ 1500,
Tel: Rashid 07708 80767 [ Kz6431
BOULDER 5ooAE power amps (pair) £2000 each
(£55oo), Audiomagic Illusion pure silver bi-wire speaker
cable £ 2000 (£60o0), Audiomagic Sorcerer pure silver
bi-wire speaker cable £ 50o (£ 2000), Tel: 07976 733856.
[K26451
MANLEY Reference valve pre- amp, with separate valve
power supply, dual mono, all silver wiring, black gate &
cerafine caps. Includes £ 200 worth spare valves.
Incredible sound £ 2000 (£ 7000), Tel: 07976 733856.
[K26451
ATC SCM2oAPRO active monitors, latest drivers,
immaculate condition £ 1800 (£ 3300), van den Hut
Revelation speaker cable 5m bi-wire £800 (£ 2800), will
split, van den Hut Inspiration speaker cable 3M £400
(£16o0), Tel: 07976 733856 [ K2646]

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com.
For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please supply
adaytime telephone number where you can be contacted for credit card details.
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further details Tel: 01803 855321 (S. Devon) [ K2623]
B&W Nautilus 802 speakers, in red cherry, 18 months
old, as new, original package, £ 3750 (E6000), Tel: 01257
260725. [ K2624]
MICROMEGA micro drive/DAC CD player, with remote,
digital cables, manuals, boxes, owned from new, vgc, can
demo £ 350 ono, MAF stands for Quad ESL-63 £8o ono,
Tel: 01529 305028 [ K2625]
SONAB omnidirectional speakers OAS 0A6 116 models
Eno, £600 £850 respectively cabinets refurbished in
mahogany finish units OK, no offers. Tel: 07890 876766
(mobile) Chester area. [ K2626]
JBL L3oo Summit speakers, excellent condition, recon'd
by JBL, finish is American walnut, the L300 is the
domestic version of the professional 4333 studio monitor,
with smoked glass top, brown grille, silver cable,
immaculate finish £1800, Tel: 01223 890278 [ K2627]
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IMPULSE Lali loudspeakers 2way, (91dB) in maple,

polypropylene counted, woofers, brand new, boxed, both

vgc £850, Impulse H2 loudspeakers 3- way, (94dB) in

KEF Reference model four two speakers, black or

in natural oak will sell for £ 65o ono, Tel: 07940 489316

rosenut finish offered, KEF Ref 104/2 speakers rosewood

mahogany, new mid drivers, £450, Tel: Mike 01625

[K26641

finish plus cash, Tel: Martyn

434544 (Cheshire) [ K26481

CHORD CPA22oo pre- amp, black wood sides, boxed

Wycombe) [ K2684]
JAMO Concert 8, 30ft anniversary edition in piano black,

B&W Rock Solid monitors (white), original boxes, two

excellent condition £ 1100, MSB Link DAC 24/96 upgrade

pairs at £ 75 pair, B&W DM600 IFS centre speaker (black)

and power base £250, Tel: John

£55, Tel: Mike 01625 434544 (Cheshire) [ K2649]

NAIM ioi tuner with dedicated power supply £ 395,

020 8532 9817. [ K2665)

01 494

445005 (High

silver-wired by Audio Synthesis, excellent condition £800
ono, also HNE granite speaker stands £ 275 ono, or both

LINN LP12, Valhalla power supply not working, £ 125,

Meridian ioi pre-, 105 mono amps £ 250, Sony MDS-

£900 may P/EX, Tel: Darren: 01772 721114 or mobile:

CableTalk bi-wire speaker cable, 4metre pair, with 8gold

J13930 MiniDisc £ 75, wanted: Meridian 6o5 amps, Tel:

07899 828232 [ K2685]

locking plugs £ 35, Philips CD15o with RC £ 50,

01279 724804 [ K2666]

KEF Reference 3.2, mint cherry £ 1300 ono, ATC

Tel: Michael

1969 hi-fi system, Fisher xioiD amplifier, Thorens TD15o

SCM2oSL, mint, rosewood with 21in slate stands, best
offer over £900, all boxed, can demo. Tel: 023 8047 0107

020

8954 1431. [ K265o]

ESLAB DXS8 33oW per channel digital power amplifier,

deck, Shure V15 cartridge, Leak Troughline stereo tuner,

two months old, under full guarantee, amazing sound

Revox 77A four-track tape recorder, Wharfendale

mobile: 07729 333748 [ K26861

highly reviewed, moving house forces sale, new £ 3000

Dalesman speakers, working order, offers, Tel: 01298

AVANTEGARDE Solo active horns, metallic black

sale £ 2450 ono, Tel: 07929 063676 [ K2651]

25227

BALANCE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK75-SE power

LUX M6000, serviced Paravinci £ 3000, Lux boo,

cost £4200, instructions, boxes, HiFi News award

amp, all-triode zero- feedback topology, fully balanced

serviced audio labs £ 400, Pioneer F91 tuner £ 225,

winner, genuine reason forces reluctant sale, £ 2750,

with 6H3oinput drivers, wonderfully musical £4990,

Tel: 014747 08631 (Dartford, Kent) [ K2668]

Tel: 07973 692767 [ K2687]

(£795o), VK50-SE pre £ 3990, (£ 735o), VK-05-SE CDP

AVANTGARDE Uno 2.0 horn speakers with active pro

MJ ACOUSTIC Pro ioo sub, black, mint £ 390 ono,

£2310, (£ 5495), VK-Pio Reference phono stage £ 2310,
(£4135), Finite element pagode 55HD master reference 3

subs, 225 control 2.5 year old, metallic green finish, mint

Audio technical AT- 0C9 cartridge little use £60. Naim

tier stand - Canadian maple, beautiful looks and sound

[K2669]

yellow, power cable two x1.5m, £ 25 each or both for

£1190, (£1930), matching amp stand £ 320, (£ 520),

LOWTHER corner reproducers model TP1 cabinets in

£40, Tel: 01993 898358 or 07802 989899 [ K2688]

Nirvana Audio S-XLtd interconnects; Balanced 1.5m

very good condition, PM3 drive units need

MISSION 753 floorstanding loudspeakers in black ash

£710, (£ 1290), 6.5m £ 1430, (£ 2600), S- Lseries speaker

refurbishment, cost around £490, (contact Lowther,

(boxed) £ 350 ono, Tel: Ian or Naomi 01949 836691

cable (spades) 2.5m £620, (£112o), Well Tempered

Tel:

(Notts) [ K2689]

reference TT & Tonearm with Dynavector Te Kaitora

272906

cartridge (approx. 300 hours), XL0 signature phono

QUAD 77, complete outfit with remote control, cost

cable £ 2800, (£6000), all items bought new and in

£3200, £845, pair Quad ESL-63 speakers, one faulty

458 628 (Notts) [ K2690]

perfect condition. Tel: 01642 700694 [ K26541

Quad have quoted maximum £ 1400 to repair and

WELL TEMPERED classic turntable, Ortofon Rohmann
Michell Mycro, RB3oo, Goldring, Denon DL- no, Rega

(
Buxton Derbys) [ K2667]

condition,

020

as

stands, interconnects, mint condition, new Dec 2002,

new £ 3600 ono, Tel: 07932 1558887

8300 9166) asking price £ 200. Tel:

01227

after 7pm [
K2671]

speaker cable, two x8m lengths £ 50. Russ Andrew

NAIM 02 tuner, green style, boxed excellent condition
£750, also Naim CD iplayer excellent £ 750, Tel: 01623

HARBETH LS5/12A BBC monitor speakers, rosewood,

overhaul both £400, Tel: 01342 324731 (Sussex)?

boxed, reviews, certificates, £450 (£ 1240), Target Ri

[K2672]

RB3oo, Magneplaner MG- 25, Audionote AN- E, Gyrodec-

stands, boxed £ 125 (£ 240), Kef 3oB subwoofer, boxed,

LUMLEY Ref ST70 valve power amp, mint, no box,

SE, as new Pioneer F-91, Thorens TD125, Rogers LS- 7

£150 (£35o), all excellent. Plymouth. Tel: 01752 518868

buyer collects, last list price on this amp £ 2700, £850,

Rogers Studio- 5, Tel: 0117 955 6555,

[K26551

sorry no offers, Tel: 0191 71471669 after 6pm [ K2673)

[K26911

or

07979 514450

REL Stentor Ill subwoofer, less than one year old with

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX decade, single- ended £ 1750,

three-year warranty, black ash, excellent condition,

Theta Carmen transport £2350, Theta Data basic

£1500 ono (£ 2500), Tel: Steve 07813 788420 [ K2656]

transport £ 50o, EAR 802 pre- amp £400, Pass Aleph3

STUDER A8o two- track stereo quarter tape, broadcast

power amp £950, Wilson Benesch Orator loudspeakers

quality, fantastic condition, only 1326 laps on counter,

£1200, Sony SCD-X1394o SACO player £ 55, no reasonable

PM7A drive units, any condition, working drawings, twin

heads perfect condition, varispeed and remotes,

offer refused. Tel: 01664 822161,

feet, drive unit mounting screens, Tel: Jeff 020 8220

WANTED
Lowther acoustic twin cabinets wanted, Mape 1960's,

includes stand and manual £ 700 ono, Tel: 01730 827476.

email: p.c.b.page@lboro.ac.uk (Leicestershire) [ K26741

0380 [ K2602]

[K2657]

MARK LEVINSON 3905 CD player mint £4295,

QUAD 1115 22, 33 + 303, 44, FM4, 405, or 606 anything

SUGDEN pre-/powe, pre- is Signature 41, line- only,

Levinson 3805 pre-amp £ 3295, Bell Canto eVo2 power

considered, particularly non-working, also wanted ESL -

remote volume, power is AV41, mow with recent Sugden

amp, ishrs use, 5-year guarantee £ 2395, Tel: 020 8952

63 again condition unimportant, Tel: 01357 520049.

service, black £ 500, Tel: 01733 810516 or email:

8586 [ K2675]

Have alook in your loft or garage. [ K26151

brats@beeb.net (Peterborough) [ K2658]

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 500 integrated amplifier,

AUDIO 4 SALE are interested in buying your high- end

LUMLEY Reference passive pre-amp as new £ 275,

final spec, boxed immaculate £ 550, Snell type E2

equipment for cash, please ring 07909 697060 [ K2637]

Tel: 07905 338232 anytime. [ K2659]

speakers, oak, beautiful boxed, inc. ultra heavy custom

ONE PAIR of LS3/5a speakers in good condition,

MARTINLOGAN CLS112 electrostatic speakers, walnut

stands £ 65o, Tel: Graham 01554 824342 ( Swansea)

Rogers, Spendor or similar. Tel: 01394 388399, email:

etc spikes, immaculate condition, can demonstrate

[K26761

drjhehtinternet.com [ K2536]

£2750, boxed manual, SME Vtonearm, living voice lead,

NAKAMICHI Dragon, KEF Q65 speakers £400, SME IV

mint condition, all tools, templates, manual £950,

arm as £ 550, Michell ISO phono stage MC £ 350, please

Tel: 01925 656990 after 6pm, email: nemali@aol.com

call:

[K2660]

DNM GEM power amp f325, Tel: 01444 417911 eves
[K26781

AUDIOLAB 80005 pre-, 8000P power amp, detailed and

020

TRADE

8688 6565 [ K2677]?

LONDON Tape-records. Open- reel to- reel specialists.
Established 30 years. Machines bought, sold and

involving sound, classic British hi-fi, both excellent

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC4-7 pre-amp and AW6oFTT

exchanged, Akai, Sony, Pioneer, Teac, Tascam, Revox,

condition, remote boxed with instructions £600, Tel:

power amp, mint £ 10oo with balanced leads, Leak TI.12

Technics, Servicing on selected machines. Tel:

01623

monos, £850 for the pair, Garrard 401 with Loth-Xarm

0303 or 07950

Naim NAC 82 pre- amp with ' K' phono boards £ 1500, Linn
Keilidhs, cherrywood with stands and new tweeters £450

£600, Tel:

SME V tonearm box/manuals excellent £ 1095, Cadence

B&W CDM7, mint cost £ 1250, will accept f600 ono,

anina hybrid electrostatics ex-dem £ 1595, EAR 534L pre-

both boxed and mint, sale due to upgrades, Tel: Mark

fantastic sound, hardly used, Tel: 01132 785245 [ K2681]

amplifier with upgraded valves £495, Tom Evans

01303 253378 SE Kent [ K2662]

AUDIO PHYSIC Avanti Ill speakers, cherrywood, as

microgroove phono stage £ 299, Tel: 0118 981 5681.

PRIMARE pre- 30 and A30.2 pre- and power amplifier

new boxed, Tel: 079731 28355 North London, no offers

[K2638]

combination £ 1700. Sony SCD 555ES CD player gold

£4500 [ K26821

SEE new Faraday emperor loudspeaker at

£700, Tannoy revolution 2speakers £ 200, please call

PIONEER POS 701 CD player £ 10o, Kenwood KX 780

faradaysound.co.uk low density ceramic cabinets 'a

07713 258836 [ K2663]

three- head cassette deck £ m°, Tannoy DC moo dual -

sonic revelation'. The ultimate hi-fi item is probably

PSD 2.8 slimline tower speakers, bass reflex system,

concentric loudspeakers £ 150, all mint condition boxed,

within your budget. Some ex-demo and kits available.

digital ready, gold binding posts, Reur tuned enclosure,

Tel: 01442 384346 after 1800 (Hertfordshire) [ K26831

[K2679]

lo"

744261 or 07816 063648 [ K2661]

july 2003 \
I-

0121

779 3077 [ K26801

020 7603

400005 [ K2088]?

"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
>>
HI-FI

CrZe L-1 A

Ft TEFL L_le

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi-fi make it easy for
you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in aunique no- pressure
environment.

Y ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
lmerge
M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Mark Levinson
1ra
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI

Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

thismonth
£6,500.00
£11,995.00
£9,600.00
£475.00

£14.000.00
£15.000.00
£12.000.00
£608.00

£4,250.00
£1,295.00

£5.995.00
£1.995.00

£6,995.00
£2,495.00
£395.00
£0n Dens

£10.985.00
£4.899.00
£577.00
£19.999.00

£2,495.00
£2,495.00

£3.000.00
£4,000.00

£895.00

£2.000.00

£0n Dens
£0n Dens

£5.000.00
£2.300.00

amplifiers

Nne e r
-

L8,995.00
L1,195.00
£3,995.00
£4,995.00
(On Dens
£1,795.00
(On Dein
L3,995.00
L5.995.00
(On Dern
£395.00 each
£395.00
¿On Dens
£0n Dens
£695.00
£2,750.00
L1 , 995.00
£69.00
£7,995.00
£Cin Dens
£1,395.00
L1,395.00
(6,450.00
L4,995.00
£1,295.00
£3,495.00
L5,995.00
L895.00
(On Dens
C1,350.00
£3,995.00
C995.00
(On Dens

Rowland Model 12 ( 4chassis)
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Chord SPM 1203 ( 3Channel)
Cary 805 C Monoblocks -new"
E.S. Lab DX-S8
Plinius SA50
Plinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Krell FPB 600
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Musical Fidelity PI 80 ( x2)
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Vincent T.A.0 SV 236 Integrated
Bryston 1BSST
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Mark Levinson No 27
Linn Bass Active Card
Audio Research VT150se Monoblocks
Gamut 0200 " new"
Musical Fidelity F15
Audio Innovations S1000 rnk III monos
Krell FPB2SOM
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Boulder 500 AE
Krell FPB 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 ink II Integrated
YEA Passion Stereo " new Sonfire 300 Power Amp
Plinius 250 rnk IV

P r
- e

INSTALL

£795.00 £ 2.500.00
£595.00 £ 1,200.00
£175.00 £ £695.00 £ 1.900.00
£395.00 £ -

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell FPB 600c
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FPB 400 co
Maim Nan 3
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research L525 mk II
'(BA 2a
LOUDSPEAKERS
Proac Future 2Walnut
JM Lab Mini Utopia + Stds Rosewood
Dynaudio Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopia
CD PLAYERS d DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Musical Fidelity NuVista cd
Sony SCD1 SACO
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Tara Lab Decade 8ft pair
AV COMPONENTS/ PROCESSORS
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RT 10 DVD Player

P

MULTIROOM

saleitems

Kenwood L1000C pre/ LI00011 Power Amp
ExposureVII pre o XII pro
Harrnon Kardon AVPI
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC

Ni e Nne

HOME
CINEMA

£14,500.00
£2,000.00
£5.500.00
£8.250.00
£2,995.00
£2,700.00
£1,550.00
mow.®
£12.998.00
£3,750.00
£900.00
£900.00
£1.495.00
£2.350.00
£1,500.00
£6,000.00
£6.000.00
£120.00
£16.800.00
£3.250.00
£2.500.00
£3.000.00
£10.000.00
£12.000.00
£2,250.00
cs.scaoo
£9,990.00
£1.030.00
£16.500.00
£1.500.00
£5.995.00
£2.400.00
£6,350.00

amplifiers

Croft Super Micro A mk III
Audible Illusions P3A Pre MM mk 11
OMM 3c Primus Pre ( 3c psu)
Audio Research SPI4 ( bib)
AVI 2000 MP
Mims 16P ( Phono)
ATC SCA2 pre
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Krell KRC
Graff 13.5 Pre
Chord DSC 1500E ( dac/pre)
Arcam Delta 110 pre amp
Audio Research LS7
Audio Research LOI
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
AVI S2000 MP remote pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dac/ Phono)
'(BA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius 161 " new"
CAT ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"
Nairn 42.5
Li a. I ¡I

y

£395.00
C2,250.00
£1,195.00
£1,395.00
L395.00
L1,995.00
L1,795.00
(On
£2,495.00
£I,495.00
£3,995.00
£295.00
£995.00
£895.00
£395.00
£995.00
£695.00
£395.00
£I,795.00
(On Dern
£3,995.00
LPOA
£0n Dens
LOn Dens
L150.00

£800.00
£3,600.00
£2.500.00
£2,700.00
£6.949.00
£3.000.00
£6.500.00
£750.00
£1.800.00
£2,000.00
£995.00
£1.997.00
£1,500.00
£800.00
£2.794.00
£13.000.00
£5.595.00
£30,000.00
£3.200.00
£5.750.00
£450.00

speakers

020

020

Open from

8392
8 39 2

c

ip

iii

£9,999.00
£9.000.oci
£8.000.00
£18.000.00
£4.700.00
£650.00
£14.500.00
£4.349.00
£19,600.00
£2,250.00
£1,795.00
£1.750.00
£2.000.00
£10.000.00

19 5 9

19 9 4

;
El y

r
- s

DACS

r

r
rta bl es

.Szanaloque
£500.00
(350.00
£5,000.00
£3,295.00
L40.000.00
£73000.00
£1.100.00
(On Dens
£4.000.00
L1,295.00
£595.00
£525.00
£2.250.00
£999.00
£1.017.00
£795.00
£295.00
£500.00
£425170
LOn Dens
£770.00
L595.00
L450.00
£995.00
£Priceless
L1,495.00
£12,289.00
L10 495.00
L395.00
L(On Dens
L325.00
LOn Dens
L1.050.00
LOn Dens
L1.050.00
¿On Dens
£oo.00/[750.00
LOn Dens
£ 1,100.00
L1.495.00
L2.200.00
£795.00
£95.00 £ 1,600.00
£100.00
£295.00
L1,650.00
£1,350.00
£495.00
£2.750.00
LOn Dens
ceecio
L195.00
(On Dens
c1.795.00
£2.065.00
LI,695.00
£423.00
£320.00
£740.00
£640.00
(On Dens
£2,500.00

EAR 834p phono stage
Transparent Ref 20ft Spk
Rockport Sirius System 3
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Air Tangent 2B
Lyra Beta
Tara Labs The One Balanced Ins
Michel Gyro SE/ RB 300
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a
Barman Pro
SME 309 arm
Renos B160 Tuner
Decca London Gold ( original Garrott Brothers)
SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Project RPM9/ arm
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortolan Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Michell Orbe/QC
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp (dual mono) Head Amp
Parasound TQI600 ( remote tuner)
SME Series VArm " new"
Pink Triangle PT Bot psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
Rega Planer 3o Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC
Lavardin Reference Phono " nesv -

components

Lexicon DC2
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Audio Refinement Pre 5 " new"
Lexicon MCI " new"
Lexicon MCI2 / MC I
28
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD5 "new"

e-77

£3,495.00
£4,000.00
£1.800.00
£9.000.00
£1,495.00
£500.00
£600.00
£6,000.00
£27,450.00
£5,500.00
£2.500.00
£7.300.00
£4,000.00
£9.900.00
£3,300.00
£3.500.00
£5.000 00
£1.200.00
£995.00
£650.00
£2.200.00
£1,600.00
£1.300.00
£1.000.00
£4.500.00
£1.000.00
£900.00
£1.295.00
£675.00
£24,000.00
£23.498.00
£4,000.00
£1.19500

L1,795.00
£2,795.00
L995.00
L3,750.00
£695.00
£295.00
L295.00
£2,250.00
L13,995.00
L3,995.00
LI,495.00
L4,900.00
L1,995.00
L4,795.00
£1,595.00
L2,495.00
L2,995.00
L695.00
£750.00
L295.00
LOn Den,
£750.00
LOn Dens
£750.00
£0n Dens
£0n Dens
£495.00
L595.00
L395.00
LPOA
£15,995.00
(1,995.00
£0n Dens

Theta Data Pro Basic Ilia
Bow Wirtard
Theta DS Pro Prime 11 a
Mark Levinson ML 31
Audio Alchemy Digital Drive III/DDE III/PS Ill
Trichord PD- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
Wadia 2000S Transport
Mark Levinson 30.6/ 31.5
'(BA CD' Delta (Twin psu)
Teat P30 Transport
DCS Delius
Audio Synthesis DAX
Krell KPS 20,
Linn Rank Numerik
Helios Stargate " new"
Mark Levinson 39
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black 84 Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
Arcarn Delta 170 Transport
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Vincent T.A.0 CD S3
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD ( Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Thule Spirit CD
Theta Pro Geny
'(BA CD Speciale
Boulder 2020 dac
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Theta Data II Transport AT o link
'(BA CD Integre " new"
Li

£5.200.00
£4.100.00
£2.500.00
£650.00
£500.00
£1.79900
£999.00
£6.000.00
£1.700.00
£3.500.00
£2.170.00
£859.00
£298.99
£749.00
£468.99
£1.650.00
£330.00
£3.300.00
£7.499.00
£750.00
£4.000.00
£3,200.00
£12,000.00
£2.000.00
£2.225.00
£430.00

£2.995.03
£1.495.00
£995.00
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
LOn Dens
£0n Dens
(225.00
£625.00
L415.00
£595.00
L195.00
LI,995.00
£6,499.00
£0n Dern
(On Dens
£995.00
£6,995.00
LOn Den,
£995.00
£330.00

Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Re Q 200 E
Rd lQ 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic '(ara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse io 5.1
JM Lab Sib á Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod o Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
SD Acoustics Sol
BOW DM 602 S2
ATC SCM 20A
Audio Physic Avanti Ill X-dem
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill " new"
Audio Plan Contrast 3
Avalon Ascents
Audio Physic Tempo Ill " new"
Nan m SBL's
Rogers LS55 " new -

AN/

£0n Deem
£3.750.00
£4.950.00
£9,995.00
£2.495.00
£295.00
£5,495.00
£2.195.00
£7,995.00
LI .750.00
£1,150.00
£795.00
£895.00
£4.995.00

JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt ink 1
Avulse Gar de Duo ( White)
JM Lab Utopia
JM Lab Mini Utopia + Stand
B&W Matrix 805 (Walnut)
ClaraVox Magnifica
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Stand
Wilson 5.1
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre P. Bracket
Ensemble PA I
Audio Physic Caldera

t I

£3,374.00
£2,000.00

BUY/SELL

020

L1,995.00
£3.500.00
£7,500.00
£9.000.00
£1,295.00 £ 2.000.00
£0n Dens
£ 2.000.00
£0n Dens
£ 895.00
L3,500.00
£5.500.00
£0n Dens £ 8100.00/ L8904100
£0n Dens
£495.00
FDA
POA

from L4000.00

8392

winfoechoice-hifi

L4,995.00

19 63
C O

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

111

audio salon
established 1979 (
formerly the Music Room) • 4demo rooms in dedicated premises
5Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow, GI2 9HA, Scotland

ART Audio
"valve products which truly breath life into any system"
This company has adistinguished record of world firsts in tube technology,
including triode/pentode and NFB switched options dating back to 1989.
Today, ART Audio has accomplished state of the art sound at an affordable
price, the utmost simplicity in plug 'n' play, breathtaking looks, and 21st
Century sentry circuits, soft-start, auto-bias. The range is wide, and options like BMW except the prices, make each unit effectively built to custom
requirements. A popular option, for example, is the Diavolo stereo amplifier
with volume control and input selector making it asingle-chassis amp with
the performance of alarge stack of metal boxes.

Ayre Acoustics
"setting the standards for quality and value for money at this price point"
These are products which command respect, keep their price, and rarely
appear on the used market. The new AX-7integrated amplifier and CX-7 CD
Player at £2,950 each, do challenge used priced products for economic sense,
while the K5 pre-amp is one of the most eagerly awaited products for years.
There is certainly amagic and aperfection that this company appears to accomplish with ease. Proud to be adealer.

Pathos
"meet beauty and the beast...."
The Pathos Logos Hybrid Valve Integrated Amplifier (£2495) sets new

iie

standards at this price point and compares with products selling at much
higher prices. The Logos is an ideal match for Electrostatics, offering the
llobeguiling and beautiful valve sound with the power and drive of transistors. An amplifier that you must hear!

Shanling
"meet acompany that is going to re-define what valve based products should be like!"
This well-established Chinese Company has made an auspicious entry into Audiophile
Class Audio, world-wide. To complement the excellent CDT-100 (£1650), Shanling have
released the SP-80 Valve Monoblocks (f2000 pair).

II

We have aShanling System on permanent
demonstration, connected to our Zingali
Speakers - the system has to be heard to be
believed!

Shanling have also released the SCDT-200 (£2150), which is an SACD version of the
CDT-100, again asuperb product, which we have in stock. Shanling's flagship transistor front
loading SACD Player, the SCDS-200 at only £1150, has challenged its Sony rival on build quality and performance at four times the price. Built from solid aluminium alloy to astandard rarely seen at this price.

Art Audio • Art Loudspeakers • ATC • Audiostatic • Ayre Acoustics • BOW

open 9am-6pm (monsat)

by appointment please

scot an' s rst an' oremos • ea er
Mark Levinson
"is the new 400 series of dual-monaural amps going to cause
waves throughout the industry
you better believe it!! "
Mark Levinson has not achieved and preserved its
position by accident, or complacency.
Three new and very exciting stereo Power Amplifiers have just been released, making the 400 series
larger and more diverse as ever. The new models in
the range are: 431,432 and 433. The 432 has been
released first (£7995) with the other two models to
follow shortly. The 400 series power amplifiers represent significant advancements when compared to their predecessors. Not only do they sound better, they are more powerful, physically smaller and are less expensive than the 300
series too. Based on the N°434 and N°436 power amplifiers, the N°432 is adual-mono 400-watt power amplifier with
all the authority and finesse that are the hallmark of the Mark Levinson sound. The N°432 takes command of the
music with astounding confidence, dynamics, and ease. Like all 400 series multi-mono power amplifiers, the N"432
doubles its rated 8-ohm power at 4ohms. Combine that with massive independent power supplies for each channel, and the N°432 is an appropriate companion for virtually any loudspeaker. Unlike the N°434 and N°436, the new
400 series power amplifiers are entirely convection cooled, not requiring fans. The new amplifiers feature individual
heat sinks for each channel to maintain asafe operating temperature while delivering continuous output power. In
addition, abalanced voltage-gain circuit allows the 400 series amplifiers to generate more precise signals with lower
noise. The fully-balanced circuit includes ultra-high performance parts that allow this advanced design to reach its
full potential. The 432 really tips the scales
The No. 390S (£6500) CD Player has also been receiving alot of coverage
in the press as adigital product that really stands out from the crowd.
This comes as no surprise to us or the very happy customers who have
purchased this truly astonishing and much admired CD Player. When connected directly to the new 432 you have a
system that re-introduces you to all those CD's you thought you new!

The Gryphon
"meet the Cantata - the looks are only half the story"
Gryphon represents aNorthern European approach to musical
sonority and presentation, also visually, and in terms of circuit topology. Statement looks, clean lines, and minimalist operating system argumented by selected
menu levels. Gryphon is the crowned king of adistinguished national industry noted for
its famous lifestyle brand. For the same price, acombination ofte Mi kado CD playlledle
Callisto integrated amplifier offer impressive realism from two Woxe s. To complement these
Gryphon have produced the multi prize winning Cantata Loudspeaker whose looks are only
half the story

Sugden IMasterclass
"meet alittle box that proves size isn't everything
Meet the newest addition to the Bijou series: the beautiful MusicMaster
Power Amplifier (£1290). Using acompletely new circuit design that has been
seven years in the making. Pure Class A, wide bandwidth, and current feedback. The front-end is acascade input to prevent phase shift and the standing
current is set at amassive 1.7A for instant power delivery and good delivery
into lower impedance loudspeakers. 16 watts of pure audio delight - superb!

EAR/Yoshino • Heart Audio • IPS • Lyra • Mar

tel 0141 357 5700 fax 0141 339 9762

hand - crafted professional products
Zingali Loudspeakers
"unique, individual and superior "
The king of the Italian loudspeakers offers much more than asolid wood cabinet. The
patented horn is agiant leap ahead of the coloured genre of the late 20th century and
offers wide angled dispersion of high frequencies without beaming. Combined with
clever sub bass loading, this uses the room acoustics positively and confers many advantages. Energy patterns open the listening position,
mip
and high resolution is not focussed at one sweet spot.
Sound is lifelike and with full harmonic content, yet models from £1,995 equates to more
ordinary loudspeakers.
Jti ,fntroduced, SURROl \f1D AND 5.1 FORMATS: the radically new and exciting Colosseum series of speakers. They not only look better
to every other Home Cinema speaker available
but they sound better too. Taking the existing
technology from the rest of the range, Zingali have
produced avery small, but exquisite elegant range
of speakers that will bring awhole new dimension
and atmosphere that will delight your ears when watching both movies and listening to music.
You can hear Zingali at the Audio Salon, where you will have the chance to listen to
Overture, Monitor and Colosseum ranges - all offer exceptional value for money.

Art Loudspeakers
"definition: truly STATE OF THE ART products!"
You may be familiar with the ART Expression monitors and the modular impression flagship products. Starting at £3995 per pair and designed to complement the world's finest source equipment and amplifiers. Now from ART
Loudspeakers is abreakthrough product; and it's affordable; from £795 per
pair plus later optional upgrade bass modules at the same price. These speakers offer super high efficiency to give wide dynamics and resolution from
very low outputs. Avoiding any techniques of coloured home or live cabinets,
the purity of sound in this acclaimed genre is the breakthrough that could be
for you!

Audiostatic DCI Electrostatics
"the ultimate ESL that has evolved over 30 years...."
We have sold these classic and classy electrostatics since the early eighties. The new DCI-LT (£4000)
has been demonstrated at recent exhibitions causing areal wow factor: the sonic speed and presence
combine with purity and imaging to die for. Now improved handling power, more rugged construction go hand in hand to create one of the best electrostatics available, regardless of price. Also new is
the exciting DCI-LTD (£3500), which comes in anatural version, where you can finish them in colour of
your choosing.
You will be surprised at just how far ahead of the competition Mr Ben Peters of the Netherlands has
accomplished in 30 years.

Pathos • ProAc • Proceed • Revel • Shanling • Simon Yorke • SME

www.audiosalon.co.uk

providing apersonal service that is second to none
Revel and ProAc
"distinct products, distinct sounds "
Revel and ProAc show that moving coil speakers can far outstrip the High Street
mass-produced variety when quality drivers and crafted cabinets are matched
with their own crossovers using discreet components handwired. These brands
offer mini monitors of outstanding performance and price, starting from the ProAc
Tablette Reference 8's at only £699, up to the Revel M20 loudspeakers (£1,695).
When you mention the name ProAc two things come to mind straight away - Sound and Finish. No matter which model you listen to they paint ahuge musical palette across avast sonic
landscape. Once you get over the sheer musical quality you can sit back and admire the beautiful
cabinets which are among the best at any price.

ATC
"passive or active, its your choice - either way - prepare your ears for pro monitors
ATC's active speakers start with the tens at £1,269, obviously including amplifiers! We
have them all the way up to the recently revised and breathtaking SCM 100 loudspeakers
from £8500 (cherrywood).
The new SCM35 is ahigh performance 3-way loudspeaker system. Designed from the
ground up, nothing has been left to chance. Available in abeautiful cherrywood finish, a
serious speaker for only £1999, featuring the famous 'ATC' mid-range driver.
Reviewing the SCM-50-A (£7,471 in Cherry), Jason Kennedy wrote "I'd challenge anyone
to produce aloudspeaker, amplifier and cable system that came anywhere near this performance at the price. " (HiFi+, May-June 2003).

Michell, Simon Yorke and SME

vorkt: s;"

"turntables are far from extinct "
sme 10A

0

emir

We demonstrate the finest turntables available from the
world's leading manufacturers.

technodec
We are pleased to announce awonderful new turntable
1111‘ from Michell, the Technodec. Costing as little as £575 (no
arm) this turntable incorporates many of the features found in the more expensive
Gyro and Orbe models. A very special product indeed
Rediscover your vinyl collection by visiting Audio Salon.

Lyra and Sumiko Blue Point

lyra helikon

sumiko pearwood

"aquality cartridge is amust.... may the source be with you!"
The Lyra range of MC cartridges have now established areputation
as the most musical and reliable available. The range has many new
additions; from the Dorian at an amazing £349 to the Titan at £2995
which easily surpasses any rival product at any price when it comes
to detail retrieval and timbre. This model is aground breaking design.
Phone us for details of Lyra's current re-build/exchange prices.

fog

blue point special

Stax • Sugden • Sumiko • Trichord • Unison Research • Zingali

info@audiosalon.co.uk

every great business is built on friendship
New, Ex-dem and Previously
Cherished HiFi

WE cROW

Our prices are 10 - 20% below market value for rapid turnover
All used equipment guaranteed for six months; new and ex-dem
adds manufacturer guarantee. New (factory) sealed boxes

ORR. OWN
/,/
,;1

indicated (New), Ex-dem (Ex-D) or Used (s/h)
Goods mostly shipped next day delivery by TNT. UPS premium
Digital

service costs £9per box UK next day.

BOW ZZ 8Cd Player I2S Bus (
ex-d, mint)
Gryphon Adagio (
3months old, s/h, mint)
Neulcomm Reference CD Player (
ex-d, mint)

£4,995
£4,300
£2,250

£3,495
£3,250
£950

Amplifiers
Art Audio Diavolo monoblocks 300B £5,995
£3,995
chrome/gold (
ex-d,inint)
Ayre Acoustics K1 (phono) Preamp (
ex-d, mint)£7,995
£3,250
BOW ZZ 1Integrated (
ex-d, mint)
£2,795
£1,995
Gryphon Callisto 2200 Int Amplifier £5,790
£4,150
(s/h, mint, with phono)
Mark Levinson No. 335, 250 wpc (s/11,inint)
£8,495
£4,950
Mark Levinson No. 335 (
New, sealed box)
3,495
£
£5,495
Musical Fidelity A1000 (
s/h,inint)
£1,399
£595
Neukomm Ref Amplifier 150 wpc (ex-d,mint)
t2,500
£950
PassLabs X-2 Pre-amp (
New)
£2,550
£1,250
PassLabs Aleph5(
s/h,inint)
£3,350
£1,750
Proceed Pre-amp (
Fully Balanced, s/h, mint)
£1,995
£795
Unison Research 845 Absolute £19,995 £S,500
(s/h, mint, very rare, beautifiil and sonically without an equal)
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Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics(ex-d,s/ight nuirk)f,5,000
Avalon Arcus (
cherly finish, mint, s/h)
£7,800
Proac Future 2 (
ex-d,mint,birds eye maple)
£11,450
Wilson Audio 6.1 (
ex-d,mint)
120,000
Zingali Overture Reference 1S
£1,990
(Ex-D, mint, old style grills)
Zingali Overture Reference 4S
£4,750
(Ex-D, slight dainage on one corner of one speaker)
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£4,650
£5,995
£9,995
£1,550
£2,950
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Nalcamichi Dragon Tape Deck (
mint)
£1195
SME Model 10 + IV Arm + Audio
Note ANVx + VDH Frog Mark 2 (
s/h, mint)
£5,658 £4,000
List no 84. For an updated and comprehensive list of equipment and audio cables, please visit www.audiosalon.co.uk

audio source cables
Unlike other cables, Stratos wire and materials are unique; plugs and soldering techniques are all
hand-crafted. The original specifications were designed and refined by one of the world's leading audiophile designers. By consensus of experienced customers the sonic performance
equals and exceeds respected interconnects up to the £800 point; the figure is not our
wild claim. Now in its third series and sixth year, AudioSource cables are acult with
worldwide sales. High performance with low price is achieved by direct sales and
advertising restricted to under 5% of sales volume.
One meter pair using our own phosphor bronze RCA plugs or Neutrik's balanced XLR plugs
costs £125, or £99 for one half metre. For longer lengths add £35 per stereo metre per pair.
Literature and product information are readily available. Home trial offers afull refund if not
impressed.
The full range of audio mains cables from £55 up to our £150 Integra is available. AudioSource offer atwo (£129), six (f349)
or eight outlet (£389) mains conditioner, hand made from non-plastic, non-ferrous materials for amazing mains purity.
Visit www.audiosource.co.uk for further information.

www.audiosource.co.uk
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dCS Eiger Plus & Purcell

Suppliers and installers of High Qualieudio Systems
47 Laboratory - Accuphase - ATC - Audio Physic - Audio Research
Avalon - Accoustics - Avid - bel canto - Benz Micro - Cardas
Clearaudio - Conrad Johnson - dCS - Densen - DNM/Reson
Electrocompaniet- Finite Elemente - Graaf - Gryphon - JM Labs
Krell - Kuzma - Lavardin - Mark Levinson - Martin Logan - Michell
Nagra - Primare - ProAc - Rega - Siltech - Sonus Faber - Spectral
Nordost - Sugden - Transparent Audio - VerityAudio - Wadia

Sonus Faber Cremona
dlands ud
Rober!eal 015Agal
Un tdCha PallkeaMMIVI

Audio Research VS55

Kuzma Stabi Reference / Triplanar

Krell KPS KCT

>cartridges

New arrivals>

dnm
gold ring
lyra

Also agents for
Advantage. Balanced audio technologies.
Boulder. Burmester. Egleston Hovland.
Khanna Lumley . Pass labs. SME
Sound lab VIL.

The new Lexicon MC8 film / music processor is here.
Very much " grown-up son of MC12" it loses very

ortofon
sumiko

few features and

cables

offers most of the
MCI2's (towering)

audioquest

sonic performance. It even has

chord company

CURRENT INVENTORY

RRP

NOW

dnm

ACOUSTIC ZEN HOLOGRAM BIWIRE 8FT EX DEM

875

575

nordost

ACOUSTIC ZEN TSUNAMI MAINS LEAD 6FT EX DEM

300

225

qed

ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP

2600

995

ADVANTAGE S2 PREAMP

trichord

2750

1495

ATC SPA2-150

van den hul

3000

1495

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

headphones

3500

1795

grado

AUDIO RESEAARCH CLASSIC 60 GROOVE TUBED
FULL SERVICE

3500

1695

AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED

3500

1895

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

2000

995

AVANTGARDE UNO

7200

3495

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK51SE

7950

5795

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK75SE

7950

5795

sound org'n

2995
995

atc

BOW WIZARD CD

3500

1995

audio physic

CHORD CPA 3200 E

4800

2995

densen

CHORD SPM 4000

9000

5995

harbeth

DCS ELGAR PLUS

9500

5495

in focus

DCS PURCELL

5000

3295

lexicon

DENSEN B400 CD + GIZMO REMOTE

1300

495

EAR 534 POWER BALANCED

michell

2200

1395

HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO

naim audio

5750

3995

HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP

primare

7000

4495

KRELL KAV 280 CD

4000

2595

KRELL KAV 300IL

3700

2495

N/A

195

3500

2295

MARANTZ CD7

3500

2595

MARANTZ 63KI SIG MK2

500

250

MARK LEVINSON 331

5000

2395

MARK LEVINSON 39

5000

3295

MERIDIAN 551

800

450

MERIDIAN 501.V

950

450

MERIDAIN 505 MONO

900

550

MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS & 24/96 KHZ DAC

7000

1995

MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD

3000

2295

MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA M3 INTEGRATED

3000

2295

NAIM CREDO EBONY

1425

NAIM CDX

695

2500

1395

NAIM XPS

2100

1295

NBS SIGNATURE SPEAKER CABLE 2 X 6 FT

2600

695

NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT

1300

395

PROAC RESPONCE 1.5 CHERRY

1800

995

QUAD QC 24 / 11 FORTY

4000

2995

RED ROSE ROSEBUD

3000

1695

SONUS FABER EXTREMA WITH STANDS
THETA PROGENY
VAN DEN HUL THE FIRST 0.8 MTR

N/A

2995

1100

495

200

125

••

To partner it,
the new RTIo

Dvo,

DVDA,

SCM35 compact floor standing

soundstyle

5500

•é

tive £2500.
Finally, we have the new ATC
loudspeakers. They are priced at
£2000 but sound like they cost a

stands unique

2000

•

(and more) player is here too
priced at an unexpectedly competi-

something solid

BKS 107 SUPREME MK11 RIBBON HYBRID

mi
ummgml

SACD

stands

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD

MARANTZ SC 12 1S SACD DVD NEW

•

stax

hardware

LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK

some advantages. The balanced version is also available. Please phone for part exchange deals on earlier Lexicon processors.

whole lot more.
All on demonstration at Signals.
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Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference D/A Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence,
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.

VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATIO HYBRID 0.6 MTR
VERITAS P400

160

95

3000

1495

VTL MB125 MONO'S

Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital, DSP

3000

1595

programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession

WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

9000

5495

been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue
converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON • NAIM AUDIO
•LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA
•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM
•NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF
•ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT
•DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM DYNALAB

DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVD-A 1m and SACDTm, through acustom interface and
with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection
to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters
which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely
upgraded (read 'exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it shares

TEL: 0121 747 4246

the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common

5MINUTES JCN 9M42 JCN 4M6

circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete
is aworld- apart from any other converter in existence today.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
112

july 2003

\IL

Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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(01563) 574185
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www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
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Bandar Acoustics Ltd
Unit 32
BSS House
Cheney Manor
Swindon, SN2 2PJ
United Kingdom

bandor.corn

Top quality loudspeaker drive units

1: +41 101 I
793 421200
f: +44 101 1793 640600
www.bandor.com

• favoured by professional musicians
• accurately cover 70% of audio spectrum

email: info@bandor.com

• ideally suited to aggressive environments

all technical
enquiries to
Doreen Jordan
01494 714058

• faithfully reproduce complex sound patterns
• technical assistance for all home applications

•purity

• precision

•quality

IAN HARRISON HIFI

•

Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 6 SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP

Peerless. Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
•

9am-9pm

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

DELIVERY

SALE NOW ON!

INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON

HADCOCK
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MICHELL

TEAC
SONY
DENON

WEEEZZIEIM
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CLEAR AUDIO
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Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

NATIONWIDE

Tel: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE
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SONY
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EAR

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE
AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.9prn INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectraStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: + 49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

tom

tom

audio

definitive audio
Peddlers of fine wares, including:
Record players. SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma Stabi, Stabi Reference;
Nottingham Analogue Interspace, Space Deck, Hyperspace and Dais;
Michell Orbe; VPI AriesScout; Avid Volvere, Sequel and Acutus.
Amis: Raga 300/600/900; SME Series IV and y; Kuzma Stogi; TrIplanar.
Cartridges: VanDenHul Grasshopper and Colibri: Kuzma KC Ref; EMT;
Reson Reca and Elite; Cartridge Man Musicmaker, Benz-Micro including
Ruby Open Air; Kondo lo J.
Amplifiers: Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio; Monarchy;
Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs; SJS.
CD Players: Wadia; Sugden; Primare; Resolution.
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox; Lowther.
Cables and Tables by Living Voice.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem Items

Sale

Clear Audio Solution - no arrn SME cutout
Homing Agathon - 98dB 2way horn - Mahogany - PM6A (alnico)
Art Audio Concerto - 6550 line integrated - lots of amp for the money - nice
Canary Audio CA 301 - 30013 - 22 watts - very good
Canary Audio CA 303 - 300B monos - 22 watts - better
Canary Audio CA 309 - 300B parallel p.p. - 45 wafts - superb
Canary Audio CA 300 - single ended monos - valve rect. - 8watts
Jamo Concert 8 - loudspeakers - 2% years old - maple - spotless
Townsend Seismic - speaker stands - ugly but wobbly
Tube Technology MAC - mm and mc phono - neady new
Audio Innovations Series 1000 - silver circuit - 50 watts class A
Alchemist Forsetti ADP 15A - integrated amp

New

£600 £900
£1600 £3800
£1200 £2650
£3400 £5400
£5400 £7400
£9500 £ 13500
£2000 £3500
£700 £ 1365
£450 £695
£700 £ 1400
£1100 £2500
£700 £ 1400
£700 £ 1900

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS

AudioNote Soro - phono integrated - serviced - new valves
Clear Audio Master Reference - turntable - no arm

We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo naim
equipment

2years old - Perfect condition. Go on, be crazy, it's only...
Audio Research LS2 B - line pre - fine condition - giveaway
Pro Ac Tablette - Cherry - cute - perfect
Voyd Standard - turntable - Black - perfect - collectable joy

£6000 £8500
£1000
£300
£1000

Pink Triangle PT TOO Export - black - vgc - great sound
B&W DM603 S3 - black - good condition
VPI Aries Scout turntable with JMVV9 tonearm - two months old - perfect
Snell Type Ell - walnut - industry classic - new bass-mid drivers
high mass Pirate stands - lovely sound - 92 db per watt sensitivity
Snell Type JII - french polish walnut - industry classic - very nice sound
AudioNote ANJ-D - walnut - Huygens high mass stands

£300
£350 £600
£1000 £ 1350

All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money
back guarantee
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
(Based St.Albans)
CALL 07971 202742 ANYTIME

tunes@tomtomaudio.com
1114 july

2003

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£700
£400
£600 £ 1400

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

HIGH
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE TURNTABLE 8ARM INCLUDES FLYWHEEL,
TURNTABLE PROBABLY THE BEST IN THE WORLD AS HIGHLY RATED
STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE DON'T MISS THIS £4,995
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
£995

UST

STAGGERING
BY
S/H f20,000
S/H £2038

KRELL KSA 250 POWER AMP BALANCED £2.500 S/H £6,699
NAIM NAP 90-3
£200 S/11 £450
NAIM SNAPS SUPPLY
£100 S/H ?
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT 82000 DAC 8OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE. 6BOXES OF HEAVEN £3.995 S/H £17.000
BOW TECHNOLOGIES 228CD PLAYER
£2.795 S/11 £4.995
KRELL MUID DAN AGOSTINI SIGNATURE SERIES CD
TRANSPORT. VERY RARE BRILLIANT £3,500 S/H £9.000
CELLO P101 PREMIUM MC TWIN BAY PHONO MODULE
VERY RARE TO BUY ON ITS OWN
£2.500 S/11 £5.500
CELLO ENCORE GOLD PLATED LIMITED EDITION AN1VERSARY
PREAMP, NOW YOU CAN HAVE ACELLO WITHOUT BUSTING
THE BANK. (MC PHONOSTAGE AVAILABLE EXTRA) £4.995 S/H £12.000
HOVLAND VALUE PREAMP INC PHONO.
STUNNING LOOKING PIECE OF KIT WITH SOUNDS TO MATCH £3.995 S/H £5.750
LUMLEY M125 ORIGINAL 8BEST VALUE MONO AMPS
JUST BEEN SERVICED & REVALVED £1.495 Sel £3.800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
f4.995 E/D £11,450
PROCEED COD CD TRANSPORT 8DAP DAC DIGI VOLUME
SAME MECHANISM AS LEVINSON No39 ALSO HDCD.
REALLY NICE PACKAGE
£2.495 S/11 £4.390
NAIM CDS 2CD PLAYER 8UPS SUPPLY
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£4.995 S/H £6.492
MARK LEVINSON No36 DAC BAL ETC
f1,695 S/H £4.600
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP 1WEEK OLD
£1,495 S/H £2.109
NA1M 250 POWER AMP 1WEEK OLD
f1,495 S/F1 £2,250
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID SPEAKERS
OAK TRIM
f2,295 S/H £4.998
WADIA 6CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME ETC
£1,995 S/11 £4,000
PROAC RESPONSE 3.8 SPEAKERS BLACK
£2.500 EA) £3.990
PROAC FUTURE ONE SPEAKERS BLACK
£3,250 E/D £5.875
ACCUPHASE DP9O/DP91 TRANSPORT 8DAC STUNNING CD PLAYER
ASTEREOPHILE AREFERENCE DIGI VOLUME ETC £5,500 S/H f20.000?
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY. STUNNING PIECE OF KIT
£5,500 S/H £12,369
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAB 2. YOU CAN UPGRADE THIS
TO THE U.S DISCREET FOR £1,000 (WORTH DOING) £995 SM £2.200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON 3HEAD AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE DECK, ACLASSIC NOW
£995 S/H £2.500
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS
£4,500 S/H £8.995
AUDIO RESEARCH CA50 INTEGRATED VALVE AMP,
JUST BEEN SERVICED 8REVALVED £2,200 S/H £3.945
JADIS JA80 VALVE MONO AMPS LATEST £3,700 S/H £9,580
GAMMA AEON 211 VALVE TRIODE MONO AMPS £1.995 S/H £6,995
VIL 1T85 VALVE INTEGRATED AMP FVC
£1,395 E/D £2,400
NAIN NAP 180 POWER AMP
£650 Sill £1,220
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMES WITH ROWLAND
FVC BASS AMP ROSEWOOD
£5.500 S/H £15.500
EGGLESTONE WORKS ANDRA SPEAKERS IN PIANO BLACK
STEREOPHILE "
rCLASS SPEAKERS OF THE YEAR £5.500 SM £13,800
AVALON ACCENT II SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH WITH
SEPERATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £4,995 S/H £14.800
SPENDOR FL10 SPEAKERS CHEERYWOOD
£1.795 S/H £3.475
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
£1,495
£3.500
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE 'KOOL"
£5.950
£2,500
SNELL AS SPEAKERS WALNUT
£200
£370
STAB LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
f3,500
£8,500
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£350
£600
PRIMARE 120 RDS TUNER
AUDIO RESEARCH LS28 MK2 PREAMP
£1.595
£3,400
KRELL FRB 200C POWER AMP CAST. LATEST
£5,995
£8,750
£5.995
£9,450
KRELL FP13 300 POWER AMR BALANCED
£12,495
ATC SCM 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS £6,500
PROAC FUTURE • 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2,500
£3,500
£3,125
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B BLACK 8A/C
£1,795
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT 8CJ DA2:3 DAC
£3.800
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT
f1,995
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995
£2,500
£5,760
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO AMPS MK2
£2,500
£3,500
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1,295
£5,800
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3.500
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES 8
MASTER SUPPLY (LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH f23,000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9.995 NEW £27.500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLACK £10995 ED f35.000
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE TURNTABLE 8ARM
MKIII COMPLETE WITH FLYWHEEL ( WORLD REFERENCE) £7,995 ED f20.000
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SR £2,700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2.700
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP £995 SH £1,695
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP ( BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 3POWER AMP ( EXCELLENT)
f1,695 SH £5,150
ARAGON 24K 1PS PRE AMP 8SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1.650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP ( NICE COMBO) £695 SH £1,795
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS &STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £ 1,300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
f1,295 SH £6.000
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY CAT SL1 MKIII
VALVE PRE AMP
f2,995 ED £6,250
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1.797
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH £600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP 8SUPPLY
£350 SH £886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1,795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH £950
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
£195 SH £450
WANTED DUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAIC

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

HICAM
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC
NEW STUNNING
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
AUDIONOTE OUEST MONO AMPS NEW
AUDIOLAB 8000C/8000 P PRE/POWER/BOXED
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
AVIS2000 PRE AMP/R/C SLIGHT MARK HENCE
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I 1METRE PAIR NEW
MYRYAD 060 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
AUDIONOTE P4 MONOBLOCKS
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE 24/96 CD PLAYER
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.10 24/96
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
ELAC CINEMA 2ESP SPEAKES+SUB
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
EAR 834 INT AMP BOOED 3MONTHS OLD
HEYBROOK QUARTET ROSEWOOD FINISH
EXCELLENT CONDITION
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
'BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8DISTRIBUTION
BLOCK NEW
AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC 1MONTH OLD
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
EXSPOSURE XVII AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
POWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM NEW
MARANTZ CD 17 MK2 SUPERB CONDITION
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
T+A HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPC0)4OHMS NEW
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC A/C NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
T+A INSIDER ROS FM TUNER SILVER FINISH NEW
AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW
VDH INTERGRATION . 8METRE NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CO 2.10 INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
VOH INTERGRATION . 6METRE NEW
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUB WOOFER AS NEW
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
RUARK CL10 CHERRY FINISH SEALED BOX
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
ST« SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
NAIM 32.5 PRE M/C PHONO
TRICHORD BINO PSU NEW
SONICLINK AST200 BIWIRE SPK CABLE NEW
TRICHORD ORCA PRE/ LARGE POU MINT
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
T+A 24/192 CO PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT ( OFF THE REEL)
ST« SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
HARMON BABOON 650 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2
PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
SME SERIES VARM NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
TALK ELECTRONIC THUNDER 1CD PLAYER
TARGET MX100 SPEAKER STANDS PIANO BLACK
EAR PARAVICINI M100 MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING)
POLK PS 99450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
QED FULL RANGE
STAB SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM +SUB NEW
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPAS BUILT IN SUB NEW
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
VDH THE SOURCE MB 0.8 METRE NEW
To% PACE SETTER INT AMP 2X260WPCO4OHMS

WAS

NOW
2750
1399
30
2750
600
850
1249
POA
295
950
2599
450
3700
895
400
850
POA
499
325
1100
1025
349
499
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

60
999
1924
1200
1247
547
4250
999
497
999

1300
1149
2520
867
614
746
2297
595
599
206

225
500
175
99
29
1000
2643

1126
2643
299
1048

250
925
1449
1499
1300
1699 PHONE
1000
350
599
525
2548
1299
399
399
450
395
1017
925
850
400
1251
1095
599 95
1999
1199
3500
899
999
850
240
125
999
895
220
110
500
225
2499
900
495
2095
1895
995
495
POA
1195
995
599
2945
POA
599
450
N/A
150
299
10
8
1650
1450
275
35
18
1999
15 PER METRE
449
375
150
995
1615
279
574

299
2995
1299

65

900
1615
249
495
19995
449
275
1880
POA
2700
POA
975
1050
1499
999
1599
57.5
2299

AGENTS FOR

EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL. MYRYAD. AVI. STAXIAT,
VOH.ELAC. RUARK. SME. BLACK RHODIUM. LYRA SUMIKO, OED,
POLK. ORELLE, T+A, VIVANICO
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM. MERIDIAN. AUDIOLAB. KRELL. WADIA. SONUS FABER.
MART IN LULAN, MARK L
.---

Open Mon- Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

Tel: 01726 74474 Fax: 01726 70774

01438 714038

E-mail: patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk

10.00am - 7.00pm MON -SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

Website: HICAM.CO.UK

Heatherdale
eaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bill-stereocom
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEAKERS
Sonso Eabergurnert Homage Speakers
£2,495
B+W Matrix 1Speakers
£295
Mirage M3 SI Speakers
£1,495
ThieFSCS 2Speakers (Walnut Finish)
(Brand New) Normal Price £2395
£1,595
Mission 782 (Stand Mount Moded
(Black Ash) Just Reduced From £250
£150
Pro-ac studio 1speakers nib 2
£395
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel Ultima sub 15 with LE1 sub amp
POA
Altas Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Thiel 1.5 Speakers
£995
Pro Ac studio towers (atc drive) speakers
£995
Orchid PLLI Speakers odemo
£3,745
PRE-AMPS
Naim NAC 82 Pre Amp
£1,495
Mark Levinson Reference 32 pre amp
£11,995
Burmester 785 pre amp
£395
Kinshaw Perception pre amp with bal output and
phono stage, with psu
£395
Marli Levinson 25s phono stage with pou
£2,895
Exposure 11 & 12 pre amp & power supply
Just Reduced from £900
£650
Toft Pre Amp (fully balanced)
£595
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
Exposure 21 pre-mmp (Remote) (Ex Stock)
Just Reduced From £890
£750
Music Fidelity MVT_pre amp
£395
Mark Levinson MI 26 pre amp and power supply
£1,295
AMPLIFIERS
Naim Nap 180 Power Amp
£695
Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
£4,495
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
£3,750
Mark Levinson ML33 Reference Mono 'a
£22 995
Naim Nap 90/3 Power Amp
1695
Cyrus Two Integrated Amp with Cyrus PSX Power Supply
£395
Linn Classic Integrated Amp
£595
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp
£4,750
Audionote Nerio Mono Amps
£5995
Arcam Alpha 9pre amp
1195
Revel Ultima sub 15 with LE1 sub amp
£5,995
Arcam Delta 290 integrated amp
£275
Krell KST 100 Power Amp
£1,695
Nakamichi PA 5Stasis Power Amp
Cost New £1150
£695
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£7,500
Ion Obelisk 3X int. amp willi Xpak PSU
f395
AVI 2000MI integrated Amp
£750
Arcam Xeta one integrated Amp (pro logic)
£595
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Naim CDX CO Player
Krell (AV 300 CD
Player
Maranta CD63SE K1 Signature
Sony SCDI SACO/CO Player
MarantaCD 72 mk2 SE CO Player (mint)
Pioneer PD91 reference CD player
Mark Levinson No 37 CD transport

£ 1,495
£ 1,495
£275
£2,495
£295
£250
£P0A

CASSETTE DECK
Nakamichi BX2 Cassette Deck

£195

DACS
Krell Studio DAC
Sonic Levinson
Mark
Frontiers 360S
SED1 Dac
Digital Processor

£1,895
095
£
£P0A

MISCELLANEOUS
5mtr Hovland hi-wire speaker cable
£6
£
24
005
JPS Labs high current power chord
JPS Labs standard power cord
£180
Mit balanced 1mtr. Reference interconnect was £2,995)
50
Mit balanced 2mtr. Reference interconnect was £3,495) . £1
£195
795
Mit Shot gun 750 8foot bi-wire speaker cable
£,8
Stax 40/410 headphones and energiser
£850
Ouadrasire 04 Oak wall Shelf
£2
£
15
20
0
Synergistic Research Coax Resolution
Reference digital (with active shielding)
Stax SR007 omega ref
(SR117 head phone & SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995
Shun Mook Record Clamp Normal Retail £ 1660
£1
995
1995
Audio Note ANS7 MC Transformer
with Phono Stage
£8,495
Audio Note (kondo KSL-AC2 maim cable
£650
(new and boxed)
Audionote (kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£2,500
Audio Note (kondo) lisll-LP Silver las
interconnect 1mtr pair
£995
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade variable output
£1,795
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£995
Linn Axis Turntable with Linn Basic plus arm
£295
Lumley Straosphere turntable (gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply
£2,995
Garrard 301 in slate audio plinth with PSU and
SME 3012 arm and clearaudio signature cartridge
Eminent Technology air bearing arm wdh
magnisium wand c/w pump
£1
£
,6
99
95
5
Verdier Ebony ,Wood arm board Normal Retail £800
£425
Heiius Silver Wired Tonearm
Ortofon Jubilee Cartridge
..
£545
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (* sub)
ect to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS

63

Tel: 01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001

VISA

Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@ hifi-stereo.com
july 2003
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Price is not a guarantee of sound quality.

3 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
Shop prices are
expensive because of
rent, rates, wages, etc.
Buy direct & save £££.

CTEiB valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

We have signed testimonials to prove that
customers prefer our amplifiers to
£8,000 preamp + 320 watts power amplifier,
£4,000 pre/power amp & power supply.
£2,600 pre/power amp & power supply,
£1,400 well reviewed 150 watts amplifier.

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£1,000 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers to most transistor
amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve
amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £ 2,000 to £ 20,000

expensi
non -oflag
stainle
steel
cha 3515

£2,500 or £ 1,800 " 10 inch High End" speakers + our £ 1,450 amplifiers
to overpriced pretentious £ 100,000 systems ( at realistic life-size volume)

£1,450
R'rE36 valves
more
nsive
than
6550
'alma

Larger
transformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £ 2,000
£500 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most £ 700 amplifiers.
£380 to £ 800 valve phono stages to most transistor phono stages
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
satisfied customers.

pieces
of sil , er
capaci -_ors

£1 , 000

, powerful
EL34

www.affordablevalvecompany.com

"Praperty . matched
avetlana
powerful

Amplifier shown without CE safety
cage, to prove that these are genuine valve amplifiers. Customers
must not remove CE safety cage.

01.34
0 watts
40 :att.

Free UK delivery.
Subsidised £ 50 UPS delivery
to other countries.

+.

40 watts
watts

£. 500

tnnr.e.,
to £ 1,000
KTBO emit(
t50 caret
£i0 for

£600 £ 700

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudio@aol.com
VALVE

Amps

VInYL

QUAD 0C24 PRE 8QUAD 0/40 MONOS
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOS

BOXED £2850
MINT/BOXED
£2350

GRANT AMS 200 LTD MONO'S
GRANTMATCHING PRE-AMP

VGC
VGC

RING
RING

ART AUDIO QUINTET POWER AMP

MINT

VINTAGE RADIO REST. ADUR MONOS
LUMLEY REFERENCE LA-120 MONOS

VGC
£895
MINT/BOXED
£1650

£895

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 14 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 22 REMOTE PRE

EXCLT £1995
MINT/BOXED £2950

AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2PRE AMP

MINT
£2295
MINT/BOXED
£1395

UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO

MINT

MONRIO ASTY VALVE PRE-AMP

MINT BOXED

£375

LUMLEY REF.PP-40 PRE 8ST-40POWER
AUDIONOTE KIT 1SIG.(BLACK GATES)
JOLIDA SJ 202A USA EL-34 INTEGRATED .

MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED

£995
RING
£650

£795

COPLAND CSA-28

EX.DEM

REGA CURA REMOTE PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON EV-1 PRE
PIONEER M-90 POWER AMP

AS NEW
MINT/BOXED
MINT

TOCA SECA CLASS AP/AMP
SUGDEN AU-51

EXCLT
EX.DEM

COMPACT

£495
£295
um

VGC.
£795
AS/NEW £1000
MINT/BOXED
£1450
MINT/BOXED
£695
MINT/BOXED
£350
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £1250
MINT
£795

£550

CASTLE AVON

£1250
£875

DISC
MINT

TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
THETA PEARL /DS PRO BASIC- 11 D/A

BOXED £2450
MINT/BOXED
£1995

PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL/ORDINAL
ACCUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT

MINT/BOXED
£1175
EXCLT/BOXED £1750

ESOTERIC/TEAC P-1 TRANSPORT
ROKSAN ROK-1 TRANSPORT/PSU UPGRADE

EXCLT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED

TAG MACLAREN 20-T TRANSPORT
THETA DS PRO GEN III (AT&T, COAX.ETC )

AS/NEW/BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED
f2395

THETA PREGEN 111 PRE-AMP/DAC

EXCLT/BOXED

AUDIOLAB 8000 DAX
AUDIONOTE DAC-1 SIG
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU

MINT/BOXED
£695
AS NEW/BOXED £650
EXCLT
IBA

TEAC VRDS 25

MINT
895

PIOEER PD-91

MINT/BOXED

£475

SONY XA-50ES (GOLD)

MINT/BOXED

£595

-Vt—

LOUDSPEAKERS
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLACK . MINT/CRATED £7500
KLIPSCHORNS BIRDSEYE MAPLE
FANTASTIC £4250
BKS 107 MK11 RIBBONS
MINT/BOXED
£1150
PROAC STUDIO- 150
MINT
£1095
PROAC RESPONSE -2
MINT
£695
13/1W 801 MATRIX ( RING)
£2750

SOUNDLAB QUANTUM
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 80
ROKSAN OJAN 3X 83S SUBS
AMPHION NEON MK1 DEM
AMPHION HELIUM 1
CELESTION A-2 ROSEWOOD
CASTLE HOWARD-2

SONY FLAGSHIP COP R-1/DAS-1
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£3250

EXCLT £3250
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £450
MINT/BOXED
£895

EXCLT
EXCLT
VGC

AS NEW/BOXED.
£2995
MINT
£795

CAIRN 4808

MINT/BOXED

SNELL CMK- IV VERY RARE
TDL STUDIO MONITOR
EPOS ES-11 CAN STANDS

SOLID STATE
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL

SIMON YORKE ZARATHRUSTRA SERIES
V/SERIES VII ARM
NOTTS.ANALOGUE STUDIO MENTOR
REFERENCE 8ARM
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1 PHONO STAGE

£2250

IBA
£650

f2295

£

MINT

£1250
£1250
£375

£450

TlirIERS
/TAPE/DAT/MINIDISC/NIISC.
PIONEER F-91 TUNER
SONY 3000ES TUNER (GOLD)
PIONEER CTa-91 REF
SONY DTC-1000 DAT
SONY JA-30ES MINIDISC (GOLD)
RACKS

MINT/BOXED
£295
MINT/BOXED.. £195
VGC
£250
VGC
£575
MINT
£375
SiADDS

SOUNDSTYLE ST-105/AQUA GLASS ( NEW MODEL £3997)
£275
EX DIS/BOXED/AS NEW
SOUNDSTYLE ST 310/M/ TABLE
AQUA GLASS (£399)
EX.DIS
£275
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF
BLACK OR SILVER (2320)
EX DIS.
£195
SOUNDSTYLE XS 310 NV TABLE (2320)
EX.DIS
£195
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF CANCELLED
ORDER 3OFF
BRAND NEW BOXED . f225
SOUNDSTYLE XS 1004 SHELF CANCELLED
ORDER 2OFF
BRAND NEW BOXED . £195

SOUNDSTY LE XS 29 CD STORAGE
RACK CANCELLED ORDEN 2OFF
ATTACAMA R724/A7ABLIE
(cEW WEEKS OLD WAS 22501
BEM STANDS FOR CD-1 NT SILVER/PLACK

DRAW NEW BOXED . £195
MINI
VGII

£175
£95

CABLES
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
NORDOST PM REF. 2.5 M
£1450
VAN DEN HUL 2X2el REVELATION
TBA
MIT MII-750 12 FT PAIR
£850
MIT Mil-750 8FT. PAIR
£650
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 M
£225
NIRVANA AUDIO SLSERES 2.5M
f575
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2NI
£175
CARDAS HE//LINK 2M ..........
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2X2M
£375
AUDIONOTE AN-L4M
£225
VANDEN HUI. MC CS /22 2X3M
(EACH)£75
OED GENESS 4X1.5 METRE
£175
CRYSTAL HYPERLITZ 2METRE
£75
INTERCONNECT
ACOUSTIC ZEN SIL. FIEF 15 PA .
£795
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC UNE ONE 1M
f650
AKOUSTIC ZEN MATRIX REF...
£350
VAN DIN HUL SECOND 2Id XLR
BOXED
£300
VAN DEN HLL SECOND 2.5 M XLR
BOXED
£350
VAN DEN HUL SECOND 1NI
£175
NORDOST IKUE HEAVEN 2M XLR
£160
AUDIONOTE AN-VKONDO 3.2 M
£595
AUDIONOTE.AN-V 1.5 M
£200
DPA BLACK SLINK 5METRE BALANCED PAIR
£550
AUDIONUEST DIAMOND X2M
£550 EACH
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS GM
£650
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 1M
£225
AUDIOOUEST EMERALD 1M
£195
SONIC LINK VOICES
£100
MANY MORE PLEASE RING
DIGITAL
MADRIGAL AES/EBU 0.5 METRE
£150
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4Fl ......
£200
VAN DEN HUL SECOND %ONO
£95
CHORD CO.Fq0DAC SILVER PLUS ( BNC)
£60
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3 ( WW PAG<AGED)
£50
MOST EQUIPMENT SEOCCED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR
QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT FEOURED FOR
IMMEDIATE CASH PUPCHAS aPLEASE PHOWE GEOfE 10-6 PM
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ASPECIAL TREAT FOR CROFT FANS IS THE NEW TRANSVALVE r'‘INSTRUMENTS CLEAN,
POWERFUL /IINCREDIBLY MUSICAL THE LATEST CROFTS USE THE PROPIETARY
TRANSCAPACITOR % TECHNOLOGY - 31:i A SOUND THAT CROSSES ALL BOUNDARIES
00/MIOI
Lit Olen
LEADS YOU INTO TEMPTATION EXPERIENE1E THE NEW GENERATION OF BOLD AND
Hum ssuiusrriusiv Atom«
BEAUTIFUL CROFT HAND-MADE DESIGNS
NOW AVA/
L.1114.£

WMI @MILS VOLUME

NC

« AIM

laquer

10-100(WcPC
Affordable
COeigh-emi

AUDIO REFLECTIONS
AUDIONET
ATC
AV1
AYRE
BRYSTON
CHOftD

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

interconnects use separate, individually
insulated Hyper- pure silver and copper conductors.You can hear a
sweeter, more natural and open sound compared to interconnects
made entirely of copper.
KIMBER Silver StreaA
KIMBER Silver Streak

GAMUT
LEXICON
LYRA
NORDOST
PR1MARE
PS AUDIO
PMC

TAG McLaren • AV Products
LEXICON - RT10 and MC8
AV1 - Laboratory Series Iitegrated Amp
TOM EVANS - Pulse - New p/s for Vlbe
PS MEMO - P300 Powerplant
HCA2 power as
SME - 10/SME4/Lyra FieIkon

Pure : jir pure sound
They're a high performance solution

/

Ilegee•-,

available in the UK exclusively

analogue
£
interconnect
145 for 05m purr

from Russ Andrews.

RED ROSE
Ra
REVEL
SME
STAX
mcLAREN
TO
VANS %!

GAMUT - 0200 power amp
CHORD - new Choral system
WLSON BENESCH - New ACT speaker
EIRYSTON - 148 SST power an
PMC - 2 and FBI speakers
REVEL
AYRE

If
••

e
TEL JOHN BL
Y(
LEEDS) 0113_204458 4
TEL: SIMON TRICKETT (LEEDS) 01113873609
EMAL

Coble Upgrade
Scheme

60 Day
Home Tuai

Call UK Freephone

infooffldioreflections.co.uk

FREE Delivery

Expert
Advice

tuic mainumo)

0800 373467

FAX : 0113 2533098

quoting AN73

Sol. UN Dostobuto, t
,
Cr

Quality Cables & Accessories
for Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Mail Order Direct

Free downloads at www.russandrews.com

cd players & dacs
750
1200
AUDIO RESEARCH DX1 20 upgraded
1000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAD
900
AU] 20 bil doc boxed
375
COUNTERPOINT CD 11/10 transporIdac 20 BIT
1250
DENSEN CD PLAYER beat 400 wIth gizmo remade
900
KRELL KPS2OT transport
3000
KRELL KPS25S CD PLAYER, mint boxed .
9000
LECTOR CD PLAYER Talion valve job, paper in oils etc
850
LINN KARIN (not 3) recenty senriped
608
LINN KARIK 3
825
LINN KARIK/NUMERIK tron•aort/dac , boxed
1000
MARANTZ CDA 94 dac excellent
350
MERIDIAN 203 doc
150
MERIDIAN 500 haled mk2, boxed
750
MERIDIAN 208 cd/pre toned with remote
500
MERIDIAN 200/ 263 TRANSPORTIDAC CONED
550
MEFfiDIAN 588 cd player virth full Female
1500
MERIDIAN 206 CD Plover
375
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CD AND DAC,3 box reel, boxed
3400
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL coc vnlh 18 ba NW ....,, 350
PS AUDIO LAMBDA Imnspal, vnth trichora clock 3 ..
1000
SHANLING CD T100 cmzy valve cd player, IN STOCK
1650
SHANUNG CD T200 as abve but SACD pima( IN STOCK 2150
SUGDEN au51 DAC and tweaked
400
TEAC P30 transport, boxed
1200
TEX VIRDS10 cd player exiellent
400
TEX Tl/IDI transport( clock 2 ) and doe.
750
THETA GEN VA
2500
THETA PRO BASIC 3A dr,c mint boxed
1350
THETA SENo
2250
TRICHORD TRANSPORT & PISAR ONE DAC bdcc & moons . 900
WADIA 12 DAC
700
WADIA 032 DAC
600
z-systems rdq-1, DIGITAL EQ, LISE FOR SYSTEM CORRECTION I750

turntables/arms/cartrldges

ALPHASON XENON ARM
150
CLEARAUDIO GAMMA ma =tilde
200
CONRAD JOHNSON Dremorsix MC HEAD AMP (
nuvistors)
400
DECCA LONDON 510E excellent boxed
125
DYNAVECTOR AXIL mount coil, eked
400
GARRARD 401 in APHELION PLINTH claPI. .
450
GRAHAM SLED PHONOSTAGES IN STOCK
AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEMO
GOLDBUG MR BRIAR just rebuilt by Van den Hull, boxed . 400
GRYPHON PHONOSTAGE F
rHEAD AAIP,(6 boxe)
1750
HACCOCK GH242SE OAK wired, 2years old,
boxed with sel up etc
350
KIMBER PK ARM LEAD TO ER LINN/94Esuitable mc cartridges
75
KOETSU ARM, black, sa1 10C.a mk2 new unusdd, boxed.
700
LED MCI phonosloge
400
UNI. LP12 volholla with mission 774 and dynmrector
400
LINN LP12 volhollai MODIFIED REGA ARM
400
LINN LP12 afromosia with velhalla,and hose
400
UNN TROIKA decent condition
303 boxed
LUXMAN 0300 WITH SME Id arm, vccurn suckdown etc, ... 400
MICHEL ORBE UPGRADED GYRODECK QC,
madded rego arm & notts analog tracer 3
1500
MOTH PHONnSTAnF Trn/mc
150
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,u -s .uit into heodhell
600
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE CARBON FIBRE SPACE ARM
latest version
303
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE THE FOOT 12 arm
500
ORIGIN LIVE ARMS IN STOCK, deoant trade ins given
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT A/B new boxed
350/503
ORTOFON MC3000 MK2 just rebuilt by VdHull
ORTOFON T20 transformer
175
PIERRE LURNE J1 WITH SL5 excellent
1400
PINK TRIANGLE LPT/rb 300/no lid
250
REGA COUNTERWEIGHT MODIFICATION KIT in brass
50
REGA RB 300 incognito rewire and origin
counterweight mod
250
ROCKPORT SIRIUS 2with upgroded(by Rockport) arm
17,000
SAEC we 407 amen, knife edge beorings,
detoch heodshell, boxed
600
SIMON YORKE series 7, mint boxed with arm, rare chance . 4750
200
SONY HEAD AMP HA55 deluxe job
VAN DEN HULL MC2 high outTut( 2.5mv) very right hours 600
VAN DEN HULL GRASSROPPEIR OLA N,
just serviced by VDHull
1500
POYO VAIDI with helius onion (audanote wired) boxed
600
VOID the voyd, rosewood,ref bearileler,
split phase ,
oudionote arm, boxed
1800
VI,IHW16 5RECORD cleaning machine new/ex dear
450/420
API JMw 9' arm special rega mount version .
650

Diners. Cassette Decks
Reel-td-Reel, ileadplicnies etc

LEAK TROUGHLINE Ill STEREO legendary tuner, serviced
120
NAKAMICHI DRAGON, boxed ust serviced( El&W)1 excellent 1100
NAKAMICHI 60125e cesxxetto deck..
125
125
NAKAMICHI 992 console deck just sawed
NAJUIMICHI 082 = sett deck mint boxed
350
NAKAMICHI 582 dual capstan 3head nice machine
250
PIONEER F9I REFERICE tuner
250
PIONEER CT9I REFERNCE cassette deck
350
PIONEER CTF1000 =sees deck
100
QUAD FM2 valve ( matches 33 pre) serviced
130
QUAD FM3 excellent
110
STAR LAMBDA NOVA sig headphones, SRD-X energizerBOXED 400
TEX 6030 tassels dolby setc
250
CLAC 04300 reel lo reel takes rtopes
100
TECHNICS 9600 tuner, serious lump
100
z-systems re- 1, DIGITAL EQ
1750

Transistor Amps

ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks
AKAN ALPHA 10 integrated amp reroute, boxed
ARC,AN ALPHA 9integrated amp
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI power amp
AUDIOLAB 8000A black
AUDION platinum hybrid, volve/moslet hybrid
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130 transistor power amp
AURA EVOLUTION amp block, with phono stage
BOSE power amp, 250 watts mega lump
COUNTERPOINT SA100 100 watt volve/mosfef hybrid
CREEK pre,943r REMOTE boxed
CRIMSON 620 stereo power amp
DNM 2reamp, metal cased but 3boards,
rmus line level only
CAUDIO FINESTRA preamp, TOM EVANS, mrn/mc
ELECTROCOMPANIET DNB 100 power amp boxed ..
ELECTROCOMPANIET EW8 120 power amp boxed

800
425
300
300
275
750
1150
200
500
600
250
200
300
550
1000
1350

ELECTROHOMPANIET 45 line pre balanced remote, boxed.
650
ELECTROCOMPANIET 47 pre,bolanced. boxed, remote
600
RAFLER DE1110/220 pre,POWCR .
300
KRELL KPB 250MC mint monoblocks
6500
LED MCI and psu moving coil phono stage
400
LED LS] Ile preamp
450
LED PAD power amp
350
LINN LK100
275
LINN LK1d0 boxed
400
LINN KAIRN PRO (line level ) boxed
600
LINN KAIRN with phono, boxed
700
MARANTZ MA24 monoblocks,class Aboxed
1100
MARANTZ PAM class Aintegrated amp
350
METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP, chrome hush
500
MICHEL ARGO HR willi here psu line pre
500
MICHEL PI/GO with Hera, upgraded vie panasonic pot
3®
MICHEL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS MK1 (torn evens design) 250 pr
MOTH 10C WATT MONOBLOCKS
1400
MUSICAL FDELBY A1001 amp, full bodied sound
500
MUSICAL ADELITY F22 [freewill)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A100 50 watts sweet class A
275
NAIN 12S/120 pre power collectors item
250
NAIN 22 pre/nap 160 very old style
400
NEW A20.1 class Apereer amp
500
PASS LASSO monoblocks class Asingle ended 75 waits .. 3250
PINK TRIANGLE PIP oak pre amp boxed
500
PINK TRIANGLE PIP IWO pre mm ond mc, one box, deck
750
PLINIUS 8100 integrated amp line level
850
QUAD 34/336 with manual excellent
425
QUAD 33/405 MK] 100 watts of power
240
SIM AUDIO CELESTE integrated amp, with phono
800
THRESHOLD CAS 2100 watt power amp. boxed
500
350
YAMAHA FOO professional 200 watts

Loudspeakers

ALTEC Voice of the Theatre- ring for details
ARCAYDIS
kers ak3 rosewood boxed,
AUDIO CLASSICS type cexcellel with valves
AUDIO NOTE AN-Jsp light oak, boxed
SEW aim ' nt, rosewood mint boxed
BKS 1075e MK2, granite ribbon hybrids
CADENCE M nice and efficient
CASTLE HARECHS, neat fioorstonders
CELLO SERAPHIMS ockve speakers
DALI GRAND COUPE, rosewood
DIAPASON ADAMANTES mk2 with stands
EPOS ES11 black
HALES CONCEPT 5boxed
HEYBROOK QUARTETS with stands
KEF qI BOXED MINT with q30 subwoofer
KEF REF 102 block, boxed
KEF REF 1rosewood , boxed
KLIPSCH CORN WALLS like slightly smaller la scale
LINN KABERS black passive wrth ku-stone stands
LINN KEILEDHS, with ku-stone
LOWTHER MAUHORN, block, with panda
LOWTHER 0).3 in small dual position ocousta style cabinets
MISSION 754 freedoms, latest version boxed
M&K subwoofer vx100, 100 watts etc, mint boxed
PROAC RESPONSE 2
QUAD ESL 63 speakers, block e33000 & stands
QUAD ESL 57 excellent fully serviced
ROGERS LS3'54 walnut bored

KIM3ER 'CABLE

Russ Andrews Accessories led,
FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL LA8 9ZA
Tel: 0044 1539 825500 Fax: 0044 1539 825540

350
750
903
450
1200
600
503
40:0
1000
1400
350
2000
400
375
275
650
800
800
300
900
650
650
450
700
1100
700
600

E-mail: AN73erussandrews.corn

RUARK CRUSADERS walnut boxed
703
SNELL Emir) walnut boxed the classics
550
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATORS mkl, excellent
1350
SPENDOR LS3/5A early pair in Teak
500
STIRLING BROADCAST LS3/5A , block
500 parr
TANNOY 1225, DUAL CONCENTRIC 10' AND ABR,
glass tops nice
250
TANNOY cheviots MK1, Good pair , serviced
450
TANNOY GRF cabinets repro pair in walnut wth 15' golds 4030
THIEL 23 cherry, mint taxed
1950
VIENNA ACOUSTICS BACH , beech
500
TEL STUDIO 2upgraded tweeters, block with stand
350

Valve Amps
AIR TIGHT ATN2 80 wcdt power amp
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3pre . gold mc boards
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 . . . . . . .
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120se monoblocks
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 monoblooks boxed .
AUX) RESEARCH SP11, two box pre, eit, phono
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI pre line level valve pre
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 line level pre
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 boxed line level pre
AUDIO RESERCH LS8 micl line pre , block front boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 mk2 line pre , block front boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 line pre with remote , silver iron
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 remote control upgrade
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE PHONO,
block front. mint boxed
AUDION STIRLING phono stage
AUDION APOLLOS, single ended ltd edition
BEARD p35 mk2 POWER AMP
BORDER PATROL 30013 amp,mk1
CONCORDANT EXCELSIOR pre with pbono and elle pou..
CONCORDANT QUAD II MONOBLOCKS
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI3 pre with phono boxed
CONRAD JOHNSON PV10AL boxed
CONRAD JOHNSON PIREN 4power amp, boxed
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 782 box pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 6 nuaskar mc step up
CROFT CHARISMA Xphono preamp
CROFT EPOCH ELITE mahogany front, boxed
CROFT 3m OIL monoblocks
CROFT APPARITION OTL
EAR V20 amp
EAR 802 pre with mc phone
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE, 300b integaned amp
HOC BEASTIE 211 single ended power amp
LUXMAN amp much modified, 6550 oulput
MELDS 333 two box pre line great dynamics,boxed
QUAD IIS excellent resprayed pair with kt66 VALVES
QUAD IIS special anniversary edition gold (
rig boxes elc
SHANLING MONOBLOCKS in stack,
remote control volume, 50 walls
SONIC FRONTIERS SFS 40, power amp
TRILOGY 901 preamp with phono
UNISON SIMPLY 4integrated amp, boxed
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONE/POWER 35 pm/power .
See website for full listing

3250
1150
1500

no
3400
17C0
600
1000
825
900
1100
1750
2400

3750
350
2800
450
1250
600
500
550
500
1250
3400
400
1200
600
1100
700
1400
1100
1503
1250
903
1300
700
3250
2003
800
375
875
1250

USED HIFI SPECIALIST, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT EMAIL emporium@despammed.com
WEBSITE www.emporium.dircon.co.uk Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment

coludia- Valve Amplifiers

"Besten Playern
der Welt"
Beat Player in the World - Stereo Magazine

Lindemann 0680 CD/SACO Player

LA3

61'gà

Stereo 20

Distributors for.
Allaerts, Avantgarde Acoustic, DPS, Garrott, Lindemann,
LYS, Shelter, PHY-HP, Schroder, TRDN and J.C. Verdier.

5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire, U69 5EJ
Telephone 01695 833099 email. salesigigtaudio corn

Imiww.gtaudio.com

Looking For A Valve Amplifier?
We believe that only valve amplifiers can reproduce that rich
musical, non- fatiguing sound you are probably missing. We use
traditional designs that are hand built using 'Point to point'
wiring without printed circuit boards.

Stereo 20
Stereo 40
LA 3
MB 25

EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95*

EL34 37watts integrated
Triode Line Level pre amp

£899.95*

3006 Mono blocs ( pr)

Demonstration by
appointment only

£649.95*
£1999.95*

Features include: All Triode front end. Hard built & wired. ' Point to Point'
wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. Nc printed circuit
board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile components 4 & 8ohm
speaker matching. Stainless steel & 6/10mm alloy plate construction.
Attractive stainless steel & Plexiglas cage included. Stunning looks.
Upgrade options. Superb smooth valve sound quality.
Part Exchange your old equipment. Ask for details.

C

1
Real
hi-fi

I

We are pleased to announce that we are now distributors
for the superb OH! NJOE TJOEB Valve CD players.

Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final,

These feature avalve output stage and Upsampling' Al four models

Lyra, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,

are in stock. You will be amazed what it can do for your CD collec-

Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,

tion. Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World.
Njoe Tjoeb Super Crystal', Digital Transformer

399.95

Njoe Tjoeb Super plus more options

469.95

Njoe Tjoeb Ultra plus Burr Brown op amps

619.95

Njoe Tjoeb Reference plus 24bit 192khz Upsampler

799.95

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Try for 30 days, full refund if not delightec
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio co uk

•
1-c—cr,c dell-dixe" 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE28TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted

Audio Analogue, Eieauhom, Benz Micra,

CE marked

Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

*Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee nc uding valves.
-j\r-
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01376 521132
07802 483698

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-s_tage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfora Ess
e ex
seeing and hearing is believing.

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
\RCAM ALPHA 10 AMP BOXED AND IMMACULA1
£499
ARCAM ALPHA 7TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE- 2YEARS OLD
£ 179
AUDIOLAB 8000A-GREYPHONO
£199
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
CYRUS POWER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO TOWER 400 ( INCL TWIN ACTIVE SUBS- 0350 NEW. £ 1195
DENON AVP-Al GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW)
£995
DENON AVC-AISE BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB 7.1 DTS ES AC3-RF
£ 1795
KRELL KSA80B POWER AMP SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1595
LINN NUMER1K DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC
£ 399
MARANTZ DV4200 DVD PLAYER BLACK SEALED BOX NEW
£299
MERIDIAN 200/203 DAC-7 AVERAGE CONDITION- NO REMOTE
£479
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM- MULTI REGION
£595
MICROMEGA STAGE 5IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£429
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MONITOR AUDIO MA 1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
£595
MUSE MODEL 3PRE- AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP/HT600 AV SILVER 5MONTHS OLD AS NEW (WERE £4K) ... £2995
MUSICAL FIDELITY T1FM ONLY TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 199
MUSICAL FIDELITY A220 INT AMP PIANO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£499
NAIM CREDO BEECH 1998 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£895
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN FRONT INC NAPSC 3YEARS OLD SUPERB CONDITIO
£ 1695
NAIM NAPI40 NEW STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£449
NAIM NAPI80 SUPERB CONDITION ETC
£695
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE) 999 MODEL)
£399
NAIM IXO 2- WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NAP90/3 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 329
NAIM NA CD- X CD PLAYER 3YRS OLD SUPERB
£ 1795
NAKAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER- WAS £ 1500 NEW- LOVELY CONDITION £399
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2
£ 179
PIONEER DV-7I7 MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER-GOLD
£ 299
PRO-AC TABLETTE 50 CHERRY- IMMACULATE
£395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1695
QUAD 606 MK IPOWER AMP AVERAGE CONDITION
£ 399
QUAD FM4 GREY PHONOGOOD CONDITION SLIGHT MARKS
£229
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW
£229
R) ' ARK CL20 BEECH VERY GOOD CONDITION
£895
\II NNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH WOOD GOOD CONDITION BOXED
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE •
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

(»noodle

Classical Music

on Vinyl

the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-137 Commercial Street,
London El 6BJ

List online at www.vynoodle.co.uk

"For me,
Relaxa 3+ is
beyond
reproach"
•
:Ken Kessler,
Hi -Fi News
THE RELAXA 3+ EQUIPMENT SUPPORT FROM S.A.P £400
Available from:
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753 652669 info
www.ukd.co.uk

MIN

!Oa

01332 760587

\t"-

Musical Fidelity Tri -Vista

-full

ORTOFON
PRIMARF
PRO-AC
PRO-JEC7
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THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Marantz

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

30 years of Excellence

Primare

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Sony

Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

B+W Nautilus

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

'Lockwood Audio

rphe

VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Amazing cables! Unlock your system's full potential.
Handbuilt silver hybrid interconnects from £85,
solid silver speaker cables from £220. £5p&p.
Fantastic performance, refund guarantee.

See the VS4FNCYL Cones Hotline at
WWW.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Details: 0115 982 5772 after 7pm,
e-mail: Bob@skydivers.co.uk

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
411'
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064

nor-

lieeterconnects

High quality audio cables

Spares and repairs

"1 rate them as the cable bargain of the decade."
(Rai Paice, Hi Fi World magazine)

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

OKING

Lavardin

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
7

(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 2(5) 862-4871
Visit our subsist, at:
http://www.tatwyre.cou
..all: ifitWyr•@fetWyri.00111
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nextmonth

HifiNews

Exclusive .the UK

's

•
most powerful hi-fi amp?

Don't miss the FIRST review, including full lab test coverage, of Musical Fidelity's
monster l000W power amplifier and its matching pre-amplier

In-depth lab tests
Further exclusive lab tests probe the latest upsampling CD player from
Talk Electronics and Monitor Audio's flagship Gold Reference 6o speak

WIN a £2500 Pathos valv
Don't miss your chance to win the mouthwatering
Pathos Logos valve amplifier, worth £ 2500
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opinion

ken kesster
Deadlines have done

multimedia music history. It's unlikely that any other artist's

it again. Right after finishing last

estate will create something similar; although Sinatra, Presley

month's column, in which I

and others left enough A/V material, the depth of their

discussed the way music DVDs are

influence doesn't justify five discs running to more than

undervalued, what should appear

hours worth of interviews, live footage, documentaries and

ii

but the best argument yet to justify

more. Anthology is astudy of aphenomenon the calibre of

their existence. Long-term readers

which we are unlikely ever to see repeated.

will yawn when they see what Icite

Why? Because the world has moved on precisely because

as the best of its type, but bear

of the Beatles, who kicked down more barriers than any other

with me: there's much of interest

force. They helped sire every post- 196z pop/rock genre bar

here even if you're not among those prepared to acknowledge

rap and hip- hop. Their films set the stage for all the rock

that the Beatles were the most potent force in music during

videos that followed. They were akey element of the hippie

the entire 20th Century.

era and the peace movement. They rewrote the rules of

That contentious remark comes from one who reveres
Robert Johnson and Elvis Presley, who appreciates the worth

fashion. They even helped Great Britain's balance of payments
and made EMI rich.

of Louis Armstrong, Miles Davis and Charlie Parker, who could

Anthology allows us, especially those old enough to be

sing the songs of Rodgers & Hammerstein at the age of seven,

tainted by nostalgia, to appreciate their contribution in an

who worships at the altars of Stax and Motown, and who

almost dispassionate manner.., even though the then- surviving

spends so much time listening to Prima, Sinatra and Dino that

Beatles Ringo Starr, George Harrison and Paul McCartney, plus

he should be made an honorary Italo-American. But my

(alas) Yoko Ono, contribute throughout and had final approval

passion for the Beatles wasn't formed in avacuum, nor is it

over every second. Still, it's revealing, open and honest, with

based on prejudice. Moreover, I'm too old to worry about what

only the events since its appearance, especially the death of

others think of my tastes, unlike teenagers deemed ' uncool'

George Harrison and McCartney's recent churlish behaviour

by their peers for listening to the wrong band or wearing the

regarding the song credits, dating the contents.

wrong trainers.
Now that 33 years have passed since the band's demise
and the calendar has moved not just onto the next century

What the new edition adds to the original are 5.1 mixes
(for playback in either linear PCM stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1 or
the vastly superior DTS 5.1) and abonus disc with 81

but the next millennium, it's time that the anti-rock/pop
brigade admitted that the Beatles had agreater influence
on music, popular culture, art, fashion and social behaviour
than any other force — let alone musical entity — the last
century witnessed.
The very argument used in the 196os to disrespect the
Beatles and their music — that of ' the test of time' — no
longer applies. True, we still have afew centuries to go
before they'll admit that the Beatles are up there with

The influence of the Beatles has
transcended every single age,
gender, language, culture,
nationality and musical prejudice

Mozart, but that's something none of us will live to
ascertain. Yet try as Imay, Ican't name anyone else who had

minutes' worth of material not included in the original,

the same amount of cultural/social, behavioural impact,

including aheart- wrenching glimpse at abrief reunion of

especially beyond their primary fields of practice. Not

Ringo, George and Paul. Peppered throughout are moments

Sinatra, not JFK, not Churchill, not Hemingway, not Warhol,

such as producer George Martin insisting on analogue mixing

not Gandhi, not even Elvis.

of the group's earliest artefacts and George Harrison

The Beatles' influence transcended age, gender, language,

band's demise, they continued to innovate, the videos for

released last month, Glass Onion: Songs Of The Beatles,

'Free As ABird' and ' Real Love' as advanced as anything to

featuring cover versions by Ella Fitzgerald, Aretha Franklin,

emerge in the past eight years.

the Meters, Herbie Mann and Carmen McRae, among others.

fan. And Iwouldn't expect you even to like them or change a

argue that list isn't an indisputable endorsement of their

negative opinion of them based on this box set. But two things

For those under so or (spiritually) over 90, the new DVD
version of The Beatles Anthology is ample proof. When the

july

All this might be too much if you're not ahardcore Beatles

Is there apsychotic/fascistic jazz snob out there who dares
greatness?

122

admitting that he ' likes abit of tape hiss'. Even after the

culture, nationality, musical prejudice. Ihave before me aCD

should be clear to you after viewing it: (1) that music DVDs are
an educational tool par excellence able to provide
entertainment at the same time, and (2) that the Beatles have

series was broadcast eight years ago, followed by release on

no peers since the dawn of recorded music. Go on: it's OK to

tape and laserdisc, it set new standards for the production of

admit it 33 years after the fact. ri
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state-of-thc-art
Ayre
The Astonishing AX- 7 Integrated Amplifier is the first in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value products from Ayre.
Ayre's signature sound combines breathtaking transparency with
beguiling musicality.
That's no accident. Ayre components are zero- feedback and fully
balanced from input to output to produce inherently pure sound.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new AX- 7 Integrated Amplifier maintains this heritage.

For further details on Ayre components please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Estate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099
Email: premier@poth.co.uk
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One damn good song
I'm moving on

Listen and you'll see

www.listenandyoullsee.com

To hear B&W loudspeakers and find your nearest retailer, please call 01903 221 500 or visit our website.

